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PREFACE

The study of state and Local response to the Carl D. Perkins Act is

one of several major studies commissioned by the Notional Assessment of

Vocational Education (NAVE) of the U.S. Department of Education at the request

if Congress. As such, the study results can be used by NAVE as it prepares

its report to Congress, and the study reports will also be provided co

Congress as it deliberates the reauthorization of the Perkins Act. The Abt

Associates Inc. (AAI) study includas the only national survey of local

vocational education practices, as well as the largest set of qualitative case

studies of state and local practices in the mandated assessment.

AAI's report. is organized in two volumes. This volume contains the

results of the case studies conducted in nine states and 27 communities, three

in each state. Separate chapters address each of the following questions:

What is the capacity and willingness of states to

provide leadership in vocational education? What

guidance do the states provide regarding the

implementation of the Perkins Act?

What is the nature of activities funded under Perkins
Title YIA for special popularions? What is the relative
importance of the Perkins Act in assuring the special
population groups have access to high quality programs?

What is the nature of prove= improvement activities in
vocational education? To what extent has the Perkins
Act contributed to program improvement initiatives?

The final chapter brings together the overall conclusions on the

implementation of the Perkins Act and its relative importance to the

vocational education enterprise and discusses possible options for federal

action.

The second volume presents the survey findings of a national sample

of 1,500 secondary districts and 500 postsecondary institutions offering

vocational education programs.* The first of its kind in almost a decade, the

survey focuses on the distribution and uses of Perkins funds in comprehensive

11111111MIN
*
Swartz, Janet P., 1989. State and Local Response to the Carl D.

Perkins Act: Survey Analysis. Cambridge, MA: Abt Associates Inc.



school districts, area vocational schools offering secondary vocational

programs, and postsecondary institutions. Ic also analyzes changes in

vocational education enrollments and programs over the last five years, as

well as the relationship between vocational. education and JTPA.
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CRAFTER I

ovErrum OF TEE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ENTERPRISE AND
TEE FEDERAL ROLF

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Since the turn of the century, vocational education has been a

staple of American high school curricula. In fact, the first fedora' 'unding

for public secondary schools was for vocational education and predated other

federal involvement in public elementary and secondary education by almcit 50

years. Vocational education is of continuing interest, in part because it

enrolls large numbers of students at both the secondary and postsecondary

levels. It is particularly important to explore the vocational education

enterprise at this time to see how it has responded to the education reform

movement with its emphasis on academic skills.

The Carl O. Perkins Vocational Education Act (121. 98-524) changed and

clarified its predecessor, the Vocational Education Act of 1963. The Perkins

Act contained an increased emphasis on opportunities for special population

groups and on services to economically depressed areas; earmarked non-targeted

federal dollars to improve end expand on vocational education; and required

spending Zederal dollars to modernise the vocational education system. See

Exhibit 1.1 for a comparison of the Perkins Act with its predecessor.

Title IIA, the Vocational Education Opportunities Program, continued

the set-asides for handicapped and disadvantaged students. Added were set-

asides for adults needing training or retwaining, for women and men in

nontraditional programs, for single parents and displaced homemakers, and for

the incarcerated. In a shift from the earlier act, the Perkins Act required

that a larger proportion of state funds be distributed to economically

depressed areae and/or areas of high unemployment.

Title 113, the Vocational Education Improvement, Innovation and

Expansion Program, made up the remainder of the basic state grant under

Perkins. In a major departure from tradition, federal funds could no longer

be ,:led to operate existing programs but must support improvements,

expansi.ns, or new programs, including the application of new technology.

Each state was instructed to set priorities for program improvement, and

teacher training was also required.



Exhibit 1.1

00EPARISON OF MAJOR TARGETING PROvISIONS UNDER THE
VOCATIONAL nUCATION ACT (1976) AND THE CARL PERKINS ACT (1984)-

Targeting
Provision

VEA

('.376)

CPA Fderal
(1984) Share

Economically
Depressed Areas

Improvement,
Innovation,
and Expansion

Sec Asides

"give
priority to;

20% of Basic
State Grant
encouraged
throughout

more than
501

43% oC Balic
Grant

50:

handicapped

disadvantaged
(incl. LEP)

postsecondary
vocational education

adult training
and retraining

single parents
and homemakers

10%

20%

15%

0

0

10:

221

0

8.5

50%

50%

100%

sex equity programs 0 3.3% IOC%

incarcerated 0
' rIt :00%

TOTAL 45% 57:

1The chart is a rough comparison since the organization of programs under :he :wo

laws are not strictly comparable. Subpart 4 of Part 2 (VEA) for example supoor:e

1001 of the costs of special programs for the disadvantaged. Also under :ne ;EA

Basic State Grant, funds were mandared for displaced home7ak.t?rr but no mini-rp.T

budget was specified. The Perkins Ac,, aLso includes a searate program in

retraining, but t has yet to be funded.

2After administration costs ha.t bee- :3r7.- ofF the top of the State Grant,

57% go toward the Vocational Educa.pr Prcgram while 43: go for -_ne

Vocational Educational Impr-)ven7c7, !nr.a:-r. and Expansbon Program.
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The Perkins Act also included an assessment of its implementation

and offectivkness. The National Assessment of Vocational Education (NAVE) has

been charged with providing the Congress with information on the act's

provisions.

STUDY QUESTIONS AND NSTBODOLOGY

In the summer of 1987, one year after the Perkins Act went into

effect, NAVE commissioned this study to address three questions:

What is the capacity and willingness of states to

provide leadership in vocational education? What

guidance do the states provide regarding the

implementation of the Perkins Act?

What is the nature of activities funded under Perkins
Title ZIA for special populations? What is the relative
importance of the Perkins Act in assuring the special
population groups have access to high quality programs?

What is the nature of program improvement activities in
vocational education? What is the nature of activities
funded under Title IIS for program improvement? To what

extent has the Perkins Title IIS contributed to program
improvement initiatives?

The Carl D. Perkins Act was designed to assist states in the conduct

of their own vocational education programs, giving them wide latitude in the

content and range of programs and supplemental services. The law also

permitted the State to use 20 percent of Title II funds for statewide

initiatives. At the same time, the law prescribed such funds allocation

procedures as earmarking funds for special population groups and program

improvement, requiring an intrastate formula for distributing Handicapped and

Disadvantaged funds, and establishing matching and excess costs provisions,

where applicable. The study sought to explore how the state incorporated the

Perkins Act into its own initiatives, how state decisions were made about

which local providers received Perkins funds and what activities were allowed

or encouraged under the Act, and what actions local providers took in response

to state guidance. Through extensive on-site interviews and document review,

we could examine state activities in detail and assess both the intended and

unintended consequences of the act.



To understand the implementation of Perkins f4nds at the local

level, it was necessary to examine how decisions were made about how to expend

Perkins funds, what specific activities were undertaken, and how those

activities fit with the larger vocational education enterprise in the

community, as well as with the intentions of the act itself. Only then could

the relative importance of the Perkins Act be assessed and possible changes in

the law be proposed.

The overall task then was to determine the direct effects of the

Perkins Act on state and local administration and implementation of vocational

education, and to identify the overall capacity of sacs and Local vocational

education systems to address the priorities identified in the act.

The study design needed to address these questions posed several

intriguing issues. We anticipated that descriptive information about formal

interactions within and among state and local agencies and about the amount

and use of Perkins funds would be readily available. In addition, )y

interviewing both state and local providers about state guidance, we could be

reasonably confident about the state role with the Perkins Act. Assessing the

relative iAlportance of the Perkins Act was far more challenging. 'Questioning

respondents about what changes, if any, had taken place since the Perkins Act

was first implemented was one approach. Asking multiple respondents what

their own opinions were was another. Cataloging all relevant vocational

services and comparing Perkins-supported activities against the whole was a

third, but very time consuming, approach. As detailed below, we useL. all

three methods, including documenting relevant vocational services to the

extent possible.

Niue state offices and three communities in each state were

visited. The nine states were chosen from among 18 states included in the

national survey (see the survey report for the results of the national

survey]. The design and selection of the 18 states was eased upon

stratification on several key variables and the use of probability-

proportional-to-size sampling. The key variables were: census region, number

of units of change from 1980 to 1985 in state requirements for core courses,

percent of students in postsecondary or adult vocational education from FY



1979, and per pupil total expenditures for 1984-55. Total vocational

education enrollment was used in the probability-proportional-to-size

sampling. The nine states were selected in a similar fashion.

Three communities were selected in each of the nine states to allow

diversity urbanicity, general economic condition (growing or stable

economies versus declining economies). and geograrhic spread within the

state. One community in each state was selected because the state agency had

recommended it as having innovative programs.

While no generalizations can be made to the nation as a whole from

our sample of states and districts, the factors influencing state

administration, access of special populations to services, and program

improvement initiatives probably operate in the same fe4hion 4i starer and

communities with similar characteristics.

Site field worlt ran from February through May' of 19SS. At the state

Level, interviews were held with a number of officials within the state

agencies responsible for secondary and postsecondary vocational education,

other education agency personnel, key legislative aides, education advisors to

the governor, executive directors of state advisory councils on vocational

education, and the directors of the Job Training Partnership (.1TPA) progran.

Among the questions asked were those about the organizational structure of the

office administering Perkins and its relationship with other offices and

programs, state administrative decisions on allocating Perkins funds and

carrying out specific Perkins provisions, the reasons behind those state

decisions, statewide initiatives in vocational education, and the role of the

vocational education office vis-a-vis state initiatives in economic

development and academic reform.

In communities, interviews were held with school district officials,

directors of secondary vocational education, principals of comprehensive and

vocational high schools, vocational education faculty, directors of

postsecondary area vocational schools, community college ,.:residents and

administrative staff, community :TPA directors, employers, and community

persons Knowledgeable about the local economy. Detailed questions were asked

about Perkins expenditures and services in mach funding category, decisions

about allocating Perkins funds, the relationship between Perkins-funded

activities and other activ-i7ies for special populations or program

J



improvement, relationships wish other programs (such as JTPA) and with the

state office administering Perk:.ns, and descriptive information about the

community, schools, and students. About 100 institutions were visited across

the 27 communities. In most communities, field teams went to the school

district office, one comprehensive high school, one vocational high school (or

area vocational school), two postsecondary institutions and several employers.

Documents were solicited from the states and communities in advance;

others were obtained on site. Documents included the state plan, state forms

and guidance sent to local providers, state-prepared reports on vocational

education, local plans, and other local documents on student and community

demographics. A representative from each district and postsecondary

institution was also requested to complete the survey in advance of the

visit., Twenty person days were spent in each state, including 16 days in

communities. Correspondingly more time was spent in urban :hen in rural

communities. (Sampling and data collection and analysis methods are detsi,ed

in the Appendix.)

The study is characterized by its breadth and eange of topics on

Perkins administration rather than by in-depth analysis of a single facet of

administration or practice. It focuies first on Perkins expenditures and t.en

on the relative importance of Perkins witLin the larger context of the state

and Local vocational education enterprise. It should not, therefore, be

viewed as a comprehensive review or analysis of all vocational education

practices. In addition, as most Perkins funds are spent by secondary 4nd

prebaccalaureate institutions, the report concentrates on these institutions

rather than, for ex:Lapis, on private or proprietary schools or four-yaar

institutions. Employment and training programs are included only insofar as

they are coordinated with vocational education offerings. Lastly, the study

did not focus on compliance issues; me were not conducting an audit of Perkins

cApenditures or accountiug procedure$.

14
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

State Adminiitration of Perkins

At the state level, the Perkins Act is implemented within a context

of multiple actors and agencies overseeing the provision of vocational

education. Secondary vocational education in school districts was overseen by

the office administering the Perkins Act, as were secondary and postsecondary

area vocational schools in most states visited. In only one state, however,

did authority over all vocational education in the state reside in the office

administering the Perkins grant.

Central to the implementation of the Perkins Act is how states

allocate Perkins funds across multiple agencies. Prior to allocating Perkins

funds, eight of the nine states visited either establ; hed a proportion of

funds for secondary and postsecondary sectors or limited eligibility to some

Perkins set-asides by type of institution. The prespecified percent splits

were described as long standing practice; and in at least four of the nine

states visited, institutions that came under the purview of the Perkins office

were likely to receive more funds than they would have been allocated purely

on a vocational enrollment basis.

The Perkins categories where states restricted institutional

eligibility to one type of institution were the Adult funds (four states),

Program Improvement (three states), Single Parent/Homemaker funds (two

states), and Sex Equity funds (one state).

More states restricted the access of institutions to Perking funds

than provided substantive direction about how Perkins funds were to be spent.

States seldom directed the content of activities undertaken with

Perkins Title MIA Special Populations funds. Even when Ms were used, states

rarely set specific priorities or concentrated resources in a fe-.4 statewide

centers. Nor did states define eligible populations for handicapped and

disadvantaged funds, past the definitions included in federal law and

regulation. Communities than used definitions that may not have been

consistent within or among states. Only one state influenced the federal



intradistrict allocation formula of Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds,

saying that all Perkins funds had to support aides for students in regular

vocational classes.

States were more likely to provide substantive direction on Title

ITS Program Improvement funds than on Tit1e IIA Special Population funds.

Curriculum development initiatives iominated statewide activities, although

all states used Title III! funds for staff training and occupational

information systems as well.

Most states visited also provided direction on equipment purchases

under the Perkins Act. In fact, the primary influence on the use of Title IIH

funds for other than equipment purchases appeared to be state-imposed limits

or prohibitions on equipment purchases. Four states either prohibited or

Limited the extent to which funds could be used for equipment, another

required that at least half the grant be used for equipment, and one created a

separate category solely for equipment purchases.

State funding mechanisms for Title Int funds appeared to make a

difference in the quality of projects funded. 'hen competitions were used,

the projects funded seemed of higher quality than those funded through

formula, most Likely because the competition for funding encouraged more

car cul planning and design of activities. Scme states facilitated

innovativeness by providing guidance or information about programs operating

in other parts of the state or country.

Perkins funds played a key role in statewide initiatives in

vocational education, and it is unlikely much activity would have been

supported in their absence. Curriculum development,

used

state

vocational education, was a widely discussed,

usually in competency

important and visible

activity. Consequently, it may be worthwhile to study state efforts

more systematically, including the content and cost-effectiveness of consortia

efforts.

All states also supported staff training and occupational

information systems. Additional activities were scattered across states.

Through requests for proposals, some states sponsored the implementation of

16
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pilot or model prugrams, such as Principles of Technology, in a few

districts. Statewide programmatic initiatives such as vocational education

for the disadvantaged were rare.

. The office administering the Perkins grant was rarely involved in

state level efforts that extended across state offices or agencies. For

example, the vocational education office was, for the most part, excluded from

academic reform initiatives and participated in state economic development

efforts only when the institutions targeted as training providers came under

the purview of the Perkins office'

Relations among most states and secondary providers was cited as

helpful and cordial, with wellestablished and stable working relationships.

Five of the nine states provided guidance almost exclusively on fiscal and

compliance matters, while three were seen as strong on technical assistance in

curriculum and program improvement, and one was seen as strong in both areas.

The two most regulatory states had strained relations with their communities.

The State office administering Perkins operated through another set

of state actors to react postsecondary providers. Substantive guidance was

limited almost entirely to compliance and fiscal matters. Where other

agencies received sizable Perkins funds (five of the nine states), funds were

usually passed through with little restriction.

States are not likely to play a more forceful substantive role

regarding Perkins funds without federal directives. Congress could faciltiate

improvement in state administration by encouraging more targeted use of funds

through competitive procurements; and promoting more state guidance or sharing

of information on possible MISS of funds, especially for Title IIB program

improvement.

Because of the deeply entrenched funds allocation patterns among

institutions, any shifts in state allocation of funds shall require explicit

federal directives.

Title IIA Special Populations

The quality and comparability of data used in the intrastate formula

to allocate Perkins Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds are suspect. In the

communities visited, vocational administrators seldom knew the number of



disadvantaged or handicapped students enrolled in vocational education, the

number needing special services in order to succeed, or the number

participating in Perkins-funded activities. It is unclear what numbers are

used in the intrastate allocation formulae. In addition, without this

information, communities could not develop comprehensive strategies for

providing services, making programmatic decisions, or selecting among students

on the basis of need.

At the secondary level, Perkins Handicapped funds supported

assessment activities, followed by instruction in vocational classes. At the

postsecondary level, funds were most likely to support a variety of support

services, especially disability-related services such as notetaking and

interpreting.

Perkins Disadvantaged funds seldom provided services directly linked

with vocational instruction. At the secondary level, Perkins funds were most

often used for assessment and counseling, followed by instruction in

nonvocational classes. The pattern was reversed at the postsecondary level,

with basic skills centers or learning labs most frequently funded. The

paucity of services generally available for disadvantaged students, regardless

of funding source, appeared particularly acute.

About half of the providers visited combined at least a portion of

their Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds, and used them for such common

services as assessment, counseling ana remedial instruction. While combining

funds may be a cost-effective way to use scarse resources, there was some

indication that handicapped students were likely to receive more services than

the proportional share of resources warranted.

Perkins Adult funds at the secondary level often were used for

general adult education activities, so the impact of funds was indirect at

best. At the postsecondary level, the funds were often targeted to specific

training programs (e.g., cashier, hotel/motel management, 'Licensed Practical

Nurse), so had a more concentrated effect.

Single Parent/Homemaker funds were typically for increasing

access to vocational education in general,' through child care, tuition

assistance and counseling. Funds were less frequently used to support

operating programs. The one state that earmarked

10
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programs, supported programs in such traditionally female occupations as word

processing, bookkeeping and child care; although about one quarter of the

projects were in such nontraditional fields as computer application and

computer maintenance/technology. Across all communities, median grants at the

secondary level were about $12,000; vhile slightly more than twice that at the

postsecondary level, State sex equit7 coordinators strongly urged large

concentrations of grants arguing that until individual grants reached $20,000

to $30,000 no staff could be hired to devote substantial attention to the

issue-9.

Perkins Sez Equity funds were designed to overcome sex bias and sex

stereotyping that have long characterized vocational education and to support

students pursuing nontraditional careers. Seldom did the vocational educators

interviewed appear informed or concerned about this issue, and nontraditional

enrollments in vocational education were rare. Funds usually supported access

activities -- brochures, workshops and recruitment, but rarely supported

operating programs, ongoing support services, or job placement. Perkins

grants usually appeared too diluted to have much effect. As with the Single

Parent/Homemaker grants, concentrated granti of $20,000 to $30,000 each were

urged by the state se= equity coordinators in order to hire staff who could

devote substantial attention to the issue.

Services for special populations were seldom incorporated into

program improvement initiatives. Title IIB funds were rarely used for special

population groups, but instead focused on the "typical" vocational education

students that administrators often felt were being short-changed under the

Perkins Act. For program initiatives to focus more on special populations,

Perkins Title IIH funds would either need to be redirected or some portion of

Title !LA funds would need to be targeted for special initiatives.

In general, the role of Perkins Title ILA funds in the vocational

education enterprise is a small one, and the amount of funds was not viewed as

substantial enough for it alone to provide an impetus for new

services/programs or new initiatives to serve special populations. Where the

Perkins goals were closely aligned with 4-.hose of local providers, on the other

hand, funds were welt-targeted and appiently well spent. Without targeting

funds or linking Perkins services more directly with vocational instruction,

the act is not accomplishing as much as it could.



Title In Program Improvement Funds

The extent to which program Improvement was generally taking place

in vocational education varied among the ciounities visited. Characteristics

of the more innovative institutions included. a culture supportive of

innovation, especially among key administratoze! a strategy for growth chat

included the active recruitment of new student populations; ongoing program-

!viral assessment; and active collabora4aon across educational institutions and

programs, especially in funding efforts.

New programs were relatively rare. Secondary institutions typically

upgraded current programs with new equipment or provided supplemental support

or remedial services. At the postsecondary level, customized training for

prospective or current industry employees was the largest growth area. Many

communities were working on articulation agreements, Ali:hough most were either

general agreements to work together or were college credit for a single or a

few programs. A number of institutions were engaged in curriculum and staff

development activities, particularly where the state strongly encouraged such

efforts.

The broad message that Perkins Title IIB funds were to be used for a

variety of program improvement and expansion efforts has not been effectively

heard at the community level. Unless states limited or prohibited the use of

funds for equipment purchases, institutions saw the Perkins Title 1113 funds

primarily as "federal equipment money."

When the equipment purchases were part of a Larger program

improvement strategy, they appeared to have a catalytic effect. But when

equipment purchases were dispersed more broadly, they appeared to have no

effect beyond the equipment itself. The muted effect of Title US funds was

further limited because the state or local match was seldom used in direct

support of the Title II13 allocation. The federal funds could have a more

visible and concentrated impact if the tederal and required matching funds

were combined at the local level to support the same acti ities. Meeting the

requisite match was not found to be problematic in the communities visited.

One possible approach to strengthen the we of federal funds for

program improvement would be to use targeted program improvement competitions

to capitalize on the more innovative institutions providing vocational



education, especially those in economically depressed areas. Such

competitions could include demonstrations that could be observed and more

widely disseminated.

Another strategy may be to use federal funds to help strengthen the

conditions found in the more innovative institutions. One example would be to

encourage jointly funded linkage projects. Here some Perkins funds and other

state or federal funds would be combined at the state level and released

through requests for proposals. To obtain funding, vocational providers would

have to demonstrate they had established working relationships with the

corresponding other local agencies. One state has already begun such an

initiative.

Finally, an additional approach to strengthen the uses of Title ITS

funds would be to strengthen the role of the state in program improvement,

especially becaure it appeared that those projects funded through requests for

proposals appeared to be of higher quality than those funded through formula

allocations.

Coordination with JTPA

Although coordination between JTPA and vocational education

providers was mandated in the Legislation, actual cooperation was more

influenced by such pragmatic concerns as the availability of substantial JTPA

resources and declining vocational enrollments. JTPA grants were typically two

or three times the size of Title IIB grants.

JTPA programs operated in both secondary (usually summer youth

programa) and postsecondary institutions (as "slot-ins" in regular programs or

for support of industry-specific training). In some cases, Perkins 'Itle IIA

and JTPA funds were combined to fund JTPA clients in particular programs,

including very short-term customized training. Although combining Perkins and

JTPA funds to serve the same population groups is a productive use of funds,

some clarification may be needed to ensure that Perkins funds designed for

longer term education programs do not support the very short-term customized

training.



ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Following the overview provided in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 describes

the vi3cational eduction enterprise in the states and communities visited.

Chapter 3 analyzes state administration of vocational education and of the

Perkins Act. Chapter 4 examines the access of special populations to

vocational education, describes services provided, and explores the role of

the Perkins Act in these activities. Chapter 5 describes program improvement

initiatives in vocational education, coordination among vocational education

and the programs under the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), and the

relative influence of the Perkins Act in these endeavors. The final chapter

brings together the overall conclusions on the implementation of the Perkins

Act and its relative importance to the vocational education enterprise and

discusses possible options for federal action. An appendix presents a

methodological note on sample selection and data collection and analysis.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 provide rich descriptive detail on vocational

practices in each state and community visited for readers interested in site

specific information. For those readers interested more in an overview of

policies and practices, a listingof key findings is presented at the start of

each of those chapters.



CHAPTE31 2

THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ENTERPRISE

To understand the implementation of the Perkins ACE, it is important

to understand how vocational education is organized within states - -what

institutions provide offerings and what policies govern the operation of those

institutions. The first section of this chapter briefly describes vocational

education in each of the nine states visited. States are referred to by

number (e.g., State 1, State 2) in order to protect confidentiality. The

second section of this chapter examines the vocational education enterprise

within the 27 communities visited in the nine states. Because program

offerings vary by type of community and level of institution, communities are

organized by type (urban, suLurban, and rural /small town). Within each

category, secondary and postsecondary programs are described separately.

ORGANIZATION OR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION WITHIN STATES

When federal vocational funds are transmitted to states, they enter

an extant "system" of public vocational education that contains multiple

providers and multiple oversight agencies. The "system" may vary from state

to state, and consists of school districts, secondary and/or postsecondary

area vocational schools, technical institutes and/or community colleges.

Public and vivate four year institutions and proprietary schools may provide

vocational education as well.

Before beginning the discussion, it may be useful to clarify how

institutions are defined in this report. Comprehensive high schools offer a

full range of academic programs, and at least some vocational education

offerings. Vocational high schools are either full-time or part-time high

schools that come under the jurisdiction of a single school district.

Secondary area vocational schools may also be either full-time or part -time

high schools, but draw their students from multiple school districts and are

administratively separate from a single school district. They serve as their

own fiscal agent. Postsecondary area vocational schools offer one-year (and

sometimes more short-term) certificates in vocational program areas, while

community colleges and technical institutes offer both certificates and two-

year associate degrees. Secondary area vocational schools may enroll some



postsecondary students, as may postsecondary area vocational schools enroll

some secondary students. In each case, however, they will Nave a primary

identification as either secondary or postsecondary institutions.

All states visited offered vocational education in school districts,

secondary area vocational schools and in community colleges. Five of the nine

states also offered postsecondary vocational education in certificate-granting

area vocational schools. The range in the number of districts and

institutions is shown in Exhibit 2.1.

The nine states visited present a range aid diversity in how

vocational education is organized. No two states were exactly alike in how

vocational education is administered and operated.

Secondary vocational education is usually administered by the state

department of education, the agency with governance authority over elementary

and secondary education in the state. In two states, however, other state

agencies had authority at the secondary level. In state 1, a separate agency

oversaw vocational education and in state 3, administration for all vocational

education was handled through a single independent agency.

In just over half the states visited, separate agencies oversaw

secondary and postsecondary vocational education. In five states (states :,

2, 5, 7 and 9), two agencies were responsible for secondary and postsecondary

vocational education. In tl.e remaining four states (states 3, 4, 6, and 8), a

single agency was responsible for governance.

Not all postsecondary vocational education was administered within

the same agency. For those five states with postsecondary area vocational

schools, three (states 1, 4, and 7) administered community colleges

separately, and included postseconJary area vocational schools under the aegis

of the secondary agency. The ocher two states (states 6 and 9) inclucked

governance of both types within the same state agency.

States continue to explore viable governance arrangements for

vocational education. Three of the nine states visited (states 1, 5, and 9)

had changed agency governance within the decade, and a fourth (state 6) was

considering change.

Perkins funds was always administered by the agency that oversaw

secondary vocational education. For chose four states where at least some



Exhibit 2.1

INSTITUTIONS OFFERING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Vocational ,
Providers

School districts

Secondary area
vocational schools

Postsecondary area
voca'anal schools 2

Community colleges

Range in Number of Providers
in States Visited

less than 70 to over 700

less than 10 to just over 40

less than 10 to just over 30

10 to over 100

1One state also supported four tecnnical
were twoyear associate degre, scanting

ZFive of the nine states visited offered
certificate granting postsecondary area

fw (-1

institutes. These
institutions.

vocational programs in
vocational. schools.



postsecondary vocational education was separately administeLea, transfers of

funds between agencies were arranged or some postsecondary institutions

received no Perkins funding. k complete discussion of the administration of

the Perkins Act is presented in Chapter 3.

The following sketches on each state briefly describe the

organization of vocational education at the scats level and the role of the

state in academic reform and economic development.

State 1

State 1 is a poor, rural state, slowly converting from an agricul-

tural. to a manufacturing base. Heavily dependent upon the gas and oil

economy, it has yet to recover from that industry's slump. Of the state's two

million residents, two-thirds Live ir the five county area surrounding the

state capitol.

Since the early 1980s, vocational education has been governed by a

separate state agency, with a separate state board that on alternate months

serves as the state board of education. That agency oversees the vocational

education offered in high schools, 17 secondary vocational centers, and 24

postsecondary area vocational schools. Vocational education offered in the 20

community colleges and four-year institutions is reviewed by the state agency,

while the institutions themselves are administered through the Board of

Regents. They receive no Parkins funds.

Vocational education is a powerful force at the state level. As one

of its critics noted: "It has its own building, its own Board, its own

schools, and its own legislative committee." The state director wrote the

language in the education reform bill that strengthened vocational education,

and is seen by the governor's office and legislative staff as a key player in

economic development initiatives.

Vocational education at the high scnool Level is booming. The state

education reform act mandated that to be accredited each high school must

offer access to at Least three vocational proRramc, and the new minimum

education foundation aid law provides a .4 to .6 additional increment per

student in vocational programs. Over the last four years the amount of state

funds going into secondary vocational education has doubled, to alts it $25

18 op
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million a year. One consequence has been the growth of secondary vocational

centers at the state-run postsecondary area vocational schools. The secondary

centers offer two-hour blocks of vocational education in two-year sequenced

programs.

The primary providers of postsecondary vocational education are the

24 state-funded postsecondary area vocational schools, offering one-year

certificate programs. The tQtal annual t.6get for the system is over $40

million, o- about $5,000 per full- -time student. Administered directly by the

state vocational education agency, the directors are state employees,

supervised by the state office. Construction of the schools, each with its

own 40 acre site, began in the early 1960s; schools were subsequent74 added in

outlying rural counr;.s through the efforts of politicelli powerful

legislators. Because the postsecondary area vocational schools are so

numerous and receive so much state funding, critics argue that these schools

have stymied the growth of the community college system in the state.

State 2

Stitt 2 is a populous and fast-growing state, with a nighly diverse

economic base and population. Of the more than one million students enrolled

in high school, almost half belong to racial or ethnic minority groups.

The state department of education oversees secondary vocational

education offered in school districts and area vocational centers. Vocational

education in districts is administered in an office separate from the one for

area vocational centers. Because the area centers receive over $200 million

in state funds annually, they receive no Perkins funds directly. The area

centers may be housed in separate facilities or within high schools and

typically offer half-day vocational programs to juniors and seniors bused in

from several communities.

The state has tradition/illy played a strong role in elementary and

secondary education, and placed strong emphasis on educational reform, more

rigorous graduation requirements, and testing for accountability. It has also

undertaken numerous economic development initiatives. Vocational education

has not been a topic cf the reform movement; it is organizationally isolated

within the state department, and staff report that the state superintendent

"would just as soon vocational education disappeared." Neither the governor.



the legislar.ure, nor the department appear to con$,ider using vocational

education as part of economic development initiatives.

Vocational education in the state's 71 community colleges is

elministered through tne Chancellor's office for community colleges. Up until

20 years ago, the community colleges were administered within the state

department of education and operated much like school districts with local

governing boards. Because they retain local governing boards, the state is

not directive. It has been soundly criticized in management studies for

lacking "a cohesive and agreed upon statement of purpose and role of voca-

tional education in the community colleges." Staff overseeing postsecondary

vocational education is one-third the size of those overseeing secondary

vocational education, has one-seventh the resources to spend on curriculum

development, and passes through much of ti'- Perkins funds directly to com-

munity colleges.

The state does not operate postsecondary area vocational schools.

State 3

Primarily a rural state with a single population center, state 3 wLs

a booming in-migration state until the mid 1980s when it was badly hurt by the

collapse in oil and gas prices and by the fall, in agricultural prices for corn

and wheat. Increased numbers of minority and Less academically successful

students, as well as growth in dislocated workers has led the state to target

resources on the special population groups defined in the Perkins legislation.

All vocational education in this state, including that in community

colleges, is administered through a separate state agency. Vocational

education is offered in 161 secondary districts, 11 state-system community

collebas, 4 local district junior colleges, and 7 secondary area vocational

schools.

Academic reform has not been a major topic at the state level

bec,Ase the state is precluded in its state constitution from establishing

curriculum standards. The state university system, however, raised its

entrance course requirements mid-decade that prompted districts to raise

graduation requirements. Enrollments in vocational education may have

suffered as a consequence.



In part because of the depressed economy, the state has been active

in economic development initiatives and the current governor.was elected on an

economic development platform. To carry out training initiatives, the state

relies strongly on the 11 stategoverned community colleges chat come under

the aegis of the state vocational education agency. The recently passer!

Customized Training Act, for example, is a joint effort between she community

college system and the department of local affairs to provide customized

training programs for sew or expanding indus;:ries in the state.

There are no postsecondary area vocational sCaools in this sate.

Stets

One of the fastest growing states in the nation, state 4 is

financially stable, with an economy dependent on tourism, service occupations

and high tech businesses. Its burgeoning inmigration, however, brings with

it an increasing number of Limited English proficient and low achieving

students.

Vocational education in the state is the responsibility of two

divisions within the state department of education. One has jurisdiction over

all secondary programs as well as the postsecondary vocational education

offered in area vocational schools. The state's school districts are

organized on a county system, with the county district responsible for

secondary vocational education and postsecondary area vocational schools, if

any, within its borders. The 33 postsecondary area vocational schools were

designed primarily as oneyear certificate schools for high school graduates,

but they occasionally enroll secondary students.

Another division in the state department is responsible for the

state's 28 community colleges, and researchers report significant turf issues

and little coordination between the two divisions. Perkins funds are

distributed primarily on a formula basis, with districts and community

colleges submitting proposals on how they expect to spend the funds.

Although the state was involved with the academic reform movement

and has begun dropout prevention initiatives statewide, vocational education

has not played an active role. New graduation requirements include a half

credit in vocational education, but observers felt that may have been a sop to



the vocational division. The vocational education hffice was isolated from

the rest of the state department until a new director was hired last year, and

legislative side,s wor.nwrse4 that rho

vocational education was "not real positive."

Fnrmer %.440 iaage VA.

The vocational division is no actively engaged in economic develop-

ment initiatives. A staff of 3 oversees the $1.1 million industry training

program, but the effort is small compared to state-Level efforts in that area.

State 5

State 5 is a Large manufacturing state. Strongly affected by the

decline in smokestack industries and automotive manufacturing, it undertook in

the mid-1980s a five year, multi-billion dollar program to rebuild the state.

This state funded effort focused on nurturing small business, developing new

high growth firms, reviving the tourist industry, and creating incentives to

attract new business and industry.

'Secondary vocational education is under the control of the state

department of education. Prior to 1976, it was an independent entity. In the

early 1980s, tae legislature enacted a law to restructure the dmlivery of

vocational education on a regional basis. Since then, the state has peen

sttively involved in creating 61 regional systems, incorporating the 638

separate providers of vocational education, with signed cooperative

agreements. Perkins funds are distributed to the ,regional systems, not to

individual districts. Included within the regional system are secondary area

vocational schools offering half-day vocational programs to high school

juniors and seniors.

The community colleges are administered by a separates state

community callege board. Perkins funds flow through the state board of

education to the community college board for distribution to community

colleges. Under strong state pressure, the 39 community coAeges and two

technical institutes are developing articulation agreements with secondary

providers in their regions. The state goal is for each region to develop

regional vocational plans cutting across the secondary and nostsecondary

levels.
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The state has traditionally taken a strong education reform role and

increased student graduation and teacher certification requirements. The

ynrAtinnal odtirmrinn office was not involved in those efforts. nor was it

involved in economic development, other than a $1 million program of industry-

specific training.

There are no postsecondary area vocational schools in this state.

State 6

State 6 is a small, primarily rural, politically conservative

state. In recent years, the state's economy, based primarily on agriculture,

oil and gas, and the aircraft industry, has been declining. The state's

current number one priority is economic development.

Within the state department of education, the vocational education

office oversees secondary vocational education and the 16 area vocational

schools. A separate and co-equal community college office in the state

department oversees the 19 community colleges. There is a separate board of

higher education for the state's four-year colleges and universities.

The new governor ran on a platform chat included reorganization of

the governance of higher education--primarily the area vocational school and

community college systems. Until reorganization issues are resolved, the

traditional rivalry between the two systems will an doubt continue. In the

meantime, the state legislature imposed a moratorium on building additional

area vocational schools or community collages.

After a short-lived and unsuccessful effort to disperse Perkins

funds. on a regional basis, the state now uses Requests for Proposals (RFPs)

for all but handicapped and disadvantaged funds. ALL providers compete

equally, but community colleges are now submitting many more proposals than

the area vocational schools in a move to get more of the funds.

The vocational education office was coot involved in the academic

reform efforts in the state that raised graduation requirements, but works

jointly with the department of commerce on a new and expanding industries

program. A legislative task force created early in the 1980s to look at

economic development options boxed out both community colleges and vocational

education by concentrating on the four-year state colleges and universities.



Until new legislation is forthcoming, the joint department of commerce and

vocational education effort is the primary economic development initiative.

State 7

A midsize industrial state, state 7 has become an economically

booming state, especially in the high technology and service sectors. State

legislators see a widening gap between the ducation levels of workers and

economy's need for a well-educated, highly skilled wo force, but have only

begun to develop education and economic development initiatives.

Secondary vocational education and postsecondary vocational

education offered in area vocational schools are administered through an

office within the state department of education. As with other offices in the

state, the vocational education office is not directive on curriculum or

instruction issues, but takes an active role in regulatory compliance. It is

highly prescriptive in designating allowable expenditures for both state and

federally funded activities.

Vocational education was not actively involved in the academic

reform efforts in the state, and it appears chat the economic development

system is for the most part orthogonal to the state's vocational education

system. Community colleges appear more responsive to the needs of economic

development, in part because area vocational schools in this state are also

comprehensive high schools.

Unlike schools in the other states in the study, the secondary area

vocational schools in this state were diploma-granting, full-time high schools

(grades 9 through 12), governed by regional boards made up of representatives

frcm the sending districts. These schools operate as independent actors

within scata politics, and recently successfully lobbied the state legislature

to appropriate $15 million for equipment purchases at the secondary Level.

Locally, they also largely operate independently. For example, state policy

restricts what districts can provide in vocational education if the same

offering is available in its regional school, and districts receive federal

vocational funds for their vocational program only if the program is

overenrolled or not offered in the regional school. Several, though not all,

schools offer some postsecondary vocational education certificates as well.
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The primary providers of postsecondary vocational education are the

state's community colleges. Postsecondary vocational education in community

colleges is overseen by the separate Board of Higher Education, although some
. . mv,;rmrine of programs is now conducted through regional offices.

Perkins funds are transferred from the State Board of Education to the Board

of Higher Education.

State 8

State 8 is one of the most populous and geographically largest

states, vita a varied and currently stable economy. The governcr is seen as a

strong education governor and the legislature has been receptive to education

initiatives in recent years. The state has traditionally taken an active role-

in education and is a mover in the academic reform movement. Education

expenditures have increased, including $6 million in industry specific

training and $3 million in vocational education equipment. It is also one of

the most regulatory of states.

Both secondary and postsecondary vocational education are

administered through the same state agency, although through different offices

within that agency. The office overseeing secondary vocational education sets

program direction and oversees discretionary spending under the Perkins Act.

Efforts to reform vocational education predated the academic reform

movement in the state, and districts are now implementing a statewide

technology curriculum to replace industrial arts. The state agency has been

actively involved in economic development initiatives. It sells itself to the

state legislature as the vocational trainer for the state. It developed

regional economic development centers that were later expanded with state

funding, set up linkage arrangements with ocher state agenciei to conduct

training for their clients, and is now working on how to implement the

education benefits contained in union contracts.

Within the vocational education enterprise, there is tension at the

state level between vocational funding for the state's five Ilrgest cities and

the area vocational schools. The former have stable or slightly increasing

vocational enrollments, while the latter have been -experiencing long-term

enrollment declines.
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Area vocational schools offer two-hour blocks of laboratory or shop

instruction mostly in a two-year sequence for high school juniors and

seniors. The schools are part of a state-managed regional service center

system that offers school districts a variety of services, including special

education for nonmainstreamed handicapped students. Although the area

vocational schools are state-administered, sending districts play an active

role in curriculum change. Area vocational schools can offer a new program

only if at least two sending school districts agree.

Postsecondary vocational education is provided by community

colleges. The state does not operate postsecondary area vocational schools.

State 9

This midsized state has been the site of much economic and tech-

nological development, most recently by significant pril,ate industry

investment made possible in part through generous state subsidies.

Secondary vocational education ii administered through the state

department -r education. Programs are offered in high schools and area

vocational schools, that are housed in separate facilities or as adjuncts to

high schools. The vocational education office has not been involved in the

academic reform efforts in the state, nor in economic development initia-

tives. In fact, the previous gubernatorial administration, which changes List

year, was reportedly anti-vocational education and favored its reduction

and/or dismantlement at the secondary Level.

Postsecondary vocational education is offered in 26 postsecondary

area vocational schools, 4 technical institutes and 10 community colleges and

is administered by the Board of Regents. A third agency governs the state

university system. Some economic development activities are underway at the

pcstsecondary level, including coordination with JTPA.

The relationship between the state department of education and the

Board of Regents is particularly sticky. Until 1984, postsecondary area

vocational schools were administered in the same office as secondary

vocational education. At that time, jurisdiction for the schools moved_to the

Board of Regents, where governance of community colleges and technical

institutes already resided. Officials in the state department of education
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were angered by the move. Although skeptical of the move at first, post-

secondary area vocational schools now see themselves as having fared well,

including receiving more resources. Perkins funds, particularly Title 113

program improvement funds, have dropped off markedly at the postsecondary

level, but have been replaced with state funds. Perkins funds continue to be

administered through the state department of education.

THI LOCAL VOCATIONAL EDOCATION ENTERMISN

This section describes vocational education as it was found in the

27 communities visited around the country. Most vocational education

providers visited were recipients of some Perkins funds. Because they were

not Perkins funded, private and proprietary schools were not visited, although

they may have numbered 30 to 40 schools in the largest cities. Almost all or

all providers of vocational education were visited in suburban and rural

areas, although only major vocational education providers were visited in

urban areas.

Program offerings varied by size of community and by type and level

of 'institution offering vocational education. Urban areas, as one -,ould

expect, offered a larger range and more specialization within vocational

programs than did less populated areas. Smaller areas were more Likely to

offer core programs within traditional vocational fields, although specialized

programs designed for the local area were found, especially in rural community

colleges.

Geographic ICCOP. to institutions was not an issue in urban or

suburban areas, provided students had access to public transportation or a

Car. In rural areas, on the other hand, vocational programs often drew

students from nine to 15 other communities. All

some postsecondary vocational education

remaining communities were Located

institutions in an adjacent county.

an

within

hour's

but two communities offered

the county,

drive from

and the two

postsecondary

Type and level of institution also affected vocational offerings. At

the secondary level, comprehensive high schools were apt to offer a more

limited range of vocational offerings than vocational high schools, when both

were .ocated in the same community (whether administered by the same school

district or separately). Comprehensive high schools were more likely to offer

27.



introductory Trade and Industry (T&I) programs, home economics, and

business. Vocational high schools supported sequenced courses in 1111,

technical and health-related programs.

At the postsecondary level, postsecondary area vocational schools

offered traditional T &I programs, with some additional offerings in health

fields, business or data processing; while community colleges were likely to

offer more technical programs and less T&I programs. This was in part a

function of the degree granting status of the institution--with community

colleges awarding both associate and certificate degrees while postsecondary

area vocational technical schools offered certificate degrees only.

Distinctions in. course offerings between secondary and post-

secondary area vocational schools appeared somewhat blurred, especially when

they were Located on the same campus. Students of one group were "slotted in"

to programs designed primarily for the other. Whether icudents were enrolled

in the same or separate classes usually depended upon the number of students

interested in the same program.

In the communities visited, little overlap appeared between

secondary and postsecondary offerings. Each level of institution appeared

well informed about what other institutions were offering, with the possible

exception of business programs. Institutions also reported that they would

not initiate a new program if they knew it was available elsewhere. For

example, one postsecondary director said that he decided not to offer

cosmetology because it was offered at the vocational high school. If no

program was offered an area with emerging demand, institutions would

compete to see who would be the first to offer the program; but once a program

was in place, other institutions usually did not duplicate it. One state was

instituting a format process, called "leveling," to avoid duplication of

programs. The state is setting guidelines and reviewing program proposals for

new offerings in high schools, postsecondary vocational centers, and community

colleges. The system is to be in place by the summer of 1989.

In the following sections, vocational education offerings are

described by type of community--urban, suburban, and rural /small town. Within

each section, secondary and postsecondary offerings are described separately.

ti
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATIM IN URBAN COMMUNITIES

The nine urban communities visited ranged in size from 180,000 to

five million, although seven had populations between 500,000 to 600,000 within

the city proper and up to several million when counting adjacent areas. Like

large urban areas in general, the cities had a diverse economic base and

represented a range of stable, growing and declining economies.

Four cities were state capitols, five housed major universities, and

four contained major medical facilities. Unemployment rates in the cities

range from under three percent to a high of ten percent. The lowest auemploy

ment rates were found in those cities with high tech electronics and skilled

professional occupations. The highest unemployment rates were found in the

three cities heavily dependent upon manufacturing and/or on the depressed

gas/oil economy and in the city that served as the urban hub to a large

agricultural region.

Although the general population in the cities is about 30 percent

minority, the proportions reverse among children attending uroan public

schools. In all but one of the school districts, at least 60 percent of the

school district's children belonged to minority groups.

In the cities for which school dropout races were obtained, the

rates ranged from an estimated 20 percent to 50 percent, with an average

between 35 percent to 40 percent, ncc uncommon among the nation's larger

cities.

Secondary Vocational Education

At the secondary level, the most common organizational arrangement

for vocational education was a single vocational high school and multiple

comprehensive high schools, all under school district jurisdiction.

Introductory and exploratory courses were most likely to be found in the

comprehensive high schools, while occupationally specific programs were the

cornerstone of the vocational high school. Six districts had this pattern.

The seventh district, the largest district in our sample, also had a

combination of comprehensive and vocational high schools, but the

comprehensive high schools offered a wider range of vocational programs than

found in ocher districts. One district offered vocational education only
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through its 11 comprehensive high schools. The ninth district also offered

vocational education through its comprehensive high schools, although some

students attended a postsecondary area vocational school that was also under

school district jurisdiction.

Structural differences affect the ways vocational education is

offered in comprehensive and vocational high schools. In comprehensive high

schools, vocational classes are generally one period long, meshing into the

traditional period structure rather than in the two- or three-hour blocks

common to vocational high schools. Although students in some instances can

pursue concentrations in vocational programs, respondents were more likely to

talk about vocational classes in comprehensive high schools as electives.

Some comprehensive high schools had moved from two- to one-hour classes as a

consequence of increased academic requirements for graduation, and some

vocational laboratory or shop classes had moved from three- to two-hour blocks

for the same reason.

Vocational high schools varied in grade levels served and in whether

they were full-day or half-day schools. In one city, it was a full-time four-

year high school; a second city was moving to full-time, with 9th and 10th

graders already full-time students. In one city, the vocational high school

was full-time for half its students and half-time for the remainder who were

bused from home high schools. In two other cities, the vocational nigh

schools were half-day for Lich and 12th graders, while in the sixth district,

the vocational school was full-time fcr 12th graders only. In the largest

city visited, the vocational high schools were also full-day four-year nigh

schools.

In the six districts with several comprehensive high schools and one

vocational high school, comprehensive high schools offered business, consumer

and homemaking education and almost all offered industrial arts or techno-

logy. OM city also provided drafting, while another offered agriculture and

some health classes. Two cities provided work experience for disadvantaged

vocational students in comprehensive high schools. For the most part, the

comprehensive high schools were not seen as offering the full range of

vocational education, and respondents referred to their curse offerings as

"introductory," "exploratory," and "less career oriented. In two cities, for

example, the vocational courses offered in comprehensive high schools were hoc

eligible for state reimbursements in vocational education.



For the most part, all comprehensive high schools in the same

district offered identical or nearly identical vocational classes, a conse-

quence of desegregation guidelines according to school officials. There were

occasional exceptions. In one district, cosmetology was offered at a single

high school but with open enrollment across the district. Another city

created a business magnet school, designed in part to encourage nonminority

students to enroll in an almost all minority school considered to be the

worst, or nearly the worst, high school in the district. The program was

stocked with a large number of personal computers, data entry machines and

audio-visual equipment; and stood in sharp contrast with che remaining

comprehensive high schools that have little computer equipment. A program

comparable to the magnet is offered at the vocational high school.

Vocational high schools across the districts visited organized and

named their offerings differently, but for the most part they offered a range

of traditional trades and indurtry (T&I) programs, including auto mechanics,

electronics, machine shop, construction, and cosmetology. Graphics/media

programs were almost universally found, as were an array of business programs.

Most cities offered programs in health occupations, some linked with child

care programs. A few cities were offering programs in criminal justice or

police science, and two offered programs in aviation. Only one vocational

high school in these six districts offered agricultural programs; this one was

in horticulture. Programs were usually seen as half-time over two years,

although some exploratory work may be done in the ninth and tenth grades.

Little overlap appeared between courses offered in comprehensive and

vocational high schools in districts visited. Business education was seen as

more extensive in vocational than in comprehensive high schools in five of the

six cities; in the sixth district, no business education was offered at the

vocational high school. In two districts, no occupational home economics was

offered in comprehensive high schools, while in another two, it was only

offered in comprehensive high schools. Where there was overlap in program

area, the more specialized programs (e.g., food and restaurant, fashion/

interior design, and child development) were offered in the vocational rather

than in the comprehensive high schools. Industrial arts was not offered at

the vocational high schools, although the four-year vocational schools often

had a built-in exploratory program.



A hybrid of combining and separating vocational education programs

was found in the largest district in the sample, which offered vocational

education in both vocational and comprehensive high schools. Most vocational

high schools were located in traditionally working class neighborhoods where

support for vocational programs was longstanding. Across the city, 55

comprehensive high schools and 10 vocationsl high schools offered a combina

tion of vocational programs. Among comprehensive high schools, the most

commonly found programs were in business education, food management,

occupational home economics, drafting, graphics arts, wood construction and

automotive mechanics. Almost every high school had business education while

the other programs were found in onethird to onehalf of the comprehensive

high schools. Comprehensive high schools were unlikely to offer programs in

trades and industries, although agricultural programs were more likely to be

found in comprehensive than vocational high schools.

Among vocational high schools, the most commonly found programs were

s....00 mechanics, word processing, graphic arts (along with drafting ana

commercial art), computer applications, cosmetology, and a number of the more

traditional MI programs such as machine trades, electricity and electronics,

auto body, wood construction, carpentry, sneet metal, and welding. Health

occupations were foune in just one school in the district, a vocational high

school.

Two large cities in the samo_e did not have a specialized vocational

high school within its district. In one district, school officials rejected

the idea of creating a vocational high school, but rather offered a range of

vocational programs across its 11 comprehensive high schools. When state

funds became available for the construction of vocational facilities in the

early 1970s, they were combined with those under the desegregation order to

renovate or construct new high schools, not to create a separate vocational

facility. The number of vocational programs per high school ranged from nine

to 20, with most having 13 to 15 programs. Following the pattern of

comprehensive high schools in other districts, all high schools offered

industrial arts/technology, consumer and homemaking education, and vocational

office education. In addition, virtually all offered auto mechanics,

cosmetology, graphic arts, and industrial cooperative education, a work study

program for disadvantaged students. Other programs were dispersed across high
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schools, with no concentration in a given school. Agriculture, health, and

traditional trades and industries programs were usually offered in one or two

high schools. These included air conditioning, aircraft mechanics, diesel

mechanics, electronics, building trades, cabinet making, recording occupations

and welding. Where programs were located appeared to be a function of school

size, availability of equipment, and student demand. Although vocational

education enrollments have declined in the face of increased graduation

requirements and a stronger academic focus, vocational educators in the city

felt the decision to concentrate on comprehensive high schools rather than

separate vocational schools has "saved" vocational education in the city.

In the ninth district which encompassed a county, vocational

education was provided through six of the county's 10 comprehensive high

schools, with some students on an "experimental basis" attending half day a

postsecondary vocational center also administered by the school district.

Programs offered in the comprehensive high schools were business and

distributive/marketing education, home economics, and industrial arts as well

as some programs in auto mechanics and agriculture. The postsecondary

vocational center offered more of the traditional trades and industries

programs. A high school student may transfer from one high school to another

if a vocational pt gram was not offered in their home school, but it was

reported to be a rare practice. Vocational education was not seen as a major

part of the secondary curriculum in this fast growing area, noted for its

tourism and high technology electronics.

TheRoleofD__scoridarnVocatiotesereationirlalEducation:

An issue unique to the large cities visited was the role played by desegrega-

tion in the organization or the vocational education enterprise. Desegrega-

tion guidelines were ua_.ally cited as th4 major reason for the presence of

near identical vocational offerings in each city's comprehensive high

schools. In addition, in three cities, the use of a vocational high school as

a magnet school was seen as both a desegregation and vocational education

success, aided it part by the availability of federal magnet schools funds.

In the fourth city, the new and well-equipped vocational high school was

characterized by the city's Leading newspaper as a disaster, "shunned by

students and parents of all races."



In one district, one high school was named a vocational education

and performing arts magnet school, with $2.5 million in federal magnet schools

funds used to update the equipment to current industry standards. Since its

opening three years ago, the enrollments have consistently been racially

balanced and enrollment has increased by 50 percent.

In another district, the vocational high school has been a magnet

school since 1983, joining the other schools with an open enrollment po2icy.

Forty-seven percent of its students belong to minority grows, compared to e

district .side average of 66 percent. Prior to that time, it had been an exam

school, moetly serving white males. Although all schools in the district are

underenrolled, the vocational high school has had less of an enrollment drop

than the comprehensive high schools.

In the third successful district, s riddle school -,*as converted into

a vocational magnet high school for 11th and 12th graders three years ago,

using magnet school dollars to remodel and equip the facility. Increased

enrollments have been attributed to :raving a central facility for vocational

education. In earlier years, vocational education had been moved frequently

from school to school.

In a fourth district, the vocational high school was also designed

as a part-day magnet school for all of the city's high schools, but unlike the

three districts above, it has not been a success story. Since opening in

1980, vocational high school enrollment has consistently been lest than half

its capacity, and its enrollment continues to decline at a rate faster than

the district as a whole. Declining enrollments have plagued the city as a

whole, and one quarter of the teaching faculty .:ere let go a few years ago.

The demographics of the student body has also undergone significant change.

Significant white flight coupled with an irvilux of low income minority

families has resulted in a low income minority student body, many with limited

English proficiency. The dropout rate is close to 50 percent.

A number of factors appear related to the failure in the fourth city

that may not be present in the other three cities visited. Fragmented power

and byzantine political arrangements characterize school district politics,

leaving little coherent leadership. Unlike the schools in the other cities,

the vocational school is located in the center of the city's low income

minority ghetto, the center for drug trafficking and high crime rate.,. The
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comprehensive high school t' which it is attached is historically one of the

lowest performing in %he eLstrict, with average achievement around the 26th

percentile. Finally, the conditions of the desegregation order also appear

more restrictive; program enrollments as well as total student enrollment are

to reflect the racial balance for the district as a whole. In each program,

black students may not enroll unless white enrollments are sufficiently high.

Postsecondary Vocational Education

Across the nine cities, postsecondary vocational education was

provided by a range of public institutions. In four communities, community

colleges were the exclusive provider of publicly supported postsecondary

vocational education; in three other communities, community colleges were

joined by postsecondary area vocational schools. One community was served by

a technical institute and a postsecondary area vocational school, while one

was served almost exclusivelr by a postsecondary area vocational school.

Community colleges offered both associate degrees and certificates,

as did the one tech Kcal imstituce visited. Associate degrees usually

required the equivalent of :wo years of full-time study (and ocrasionally

three years), while certificate programs required the equivalent of up to one

year of full-time study. The postsecondary area vocational schools provided

certificates for up to one year of full-time study. Where community c...11eges

and area vocational schools operated in the same cities, some hid developed

articulation agreements on a program-by-program basis, so that programs taken

at the area vocational school would serve as credit toward an associate

degree. The articulation agreements were found in electronics, building

trades, automotive, heating/refrigeration and graphic arts.

Community college enrollments ranged from a low of 2,500 students

(head count) to a high of 20,000. The single largest community college had

11,500 rm. The largest city had eight community colleges within its

boundaries, offering 215 degree or certificate programs. Community college

personnel did not report the proportion of enrollmert in vocational or

technical program", although estimates ranged from 50 to 70 percent of the

matriculated student body. The one technical institute visited, which also

awarded both associate degrees and certificates enrolled almost 2,500 FTE

students.



Postsecondary area vocational schools were generally smaller than

community colleges. Enrollments ranged from a headcount of 600 to 7,000

students, all pursuing vocational certificate programs.

Community colleges were 10 likely to have traditional trades and

industries programs, and more likely to have technical programs, or at least

to label associate degree programs as technology-related programs, according

to a review of course catalogs. The major associate degrees offered were in

business and secretariat, a variety of health fields, media/graphics,

electronics, computer programming (or other computer related fields), and

criminal justice programs. Less frequently, community colleges offered

associate degree programs in child development, fire and safety. food service,

hotel and restaurant management, and real estate. In these institutions,

students enrolled in certificate programs would attend some of the same

classes as associate degree students, but would get certificates in narroc:er

fields (e.g., word processing rather than business, health technician rather

than nursing, day care rather than child development).

Exhibit 2.2 describes the associate degree and cerrificate programs

at one fairly typical urban community college. Community colleges were more

likely to offer a wider range of associate degree programs than certificate

programs. When similar titles appeared, the associate degree programs usually

contained more advanced courses in the specialty area, as well as 15 to 18

credits in liberal arts courses. For example, the 27 credits (nine courses)

required for the certificate program, "Clerk Typist," were also found for the

associate degree program "Office Technology-Word Processing." The associate

degree program also required more advanced courses in typing, secretarial

accounting, secretarial procedures, advanced word processing, and computer

applications in business as well as shorthand theory. Likewisa, the lif.cer-

ences between the associate degree program in "Construction Tecnnolcgy-

Architectural Technology" and the certificate program in "Architectural

Drafting" are more required courses in codes and standards, contracts and

specification, and structural design as well as electives in math, science and

communication.

Postsecondary area vocational schools offered one-year certificate

programs most frequently in business, health, electrinics, food service and a

range of trade and industry programs. Business, health and electronics
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zhibit 2.2

NM EXAMPLE OF ASSOCIATE AND CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
AT AN URBAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Associate Degree
Programs

Certificate
Programs

BUSINESS i PUBLIC SERVICE
Business Administration
BusinessBanking, Insurance
& Real Estate

Business--Fashion Buying &
Merchandising

Business -- Business Admin.,

International Business
Business--"Purchasing &
Materials Management

BusinessRetail Business Management
Child Carl
Criminal JusticePolice
Data Processing
Fire Protection Technology
Food Service Administration
Hotel Technology
Hotel Tech.--Culinary Arts
Labor Studies
Office Technology
Office Technology--Word Processing
Paralegal
Recreation Leadership

M1.1 MoMli

BUSINESS RELATED
Banking, Insurance, Real Estate
Clerk Typist
Small Business Management

=rum= TECHNOLOGY
Automotive Technology
Building Management & Maintenance
Chemical Technology
Chemical Technology--Environmental
Science

Civil Engineering Technology
Communications Equipment Technology
Computer Repair Technology
Computer Systems Technology
Construction Technology
Construction Technology -- Architectural
Technology

Drafting -- Mechanical

Electrical Construction & Maintenance
Electrical Engineering Technology

TECHNOLOGY RELATED
Architectural Drafting
Basic Engineering Sciences
Building, Estimating &
Constructing

auilding Rehabilitation
Electrical Power
Foundry Practice
Heating & Air Conditioning
Industrial Instrumentation
Management Practices
Manufacturing Planning
Materials Requirement Planning
Metallurgy
Structural Design
Telephony
Tool Design



Exhibit 2.2
(continued)

AN EXAMPLE OF ASSOCIATE AND CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
AT AN URBAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Associate Degree
Programs

Certificate
Programs

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (cont'd)
Industrial Technology
Industrial Technology--Management
Eogineering Technology

Manufacturing Technology
Robotics/Automation

Materials Science Technology
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Science Laboratory Technology
Visual Communications Technology--
Graphic Arts & Printing

TECHNOLOGY RELATED (coned)

ammw.m.mimMimmom.P.M.MgimmloilOammwmdia.12...mrommrwommom..mmmima041.

ALLIED HEALTH
Community Mental Health Assistant
Alcohol Counseling

Dental Hygiene
Dental Laboratory Technology
Dietetic Technology
Medical Office Assistant
Medical Laboratory Technology
Nursing
Occupational Therapy Assistant
Ophthalmic Dispensing
Radiological TechnologyRadiotherapy
Technology

Respiratory Care

HEALTH RELATED
Emergency Medical Technology
Medical Office Practice
Rescue Services
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programs were often heavily enrolled. Individual trade and industry programs

(e.g., air conditioning/refrigeration, automotive, building trades) had small

enrollments but combined often accounted for a large number of program

offerings. Less frequently, certificates were offered in such areas as

aircraft repair, cosmetology, real estate, insurance, hotel and motel

management, and transportation. Exhibit 2.3 presents the array of certificate

programs available at one large urban postsecondary area vocational school.

In the four communities where both area vocational schools and

either community colleges or technical institutes were located, community

colleges appeared to offer more in the health and technical areas and less in

traditional trades and industries than the area vocational schools.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION re SUBURBAN AREAS
do

The seven suburban communities in our sample can all be character-

ized as "largely middle or upper class," "comparatively affluent," or "in tne

top quartile in median income in the state." Poverty rates were low. Only

one had more than ten percent of its students on free or reduced lunch, and

most had no one eligible. School dropout races were also low, averaging

around three percent. Minority populations varied from a high of 26 percent

to a low of two percent. Only one suburb was experiencing the effects of a

major economic downturn; its urban hub was hit by the bottom dropping out of

the oil and vs market.

Secondary Vocational Educaticn

In three of the seven suburban communities, vocational education was

provided only through comprehensive high schools. Each of these communities

was about an hour's drive from an area vocational school, so had declined to

participate in a regional program. In the remaining four communities, two

were the sites for area vocational schools (that also served nine to 14 ocher

districts), one had its own career education park, and the last had access to

regional occupational programs provided by its urban hub.

In chose three communities where comprehensive high schools provided

all of the vocational education, two offered business and consumer and home-

making programs as 'Jell as a scaled-down trades and industries program. The

trades and industries program was limited to electronics, building trades, and

'73
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Exhibit 2.3

AN EXAMPLE OF COTIFICATE PROGRAMS AT AN
URBAN VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL CENTER

CERTIFICATE PRO( RAMS

susruss MATED
Business EducationAccounting
Business Education--Clerical
Business EducationSecretarial
Data Processing I
Data Processing II
Mote /Motel Management

TPADE AND INDUSTRY/TECHNOLOGY BELATED
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Automotive Technology
Aviation Maintenance -- Airframe
Aviation Maintenance --Powerplant
Commercial Construction
Diesel Mechanics
Drafting
Electronics/Avionics
Electronics Technology -- Computer Maintenance*
Electronics Technology- -Electromechanical*
Electronics Technology -- Industrial Instrumentation*
Industrial Maintenance Mechanics
Machine Shop
Small Engine Mechanics
Tool and Die Technology
Welding

HEALTH RELATED
Dental Assisting
Practical Nursing
Respiratory Technician

*Graduates of these .ix-quarter programs may earn an Associate
Degree by successfully completing 15 credit hours in select liberal arts
courses at a nearby community college.

S.
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horticulture. In the third community, distributive education and a small

building trades program, new this year, were the two offerings. Vocational

education was not seen as a very important part of the secondary curriculum in

these communities, in part because most graduates were expected to go on to

college.

In the four communities with area vocational schools, the compfe-

hensive high schools provided primarily introductory programs in industrial

arts and drafting, business, and home economics; while the area vocational

schools ?rovided in-depth vocational instruction. Three of the area

vocational schools were half-time two-year programs for 11th and 12th graders,

while the fourth was a full-time area vocational high school. Unlike the

comprehensive high schools where programs were provided in regular classroom

periods, the area vocational schools provided either two-hour or half-day

blocks of vocational instruction.

Although these regional programs did not appear to offer the range

of vocational programs found in urban areas, their offerings appeared

comprehensive, covering each major vocational category.

Two communitiesone with its own career education park and the

other the site of an area vocational school--placed high value on vocational

education, and offered particularly comprehensive programs. One offered

programs in printing, business, auto body and mechanics, modular home

construction, electronics, food service, horticulture and drafting. The

modular home construction program and zeroscape (low water use) horticulture

were considered exemplary programs. Programs that are offered at both the

career education park and the in-town community college were fully

articulated, so that secondary students received 30 hours credit at the

community college towards completion of the program there. The ocher

community was an active participant in the area vocational school, and

advertised as a package the offerings at the comprehensive high school, area

vocational school and community college. The high school offered primarily

introductory courses, while the area vocational school had two year programs

in 21 areas spread across agriculture, business, health, home economics and

industrial-technical.



Postsecondary Vocational education

All seven communities had access to community colleges for

postsecondary vocational education, and two also had access to postsecondary

area vocational schools. Five had postsecondary institutions within their

community, while the other two had access to those in the urban hub.

Vocational programs varied somewhat among the five suburban

community colleges. All offered both certificate and associate degrees. One

offered extensive programs in agri-business and horticulture, while the others

may offer one program in horticulture. Two offered a variety of programs in

health fields, such as nursing, nursing assistant, respiratory therapy,

radiological technology, occupational therapy assistant. Two offered limited

offerings in the more traditionil trades and industries fields, while one

offered a variety of the more technological TEA programs (e.g., programmable

controls, computer assisted drafting, auto technology, architectural and

contractual drafting). While vocational offerings in the suburban community

colleges were not as extensive as those offered in the urban areas, they

nevertheless appeared to offer a relatively comprehensive set of core

programs.

Two communities also had access to one-year certificate programs in

postsecondary area vocational schools, one located in the community and the

ocher located in the urban hub. The community-based facility was primarily a

full-time vocational high school but did offer postsecondary programs in auto

body, masonry, and carpentry as well as customized training. Its course

offerings were much less extensive than those found in urban postsecondary

area vocational schools.

VOCATIOUAL EDUCATIOU IM RURAL AREAS

The 11 communities classified as rural or small town were located in

sparsely populated counties (populations around 25,000) or in isolated towns

(populations no more than 10,000 to 15,000). Residents worked in these

communities and did not commute to larger urban areas. eight of the 11 had

high poverty rates, ranging from 25 percent to 90 percent. Six had corre-

spondingly high school dropout rates, ranging from 25 to e0 percent.
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Six communities were primarily agricultural; another, now in

decline, had been the rail head for an agricultural area until the railroad

pulled out. Of the remaining four, one was an economically depressed company

town that had yet to recover from the company relocating elsewhere, another

was a small town known for making such nondurable goods as leather gloves and

toys, and the third was a growing small town with a paper mill and small

manufacturing.

Of the 11 communities, six had declining economies, two had what

local respondents called "stagnant" economies, and three had either growing or

stable economies. The rural communities in our sample were much more likely

than other rural areas to have access to vocational education because the

communities were often chosen because they housed regional vocational

facilities. We were primarily concerned with the question of whet vocational

education programs were offered rather than in how generally accessible

programs were. Access was clearly an issue in rural areas because regional

institutions - at both the secondary and postsecondary level:. - often drew

students from nine to 15 other communities.

Secondary Vocational Education

Six of the 11 communities sent students to area vocational schools,

and five offered vocational education through comprehensive high schools. Not

unexpectedly, rural vocational offerings were more limited than those found in

larger communities, with little speciaiization among the major program groups.

All area vocational schools offered auto mechanics/auto body, and

all but one offered building trades/construction. Four of the six schools

offered cosmetology and welding, three offered some health-related programs

and electronics or electricity. Two schools offered agriculture, business.

and commorecial foods.

When area schools were available, the comprehensive high schools

usually offered business, home economics, and less frequently industrial

arts. Barely did the high school offer another program, although one

economically depressed small town had just invested $100,000 in equipment for

a two-semester course in computer technology.



In the five communities'where vocational education was provided

through the comprehensive high schools, two offered a major, but no

specializations, in agriculture, home economics, and business. The third

offered a major in distributive education and courses in agriculture, home

economics and business. In the last two communities, vocational education was

offered through a vocational center within the comprehensive high school. In

these cases, the vocational centers offered other programs, in addition to

agriculture, home economics and business. These included auto mechanics,

building trades, and drafting.

Postsecondar/22cational Education

Among the 11 communities, five had community colleges within the

county, four had postsecondary area vocational schools (three independently

run and one operated by the school district), and two communities were located

within an hour's drive to postsecondary institutions in adjacent counties.

Unlike larger communities, _Altai areas and isolated small towns often had a

single institution providing postsecondary vocational programs.

The community colleges offered both associate degree and certificate

programs. The number of separate programs offered ranged from ten to slightly

more than 20. All offered several business programs and all but one offered

programs in agriculture (usually management) and health (e.g., nursing,

emergency medical technician, home health aide). The community colleges

usually offered programs tailored to their region (e.g., hotel/mbLel

management, textile and leather technology, liquid petroleum gas technology).

The postsecondary area vocational schools offered certificate

programs, usually one year in length. Between five and ten programs were

available in each institution. All four offered business programs, and three

offered auto bodf or auto mechanics. Other offerings, found in each of tw.)

communities were: truck/diesel mechanics, air conditioning, electronics,

welding, truck driving, cosmetology, food service, and Licensed Practical

Nursing.
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CRAFTER 3

STATE ADMINISTRATION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act was designed to assist

states in the conduct of their own vocational education programs, giving

states wide latitude in the content and range of programs and supplemental

services.
*

Although Perkins funds account only for about ten percent of the

total expenditures in vocational education, states can exercise considerable

leadership in bow the funds are distributed and used, so that within the

framework of the law, Perkins funds may serve as discretionary funds for

states. The funds were not insubstantial. Within the nine states visited, the

total Perkins allocation ranged from a low of just over two million dollars to

a high of over $70 million. The law also encouraged a state role in promoting

economic growth and required coordination with other state agencies

administering federal programs to avoid duplication.

The law's proscriptiveness hinged on the allocation of federal

funds, with funds earmarked for special population groups, and for program

impravement, innovation and expansion. The law set up select matching and

excess costs provisions, and required that funds be targeted to areas of

greatest economic need. Nevertheless, the law provided leeway to states Ln

defining elible recipients and allocating funds. In short, the Perkins law

proposed that states serve leadership roles in vocational education, both vis-

a-vis other state agencies and in relation to local providers of vocational

education.

To administer the law, states were required to develop a state plan;

create and coordinate a state occupational information system; establish a

state council on vocational education to provide guidance, evaluate the

effectiveness of the overall program, and assess coordination; and create

technical

to carry

providers

committees to develop model curricula. Furthermore each state was

out its legal and fiscal responsibilities to assure chat local

expended funds appropriately and provided full access to vocational

*Unlike other federal education laws that require the operation of
programatically distinct education services, the Perkins Act and its

predecessors require only an identifiable audit trail.
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offerings. Funds were established within the law for state administration.

Under Title II--the Basic State Grant, the focus of this study, states could

use up to seven percent for administration. Among the states visited, federal

funds available ran from a Low of $125 thousand to a high of over $3.5

million. For each state, $60,000 of the state administration budget was to be

used to support a full-time sex equity coordinator. Exhibit 3.1 describes the

range in total Perkins allocations and estimated state administration budgets.

This study is concerned :pith the programmatic guidance states

provided in the use of Perkins Title II funds, rather than with how states

carried out their legal and fiscal mandates. Four aspects of state

administration are examined: one relating to general state level initiatives,

and three dealing with the administration of the Perkins law. More

specificially, they a--e:

following:

Involvement in state level initiatives that affect local
rotational education. In addition to statewide
vocational education activities, the role of the state
in economic development and academic reform is also
explored.

Restrictions on institutional access to Perkins funds.
Included here is whether the state channels funds to
particular institutions or Limits eligibility on
categories of Perkins funds.

Substantive guidance or restrictions on how Perkins
Title IIA Special Populations funds are to be spent.

Substantive guidance or restrictions on how Perkins
Title IIB Program Improvement funds are to be spent.

Key findings from the nine states visited include the

The "Sole Stat!Agebcy" and the Office Administering
Parkins

Within each state visited, an office within the "sole
state agent? administered Perkins funds and was headed
by the state vocational education director. That office
always had direct administrative authority over
secondary vocational education provided in school
districts. In only one state did the office
administering the art have administrative authority over
all secondary and votsecondary providers of vocational
education.



Exhibit 3.1

TOTAL PERKINS ALLOCATION AND ESTIMATED
STATE ADMINISTRATION BUDGET LOB THE PERKINS ACT

Total Perkins Allocation
Estimated Administration Budget

from Perkins Funding

Two states over $50 million

Two states in $30 million range

Two states near $20 million

Two states near $10 million

One state just over $2 million

.
Over $3.5 million

Over $2 million

Over $1 million

Over $50 thousand

Just over $125 thousand

Note: Approximate figuees are given in order to maintain the confidentiality
of states.



The administration of postsecondary vocational education
was shared by multiple offices at the state Level.
Postsecondary area vocational schools and community
colleges operated in five states; in only two states
were they administered by the same office.

Vocational EducaAon in Economic Development and Academic
Reform

All nine states were engaged in economic development
initiatives. Whether vocational education, and
specifically the office administering Perkins funds, was
involved in economic development (as found is four
states) appeared to be linked to the level of education
associated with economic Aevii0pment initiatives, and
whether the agency administering the Perkins Act had
governing authority over postsecondary institutions. The
magnitude of the involvement also seemed to hinge on the
existence of good working relationships with the state's
department of conmerce and JTPA. The states included
all those strongly hit by economic depression (three
states:. Where the office administering Perkins oversaw
only secondary vocational education, it was seldom seen
as an important .actor by the state education agency,
governor's office, or legislature.

The office overseeing Perkins funds was seldom involved
with academic reform efforts, although all had
responsibilities for secondary vocational education.
Only offices in two states played an active role, and
both had been active in economic development as well.
Because of their visible presence in state policymaking,
it appears they were also able to take part in academic
reform initiatives.

Statewide Initiatives in Vocational Education

Statewide initiatives in vocational education centered
on curriculum development and were often synonymous with
competencybased vocations' education activities. All
but two states were involvt4 with such activities, using
such resources as universities, consultants, and local
providers. All states belonged to at least one
interstate consortium on curriculum development.

States appeared to invest in curriculum development for
throe interrelated reasons; to upgrade vocational
programs in the state; to alter the content of
vocational offerings, usually to integrate basic skills
more completely into vocational offerings; and to
highlight the value of vocational education.



Perkins funding played a key role in statewide
initiatives in vocational education. States may retain
up to 20 percent of the Title II grant for state use. It
is unclear how large a proportion was retained in the
states visited, but it appeared that one state used at
least 40 percent of its funds on state projects, while
another spent less than 10 percent. Perkins Title II'S
funds heavily underwrote the activities undertaken, and
it is unlikely much activity would have been supported
in their absence. Curriculum development, however, was
not new with the Per. ins Act, and several states had
invested in large scale efforts since the mid 1970s
using Vocational Education Act funds.

Some states also played a major role in sucporting the
implementation of pilot or model programs, developed
either by consortia or local providers. Usually
programs were supported in two or three districts, but
occasionally more. The most popular program cited was
Principles o£

Statewide programmatic initiatives in vocational
education were rare. Three states supported
longstanding statefunded vocational eduAtion programs
for actual or potential dropouts, other disadvantaged
students, and handicapped students.

It is difficult to assess the impact of curriculum
development and other statewide Initiatives. All states
spoke a similar language about competency based
curricula and skills lists, but we did not review
curricular materials to note comparability or the extent
to which guidelines contained statements of objectives,
skills, or proficien,qes. Nor do we know the extent to
which these curricula have been implemented. Because
curriculum development was such an important and visible
state activity, it may be worthwhile to study state
efforts more systematically.

Institutional Access to Perkins rands

The state office administering Perkins funds restricted
the access of instic:fians to Perkins funds. Prior to
allocating Perkins funds, eight of the nine states
visited either established a proportion of funds for
secondary and postsecondary sectors or limited
eligibility for some Perkins set-asides by type of

institution.

The existence of a prespecified split was Longstanding
practice in the five states where it was used.
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In at least four states of the nine visited, funding
restrictions appeared associated with governance
issues. The offices administering Perkins were more
likely to limit access to institutions that did not come
under their administrative control at the state level.
For example, one state provided far more funds than
would otherwise have been allocated to its state-funded
and state-administered postsecondary area vocational
schools and excluded separately-administered community
colleges entirely. Another state favored its
politically powerful area vocational schools over
comprehensive high schools and virtually closed out
community colleges. A third state, where Perkins funds
were administered through a community college board,
invested more funds and individually larger
concentrations of funds in community colleges than in
other institutions.

The most frequent Perkins categories with restricted
eligibility were the Adult set-rside (four states),
Program Improvement (three states), Single
Parent/Somemakez funds (two states), and Sex Equity (one
state).

State Guidance on Title IIA SpEcial Populations

States were far less Likely to direct or restrict the
content of activities undertaken with Perkins funds for
special populations than to restrict institutional
accesr to funds. Although most states used requests for
proposals or a mix of allocation methods, states seldom
de:Ined specific priorities, nor did they often
concentrate resources in a few statewide centers. Four
states had a substantial influence on both Single
Parent/Homemaker and Sex Equity grants. Three states
(and two of the four above) directed how Handicapped and
Disadvantaged funds were to be used, while another three
states provided substantive direction for Adult
grants.

State Guidance on Title IIII:frisamEmploy_ement

States were more likely to provide direction on Perkins
Title IIB Program Improvement funds than on Title IIA
Special Populations funds. All states used Title NB
funds for curriculum development, staff training, and
guidance and counseling; although two states appeared to
leave the content of those activities up to local
providers and retained few funds at the state level.
Curriculum development dominated discussions with state
officials.



Six of the nine states also provided direction on
equipment purchases. Four states either prohibited or
limited the extent to which Perkins Title IIB funds
could be used for equipment, another state required that
at least half the grant be used for equipment, and one
created a separate category solely for equipment
purchases.

State Guidance on Special Perkins Provisions

Re matching: five of the nine states primarily used a
local match on a recipient by recipient basis to meet
Perkins matching requirements. The remaining four
StAtIAS relied on a match aggregated at the state level,
with each providing some state categorical funding to

meet part of the match.

Re evaluation: all states conducted an on-site team
review of at least 20 percent of the programs per year,
and all programs within five years. Most states visited
also conducted student and employer surveys as part of
their evaluation activities. As with other Perkins-
related activities, responsibility for secondary and
postsecondary evaluation activities mirrored state
organization for institutional oversight, so evaluations
were conducted separately without sharing results.

Re section 204: Where information wat available, states
usually instructed local educational agencies to inform
handicapped and disadvantaged students of opportunities
in vocational education, and that such notification was
required at least by the 9th 3rade. States appeared to
provide no additional information on the other
provisions of section 20i. Two states devoted
considerable energy to section 204. Both states had
state categorical funding for handicapped vocational
students, and one state had state-funded programs for
disadvantaged vocational students as well.

Intergovernmental Relations

Relations between the nine states and the federal ClAir
office ranged from "minimal contact" to "excellent.'
Staff were perceived as helpful, especially regarding
Perkins regulations. States sought guidance on fiscal
matters, allowable costa and the state plan. None of
the states indicated that they consulted GAVE on
proo,rammatic matters, nor were they likely to contact
them on audits.

A majority of 'tate, (five of the nine) provided
substantive guidance to secondary providers almost
exclusively on fiscal, allowable funding and compliance



matters. Three states were cited by their communities
as strong on technical assistance in curriculum and in
program improvement areas, while one state was cited as
strongly supportive on both fiscal and programmatic
issues.

Relations among most states and secondary providers was
cited as helpful and cordial, with stable and well-
established working relationships. The two states with
the strongest regulatory and compliance focus had
strained relationships with their communities. One
state had recently reshuffled its state staff and had
history of underspending funds; communities in the other
nate believed that excessive rules and regulations
hinderad program operations and that the state was
biased against them in distributing funds.

Among postsecondary providers, the relationship between
the state and local operations often involved another
set of state actors. Where that was the case,
substantive guidance was limited almost entirely to
compliance and fiscal issues. In two states, the office
overseeing Perkins was the governing body for the funded
postsecondary institutions. In another two states,
community colleges received scant funds so
administrative oversight was largely moot. In the
remaining five states, funds were passed through with
little restriction (three states) or joint competitions
were held (two states).

The factors distinguishing strong state administrations
at the secondary level were: a visible vocational
education office at the state level, a shared vision
about vocational education by state policymakers, strong
state directors with tenure in the position, strong
state staff, and either a traditionally strong role
toward school districts or direct administrative
authority over some local facilities.

By contrast, less directive states had neither visible
nor independent vocational offices, state policymakers'
views about the value of vocational education were
e ither conflicted or negative, cue state director was
e ither seen as a weak leader or was a newcomer to the
position, and the state agency traditionally had a weak
relationsLip with districts.

To examine Perkins Act implementation, we must first take a closer

look at what institutions come under the purview of the office administering

the Perkins grant. Under the Perkins Act, as under earlier federal vocational

education laws, each state was to designate a "sole state agency" for
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vocational education. The sole state agency is a contracting agency, usually

the state department of education. A state vocational education director,

identified by the state, usually heads an office for vocational (and often

adult and continuing) education within it. Much of our analysis of state

administration focuses on the office headed by the state director and the

institutions that come under the purview of that office, rather than on the

sole state agency. The agency designation often disguised the fact that local

providers of vocational education came under the purview of different offices

within an agency and masked some intraorganizational competition and rivalry

between those offices.

For the nine states visited, Exhibit 3.2 describes the extent of

authority the office administering Perkins funds had over public providers of

vocational education in its state. While all offices administering the

Perkins Act had direct administrative authority over secondary vocational

education- provided in school districts, in only one state (State 9) did the

unit administering Perkins have adminstrative authority over all secondary and

postsecondary providers of vocational edr:ation.

In seven of the nine states, the office had administrative authority

over secondary vocational education provided in area vocational schools. In

State 4, where districts are organized on a county system, the county district

served as fiscal agent for Perkins funds for the area vocational schools

within its boundaries. In State 2, a separate state office oversaw area

vocational schools and distributed state funding to those institutions. The

schools were not directly eligible for Perkins funding but could receive

Perkins funding through sending school districts.

At the postsecondary level, in three of the five states with area

vocation ' schools, the office administering Perkins oversaw these

institu as. One exception was again State 4, where the county school

district oversaw budgets for the area vocational schools. The other exception

was State 9, where all postsecondary vocational education was administered by

a separate board for community colleges.

Lastly, only in State 3 was vocational education in community

colleges directly overseen by the office administering the Perkins Act.

Although all states supported community colleges, the community colleges were



Exh:bit 3.2

INSTITUTIONS UNDER THE DIZZCT AUTHORITY OF THE
STATE OFFICE ADMINISTERING THE PERKINS ACT

Number of States
Areas of State Authority (n s 9)

mIINO. "Mi..wompmwmal.=11/.

School districts

and

Secondary area vocational schools

and

Postsecondary area vocational schoolsl

and

Community colleges

9

1

4

1

tFive of the time states offered vocational programs in certificate-granting
postsecondary area vocational technical schools.
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either administered by a separate ooard of community colleges or higher

education (four states) or by a separate (and co-equal) office within the

state department of education (four states).

The following sections of the chapter are organised

administrative topics outlined above. Additional sections

provisions of the Perkins Act, intergovernmental relations,

around the four

explore specific

and factors that

appear associated with state leadership. The final section

chapter and discusses implications.

STATE LEVEL INITLLTIVES

summarizes the

The extent to which the stete vocational education agency is

involved with economic development, academic reform, or statewide initiatives

in vocational education itself may indicate the capacity of state vocational

agencies to exercise leadership either in conjunction with other important

state actors or on its own. They reflect two different types of leadership.

Involvement in economic development or academic reform requires the vocational

education agency be a visible presence in state politics, working with state

legislators, the governor's office and other state agencies. Statewide

initiatives in vocational education, on the other hand, require the agency to

exert a strong role with the varied local providers of vocational education.

During the 1980s, states undertook a number of education-related

initiatives. State legislatures increased secondary graduation requirements

overall and in specific

changes were accompanied

other education reforms.

curriculum course areas. In some instances, these

by additional state funds for school improvement or

In addition, the state university system in selected

states increased freshmen admissions requirements. States also paid increased

attention to economic development initiatives, either to assist current

industry, attract new investments, or retrain dislocated workers.

Whether vocational education at the state level is tied into these

initiatives or stands isolated from them Is important for urlderstand;ng

current vocational education practice as well as the prospects of success for

new initiatives. It will also help inform whether states have the ability to

implement the provisions of the Perkins Act as fully as Congress intended.
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Among the primary purposes of the Perkins Act were ones to "improve the

academic foundations of vocational students" (Sec 2(4)) and to "assist

States...to improve productivity and promote economic growth" (Sec. 2(1)).

State leadership in vocational education is also reflected in the

extent to which states designed and undertook new activities in vocational

education. Of particular interest in the context of the Perkins Act is the

involvement of the state vocational education agency in the development of

modal curricula that meet the labor market needs of the State (sec.

llla(3)(d)).

Economic Development

Because the Perkins Act makes specific reference to the role of

states in improving vocational education to prom9te economic growth, state

respondents were queried about economic development activities underway in the

state and the role, if any, of the scats agency administering the Perkins

Act. We concentrated on education and training initiatives because these were

ones where vocational education could most likely play a role. Most economic

development initiatives came under the purview of other state agencies,

usually the states' departments of commerce.

Whether the state agency administering the Perkins Act was

in economic development depended on whether it was responsible

institutions where such activity was targeted. Targeting education

for economic development initiatives was a major issue in states

involved

for ,ne

level(s)

visited.

Some states were concerned with upgrading the skills of its workers to be

proficient at assemblyline occupations and focused on the state's

postsecondary certificate granting institutions. Some emphasized the

associatedegree granting technical institutes and community colleges in new

initiatives. Others sought to attract new business by developing economic

centers or high technology programs through the state's university campvses.

Debates within states about the appropriate mix of strategies and education

providers continued during our field work.

All nine states were engaged in economic development initiatives.

Six states were building upon stable or growing economies, while three states

(States 1, 3 and 6) were trying to regroup from the economic depression

created by drops in the oil and gas markets.
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The state education agency administering the Perkins Act was

involved in economic development initiatives in four of the nine states

visited--the three states hit by the economic depression and State 8, one of

the most populous states. In all four states, the major activity was

customized training for new or expanding industries for current or prospective

employees.

In States 1 and 6, both primarily rural states, customized training

was provided through postsecondary area vocational schools. Both states were

concerned with upgrading the skills of workers to be proficient at assembly

line occupations. The state vocational education agency administering Perkins

funds had governing authority over the postsecondary schools, and state funds

were used to support the presence of an industry coordinator in each

postsecondary area school. Company funds supported the training, supplemented

in one state by Perkins IIA Adult funds. In neither state were efforts

coordinated at the state level with the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA).

In State 1, the vocational education agency appeared to have

cornered the training market in economic development. Is long as the area

vocational schools are seen as the major training providers, the agency

responsible for administering Perkins funds will play the major role. In

State 5, the role of the vocational education agency was more in doubt because

of disp tes over which Levels of education should be emphasized. The recently

electdd governor ran on a platform that included reorganization o; higher

education, specifically the area vocational schools and community colleges;

and the state legislature appointed a task force on economic development that

concentrated only on the state's universities.

In State 3, characterized by a mixed rural and urbAn economy,

community colleges served as the providers for customized training fr.- new or

expanded industries under a new state law. Perkins funds were adm: listered

through the state agency responsible for community colleges, so agal.n there

was a close tie between vocational education and economic development. Sources

of funding for the customized training included the companies and jTPA.

Community colleges were also sites for small business development centers

under the federal Small Business Administration. This Stite had not developed

postsecondary area vocational centers.
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In State 8, one of the three most populous in the study, customized

training was provided by a range of institutions--vai:ondary districts,

secondary area vocational schools, and community colleges--all of whom came

under the purview of a single state agency. The education agerty and state

vocational education director shared strong economic development perspectives,

and the director and his staff were visible and well-connected with the state

legislature. Regional economic development centers were started several years

ago with one million dollars of federal vocational education funds, and are

continued with a ten million dollar annual budget (60 percent state funds, 30

percent JTPA funds, and 10 percent federal funds). The regional economic

development centers were not affiliated with any institution but served at

brokers between industry (and union) and vocational providers to assist

employed workers with upgrading their skills. Where the centers were most

effective, they reduced competition among providers and coordinated large

retraining efforts among several providers when demand exceeded the capacity

of a single institution.

In all four states, the involvement of the state vocational agency

in statewide policy decisions on economic development brought additional

public and private fv.Ads to institutions under its jurisdiction.

In the remaining five states, the vocational education agency

administering Perkins funds played Little, if any, role in economic

development initiatives. In these states, the vocational agency oversaw only

secondary vocational education, and was seldom seen as an important actor

either by the state education agencies, governor, or legislature. Education

and training were carried out by community colleges, technical institutes, or

other institutions that came under another Agency's or unit's purview. The

agency was also little involved with the state's department of commy:ze or

JTPA, who were usually working together with other institutions on development

initiatives.

In only one of these five states (State 5) was the vocational office

overseeing Perkins funds involved in job specific training for industry.

State 5 operated a million dollar job-specific training program with community

colleges, secondary area vocational schools, and comprehensive high schools.

However, that effort was greatly overshadowed by the magnitude of a multi-

bi'Lion dollar statc-funded initiative in the department of commerce,
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supplemented by JTPA funds. During our field work, the vocational education

agency was also actively involved an ambitious regional reorganization of

vocational education. Once that is complete, it is likely that vocational

education will be more involved iv economic development initiatives.

Whether vocational education, and specifically the office

administering Perkins funds, was involved in economic development apptzred to

be linked to the level of education associated with the economic development

initiatives, and whether the agency administering the Perkins Act had

governing authority over postsecondary institutions. The magnitude of the

involvement also seemed to hinge on the existence of good working

relationships with the state's department of ,:ommerce and JTPA.

Academic Reform

Because the academic reform movement has been a major state

initiative affecting vocational education, we sought to explore the extent of

academic reform activity underway in the states visited and the role, if any,

of the state agency administering the Perkins Act. We Aire concerned about

such questions as whether the state agency was involved in changes in

graduation or core course requirements, and in shifts in educational finance

mechanisms. We also sought to explore whether the state played any mitigating

role in the effect of increased academic requirements on vocational education

enrollments. Although the language of the Perkins Act does not directly

address issues in the academic reform movement, a primary purpose of the Act

was to "improve the academic foundations of vocational students" (Sec. 2(4)).

All states have taken action on academic reform initiatives. All

states visited had passed 4.egislation in the late 1970s or early 1980s that

either involved longterm pilot testing, Ltridated local involvement in

assessment, or required student testing. Three of the nine states visited

required passage of a minimum competency test for high school graduation.

to the early 1980s, eight of the nine states visited increased the

number of core academic courses required for high school graduation. For

Three states, the increased graduation requirements also meant that the state

had assumed a responsibility that formerly had rested with local school

boards. Tug ninth state, prohibited by its state constitution from mandating
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curriculum, could not mandate graduativi requirements; but its state

university increased admission requirements for freshmen and thereby created

much the same effect in school districts.

As states increased graduation requirements, a number also

concomitantly revised their education financing laws, usually as a result of

court cases brought by poor districts challenging the disparity in state

financing arrangements between affluent and less affluent districts. Shifts

in funding arrangements or additional state resources in education overall

were not uncommon in the states visited, although we have incomplete

information on specific changes.

The vocatioual education office administering Perkins funds was

seldom involved with academic reform efforts, although all had

responsibilities for secondary vocational education. In only two of the eight

states with reform initiatives (States 1 and 11) did we find evidence that the

state vocational education agency played an active role. Both states had also

been active in economic development initiatives. Because of their visible

presence in state policymaking generally, they were able to take part in

academic rdform as well.

State 1 passed major education legislation in 1983, stimulated in

part by The Nation at Risk report and, according to the key education aide,

"by the feeling that people knew they had so very far to go (in education;."

Two years previously, vocational education had been revamped at the state

level to spur economic development initiatives in this poor, rural state. A

separate, highly visible agency was created, with its own state board. its

director not only had access to economic development initiatives, but also to

all discussions of educational reform. The new education reform legislation

contained significant vocational education language, drafted by the state

director. For every high school to be accredited, it had to provide access to

six units of vocational education (one each in typing, home economics,

industrial arts or career exploration, and in three different occupational

programs). A year later, prompted by a court case, the state minimum

foundation aid shifted from a 50 percent reimbursement of teacher salaries to

a formula tied to student enrollments. Each student enrolled in vocational
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education received a percent increment over the minimum founJacion grant,

varying from .4 to .6 of the grant depending upon the program. Over the past

four years, state funding of secondary vocational education has doubled.

The second state, State 8 and one of the aost populous in the

sample, also included vocational educators in its education reform measures,

although not in such a visible way. State reforms in vocational education

predated academic reform efforts, and significant efforts are underway

statewide to incorporate more academic instruction into vocational

education. Industrial arts is currently being replaced statewide with a one

year technology program. As additional graduation requirements were debated,

vocational educators were able to include a provision waiving vocational

students, at least temporarily, from a two-year foreign language requirement.

In the remaining six states initiating academic reforms, the

vocational education agency was

framing of educational reforms.

irrelevant actor; although in

isolated, uninvolved in the deliberations or

In most cases, the agency was seen as an

one case, respondents claimed that those

involved with reform held an anti - vocational bias, and linked their strong

,P:onomic devalopment initiatives with an increased emphasis on basic academic

skills.

In

appeared in

two of the six states, consideration of vocational education

new legislative language but apparently not as a result of

participation by state vocational personnel. In State 2, new legislation

allowed for alternative

graduation requirements.

not, been able to

gaining approval

gays to complete academic core courses to

State vocational education personnel, however.

make any headway with the Chief State School

meet

have

Officer

that vocational education curricula satisfy the require-

ments. In State 4, a half - credits of vocational education was added as a

graduation requirement, not because of a commitment to vocational education,

but apparently as a concession t-.0 the vocational agenny to counteract

anticipated declines in vocational enrollments brought about by the new

requirements.

With its emphasis on basic skills and academic course requirements,

the education reform movement of the early 1980s bypassed most of the state

vocational edvlation offices in our study. Only the two agencies active irL

state policymaking generally were able to play a pil,otal role.
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Statewide Initiatives in Vocational Education

Statewide initiatives in vocational education centered on curriculum

development, supplemented with staff development, implementation of model

programs, and the operation of statewide projects. At the state level,

curriculum development was often synonymous with competency-based vocational

education. All but two states discussed how they were engaged in developing

curricular models, guides, task lists, and student competencies. Curriculum

development is not new with the Perkins Act, and several states have invested

in large scale efforts since at least the mid 1970s, often tbrough the

ocati aal Education Act, the predecessor to the Perkins Act. Currently Title

IIB Program Improvement funds heavily underwrite the activities undertaken,

and it is unlikely that much activity would have been supported in their

absence.

States appeared to invest in curriculum devt;opment for one of three

interrelated reasons:

to upgrade vocational programs in the state;

to alter the content of vocational offerings in the
state, usually to integrate basic skills more completely
....nto the vocational offerings; and

to highlight the value of vocational education to

students, employers and the broader education community.

A numb of state directors spoke of wanting to upgrade vocational

program in the state, so that students and employers would know that all

graduates of any program in the state met specified qualifications. The need

for upgrading came not only from knowledge of low quality programs but also

From changing definitions of Labor itrkets. Shifts from local to regional or

state labor markets for employment opportunities meant that gtudents from

throughout the state could be competing for some of the same jobs. Several

states mentioned that automotive projects were to qualify for National

Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) certification. Others

praised the state licensing requirements in such areas as licensed practical

nursing, respiratory therapist, and cosmetology. One state director had

already instituted some statecertified baseline competencies for secondary
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and postsecondary teachers. All new hires and all current instructors seeking

promotions in the state-run postsecondary area vocational schools must pass

competency tests.

State directors often spoke of the need to integrate basic skills

more completely into vocational curriculum, either to ensure that vocational

students received needed academic and transferable skills (e.g., managing

resources, understanding the nature of work) or to ensure that vocational

courses received sufficient academic credits so that vocational enrollments

would not be adversely affected by changes in high school graduation

requirements. As one state director reported:

We've cut job specific skills at the secondary level,
and some [local vocational] people are mad at us about
that. While other states would have 5 to 8 units in job
specific skills, it's more like 2 to 3 units here. This
gives students time for academics. If you exempt
students out of ac,demi4s, them you are making
vocational education students second class citizens.

Although less explicitly stated, states appeared to is active in

curriculum development to highlight the value of vocational education. By

demonstrasting in concrete behavioral terms what graduates of given programs

have learned, some vocational educators felt that the standing and image of

vocational education would Improve. This rationale for curriculum development

was confirmed in the community case studies. Some vocational instructors

shared competency lists they had developed with students, parents, and

prospective employers to illustrate what students would sec out of the

program. They reported that parents and employers often commented: "I had no

idea that students in this program would learn so much."

Numerous actors were involved in curriculum development supported

with Perkins funding. They include interstate consortia, university

consultants working with practitioners, state vocational personnel in

conjunction with large committees of local teachers who meet regularly, state-

organized technical committees, pairs of local schools, and individual

vocational programs. We do not have information on how much curriculum

development was conducted in-house or contracted out to universities,

consultants, area vocational schools, or others
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All states visited belong to at least one interstate consortium on

curriculum development, a number of which are regionally based. All but two

states visited had completed or were developing curriculum guides,

computerized test item banks, or catalogs for the Vocational-Technical

Education Consortium of States (V-TECS). Earlier V-TECS guides were in such

traditional vocational fields as masonry, homemaker, and auto body repair;

while recent additions include emergency medical technician, computerized

numerical control, and bank clerk. Membership in V-TECS allows those who are

developing curriculum materials to receive those developed by other states at

greatly reduced costs.

Other consortia that have gained popularity in states are those

involved in the testing of applied technology curricula developed elsewhere,

such as the Center for Occupational' Research and Development in Waco, Texas,

and the Agency for Instructional Technology in Bloomington, Indiana. The

curricula include applied physics, math and communication. Consortia are

pending in applied biology and chemistry, as well as in industrial technology.

Each state has established technical committees of employers,

representatives of trade or professional organization and organized labor to

advise on the development of model curricula to address nee labor market

needs. Such committees were required under secton lla(3)(d) of the Perkins

Act. States vary it how they use these technical committees. Technical

committees in one state prepared curriculum guides in automotive technology

and elecltromechanical technology; while committees in another state developed

35 task lists to accompany r.ompetencies associated with specific occupations.

All three of the most populous states in the study appeared to be

engaged in major curriculum initiatives. State 8 started in 1978 with a

series of "futuriug" activities to update vocational curricula, with an

emphasis on basis: academic skills and transferable employment rather than job-

specific skills at the secondary level. Although the state appeared to be

able to be mere directive with local providers than other states, large

committees of local vocational educators were involved in all revision

efforts. Districts have begun implementing statewide a one-year technology

program replacing industrial arts.
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State 5 had just completed defining the competencies associated with

130 different occupations. Under its regional reorganization, each region was

modifying the lists to match specific regional labor markets and developing

lists of specific skills to be taught. Some 600 "master teachers" have been

identified to serve as program advisors to verify the task lists with local

business and industry. The curriculum development was a Perkins- funded

effort, averaging over four million dollars a year In addition, three

million dollars of state funds were invested' annually in reorganization,

coupled with an identical amount of Perkins funds.

On a smaller scale, State 7 over the last five years funded its

full-time area vocational schools on an REP basis to develop competency-based

vocational curricula. Based upon curricula in place, pairs of full-time area

vocational schools, using both academic and vocational teachers, each devised
.

"precisely stared occupationally verified competencies or tasks with learning

objectives for each task." Each reviewed the other's wcpea and jointly

developed a single guide. Some 25 guides have been developed, each filling a

large three-ring binder. Among the areas included were auto mechanics,

computer technology, and ornamental horticulture. The state has currently

funded an external contracto.: to assess implementation of these curricula

statewide.

States play a major role in supporting the implementation of pilot

or model programs developed either through consortia arrangements or by local

districts. States typically released a Request for Proposals for districts to

develo9_ and/or implement a program. In contrast to curriculum development

efforts, implementing model programs was a small scale effort that involved as

few as one or two districts. At present, the Principles of Technology is

probably the most popular program.

Statewide programmatic initiatives in vocational education were

rare. Three states supported Longstanding programs for actual or potential

dropouts, other disadvantaged students, and handicapped students. Base

support for these programs came from state funds, supplemented with either

local or Perkins funding. fourth state supported ten electronic centers for

excellence that it hoped to replicate in other districts when anticipated

state funding was appropriated.



How states sought to implement curriculum development Locally varied

among states, but was always heavily influenced by the stong "local control"

tradition that characterizes state education agency and school district

interactions even in the most regulatory of states. One state involved

hundreds of teachers in design and field testing of materials and created both

required and optional modules, in an effort to have local providers assume

ownership of the curriculum. It is now implementing its technology curriculum

statewide. Another regulatory state prohibits Title IIH funds for automotive

projects unless the schools district has initiated the process to quality for

National Automotive Technicanas Education Foundatioin (NATEF) certification.

A third state included in its onsite monitoring checklist, an assessment of

the extent to which local providers have implemented the state's curriculum

framework. The state, however, has little monitoring capability or clout.

Another traditionally complianceoriented state informed districts that funds

would be withheld if student "prescriptive." were not met. In the ten year

that the prescriptive, have been in effect, no one interviewed knew of any

instance where funds had been withheld.

The two states not involved with statewide initiatives in vocational

education, had no history of providing program improvement inforiation to

local providers. One state office as reported to be very understaffed,

ranking near the bottom of states in number of administrative staff per number

served. The state agency has traditionally held a weak political position

relative to its area vocational schools. When it first sought to develop

competency based curricula last year, for example, funds were simply

distributed to the regional schools. The state office was interested in a more

coordinated development of competency based curricula, but such activities

were still in a planning phase. The second state with little involvement in

statewide initiatives had traditionally defined its role coward providers as

a "policeman" and checkwriting agency, including distributing Perkins funds

by formula. A new state director, only recently in the position, hoped to

turn the agency around.
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The existence of statewide initiatives appears closely linked with

the state size or, perhaps more accurately, with the magnitude of resources

available at the state level. The three most populous states in the study

(States 2, 5 and 8) each sponsored a variety of activities, and State 8 also

played a major role in economic development and academic reform.

In addition to the creation of regional economic development centers

and "futuring" efforts in curriculum reform, including revamping of industrial

arts curricuLas described above, State 8 sought to entice local vocational

providers to work with other local agencies to provide vocational services to

an expanded population. Under competitive requests for proposals, the state

linked vocational funding with other funding sources to provide services for

AFDC mothers, older adults, handicapped students, and adults. State offices

involved include the department of social services, state employment office,

and office of vocational rehabilitation. To win contracts, bidders had to

demonstrate that they had established working relationships with the local

counterparts of the other agencies. At the time of the field work, the state

was also working on ways to involve vocational educators in implementing the

education and training benefits packages increasingly found in union

contracts.

Through 'ts extensive regionalization program for vocational

eaucation, State 5 undertook the curriculum reform described above as well as

other activities to match vocauional education with regional labor market

needs and better coordinate vocational education across institutions and

population groups. More than two-thirds of the 60 regional offices had

executed articulation agreements between secondary vocational education and

community colleges, and coordinated services were being arranged for special

education students. It was also involved in a longstanding statewide

initiative for at risk students and oversaw a state-funded job-specific

training program for employed workers.

State 2's vocational education agency was engaged in neither

economic development nor academic reform, but supported a large state and

locally funded program to provide preemployment and employment training

services for handicapped youth. With Perkins funding, it invested about five

million dollars a year in curriculum development, including the support of 30

consultants Around the state. The state has developed model curricula that
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are then made available to districts. Districts can pick and choose, within

certain guidelines, what they want to use. Most technical assistance from the

state and regional staff is in curricula issuess. As with State 5, it too

encouraged articulation agreements. This year almost one half million dollars

was invested in its articulation project, linking secondary vocational

education with community colleges.

It is difficult to assess the impact of the statewide initiatives

undertaken by state vocational education agencies. With the exception of the

most populous states, the most common activity undertaken by state agencies

was curriculum development. All states spoke a similar language cbout

competency-based curricula and Aills lists, but we did not review curricular

materials tonote comparability or the extent to which guidelines contained

statements of objectives, skills, or proficiencies. Nu'- do we know the extent

to which these curricula have been implemented. Proficiency tests for

students were under consideration in some states, but none have been pilot

tested. Because curriculum development is such an important and visible state

activity, it may be worthwhile to study state efforts more systematically.

The next three sections of the chapter deal with state

administration of the Perkins Act. To facilitate the discussion, Exhibit 3.3

presents a state-by-state overview of state actions on funds distribution,

state programmatic initiatives using Perkins l'unds, and state restrictions 3n

funding use. The overview illustrates at a glance each state's overall

approach to the administration of the Perkins Act, while the text explores

similarities and differences across each of the states visited.

ACCESS Of INSTITUTIONS TO PERKINS FUNDS

Prior to allocating Perkins funds, eight of tha nine states in our

sample either established a proportion of funds for secondary and

postsecondary sectors or limited eligibility for some Perkins set-asides by

type of institution. Four states both prespecified allocations and restricted

eligibility, three limited eligibility only, and one set may prespecified

allocationss.

Among the five states with prespecified allocation percentages, Four

states preset the percent of funds that secondary and postsecondary

institutions would receive across ell Perkins categories, while State 5 sec a
r,,.



Exhibit 3.3

STATE BY STATE DESCRIPTION OF PERZINS ADMINISTRATION

STATE 1 is a poor rural state, slowly converting from an agrarian to a manufacturing
economy. Its Perkins allocation is about $10 million.

Access to
Institutions

Funding pools for H and
D set-aaides provide
more funds to state-run
postsecondary AVSs.
Adult, single parent,
and incarcerated funds
go only in postsec
AVS. No Perkins funds
go to community
colleges; they are
governed through
separate Board of Higher
Ed.

State Initiatives
in Perkins

Restrictions on
Perkins Activities

Ac least 401 of Title
IIB funds go for
curriculum and staff
development. Figure is
probably much higher.
State very committed to
upgrading programs and
staff. Wants r.o provide
state-driven vocational
rTogram.

Three-fourths of sex
equity funds supxirt one
innovative model child
care proram.

Single parent centers at
10 postsec AVS funded
through single parent
funds.

Does not restrict funds
as much as it does not
publicize avail-
ability. Funding
apparently depends upon
whom you know in "old
boy network." Several
local directors were
hired explicitly because
they knew of state
funding sources.

Prohibits any equipment
purchase under Title
MI. Says it should be
a responsibility of
schools and employers
they serve.
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Exhibit 3.3
(continued)

SATE SY STATE DESCRIPTION OF PERKINS ADMINISTRATION

STATE 2 is a populous, fast growing state with a highly diverse economic base and
population. Its Perkins allocation is over $50 million.

Access to
Institutions

.1011101.1,

State Initiatives
in Perkins

Overall a 55-45 split
between secondary and
community colleges.
Split based on ratio of
enrollment in 1968 when
community college system
split off from SDE.
WitLin Perkins, 50-50
split on Title IIA, 55-
45 for Title MB, and
75-25 percent on
administration. Funds
are passed through to a
separate commlity
college agency, where
more funds go out by
formula than at the
secondary level. Area
vocational schools
receive no Perkins funds
directly, because they
are felt to receive
sufficient support
compared to voc ed it
comprehensive high
schools.

wolgommlimamr

, Restrictions on
Perkins Activities

Except for mostly
RFPs at secondary level,
and mostly formula at
posts4condary level for
Title 'IA. Originally
formula for individual
cols colleges done to
keep 5udgets for
operating projects
undisturbed. Every
community college
received same amount for
single parents. Sex
equity coordinator
changed that so that
formulas based on
percent of female head
of households.

UP, for innovative
programs, guidance and
counseling focused on
placement, projects in
heavily minority
districts (state is
about half minority
students).

Set up MIS system to
help districts define
possible matches for UN
funds.

Minimum grants fov
adult, single parent,
and sex equity to
concentrate resources
for an educationally
meaningful program and
to make grants worth the
trouble of the federal
strings. To receive
single parent funds,
must accept sex equity
funds, so that one
"works before the fact,
not after the fact." No
equipment purchases
allowed under sex equity
funds, again to
concentrate on service
provision.

No IIB funds may be used
to buy equipment.
Rather 75 t on
instruction, 10 % on
staff development, 7% on
state supplied TA, 4I on
curriculum development,
about 2% each on
research/evaluation and
vocational student
organizations.

In each area, 6Z
required for counseling
and guidance to maintain
past level of effort.
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Exhibit 3.3
(continued)

STATE SY CTATE DESCRIPTION OF PERKINS ADMINISTRATION

STATE 3 is a mountainous state with a single population center, recouping from the
drop in oil and agricultural prices. Its Perkins allocation is near $10 million.

Access to
Institutions

State Initiatives
in Perkins

Restrictions on
Perkins Activities

One agency oversees all
vocational education at
all, levels, including
governing authority over
community colleges. No
overall match, but
prespecified 50-50 split
on 0, 45-45-10 split on
C (the 10% being
Mc). Adult and single
penult funds are both
commun±ty college only,
as is 80% of sponsored
equipment under Title

Also minimums on
Title IIS sponsored
equipment set at $50,000
for each community
college and $550 for
each sec district.
Lamest city received
$4000.

State very concerned
about 4nflux of minority
and disadvantaged
students, and dislocated
workers from economic
depression. Combined
IIA Adult funds with INS
Program Improvement
funds for guidance
counseling for adults.
All Sex Equity funds
went for RAP. to expand
opportunities for women
in high technology.
Rift for high school
single parents focused
on instruction and
support services for
those at risk of
dropping out of
school. RFPs for
community colleges on
support services to
increase access.

No floors on HE'D funds,
but minimums set on sex
equity and single
parents funds, when
evaluation found smaller
grants had little
effect.

About 40% of In funds
setaside for sponsored
equipment, 20% statewide
initiatives (e.g., econ
development initiatives,
statewide conference,
public info campaign,
research, electronic
communication system),
and about 10% each on
regional planning,
regional TA, curriculum
development, and student
voc orgs. In keeping
with state commitments,
Ms under Title 115
stressed program
improvement for special
population groups.
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Exhibit 3.3
(continued)

STATE BY STATE DESCRIPTION OF PERKINS ADMINISTRATION

STATE 4 is one of the fastest growing states in the nation, with an economy
dependent 'n tourism, service occupations and high technology. It has a history of
underspending its $30 million Perkins allocation.

Access to
Institutions

State Initiatives
in Perkins

Restrictions on
Perkins Activities

Office administering
Perkins oversees county
district system that
administers districts
and postsec AVS.
Community colleges
overseen by separate
office in SDE. No
prespecified split, but
overall Less than 20
percent goes CO postsec.

Little state guidance on

content although very
strong compliance
state. Saw itself as
"policeman" until new
director last year.
With rare exceptions,
virtually all funds go
out by formula with
recipients writing
grants re spending.
Large though unknown
amount of unspent
funds. Next year moving
to RFPs in sex equity
and single parents
because so much unspent
funds; locals did not
write proposals to spend
the money.

About 25% of sex equity
and single parent money
for state provided TA in
this area. Other funds
by formula.

Interest by state person
in incarcerated resulted
in $400K from adult
funds also in this
category.

Few restrictions.
Discourages use of D
funds at secondary level
for basic skills
remediation because of
state compensatory
education program.

13% of IIB retained at
scat. level for regional
TA, state occ info
system. Another 40%
goes for curt dev
consortia fees, staff
deg', dissem center, high
tech jobs info center.
Rest out by formula with
recipients who then
write grants justifying
expeases. Although not
Perkins-specific, 70% of
graduates in each
vocational program must
be placed in a job in
area of training. If
goal not met three years
in a row, it could Lose
MACS funding. No known
Cases.

so
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Exhibit 3.3
(continued)

STATE BY STATE DESCRIPTION OF PERKINS ADMIrISTRATICN

STATE 5, a large manufacturing state in the "rust belt", has undertaken a large
scale regional reorganization of vocational education. Its Perkins allocation is
around $30 million.

Access to
Institutions

11.=Mosa=kmw,
State Initiatives Restrictions on
in Perkins Perkins Activities

Perkins office oversees
districts and sec AVS,
while separate agency
oversees community
colleges. Large scale
regional system being
developed, with state
emphasis on articulation
between sec and comm
colleges. There is no
prespecified split, but
60-40 split due to
proportion of FTE credit
hour enrollments. No

Adult funds to icondary
level. Large ste voc
ed investment helps
locals make match; match
waived if locals cannot
match.

To assist their core
activity--the regional
reorg of voc ed, 25% of
Title III, funds are
matched with $3M in
state funds. Also 35%
goes for cur dev in the
new regions, and to cur
dev consortia, and info
clearinghouse. Another
8% goes to reg. units
for staff dev.

Adult funds are matched
at the state level and
used for inplant
training and retraining
for employees. This is
a statewide projeett.

REP. for Sex Equity and
Single Parents funds.
Used for exemplary
projects, regional
centers, regional TA,
and a resource center.
Shifting next year to
co,-centrated formula in
an attempt to encourage
more local involvement
in these areas.

No II A adult funds for
secondary. To ease
accounting, state funds
are used at that Level,
and Perkin, at postsec.

State encourages com-
bining of HE) funds.
HO funds cannot be used
for remedial math,
English or reading; or
for special or adapteci
equipment. Perkins to
be used for new ideas
(e.g., tutors), not for
activities that can be
funded elsewhere.
(State funds a variety
of categorical pro-
grams.) Also no Perkins
can be spent on guid-
ance, counseling or
career dim because
difficult to reliably
audit.

For the most part, no
equipment under title
'IS because a state
inventory of equipment
for audit purposes would
be too cumbersome to
maintain. Also state
funds are available for
equipment.



Exhibit 3.3
(continued)

STATE BY STATE DESCRIPTION OF PERKINS ADMINISTRATION

STATE 6 is a very small rural state with a declining economy and a limited state
presence in vocational education. Its Perkins allocation is just over $2 million.

Access to
Institutions

State Initiatives
in Perkins

Restrictions on
Perkins Activities

Office overseeing sec
and AVTS administer
Perkins, with com cal
overseen by separate and
co-equal office in
SDE. AVTS traditionally
received more funds,
though coo col now
writing many proposals
for funding.

No IIA Adult funds at
secondary level.

For two years state
distributed Perkins
funds to regions by
formula based on
population size to
distribute funds
equitably and to
encourage regional
planning. Sparsely
populated regions in
revolt, saying "a lathe
costs the same hare as
in the capitol city."
System abandoned last
year, replaced with

Very weak state role, in
part because of few
state staff. Except for
customized training
(below), there are no
state initiatives.
Until this year, curr
dev funds just went to
AVS for their use.
Funds go by &FP to all
comers.

State officials were
glad In funds limited
to program improvement;
hope it can provide
leverage so that they
Can develop a state role
in cur dev by developing
standard profile of
competencies and tas1.

Perkins Adult funds
combined in state
department of commerLa
funds and employer funds
to provide customized
training, so far one of
few economic dev
activities in the state.

State does not restrict
activities allowable
under Perkins. Not
known what percent of
In retained at state
level, but well below
the 20% allowed.



STATE

STATE 7 is a midsize
service. Its Perkins

Exhibit 3.3
(continued)

BY STATE DESCRIPTION OF PERZINS ADMINISTRATION

industrial state with a booming economy in high technology and
allocation is over $20 million.

Access to
Institutions

110111111
State Initiatives
in Perkins

Restrictions on
Perkins Activities

Office administering
Perkins housed in SDE
and oversees districts
and fulltime area
vocational scnools.
Community colleges under
governance of Board of
Higher Education. No
prespecified percent
distribution, but access
is limited for community
colleges. Until this
year, no H funds to
community colleges.
Community colleges do
not recstive Ault, Sex
Equity or Program
Improvement funds.
Adult funds limited to
area vocational schools,
and Single Parent fund*
to community colleges.

State very committed to
civil rights access.
Every project, for
example, must enroll at
least one nontraditional
student.

Also used Ms in sex
equity for "rploratory
rograms (e.g.,

"shadcving" employees in
nontraditional jobs and
peer support groups in
nontraditional
programs). State's sex
equity coordinator
consulted all projects
and si.; regional
consultants provided 7A
and workshops.

Single Parent funds
supported operating
programs, such as
computer technology,
because other funds went
toward support ser ices.

State sulvorted
competency based cur dell
by pairs of area voc
schools; also bolonv to
consortia, and is strong
advocate of Principles
of Technoluz.

Very regulatory state,
with rules both for
compliance and program
improvement. Annual on
site monitoring.
Extensive evaluation
activities.

To maintain Level of
effort in guidance and
counseling, at least 20
percent of all HO funds
is st go for

counseling. LEP funds
must be spent before D
funds may be accessed.

Under 113, equipment
liwted tq 10% or $50K,
whatever is higher.

Three year Limit on all
Perki 4s funded

activi:ies, not just
Title L13.

Disallows instrAmtional
salaries as a match for
Title r:a Eunds.



Exhibit 3.3
(continued)

STATE BY STATE DESCRIPTION OF PEEXINS ADMINISTRATION

STATE 8 is one of the most populous and geographically largest states, with a varied
and stable economy. Its Perkins allocation ix near $50 million.

Access to
Institutions

State Initiatives
in Perkins

,www=.11.14WW
Overall a prespecikied
72 -28Z split between

secondary and community
colleges. doth
administered in same
agency though in
different offices. The
secondary office is the
key decisionmaker.
Community colleges share
of Perkins is increasing
slowly. Restricts all
remaining funds to
"major providers" who
offer at least five vac
programs and to
community colleges
Combined, they enroll
90% of the students.
Because "major pro-
viders" had received all
VEA funds, the Perkins
formula under R&D
created a major "hold
harmless" problem.

Restrictions on
Perkins Activities

Leader in curr dev with
Large scale efforts
underway in all content
areas. Started 10 years
ago. Statewide
technology- program now
replacing industrial
arts. Also leader in
icon development (e.g.,
$10M in regional
centers). Using Perkins
funds to leveraie other
funds for joint projects
(e.g., linking Perkins
with funds from other
state agencies such as Ei

with OVit).

55% Title II13 by REP,
rest by formula.

All Single Parent, most
Adult, and secondary 3ex
Equity funds all go out
by formula in part to
have Locals buy into cur
dev and to "hold
harmless" losses from
VEA to Perkins.

Minimum R&D grants of
$1,000 to concentrate
funds and minimize loss
of funds from VIA to
Perkins.

Discourages but does:':
restrict equipment
purchases under Ia.
State equipment funds
available.
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Exhibit 3.3
(continued)

STATE BY STATE DESCRIPTION OF PERKINS ADMINISTRATION

STATE 9 is a midsized state that has recently beta the site of much e:onomic and
technological development. Its Perkins allocation is near $20 million.

Access to
Institutions

-,Mgm......wernmW01.0

State Initiatives
in Perkins

Restrictions on
Perkins Activities

Perkins administered in
an office in SDE. When
postsec AVS transferred
out of SDE to separate
board for community
college and tech
institutes the Title
$2 million allocation
redu:ed to $500K. No
prespecified split on
sec /postsec, but overall
postsecondary allocation
is very small.

Sex Equity and Single
Parent funds distributed
by RFP, but with little
guidance. Several state
officials felt Cheats was
no need for these funds.
Adult and ITS kundl
distributed by formula.

State requires chat
Perkins H funds be spent
on an aide in each
vocational class with
more than 5 H students.

At least 50% of Title
In must go for
equipment, because state
is "starved" for
equipment. Minimum set-
asides made by state on
supplies and materials
by subject matt r area.

Only 13% of allowable
20% of Title IIB funds
retained for state
initiatives.
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proportion in advance only for handicapped and disadvantaged students. That

slightly more than half of the states in the sample would preset allocations

between secondary and postsecondary institutions is consistent with the

national picture. Fifty-four percent of all states set a percent distribution

for Perkins disadvantaged funds in advance, resulting in a higher percentage

of disadvantaged funds going to postsecondary than to secondary vocational

education (33 percent versus 24 percent) (State Policies in Vocational

Education, 1988, 2-12).

A sixth state (State 6) had earlier preset the percent of funds that

geographic regions of the state could rec,dive, once funds for handicapped and

disadvantaged students had been awarded. 'hey had doped to foster regional

plannig and to distribute funds more proportionately to population size. The

system proved untenable and was dropped after rural area vocational schools

complained that equipment costs were the same in urban and rural areas.

State 8 preset overall allocations and allocations for each set-

aside. It also required chat recipients qualify for a minimum of $1.000 to

receive handicapped and disadvantaged funds. Without a preset floor, funds

for handicapped and disadvantaged students would have been dispersed over a

large number of very small school districts. It also restricted all other

Perkins funds to institutions that provided a range of vocational offerings.

The state strongly encouraged concentrating Perkins funds :n general, and

sught to minimize the shifts in funding allocations between the Vocational

Education Act and the Perkins Act.

The most frequent Perkins category with restricted eligibility was

the Adult set-aside, followed by Single Parent/Homemaker and Program

Improvement. States 1, 3 and 5 limited the Adult competition to postsecondary

institutions only, while State 7 limited funds to secondary area vocational

schools. States 1 and 5 also restricted. Single Paret funds ro the

postsecondary level. Three states limited access to Perkins Title la program
improvement funds. Stet* 7 excluded postsecondary institutions entirely,

State 9 restricted postsecondary institutions to less than 10 percent of the

funds, and State 3 earmarked 80 percent of sponsored equipment funds for

community colleges. Lastly, State 7 also reserved Perkins sex equity funds ta

the secondary level and until this year restricted funds for handicapped

students to the secondary level as well.

6
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It was not always clear why states restricted the access of

particular institutions to funding categories or set eligibility pools in

advance. Although the percent split between secondary and postsecondary

institutions varied somewhat from year to year in some states, the existence

of a prespecified split was Longstanding practice, and responses such as "It's

been that way as long as I've been here" were not uncommon. The strength of

historical precedent was evident in State 2, where community colleges (the

postsecondary institutions receiving vocational funds) sought to increase

their share of 45 percent. , The 55-45 split between secondary and

postsecondary vocational education reflected the actual difference between the

elementary/secondary allocation and the allocation for grades 13-14 as it

existed in 196$ when the community college system was split off

administratively from the state eepartment of education, Three years ago, the

community colleges fought to increase the postsecondary share by two

percent. The controversy over this and other issues led the community

colleges to withdraw from the state's joint advisory poLily council for

vocational education and the council was dissolved. It was only reestablished

this year. Although the struggle over the split continues, the relative

shares remain 'lie same.

In at least four states, funding restrictions appeared associated

with governance issues. Through exclusions and eligibility pools, State 1

provided far more funds than wouli otherwise have been allocated to its state-
,

funded and state-administered postsecondary area vocational schools. It also

excluded from all Perkins funding the community colleges administered through

another state agency. State 7 favored its politically powerful area

vocational schoals over comprehensfie high schools and virtually closed out

the separately-idministered community colleges. Community colleges were

eligible for Perkins funds only for disadvantaged students, sex equity and

single parents/homemakers programs. In an apparent quid pro quo, State 9

earmarked more funds to secondary vocational education when its administration

of postsecondary area vocational schools was transferred to the state agency

overseeing technical institutes and community colleges. Once out of its

jurisdiction, postsecondary vocational education -- a hotbed of activity in

this Stilte lost all but $500,000 of its earlier two million dollars

Perkins program improvement funds. Lastly, in State 3, where Perkins fund::

were administered through a community college board, more funds anck



individually larger concentrations of funds were invested in community

colleges. Handicapped funds, for example, were distributed on a 50-50 split,

although more handicapped students were enrolled in secondary than

postsecondary vocational education. In addition, community colleges were

entitled to 80 percent of equipment funds available under Perkins program

improvement. Each community college was assured $50,000 in Perkins funds for

sponsored equipment, while secondary districts were guaranteed only $500. The

community colleges visited received about $90,000 in sponsored equipment,

while the state's largest schocl district received just over $4,000.

State 5 sought to distribute Perkins funds in the same ratio as the

number of course hours taught in vocational education at the secondary and

postsecondary level. This resulted in e 60-40 split between secondary and

postsecondary programs. It also restricted eligibility in one category

because state funds were already available for those institutions.

Onne disadvantaged and handicapped funds were allocated, State 8

limited access to all remaining Perkins funds to institutions offering a wide

range of vocational education options. This arrangement was designed co

ensure that funds could be concentrated in institutions offering full-service

programs, including adult vocational education; and it helped to "hold

harmless" the changes in allocations brought about wuen the Perkins Act

required that disadvantaged and handicapped funds be distributed on a

population basis.

State 2 did not distribute Perkins funds to state - supported area

vocational centers, reportedly because these programs were felt to receive

sufficient state support (over $200 million a year), unlike comprehensive high

schools in the state. Although these institutions received no Perkins funds

directly, districts were allowed to transfer funds to them if district

students enrolled in their programs. The area centers were not administered

through the state vocational unit overseeing Perkins funds, but through

another unit within the state education department.

State 4 did not piece eligibility restrictions on any Perkins funds,

nor did it use a preestablished split between secondary and postsecondary

vocational education. The state has historically played a weak role' in

vocational education, serving primarily es a check-writing agency, allocating

Parkins funds by formula in each category. Leadership potential in the state
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appears limited, although a new state director hoped to provide more

direction. School districts are organized on a county system, with the

district administering all secondary vocational education as well as any

certificate-granting postsecondary vocational centers within their

boundaries. At least 80 percent of Perkins funding goes to schools districts,

who decide the distribution of funds within the county between secondary and

postsecondary vocational education. Community colleges receive their Perkins

allocation directly from the sta.. from funds transferred from the unit

overseeing the county vocational education system.

States restrict the access of institutions to Perkins funds, and are

more likely tJ limit access to institutions that do not come under their

administrative control at the state: level. The only state not to limit funds

has traditionally played a weak role vis-a-vis local providers of vocational

education. The extent to which the state directs the content of Perkins-

funded activities are described in the following sections.



PERKINS TITLE ILA FUNDS FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS

Under :he Perkins Act, Title /IA set funds aside for each of six

target groups. They are as follows:

sli=.1611.

CROUP PERCENT OF TITLE IIA FUNDS

Handicapped

Disadvantaged

Adults

Single Parents/Homemakers

Sex Equity

Incarcerated

10%

22Z

122

8.5%

3.5%

It

The federal funds are to be matched dollar for dollar on the first threes

categories, and funds for handicapped and disadvantaged students must only be

used for the costs of instruction in excess of those provided other vocational

students.

Although states often restricted access of institutions to Perkins

funds, states were Less likely to direct or restrict the content of activities

undertaken with Perkins funds for special populations. Although most states

visited either used requests for proposals (RFPsi or a mix of allocation

methods to distribute funds, states seldom defined specific priorities, nor

did they often concentrate resources in a few statewide cents-s. Three states

directed how Handicapped, Disadvantaged and Adult funds were to be used, while

four states had a substantial influence on what Single Parent/Homemaker ani

Sex Equity funds provided.

Handicapped and Disadvantaged Students

States seldom defined how funds for the handicapped and disadvan-

taged were to be used. The Perkin,. Act specified that all funds were to be

distributed to local providers according to a federally- defined intrastate

formula.* States were not allowed to withhold funds at the state level for

*
Dift.culties that have arisen in the use of the intrastate formula

are described in Chapter 4.

DO
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statewide initiatives, nor could they use such distribution mechanisms as

recolests for proposals that would allow them to target recipients. The

approximate allocations for handicapped and disadvantaged students are

described in Exhibit 3.4.

Six of the nine states visited placed no additional restrictions on

activities supported by Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds. State 7 required

that 20 percent of Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds be spent on guidance

and ,:ounseling activities to maintain its level of effort. It also required

that other disadvantaged funds could it be spent until Limited English

Proficient (LEP) funds were expended. Because the state prescribed no fluor

on LE? funds, some recipients were faced with what they saw as the nuisance of

spending as little as $20 of LEP funds before they could spend other

Disadvantaged funds.

State 5 prohibited Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds from being

spent on remedial math, English or readird; for special or adapted equipment;

or for guidance. The state agency felt twit other state categorical programs

were available for remedial programs and specialized equipment, and disallowed

funds for guidance because they felt it was difficult to audit reliably.

State 9 required that all Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds be

used to support an aide for every five students.

Adults

TheA2 percent set-aside for adults needing training and retraining

was new with the Perkins Act. The approximate allocations for the nine states

visited are shown in Exhibit 3.5. The allocations ranged from a low of $250

thousand to a high of about $7.5 million. There was some concern expressed

about how states would allocate these funds, including whether they would

simply fold them into other educational funding for adults. Although the

states visited did not fold their funds into general funding for adults, they

generally provided little direction on how funds should be spent.

States were more likely to distribute Perkins Adult funds by formula

than by other mechanisms and, in so doing, did not attach a state perspective

to project activities. Even among the two states that distributed funds by

competition, the state did not provide much guidance on spending. Within the
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Exhibit 3.4

AFIROXIMATE ALLOCATIONS FOR HANDICAPPED AND
DLADVANTACED STUDENTS UNDER THE PERKINS ACT

Perkins Disadvantaged
Perkins Handicapped Allocation Allocation

Two states between $4.5 and $6.5 million

Two states about $3 million

Two states about $1.5 million

Two states about $750 thousand

One 'tate about $200 thousand

$10 and $14 million

Over $6.5 million

Over $3.5 million

Over $1.6 million

Less than $500 thousand
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Exhibit 3.5

APPROXIMATE ALLOCATIONS FOR ADULTS
UNDER TEE PERKINS ACT

Perkins Adult Allocation

Two states between $5.5 and $7.5 million

Two states about $3.1 million

Two states about $2 millin

Two states about $1 million

One state $250 thousand



five states that allocated Perkins Adult funds at the secondary Level, three

used primarily a formula distribution, while one used discretionary mechanisms

and another used competition. At the postsecondary level, two rural states

allocated funds either by competition or by discretionary means. The other

seven states distributed Adult funds primarily by formula, although each

reported that they used some competition or discretionary mechanisms for some

funds.

State 1 distribute.' its Perkins Adult money through competition and

unsolicited proposals submitted by its state-run postsecondary area vocational

schools. Two competitions were identified: one to train cashier-checkers in

conjunction with the retail grocers association, and another to provide

supervised on-the-job training to students who were first time entrants into

the labor force. Except for these projects, it appeared that most funds went

for unsolicited proposals from its postsecondary area schools. Although no

project-specific budgets vete available, we were told that virtually all

unsolicited proposals were funded.

State 6 combined its Perkins Adult funds with state and industry

funds to create a funding pool' for ELETs for postsecondary institutions to

provide in-plant training and retraining activities.

For the seven states that relied primarily on formula allocations.

States distributed funds without specifying the nature of activities to be

undertaken. But states often supported one or two small state initiatives

under ccmpeticions or discretionary awards.

State B that had initiatied linkage projects with other state

agencies combined some Perkins Adult funds with JTPA funds for older adults

and with federal Adult Education Act funds for ten adult career counseling

centers around the state.

State 2 distributed its Adult funds to communtiy colleges by

formula, but secondary funds were distributed by requests fur proposals, with

h if the funds targeted on placement services for adults. The remaining funds

were equally divided between requests for proposals on innovative programs,

modernization of equipment, and programs with a verified labor market need.
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State 3 combined Perkins Adult funds with Perkins Program

Improvement funds to support guidance counseling and placement services for

students that focused on several concerns, including eliminating sex, race,

and ethnic bias.

State 4 used its Adult funds at the postsecondary level to support

ten centers for excellence in electronics at its county area vocational

schools and computerized remedial laboratories in both county area vocational

schools and community colleges. The state was optimistic chat they would

expand the electronics programs through state funding.

Sex Equity

Also new with the Perkins Act was the inclusion of a 3.5 percent

set-aside for programs, activities and services to promote sex equity and

overcome sex stereotyping and bias in vocational education. While similar

language had been included in the 1976 Amendments to the Vocational Education

Act, very few funds had been expended on this activity. Partly as a result,

the Perkins Act targeted funds specifically in this area. The approximate

allocation among the nine states visited is contained in Exhibit 3.6.

Allocations ranged from a low of $75 thousand to a high of $2.3 million.

Because the set-aside was relatively small and because states had

traditionally paid little attention to this area, concerns had been expressed

about how states would distribute funds and whether the sec-aside would

encourage the support of specific activities.

A major Congressional concern was whether states concentrated funds

or dispersed them so thinly that they could have little effect. Only two

states among the nine visited set minimum allocations (between $1,200 and

$1,500 for secondary programs, and 52,000 for postsecondary in one state and

$30,000 for postsecondary in the other). Because of state direction, funds

were somewhat concentrated in another three states. to the remaining four

states, no minimum allocation for Sex Equity funds was set, and grants in the

one state where information was available were as small as $800. Such minimal

allocations usually resulted in sex equity funds expended on brochures c

other outreach documents.



Exhibit 3.6

APPROXIMATE ALLOCATIONS FOR SEX EQUITY
UNDER TEE PERKINS ACT

Perkins Sex Equity Allocation

Two states between $1.7 and $2.3 million

Two states about $1 million

Two states about $600 thousand

Two states about $275 thousand

One state $75 thousand
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Although most states used competitive allocation methods, only four

states appeared to provide substantive direction to the content of sex equity

projects. Respondents in State 9 felt there was no nem., for these projects in

their state.

State 3, with less than $300,000 in Perkins Sex Equity funds,

focused all its funds on requests for propoals to expand opportunities for

women in high technology occupations. Up to $20,000 in grant aid was

available to run such programs at both the secondary and postsecondary

level. At the postsecondary level, 15 percent of the funds could be used for

child care. Maximum grants of just over $5,000 were also available for

exemplary secondary programs in that area The state had moved to

concentrating its Sex Equity funds when it found that funds had previously

been spread too thinly to have much effect. This was the same state that

combined Program Improvement funds with Adult funds in the previous section.

State 7, with its strong state presence in civil rights access, used

its half million dollars In Sex Equity funds on 14 secondary projects, most of

which were geared toward materials development and exhibits, although

exploratory programs were also funded, including having students observe

employees at work in nontraditional jobs. Nontraditional peer support groups

were supported in one project, and another project created a task force on

sexual harassment. It is not clear how much the state directed the content of

the projects, although the state's sex equity coordinator visited and

consulted with each project over the course of the year, and technical

assistance consultants (one for each of six regions) provided workshops and

other assistance to schools.

State 1 also was very directive in how funds were to be spent. It

awarded a grant that appeared more appropriate for Single Parent funds than

for a setaside designed to overcome sex bias and sex stereotyping. It used

almost all its Sex Equity funds for a model child care program for 100

children of secondary students. The remaining ten percent of the Sex Equity

funds went for scholarships for tuition aid to students at the state-run

postsecondary area vocational schools.

Among the three most populous states, one exercised considerable

direction while the other two relied on formula allocations. State 5 f_nded a

state resource center on sex equity, sex equity consultants in six regions,
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and a number of minigrants. State 8 distri :ted most of its Sex Equity money

by formula to "hold harmless" differences ir. providers' budgets between the

Perkins Act and its predecessor. It did hold out a smell percent of Sex

Equity funds to support women entrepreneurs. State 2 also distributed most of

the Sex Equity funds by a formula chat required chat six percent of the funds

be spent on guidance and counseling and prohibited recipients from buying

equipment with Sex Equity funds.

Distribution mechanisms have been problematic in some states. State

5 was moving away from state-lziJe projects to a formula allocation in order to

encourage more district part:cipation; while State 4 was moving toward

competition through requests for proposals because large amounts of funds 4ent

unspent through its formula allocation system. Currently at the secondary

Level, six of the nine states used requests for proposals, one used

discretionary mechanisms in conjunction with others, and two relied primarily

on formula allocations. The pattern was similar at the postsecondary level:

five states relied on requests for proposals and three used formula

allocations, usually in conjunction with other methods.

Single Parents/Homemakers

The set-aside for single parents and homemakers was also nev with

the ?erkins Act. The 1976 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act had

mandated activities for displaced homemakers but had not targeted funds

specifically for that group. Even with the mandate, states invested few

federal funds in services to facilitate the reentry of these individuals into

the labor market. The approximate allocation of Single Parent funds among the

nine states visited is included in Exhibit 3.7. Allocations ranged from a Low

of $175 thousand to a high of $5.5 million.

As with Sex Equity grants, four states appeared to provide some

direction on how Single Parent funds should be spent, the same states that

provided direction on Sex Equity funding.

State 3, the same state that had targeted its Sex Equity funds on

promoting women into high technology fields, also specified through three

requests for proposals how Single Parent funds were to be used. The state

directed that all secondary projects focus on instruction and support services

for teen parents at risk of dropping out of school. Postsecondary projects
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Exhibit 3.7

APPROXIMATE ALLOCATION FOR SINGLE PARENTS/
EOM:AKERS UNDER TUE PERKINS ACT

Perkins Single Parent/Homemaker Allocation

Two statist; between $4 and $5.5 million

Two states about $2.6 million

Two states about $1.5 million

Two status about $700 thousand

One state $175 thousand
O.
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were to focus on support services to increase the access of vocational

education to single parents/homemakers. About five percent of Perkins funds

supported exemplary projects. In all instances, up to 15 percent of the grant

could support child care.

Because already established centers for displaced homemakers

provided a variety of support services for clients, including recruitment and

counseling, Perkins Single Parent funds in State 7 were used in community

colleges for skills training programs, the only instance in our sample where

all Perkins Single Parent funds were used for operating programs. Programs

were offered in over 20 occupational areas, but more chan three-fourths were

in traditionally female occupations (e.g., clerical, health, accounting, child

care, and hospitality). Just under one quarter of the programs were in such

fields as computer applications, computer maintenance/technology, electronics

assembly, painting and decorating.

State 1, the rural state that operated its own postsecondary

vocational centers, used 80 percent of its funds to operate ten single parent

centers at those centers. The remaining funds were used for child care and

transportation to those facilities.

State 5 is currently operating 12 displaced homemaker centers .and

over 30 exemplary projects. Project budgets typically range from $35,000 to

S90,000. Next year it is moving toward a formula allocation in targeted

geographic areas, selected for their concentrations of welfare recipients and

single parents. The two ocher most populous states distributed most funds by

formula. State 8 placed no restrictions on formula funds, while State 2

required recipients of Perkins Single Parent funds also to receive Perkins Sex

Equity funds. This state used discretionary mechanisms to award a large

portion of its secondary funds, with one third targeted to districts with

large numbers of minority students. Another third of the funds went for

curriculum development and media met...*.als, with ten portent focused on

research and evaluation activities.

As with Perkins Sex Equity grants, states were continuing to grapple

with funding mechanisms. State 4 was moving from formals allocations to

requests for proposals because providers were not spending funds. Another is

moving from competitive procurements to concentration grants. Currently eight

of the nine states visited used the same allocation procedures for Perkins
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Single Parents/Homemakers funds As they did for Perkins Sex Equity funds.

States mire more likely to use competition than other mechanisms. At the

secondary level, three states used competition, One used discretionary means,

and two states relied primarily on formula allocations. At the postsecondary

level, five states used competition primarily and four used formula

.:.ocations. Competitive and. discretionary methods enable the state to

provide substantive direction on tow Perkins funds are spent. Although

slightly more than half of the states visited used such methods, just less

than half (four of the nine states) provided substantive direction.

Incarcerated

New with the Perkins Act was the one percent set-aside for

vocational education programs for criminal offenders in correctional

institutions. Among the nine states visited, allocations for the incarcerated

ranged from $20,000 to $650,000. Because the program was mew and not

substantially funded, questions arose about whether the state vocational

agency would administer the funds or transfer them to another agency, such as

the one responsible for corrections. Six states administered the funds in

their entirty, while three states transferred ac Least half of their funds to

a department of corrections for youthful offenders. Two states contracted

with community based organizations (CBOs) to provide literacy and pre-

employment skills, usually to inmates nearing the end of their incarcera-

tion. The two rural states with strong postsecondary area vocational schools

(States 1 and 6) designated these centers as service providers. State 1 used

its funds for equipment, while State 6 provided program support. Its day

school-night prison program operating in its largest city was cited as a model

program by respondents. Lastly, State 4 supplemented its one percent set-

aside of $250,000 with over $300,000 of Perkins Adult fmds, because the state

vocational education office was strongly committed to a program for the

incarcarlted.

PERKINS TITLE IIB FUNDS FOR PROGRAM IMPROVEM ENT

By requiring that all funds under Title IIB of the Perkins Act, the

remaining 43 percent of the basic state grant, be targeted on improvement or

expansion, Congress precluded the use of federal funds for ongoing maintenance
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of vocational programs that had been allow.4 in earlier federal legislation.

Although states had already used federal funds for such improvement activities..

as curriculum development, staff de-elopment, and research; there was some

concern that states may have difficulty with targeting all funds on

improvement initiatives. Among the states visited, Title 'TB has generally

been praised for its focus on innovat'or, including the feeling among the

least directive states that this Title may help them by =Ire directive with

their largely autonomous local providers. The approximat, allocations among

the nine states visited are shown in Exhibit 3.8. Funds range4 from a low of

less than one million dollars to a high of about $28 million.

States were more likely to provide direction on Title IIB funds than

on Title IIA funds. All states used Title IIB funds for curriculum

development, staff training, and guidance and counseling; although two states

appeared to leave the content of those activities up to local discretion. As

discussed earlier in this chapter, curriculum development dominated

discussions with state officials. Six states also provided some direction on

equipment purchases.

In' seven of the nine states, the single largest budget item LI:Ider

the Perkins IIB set-aside was a grants announcement or eaticlemert formula

Allocation to local providers for program improvement. In the eighth state,

the largest category was a formula allocation for equipment, while State 1

provided no budget figures on Program Improvement funds. States often

reiterated the general uses of funds allowed in the federal law, and usually

did not comment on the use of funds, with one exception -- equipment. Six

states specifically Letitia:led how and whether equipment could be purchased

with Title In funds. Four states 1;mited the extent to which Perkins Title

IIB funds could be used for equipment, another required that at Least half the

grant be used for equipmerit, and one created a separate category solely for

equipment purchases.

Two states prohibited the purchase of equipment under Perkins Title

IIB. State 2 specified that funds were to be used to purchase instructional

or related support materials in vocational content areas or to reinforce basic

academic skills and occupational competencies in vocational courses. State 1

focused Perkins Title IIB funds primarily on curriculum and staff

development. For the, secondary level, State 5 urged that funds be spent on
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Exhibit 3.8

APPROXIMATE ALLOCATIONS FOR 1111 PROGRAM IYYROVEMENT
UNDER THE PERXIVS ACT

Perking 113 Program Improvement Allocation

Two states between $25 and $28 million

Two states about 114 million

Two states about $7 million

Two states about $3 million

One state $900 thousand



curriculum renewal and staff development, although it allowed that providers

could address equipment modernization. The single largest district in the

state invested none of its $500,000 grant on equipment. At the postsecondary

level, on the ocher hand, all Perkins Title IIB funds were to be used for

equipment purchase. State 7 limited the purchase of equipment to 10 percent

of the Title IIB budget or $50,000 whichever was higher. The smaller sites

visited in this state tended to spend IIB funds on equipment, while the

largest district was limited by the $50,000 cap. All four states had

alternative stets sources for equipment purchases either through a Line item

budget or a state lottery.

Two states encouraged equipment purchases. In State 9, at least 50

percent of the Perkins Title IIB funds were to be spent on equipment, because

respondents declared the programs were "starved" for equipment. State 3

created a separete entitlement category for sponsored equipment under Perkins

Title In that accounted for almost 40 percent of the program improvement

budget. Eighty percent of the sponsored equipment funds were directed to

postsecondary institutions (i.e., community colleges), with 20 percent for

secondary vocational education programs. The postsecondary equipment funds

were increased more than half again as such 'sy the addition of over 5500,000

in Perkins IIA Adult funds. Although this state invested considerable

resources in equipment, it had also designed a number of projects aimed toward

increasing the access and participation of special population groups. Each

community visited in that state supported special populations through Title

In funding.

The remaining three states did not direct local providers in

equipment purchases, but in the communities visited in these states, Perkins

Title 11111 funds were Likely to be spent on equipment. When states .4ere silent

or encouraged equipment purchase, Ruth secondary and postsecondary providers

tended to view Perkins Title ITS funds as "federal equipment money," and

targeted them accordingly.

All states used Perkins Title la Program Improvement funds for

curriculum development, professional staff development, and guidance and

counseling activities that included the state's occupational information

system. As described earlier, the mechanisms for curriculum development

varied from state to state. States worked with universities or consultants,



belonged to regional consortia, and sometimes supported state resource centers

for distribution and dissemination of materials, States may retain up tc 20

percent of their total Title II allocation for state use. It is unclear how

Large a proportion was used because of contracts to universities for staff

development. It appeared that one state used at Least 40 percent of its funds

on state projects, while another spent less than 10 pecent.

Professional staff development activities followed a similar

pattern, with the least directive states distributing funds among local

providers for locally-defined needs. Some states funded universities to

provide staff development in preacranged areas, and also provided funds to

Local providers. Two states used Program Improvement funds to support state-

provided regional technical assistance that may also be termed staff

development. One state also supported preservice and inservice educaticn for

vocational educators, while the other state did not.

In addition, most states also used Perkins Title II8 funds to

support vocational student organizations and some research and evaluation

activities. The evaluation activities were often those required under the

Perkins law, so that 20 percent of the providers were assessed annually. One

state contracted with a private research organization to conduct student and

employer follow-up interviews; another devoted a small portion of Perkins

funds to start setting up an accountability system withi.i the state. Scat!! 3

sponsored a $150,000 grants competition among secondary providers to study

enrollment change in their schools or oistricts. The state was concerned

about the reasons behind t;.e sharp declines in area vocational school

enrollment and the growth in vocational enrollment in large cities.

Half the states targeted a portion of Perkins Title IIB program

improvement funds on regional development, whether in regional coordinating

councils or in more general regional planning. State 5, where the provision

of vocational education has become a regional system, was the most active

state in this area. Three million dollars of Perkins Title 118 funds, matched

with three million dollars of state funds annually went into regional

planning.

As was found with Perkins Title IIA funds, the most populous states

-- and hence those with larger federal vocational education allocations --

undertook a more varied set of activities with Perkins Title II13 funds than
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did smaller states. All three most populous states (States 2, 5 and 8)

invested Perkins Title LIB funds in industry/education partnerships and ln

articulation agreements. In both instances they wets joined by a fourth state

that was active in statewide initiatives. Encouraging articulation agreements

was also a popular topic in other states.

. Four states -- two of the most populous and two others -- invested

Perkins Title In funds in snecial populations, sometimes in conjunction with

Perkins Title IIA funds. The amounts were small relative to the total Title

III budger, so that it appeared that states made clear distinctions between

Title NA and Title III! population groups. State 8 created linkage

arrangements with other agencies on such requests for proposals as welfare

recipients and those in need of vocational rehabilitation. State 3, as

previously described, was concerned about the significant growth in special

populations in the state, and had written aFPs for guidanc10 and counseling

combining Title IIB funds with Title IIA Adult funding. State 5 used Perkins

Title II8 funds to support a longstanding state program for at risk students

and to support a bilingual vocational resource center. Lastly, State 7, with

its strong civil rights advocacy background, used a small portion of Perkins

Title IIB funds to support community-based organizations.

STATE ACTION OH SPECIALIZED PERKINS PROVISIONS

Among provisions of the Perkins Act requiring state direction, three

are especially 'important:

ma:ching of Perkins funds,
evaluation of Perkins-funded programs, and
section 204.

Each is described in turn below.

Matching

Perkins Handicapped, Disadvantaged, Adult and program r_mprovta,,nr_

funds are to be matched dollar for dollar at the state level. States may use

state funds, local funds aggregated to the state level, local funds matched on

a recipient by recipient basis, or some combination of the above to meet the

match.
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With some minor variations, just over half (five of the nine states)

repo-ted that they primarily upad a local match on a recipient by recipient

Oasis to meet required matching requirements. The variations were minor: one

Ilse a state match for Perkins Adult funds; another had state matching on

select, small KFPs; another used a local match at the secondary level, but

contributed significant state categorical funding at the community college

level; and one state had the match made at the regional cooperative level

across participating rural districts. When asked what the state policy was for

recipients who could not meet the match, two states said that funds would have

to be returned and then reallocated, while the others either provided no

information or said that the issue had not come up.

The remaining four states relied on a match aggregated at tie state

level. All provided some state categorical funding to meet part of the

match. One state had significant categorical funds, including two-thirds of

the match for Perkins Title In funds. Another state used its state vocational

funding to aid smaller districts unable to meet a match, but the state

required larger districts and community colleges to match dollar for dollar.

Two .others used aggregate state matches, either because "a local much would

be a bookkeeping nightmare," or because a local match "wouldn't work here."

The availability of state funds appeared essential for states to use

a match aggregated at the state level. Without some supplemental funding

sources, states transferred the matching responsibility to individual

recipients.

Evaluation

The Perkins Ac: stipulated chat each state shall evaluate the

effectiveness of not less than 20 percent of the eligible recipients assisted

within the state each fiscal year.(P.L. 98-524, Section 113 (b)9(A)-9(C))

A.11 states conduct an on-site team review for at least 20 percent of

the programs per year, and all programs within five years. On-site visits may

be done by teams or by agency program specialists only, may be contracted our,

or may be conducted by the state agency. Team members may include vocational

instructors and administrators from other programs, support personnel,

students, and advisory committee members. On-site visits included interviews

with a variety of personnel as weLl as examination of student records, program
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documents, facilities and equipment. Topics covered such topics as philosophy,

organization and administration, school and community relations, curriculum

and instruction, student organizations, and career development.

At the conclusion of the on-site visits, teams typically prepared a

written summary, noting problems and conveying recommendations for improve-

ment. State regional or central office Staff return the following year to see

what changes have been made.

There appeared to be two variations in this process. In the most

regulatory state (state 7), because state legislation mandated monitoring and

evaluation of state-reimbursed vocational programs, on-site visits were

conducted annually, followed by a return visit to is whether necessary changes

have been made. At the other extreme, state 6 offered technical assistance to

remedy shortcomings, but did not follow up to see if corrections were made

because of an extreme shortage of resources at the state level.

Where postsecondary vocational education was adminitered by a

'operate office, staff in that office usually conducted their own on -site

reviews, without the involvement of the office overseeing the Perkins grant.

One state just began a joint review of postsecondary vocational education with

staff from the Board of Higher Education; two othqr states expressed

intentions to move toward regional or area reviews, where all providers in a

given area were included in the same review. One state office did not conduce

on-site reviews of vocational education in community colleges, although the

review of programs at that level is "coming." In chat state, vocational

education is overseen by a separate community college office within the State

Department of Education.

Most states visited also conducted student and employer surveys as

part of their evaluation activities. Typically they were funded out of the

state's share of Perkins Title IIB, Program Improvement funds. These surveys

usually probe for the skills and attitudes of vocational graduates and

employers' level of satisfaction with graduate's performance. States may

also conduct surveys of vocational programs to determine the placement of

graduates from these programs. Data are collected by individual school and

aggregated to the state level. In some cases, those occupations with poor

placement rates are analyzed to determine specific causes. Occasionally,

states may undertake a specialized evaluation of an element of vocational



education. One state recently awarded a contract to assess the extent of local

implementation of competency-based vocational education curricula developed in

the state with Perkins Title 115 funds.

One state referred to the ratirety of the evaluation process as

checking each program's "vital signs" with general Indicators of health

including placement, enrollment, employer satisfaction, student performance,

cost containment and labor market justification. Vital signs are measured by

analyzing existing information, surveying employers and current and former

students, and testing employability skills. The process also includes more

in-depth analysis designed to identify problems. Evaluation system is designed

to concentrate on those programs which have the greatest need.

In summary, all, states conducted on-site reviews of vocational

programs according to the specified Perkins time schedule. Whether states

conducted other evaluation activities appeared co depend upon the evaluation

expertise and resources at the state level, as well as on the commitment of

state staff to incorporate evaluation results into program planning. As with

other Perkins-related activities, responsibility for secondary and

postsecondary evaluation activities mirrored state organization for

institutional oversight, so evaluations were conducted separately, without

sharing k...f results.

Section 204

Section 204 required, among ocher features, that the state was to

provide assurances that equal access would be provided to handicapped and

disadvantaged individuals in recruitment, enrollment and placement in

-vocational education and that such individuals would be provided equal access

to the Full range of vocational programs available to other students. The

section further stipulated that local education agencies were to inform all

handicapped and disadvantaged students and their parents of opportunities in

vocational education at least one year before vocational education generally

becomes available and that each handicapped and disadvantaged student who

enrolls in vocational education is to receive an assessment, special services,

and guidance and counseling.



The federal regulations interpreting the Perkins Act did not expand

on the Legislative language, that could be interpreted as creating an

entitlement prograA for handicapped and disadvantaged students at the

secondary level. It was widely assumed that the section pertained only at the

secondary and noc the postsecondary Level.

Where information on states was available, states usually instructed

local educational agencies to inform handicapped and disadvantaged students of

opportunities in vocational education, and that such notification was required

in all 9th grades, if it had not been done earlier. States appeared to

provide no additional information on the other provisions of section 204.

Two states devoted considerable energy to section 204. Both states

bad state categorical funding for handicapped vocational students, and one

state had statefunded programs for disadvantaged vocational students as

well. State 5 distributed a booklet with guidelines for each district. Each

district was then required to describe how they will satisfy section 204, as

part of their local plan. The state required districts to notify 8th graders

prior to registration for high school. The notice in the form of a brochure

or letter must be sent to parents, rather than distributed to children. In

state 1, all students were reported to get a vocational assessment at least by

grade 9, and much of the Perkins Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds go for

assessment. In the state's largest city, the decision to place vocational

counselors in every junior high school was prompted in part by section 204.

Section 204 was also cited as a factor In the decision to use Perkins funding

for mobile assessment vans in rural areas.

INTERCOVERNXENTAL RELATIONS AND THE nimunicz OF STATE POLICY ON LOCAL

PRACTICE

The Federal Office and the State Agencies

The nine state directors interviewed reported that the quality of

their relationship with the Office of Adult and Vocational Education ((DAVE)

ranged from "minimal contact" to "good," or "excellent." Relationships were

mature and well-established, with OAVE staff perceived as helpful,

particularly in the interpretation of the Perkins regulations.
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A creative tension exists between federal leadership and state

autonomy in implementing the Perkins Act. The tension, found in the

implementation of any federal law, is recognized by state directors as a

given. State directors talked about it as a double edged sword. On the one

hand, it would be helpful to have more leadership from the federal office on

technical matters. On the ocher hand, when chat leadership is forthcoming, it

can result in ':he reduction of sore of the state's options. The tension was

most visible among the most populous states who chars,:terized their relation-

ship with the Office of Adult and Vocational Education (OAVE) as one of

"peaceful coexis%ence."

States have dealt with the tension by carefully circumscribing the

areas about which they seek guidance. States reported that they sought advice

from OAVE on fiscal matters, on what are and are not allowable costs under

matching and excess costs, and on the content of the state plan. One state

praised the efforts OAVE had undertaken in helping them set up funding pools,

to prespecify the amount of Perkins funds for handicapped and disadvantaged

students before applying the federal intrastate formula. None of the nine

szates indicated that they consulted OAVE on programmatic matters.

Nor were states likely to contact OAVE about audit issues, saying

that they were not strong on that issue. One state :ad been burned when it

had gone to OAVE about an audit issue; it found that the federal office was

not legally responsible if it gave out the wrong information. For audit

issues, the state now relies on its own attorneys in Washington, D.C.

States did not comment that there had been a change in federal -state

relations as a consequence of the Perkins Act, but rather that they saw

changes initiated with the arrival of the Reagan Administration in 1981.

Prior to the Reagan Administration, states reported that the OAVE issued

policy memoranda on a regular basis, and on occasion would respond to a query

by a state and send that response to all states. States reported that OAVE

now seldom puts its views in writing, and said they are more likely :o receive

what one state referred to as "loose answers." State staff continue to attend

federal conferences and briefings, but now much of the interaction, aside from

formal briefings, is informal on the phone or during on-site program

reviews.

A. 4
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Complications may arise in federal-state communications based upon

where the administration of the Perkins Act is housed. Under the sole-state

agency concept, the State Director for Vocational Education and his/her

designated staff interact with federal officials. Because the Perkins office

in all states visited oversaw secondary vocational education, issues concern-

ing secon:ary vocational education have a direct link between the state and

federal offices. Issues specific to postsecondary vocational education, and

particularly postsecondary vocational education in community colleges, do not

have such a direct link. In only one state visited was vocational education

in community colleges under the purview of the office administering the

Perkins Act. As a consequence, concerns about what are allowable practices

may take longer to resolve or may be left unaddressed. In one state, for

example, the State Director had assured the Dean of Vocational Education for

community colleges that the use of stare work welfare dollars as a match for

Title IIA Disadvantaged funds would not result in an audit exception. The

Dean told field researchers that he was reluctant to allow the practice

without a ruling from the federal office, yet he felt he could not contact

them directly and was uncomfortable asking the State Director to do it.

The State Agency and Secondary Vocational Education Providers

In each state visited, the office administering Perkins funds had

direct oversight responsibility over secondary vocational education in the

state. Five states could be said to be a strong influence on secondary voca-

tional education. States 5 and 8, two of the largest states in the sample,

served either a strong or moderately strong leadership role, as did a midsize

state (state 3) and one rural state (state 1). State 7 could also be said to

exert a strong influence on local providers, less because of its substantive

direction than for its restrictiveness on spending and its attention to civil

rights issues.

State policy and its effects on Local practice are summarized below

on a state-by-state basis. A majority of states provided substantive guidance

to secondary providers almost exclusively on fiscal, allowable funding and

compliance matters. Three other states were cited by their communities as

strong on technical assistance in curriculum and in program improvement areas,

while one state was cited as strongly supportive on both fiscal and
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programmatic issues. &elation, among most states and secondary providers was

cited as helpful and cordial, with stable and well-established working

relationships. The two states with the strongest regulatory and compliance

focus, however, had strained relationship4 vial their communities.

State 1: Although more active at the postsecondary level through

its state-run area vocational schools, the state vocational education agency

was also influential at the secondary level. Its role in revising state

education law resulted in increased vocational education enrollments and a

doubling of state funds at the secondary level. To be accredited, any high

school in the state had to offer access to at least three vocational education

programs in addition to one course each in industrial arts, consumer and

homemaking education.

On Perkins issues, the office influenced local practice by not

publicizing its availability. Only Perkins IIA Handicapped and Disadvantaged

funds were tagged as Perkins funds. The.state provided assistance to school

districts on compliance and funding issues and gave workshops in writing

proposal applications. Few applications were turned down, but district

officials were often not aware of how to obtain discretionary funds. State

influence was apparent in how funds were spent. In all three sites visited,

Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds were combined and directed toward

assessment (and counseling in the urban district), with reference made to the

requirements of section 204. In other categories, Perkins funding was often

confused with state money or allocations were so small that Perkins funding

had little known effect at the district level. Title ra Program Improvement

funds were unknown at the secondary level, evidence that the State Director

had been successful, at least in the three communities visited, wi:h

incorporating those funds into his efforts for a statewide curriculum reform.

State 2: The state education agency has taken an active role in

education reform, including curriculum reform, that was also found in

vocational education. The state role was most strongly felt in the program

improvement area. State work on curriculum was made available to districts

who then could pick and choose, within certain guidelines on what they wanted

to do. Both the urban and suburban districts spoke highly of the quality of

the state's work on the model curriculum. Technical assistance at the

regional level, the first point of contact for districts, was mostly on
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curriculum issues; and district staff attended inservice workshops to learn

more about its details. Perkins Title ITS Program Improvement funds were used

primarily for instruction and stiff development, and districts visited were

using all Title IIB funds for this purpose. The state prohibited the use of

Title II9 funds for equipment. In keeping with its traditi' sly strong role

toward districts, the state distributed Title ,IIA funds, other than

Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds, through RIP., often specifying the

direction of work to be undertaken. At the district level, compliance and

monitoring issues did not appear to be major topics requiring contact with the

state, and the state is setting up an MIS system to help districts define

possible matches for Title IIA Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds.

State 3: The state's interest in economic development and targeted

services for special population groups was reflected in its policies or local

providers. In keeping with the state's commitments, RFPs under Title IIB

stressed program improvement for special population groups, a rarity among the

states visited. It also set minimums on Title IIA Single Parent/Homemaker and

Sex Equity funds, after an evaluation of funded projects revealed that small

grants had little effect. All Sex Equity funds were targeted to expand

opportunities for women in high technology. Much of its efforts were directed

toward community colleges over which it has governing authority, at times :a

the consternation of secondary vocational educators. It restricted, for

example, 80 percent of the sponsored equipment funds under the Perkins Title

In funds for community colleges. Nevertheless, state staff were reported by

districts co be extremely helpful. Noted were the provision of technical

assistance and information about stateissued RFPs, quarterly meetings on

curricular issues, and state efforts to identify curriculum resources for

districts.

State 4: Up until this year, the state had been very compliance

oriented, seeing itself as the "policeman" in the state, and was known for ics

inflexibility and resistance to change. Guidance to districts was provided

almost exclusively on compliance issues. With a new director and shifts in
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staff positions at the state this year, communities characterized the

relationship as confusing. One district administrator said that when he

called the state about a Perkins question, one of three things would happen:

he is told to look it up himself in the federal regula-
tions,

he is referred to another person in the diviaion who
also doesn't know the answer, or

the state person says that he /she will get back to them
but then does not call back.

The state also had a history of underspending Perkins funds, and

districts were concerned about the slow funding process. Funds would arrive in

the spring too late to be spent, and districts would then worry that failure

to spend funds would be used the following year to reduce their formula

allocations. The severe underspending of Perkins Title IIA Single Parent/

Homemaker and Sex Equity funds led to the state decision to shift to an &FP

process in the coming year. Coupled with confusion in the state office on

questions related to Perkins, the delays in allocating funds marred the

effects of the Perkins Act at the local level.

A specific state policy toward the use of Perkins funds was

implemented in each district visited. The state discouraged districts from

spending Title IIA Disadvantaged funds for basic skills instruction because

the state supported a compensatory education program, and encouraged districts

to transfer funds to the postsecondary institutions. Two of the three

districts in the temple transferred funds, while the third used Disadvantaged

funds for a work experience program.

State 5: One of the moat populous states, state 5 was currently

engaged in the sixth year of a massive reorganization of the vocational

education delivery system. It appeared to play a relative'y strong leadership

role toward districts, in part because of the sizable amount of state cate-

gorical funding that was invested in vocational education. The state put

restriction on how Title IIA Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds may be spent

so as not to duplicate services provided through state funds. It likewise

restricted Title II Adult funds to the p stsecondary level, because other

funds could be used at the secondary level. It also diverted Title IIB

Program Improvement funds away from equipment and into its reorganization
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initiative in part because of a state funding source for equipment. It

provided a larger state categorical match toward Perkins than any other state

visited.

The thrust of the technical assistance was not on compliance with

regulation, but instead focused on assistance in curriculum development (e.g.,

competencies and task analysis), workshops for teachers, and helping

institutions formulate articulation Akireement. In general, technical

assistance was to help implement the new regional delivery system for

vocational education, including providing the super-regions with consultants

in special education and sex equity to help implement appropriate programs at

the regional level. District reaction to the regional planning was mixed,

with one district reporting that the development of regional competencies and

task analysis resulted in unnecessary paperwork and redundancy across

districts.

What has remained an unresolved issue at the state level regarding

Perkins spending was how to allocate effectively the Single Parent and Sex

Equity funds. In an effort to initiate projects in areas of highest economic

need, the state next year will use concentration grants rather than its

current &FP process. Those responding to the ELFP have not always been those

communities with greatest need.

State 6: The smallest state in the study also had the Lowest ratio

of state staff to total vocational education enrollments. It had a weak role

vis-a-vis schools districts and its predominantly postsecondary area voca-

tional schools. At the secondary Level, for example, it set neither the

minimun instructional hours of instruction nor the minimum course sequence in

vocational education. Et also did not examine vocational course content.

Regarding Perkins funds, it did not restrict allowable activities or

promote state initiatives, other than combining Perkins IIA Adult funds with

state and industry funds for an &FP for customized training. Guidance given

to districts was almost entirely on compliance or fiscal issues; technical

assistance in program improvement areas was rare. Untll this year, curriculum

development funds were distributed to area vocational schools for their own

use, not as part of a state-designed or coordinated effort. This year the

state hoped to be somewhat more directive. It saw Perkins Title us funds as

a way to strengthen the state role, although that is hardly likely given the
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independence of the directors of Lhe area vocational schools. Directors in

the communities visited refused to answer basic questions about the activities

and students served with Perkins funds.

State 7: An exceptionally strong regulatory state, with rules for

compliance and program improvement, State 7 had strained relations with the

communities visited. The assistance it provided was primarily in the form of

information on preparing funds applications and other compliance issues. It

did not provide technical assistance on program improvement.

Districts abided by the rules set forth by the state, but not

without ill will. The urban community visited, for example, believed that the

state systematically displayed its bias against the district (in favor of

full -time secondary area vocational schools] by funds that were

disproportionately small considering how many students are enrolled. It also

contended that "rules are applied and regulations formulated that hinder the

operation of the program." The rural community visited said that the state

office was extremely political, and chat the community had no clout and was

not favored by the state as the cities are. As a consequence, state and

communities appeared to have infrequent and formal interactions on allocation

amounts available, the local application package, and compliance memos.

The strong state policy of access by ali students to education

spilled over into vocational education, so that, for example, each vocational

project must have at least one nontraditional student. Funds were also

concentrated under both Title IIA Single Parents/Homemakers and Sex Equity so

that operating programs were funded, a rarity among states visited. Funds

were not diluted through a series of small grants.

By requiring districts to write no more than three-year grars for

each funded project, including those for Handicapped and Disadvantagea funds,

the state attempted to earmark Title riA funds for program improvement.

Because few funding sources are available, including no state categorical

funding, districts found that grant writing was a frustrating exercise. The

grant writing process, however, may have led ro stronger and more well-

designed proposals than would have occurred in the absence of such a design.
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State 8: The state played a strong leadership role in both

compliance and program improvement in vocational education, in part because

the steep education agency historically was a strong partner in state-district

interactions. The state also had some categorical funding, as well as

enrollment-weighted funds, for vocational education. In addition, a

supportive legislature and government increased categorical funds in recent

years thus providing support for projects pilot-tested through federal

funds. All communities visited characterized their relationship with the

state as cordial and friendly, although rural cominicies had very little

direct contact because they usually transferred any funds received to an area

vocational school. Districts were ccustomed to having state personnel look

at equipment purchases and Lo talk directly with state staff about program-

matic ideas. The state-run area vocational schools and vocational directors of

the large city systems were often in frequent (and somewhat competitive)

contact with the state. The vocational director for the urban community

reportedly talked to state officials every couple of weeks on program

improvement issues. The director was willing to and often did pilot test

anything coming from the state office. There was no mention of monitors and

compliance, although the state conducted a formal review in the city once a

year

Curriculum development has been a top priority for well over a

decade. Hundreds of local providers and others have been involved in large

scale curriculum design and field testing. A one-year technology program was

being implemented throughout the state.

Another Title IIH Program Improvement initiative was regional

economic development centers. Created under the Vocational Education Act and

continued with Perkins, state and JTPA funds, the centers were highly regarded

in the communities visited because they informed communities of the

availability of discretionary grants, and helped minimize regional competition

for fends.

The state played a limited role with special populations. Because of

state.commitment to curriculum and shifts in funding brought about by the

federal intrastate formula for Title II Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds,

almost all of the new funding categories in the Perkins Act were dispersed by

formula to restrict demands on larger districts and to "hold harmless" the



losses of the larger districts from the Vocational Education Act to the

Perkins Act. Although minimums were set for Single Parent/Homemaker and Sex

Equity funds, grant sixes at the communities visited were often so small that

committed staff were unable to move past brochures, scattered recruitment

efforts, and occasional workshops.

State involvement with special populations occurred on a small scale

with linkage projects. The state agency combined Perkins funds and funds from

other sources (e.g., welfare, OVIt. older adults) to create linkage programs,

requiring local vocational providers to establish working relationships with

the other agencies in order to win service grants for the target population,

The more enterprising districts have picked up on these grants, including the

urban community visited.

State 9: The state did not play a particularly active role toward

schools districts, although it developed state curriculum guides for districts

to use and rtpported inservice activities on the guides. The inactivity

stemmed in part from the "anti-vocational" bias that state vocational

personnel associated with the governor's office and legislature, and from a

traditionally weak role toward local providers. The state, for example, did

not set the minimum instructional hours of instruction nor the minimum course

sequence in vocational education. In addition, on-site monitoring reviews of

Perkins funded activities, conducted by the state university system, contained

recommendations for action, but the st.te did not have the monitoring capacity

or clout to conduct follow-up visits the following year to see whether they

had been implemented. State 9 was interestingly enough, the only state 4here

state policy affected the intradistrict distribution of Perkins IIA

Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds. By requiring an aide in a vocational

class for every five students, the state effectiely dispersed Perkins funds

to all high schools. By contrast, half the districts in our sample concen-

trated Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds in vocational or area high schools.

SOM4 categorical funds were available at the state level for

vocational iducation equipment, which in other states was a sign for states to

prohibit the use of Title ITS Program Improvement funds for that purpose.

State 9, on the other hand, mandated that districts spend at Least half of
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their Title ITS Program Improvement funds on equipment, saying chat they are

"starved" for equipment. The three districts visited spent all of their Title

/IS funds on equipment.

Districts reported that state cortacts usu4lly involved discussions

of allowable funds, state curriculum guides, and inservice activities for the

guides. There was little state guidance on program improvement.

The State Agency and Postsecondary Vocational Education Providers

Unlike the direct relationship between the state and secondary

vocational education providers, where the office administering the Perkins

grant oversaw secondary programs: the relationship between the Perkins office

and providers of postsecondary vocational education often involved another set

of actors.

The questions that were most important here are:

what substantive guidance does the state vocational
education office provide postsecondary institutions?

what administrative authority doer the state vocational
education office exert? For example, is approval
required for Perkins-funded projects or are funds passed
through to the governing body with fd strings attached?

Substantive guidance was limited almost entirely to compliance and

fiscal issues. For the most part there was no mention of program content or

curriculum at the postsecondary level, although a state office may hear of an

innovative project operating at a community college and than visit it. The

most remarkable exception was in staze 1, where the state vocational education

agency ran the area vocational schools system. At the monthly area directors

meetings, decisions were made to expand or initiate programs at individual

schools, based on the group's perception of needs and duplication. In

addition, decisions that affected programs at all institutions were made at

those meetings (e.g., all auto mechanics programs were to meet 4SE national

standards). The directors appeared co be a tightly linked system of state

employees dedicated to the present system of state-supported and state-

directed vocational institutions.
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In two states (states 1 and 3), tne office overseeing Perkins funds

was also the governing body for postsecondary institutions. State 1 ran the

postsecondary area vocational schools (and denied funding t, community

colleges), while State 3 was the governing oody for community college. The

remaining seven states either worked through a separate office within the

State Department of Ede :ion or through a separate board for community

colleges or higher education.

In another two states, administrative oversight was a marginal issue

because community colleges were eligible for limited Perkins funds. Until

this year, community colleges in State 7, for example, were only eligible for

Disadvantaged and Single Parent/Homemaker funds. Competitions were run by the

office overseeing Perkins, but until this year the office was prohibited from

conducting on-site reviews. One community college visited, the largest in the

state, complained about the inaccessibility of the state office and the dearth

of timely information on state program initiatives. In State 9, where

postsecondary institutions received less than 20 percent of the Perkins funds,

most funds were distributed by formula or Mos with little guidance,

In the remaining five states, funds were either passed through with

apparently little restriction (three states) or joint competitions were held

(two states). In state 2, only 25 percent of the state administration funds

under Perkins were allocated to the community college level, and most funds

were dispersed by formula. In state 4, Perkins funds were also distributed by

formula to community colleges, although proposals indicating how funds would

be used were submitted to the office administering Perkins. That office,

however, had yet to conduct on-site reviews of community college programs. in

state 5, it appeared that the office overseeing Perkins paid little

substantive attention to Perkins-funded efforts in community colleges; the

extent to which they exert fiscal oversight was unclear.

In the two states running joint competitions, one state (state 6)

approved all proposals for funding, although it did not have the authority to

approve the content of vocational offerings in community collcges, a source of

friction at the state level. In state 8, proposals were reviewed by a

separate office that had its own pre-set budget in each Perkins category. The

separate office also conducted all on-site monitoring visits of community

colleges, although staff in the office overseeing Perkins also visited
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institutions. Community college staff

helpful, cooperative and well-establishe;.

term employees, well-acquainted with their

reported that relationships were

Scats monitoring staff were long-

operating programs.

Factor! Affecting the Influence of State PolictILlersal Practice

In reviewing the cases

stronger state administrations,

above, a number of factors distinguish the

especially at the secondary level. The

vocational education agency was a visible or independent organization at the

state level. State policymakers usually shared a vision about the value of

vocational education that had resulted in increased state funding and the

promise of continued support. The scats director was usually seen as a strong

Leader and one who has an established history in that position. State

directors in the stronger states had usually held the position for at least

five

with

also

years. The experience and expertise of state staff, especially staff

strong program improvement and technical assistance backgrounds, were
cited as significant. In addition, the stronger state administrations

usually either administered a local facility or had a traditionally strong

state role toward school districts. The more directive states, for example,

were more likely than less directive states to set the minimum number of

instructional hours and minimum course sequer:es in secondary vocational

education.

Whether states provided substantive direction to school districts

did not appear to be a function of population size. The most populous states

in our sample were more likely than smaller states to offer a variety of

competitions in such Perkins categories as program improvement, but Leadership

capacity appeared more linked with other factors: the vision of vocational

education at the state level (and with it the access to additional funds or

client groups), the leadership of the state director, the historic role of the

state agency via-a-vis school districts, whether the state administers its own

institutions, and perceptions of staff expertise.

Among the less directive scats that were visited, the vocational

education agency was neither visible not independent. State policymakers held

either conflicted tr muted views on the value of vocational education. In one

state, the leadership for vocational education was split among contentious

rivals. In another state, the governor and legislature purportedly held an
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anti-vocational bias, emphasizing instead the need for general academic skills

instruction in high school. Postsecondary vocational education in technical

institutes, community colleges and postsecondary vocational centers was more

highly valued, but was administered by an agency separate from the agency

administering Perkins funds. In the third state, the image of vocational

education as "not real positive" according to legislative respondents who

cited the agency's reputation for inflexibility and resistance to change. In

the less directive states, the state director was either not seen as a strong

leader, or turnover in the state director and other top agency staff had at

least temporarily left a vacuum. In addition, the less directive states did

not administer local vocational facilities, and the state agency did not have

a traditionally strong role vis-a-vis districts. For example, the two least

directive states set neither the minimum instructional hours of instruction

nor the minimum course sequence in vocational education. One also did not

examine vocational course content. The third state set minimums in vocational

program, but was also characterized as having a traditionally hands-off role

regarding the county school Ayotem. Other factors that limited the role of

the state vocational education agency were a very small state office and

emaedded procedures and practices (i.e., a longtime history of allocating all

Perkins funds on a formula basis).



CHAPTER 4

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND SPECIAL POPULATIONS

One of the principal purposes of the Perkin; Act is to serve special

needs populations by providing improved access, more services, and better

quality services for persons with special needs. Within Title II - -Basic State

Grants for Vocational Education of the Perkins Act, Part A -- Vocational

Education Opportunities -- specifies that 57 percent of grant furds be

available for special populations shall be distributed accordingly:

Special Population
Percentage
of Funds

Handicapped 10.0
Disadvantaged, including Limited English proficient 22.0
Adults in need of training or retraining 12.0
Single parents or noisemakers 8.5

Participants in programs to eliminate sex bias and
stereotyping 3.5

Criminal offenders in correctional institutions 1.0

This chapter addresses several key questions about the allocation

and use, of Perkins funds for each of these special population groups:*

How are Perkins Title IIA funds allocated to eligible
recipients?

How, are students identified and selected to receive
services?

What services are supported under Perkins Title IIA
funds?

What access to special populations groups have to

institutions offering vocational education? What
factors a2fect their access?

*The uses of Perkins funding or the incarcerated are not included
in this study.
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following:

What is the sigaificance of Perkins Title IIA funding
for these population groups?

Key findings from the 27 communities visited include the

Identifying Handicapped and Disadvantaged Students
The quality and comparability of data used in the

intrastate formula to allocate Perkins Handicapped and
Disadvantaged funds are suspect. Vocational
administrators in districts and postsecondary
institutions seldom knew the number of disadvantaged or
handicapped students enrolled in vocational education,
the number needing special services in order to succeed
in vocational education, or the number participating in
Perkins-funded activities.

At the secondary level, handicapped students were always
a subset of students with IEPs. Handicapped students in
postsecondary institutions were usually self-identified.

Within secondary vocational education, disadvantaged
students were almost always defined as academically
disadvantaged students, only one district considered
economically disadvantaged students for service under
Perkins. A similar pattern emerged at the postsecondary
level: all institutions targeted services on academic-
ally disadvantaged students, while only three provided
support for economically disadvantaged students.

Districts were less likely to identify limited-English-
proficient (LEP) students for service; several districts
with LEP students received no Perkins LEP funds.

Perkins Handicapped and Disadvantaged Funds
With one exception, decisions about how to allocate
Perkins Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds within
districts were always made at the district, not the

state level.

Where districts have multiple institutions providing
vocational education, slightly more districts (11 of the
18 with multiple sites) concentrated their Handicapped
funds at the area or vocational high schools than

dispersed funds across schools. Fewer districts concen-
trated Perkins Disadvantaged funds in specialized
vocational schools, but nonetheless half of the dist-
ricts did so.

Perkins Handicapped funds supported assessment activi-
ties in all districts visited. The next most prevalent
use of Handicapped funds at the secondary level was for
instruction in vocational classes. The same number of
districts (7) used Perkins Handicapped funds for aides
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in regular classes as used Handicapped funds to support
separate vocational classes for handicapped students.
An eighth district used Handicapped funds to support
pre-vocational resource classes, and a ninth offered a
separate class for handicapped students in life skills.
Separate vocational classes were typically held for

students who were not mainstreamed in any classes.
Counseling was the next most frequent use of Handicapped
funds, followed by work experience and/or job placement
programs.

As with Perkins Handicapped funds, Perkins Disadvantaged
funds were often used for assessment and counseling at
the secondary level. The next most frequently found use
was to support instruction in nonvocational classes
(e.g, learning center or remedial skills class). Work
study programs were found in several districts. Perkins
Disadvantaged funds were rarely used to support
instruction in vocational education classes, either to
fund aides in regular classes or separate vocational
classes.

Although assessment was universally available for

handicapped students and usually available for

disadvantaged students, only two districts noted that
the provision of assessment services was stimulated in
part by section 204 of the Perkins Act.

At the postsecondary level, Perkins Handicapped funds
supported a variety of support services, including
counseling, specialized disability-related services such
as notetaking and interpreting, and tutoring. In a few
instances, Perkin., funds supported aides in regular
classes. In only one case were Perkins funds used to
support a separate class of handicapped students.

By far the most frequent use of Perkins Disadvantaged
funds at the postsecondary level was to support separate
basic skills .:enters or Learning laboratories.
Coossaling was next most frequently offered. The same
number of postsecondary institutions (3) sponsored aides
in regular vocational classes as used Perkins

Disadvantaged funds to support separate vocational

classes for disadvantaged students. Tutoring was alma
supported in three institutions, as were recruitment
services, a use not found at the secondary level.

Almost half of the districts (12 of 25) and post-
secondary institutions (ci of 18) combined at least some
portion of the their Perkins Handicapped and Disadva-;-
taged funds. Combining funds were more typically found
in rural districts, and in the districts and postsecond-
ary institutions in state 5 which encouraged its use.
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Perkins Adult Single Parent/Homemaker and Sex E uit Funds
Perkins Adult funds were most frequently used for
general vocational education purposes when recipients
were school districts. At the postsecondary leve.,
funds were most frequently used for specific-training
program (e.g., cashier, hotel/motel management,
Licensed Practical Nurse). In two instances, funds were
used for general evenin; classes. Singular uses of Adult
funds were found for counselors, aides in a learning
skills lab, tuition aid, and eluipment.

Child care was the most frequently cited use of Single
Parent/Homemaker funds and sometimes was the only source
of assistance for child care. Total funds expended for
child care, however, were very small. Tuition
assistance and counseling were also frequent expenses.
In addition, in five institutions, Single
Parent/Homemaker funds were to support operating
programs for single parents (e.g, word processing,
bookkeeping, and a program to learn career skills ac job
sites).

Perkins Sex Equity funds usually supported workshops,
brochures, and recruitment activities. Three operating
programs wer,.1 supported: one to teach marketing skills
to women in cottage industries, another in word
processing, and a third in fire arms training for women
who would like a career in law enforcement.

Access to Institutions
Awns the communities visited, access to institutions by
handicapped and disadvantaged students no longer appears
to be the serious problem that it once was when more
secondary vocational schools were "exam" schools. Where
data were available, the Inrollmen: :atterns of

hanaicapped and disadvantaged students in institutions
did not seem to differ from those of nonhandicapped and
nondisadvantaged students. In the larger cities, special
institutions or separate programs were sometimes
available.

Within institutions, however, it appears that
handicapped and disadvantaged students are enrolled in a
narrower cluster of programs and seldom enrolled in the
technical programs, the programs often cited by

vocational educators as their "highest quality" or

"best" programs.

Handicapped students make up a small proportion of

postsecondary etudents, usually less than five percent,
although upwards of 50 percent of students enrolled are
economically disadvantaged. Postsecondary institutions
were less likely to have enrollment counts of academic-
ally disadvantaged students.
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Major factors affecting the access of handicapped and
disadvantaged students to secondary institutions
offering vocational education are: time factors (e.g.,
commuting time, availability of transportation, and time
on a daily schedule), increased academic requirements,
and enrollment caps or other restrictive district
policies. At the postsecondary level, tuition may also
be a factor, athough tuitions were generally low and
heavily state - subsidised in most institutions visited.

The Relative Importance of Perkins Funds
The role of Perkins relative to the operation of the
vocational education enterprise is a small one. In

general, in our sample the amount of funds is not viewed
as substantial enough for it alone to provide the

impetus for new services/programs or new initiatives to
serve special populations. The paucity of services
generally available from any funding source for
disadvantaged students seemed particularly acute.

This chapter explores Perkins- funded activities for each population

group in turn. The funding allocation procedures for handicapped and

disadvantaged students, new to the Perkins Act, are discussed first. Perkins

funded services for handicapped and disadvantaged are then discussed

separately, starting with the secondary level. After services. at the

postsecondary level are described, allocation procedures and services provided

under the three new setasides--Adult, Single Parent/Homemaker, and Sex Equity-

-are explored on a state by state basis. The chapter then turns to a general

description of the access of special populations to institutions providing

vocational education and factors affecting access. Closing the chapter is a

discussion of the significance of Perkins funding.

FUNDS ALLOCATION PROCEDURES FOR PERMS FUNDS: DISADVANTAGED AND HANDICAPPED

The Perkins Act specifies an intrastate formula for distributing the

funds set aside for handicapped and disadvantaged students. The proportion of

the total amount of state funds given to any particular eligible recipient

(e.g., school district or postsecondary institution) is based on the

following: one half of the funds for each group is to be di4tributed in

proportion to the number of economically disadvantaged students enrolled in

the district or institution. The other half is distributed in proportion to

either the number of handicapped students or the number of disadvantaged



students served in vocational education in the previous year. The legislation

also reserves for limited-English proficient (LEP) students a percentage of

allotments for the disadvantaged at least equal to the percentage of

disadvantaged students who are LEP.

The legislation defines "vocational education", "disadvantaged",

"handicapped", and what constitutes being "served in vocational education" in

the broadest terms. The states in our sample have not been prescriptive in

defining these terms uniformly in their states. They have adopted the broad

terminology of the federal legislation and have generally left the selection

of operational definitions of terms to the local level.

While some states do have a carefully constructed definition of

vocational education, they are not necessarily used in the Perkins funding

allocation process. For instance, one of the most prescriptive states in our

sample has developed an el4borate system for defining Vocational Education for

the purpose of separating chose programs supporred by state initiatives from

others. In this state, Vocational Education is one subcategory of Occupa-

tional Education. Voca onal Education includes trade and industries,

technical, etc., and classes in those programs must be scheduled for a minimum

of three class periods per day and/or half the school day of uninterrupted

shop or lab time for a duration of a minimum of two years. Under state law.

districts are reimbursed for students in Vocational Education programs at

double the rate of other students. The other programs within Occupational

Education, include business and office, industrial arts, consumer and

homemakiLg, and some distributive education courses (some distributive

education courses are classified as non-vocational). In determining within

state allocations of Perkins funds, districts in this state may count a

studunt enrolled in any of the occupational education programs.

The intrastate allocation formula depends upon the accurate

identification of handicapped and disadvantaged students in vocational

education who require special services and assistance in order to enable them

to succeed in vocational education programs. States base their distributions

on enrollment figures submitted by districts and postsecondary institutions.

Yet most institutions in the sample were unable to provide counts of the

number of students enrolled in vocational education or of the number

participating in Perkins-funded activities. In addition, in rare instances
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had vocational education administrators established systematic procedures for

identifying handicapped and disadvantaged students who were having difficulty

succeeding in vocational education programs, althotigh the Law restricted

eligibility to those students. Counts of various types of special populations

for purposes of determining a district's share of the state Perkins allocation

is an independent process from other activities. Counts for funding purposes

are not typically used, for example, in needs assessment procedures for

determining appropriate Perkins services, in identifying particular students

to receive Perkins services, or in distributing Perkins funds among institu-

tions within districts.

States also decide who shall be considered eligible recipients and

can prespecify what proportion of Perkins Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds

each set of institutions may receive. Until this year, one state precluded

community colleges from receiving Perkins handicapped funds while four other

states prespecify the total amount available.

State level decisions abcIt whether area vocational schools shall be

considered eilibible recipients are shaped by how the secondary area vocational

schools are administered. Secondary area vocational schools operated as

independent entities with their own governing boards in five states, were

administered by school districts in two states, and were state- adminisr red

institutions in two states.

In general, where the area vocational schools have their own

governing boards, states treat them as eligible recipients for handicapped and

disadvantaged funds. Thu districts that send students to these area vocational

schools do not receive Perkins funds for the students sent there. The Perkins

dollars "follow the students" to the area vocational school. The districts

not served by an area vocational school do receive Perkins funds.

In states where the area vocational schools are administered by

school districts, area vocational schools are not direct recipients of Perkins

funds.



In the two states where area vocational schools are state-

administered institutions their structures are very different. In the first

state, :he state-administered area vocational school provides both secondary

and postsecondary vocational programs. These area vocational schools are

eligible recipients of Perkins funds.

In the other state (State 2) where area vocational schools are stare

administered, the state has excluded the area schools from bei-st direct

recipients of Perkins funds. Advocates of this practice feel that the area

schools are already amply funded through state dollars. Those that want them

included argue that the area vocational schools play a significant role in the

state's vocational education enterprise and should be included. In two of the

three sample communities in state 2, no funds are allocated to the area

schools. In the third community, the local school districts have elected to

have their Perkins funds administered by the area vocational school. Working

with vocational education staff from the high schools, the area school staff

develop a three-year plan which is used to guide the distribution of funds at

the area school and among the other schools. While the state does not give

money directly to the area school, local decisions about funding have resulted

in the area vocational school in this community being a major recipient of

Perkins funds.

Matching and Excess Cost Provisions

For the handicapped and disadvantaged setasides, the legislation

stipulates that such funds shall be used to pay the federal share (up to 50

percent) of the costs of .,,upplemental resources or services provided for

handicapped or disadvantaged vocational studentl that they would need in order

to succeed in vocational education. In the case of separate programs for such

students, federal funds may be used only to pay the federal share of costs in

excess of per-pupil expenditures for regular students in comparable ocational

programs.

In two of the nine states in the sample, the states provide matching

funds, greatly facilitating the ease with which recipients locate sources for

matches. Even those states that do not provide funds for districts to use as

a match can markedly influence the ease with which local sites implement the

provision. State 7 restricts the types of funds that districts and
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postsecondary institutions Call consider using. In contrast, State 2 actively

helps districts find various sources to use as a match and several sites said

that their states provide great flexibility in the types of funds that can be

considered for the match.

At the secondary level, SSA did not accept its $290 of Disadvantaged

funds. R3 and 16 received neither Disadvantaged nor Handicapped funds.* At

the postsecondary level, institutions declined the Handicapped and Disadvan-

taged funds because they were unable to find matching funds (U1) and a second

institution in the same state (R1.10 was forced to return funds because of

accounting problems: Three other postsecondary institutions (113, 14, and 17)

received no Handicapped funds and one (13) race ved no Disadvantaged set

aside.

In our sample, postsecondary institutions -nd school districts in

rural areas tended to have more difficulty with the funding provisions

compared with urban and suburban sites.

Several districts complained that the sizes of the allocations are

too small to justify the amount of paperwork required.. One district had

cnicllated that it would. cost $4000 to prepare the documents to account for

the use of the $2000 set aside for handicapped were they to receive it. They

are also concerned that while the federal legislation emphasizes

mainstreaming, auditcrs want to see separate files maintained. The district

said that it did roc have sufficient staff to document all the handicapped %.,o

are served.

*Districts have been assigned codes, such as Ul, 53, and R7. A "U",
"3", or "R" indicates urban, suburban, or rural, respectively. The numbers (1
through 9) indicate the states.



Services for All HanetaiDisiv sati Educitucan ents

Section 204 of the Perkins Act specifies a set of services to be

provided to all handicapped and disadvantaged students enrolled in vocational

education. These services are to be provided regardless of whether the

students receive any Perkins-funded services, and they include:

Assessment of...interests, abilities, and special needs.

Special services, including adaptation of curriculum
instruction, equipmut, and facilities.

Guidance, counseling, and career development activities
conducted by professionally trained counselors who are
assuciated with the provision of such special services.

Counseling services designed to facilitate the
transition from school to post-school employment and
career opportunities.

All districts visited indicated that they informed handicapped and

disadvantaged students of available vocational education offerings by or

during the ninth grade. All also included assessment activities for

handicapped students and most districts assessed the needs of disadvantaged

students. Only four districts, however, explicitly mentioned that Section 2u4

was a reason for providing assessment services.

SECONDARY LEVEL: PEUINS HANDICAPPED FUNDS

Access to Handicapped Funds by Schools within Districts

Districts that have multiple schools must decide how to allocate the

Perkirim funds among schools. The issues of whether to concentrate or disperse

funds is important in understanding which students ultimately rimeive Perkins-

funded service. None of the states in our sample regulated the within-

district allocation process through provision of formula or guidelines.

Decisions about the distribution of Perkins funds among schools within

districts were made at the local level.

In one state, however, state level regulations concerning the types

of Perkins Handicapped services to be provided had implications for funds

distribution. State 9 required that Perkins funds be used to support an aide

in vocational classes that had five or more handicapped students. Handicapped

students were mainstreamed in classes throughout the district and every school
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had at least one vocational class with five or more handicapped students in

it. The requirement to place a Perkins-funded aide in every vocational class

having five or more handicapped students resulted in every school receiving

some Perkins Handicapped funds.

We examined the choices made by the districts in the study sample

about within. district distribution of their Perkins Handicapped funds. Where

districts elected to place the funds primarily in one institution, this was

categorized as concentrating funds. Where districts spread their allocation

across multiple institutions, this was categorized as dispersing funds.

Exhibit 4.1 presents the results of our analyses in which districts have been

grouped by urbanicity.

Urban districts typically have many more schools to consider and

Larger allocations than their suburban or rural counterparts. In our sample,

3 of the 9 urban districts (04, U6, and 08) concentrated their Handicapped

funds at their vocational high schools and did not distribute any Handicapped

funds to the comprehensive high schools.

Districts 01 and U7 allocate a large proportion of their Handicapped

funds to their vocational hign schools and distributed the remainder. In the

case of 01, the remainder was spread across the 5 junior high schools, and in

the case of U7, funds were spread across three of the 17 comprehensive high

schools.

In contrast, District U2 gave an equal allocation to each of its 7

secondary schools (6 comprehensive high schools, and a vocational school). An

additional sum was set aside for 47 handicapped students to participate in a

life skills class at the Veteran's Administration Hospital.

District 09 also distributed its allocation across the secondary

schools in the district. In accordance with state recommendations, an aide

was to be placed in every vocational class in the district that had 5 or more

handicapped students. The result is that every secondary school is a recip-

ient of Perkins funds. District U5 aspersed Handicapped funds among its

comprehensive high schools as well.

In the seven suburban districts in our sample, onk district returned

its funds (S5A) and two districts contained only one school (36 and 37) so

that intra-district allocations were not a concern. Of the remaining 4
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Exhibit 4.1

TYPE AND MORI OF INSTITUTIONS RECEIVING HANDICAPPED FUNDS BY URBANICITY OF DISTRICT

Urban
Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

Suburban
Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

Rural

Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

Ul D*

C

S junior high schools'
1 counselor at each

Vocational high schools
1 coord., 4 basic Allis
teacher, 1 aide

U2 D 6 comp. HS and voc. HS;
Pre-vocational skills

C VA Hospital; Life skills

J3 C Vuc. HSt Alternative
vocational ed. project

Tutoring, equipment,
curriculum

U4 C Postsecondary Voc.
School: Aides in self-
contained, shsred-time
program, modified curri-
culum, tutoring, assessment

S2 2 comprehensive HS;
1 counselor at each

S3 C Voc. HSt Assessment,
counseling, equipment,
curriculum aides in
vocational classes

S4 U 4 comprehensfve HS:
Job placement

Area vocational schools
Assess all H and D

4 to area voc. school
assessment
Other 4 to comp. HS to
purchase voc. materials

142 C Area vocational school
2-week exploratory, and
vocational assessment

R3 No funds

R4 Passes funds to Asso-
ciation for Retarded

*D indicates that funds were dispersed among several institutions in a district.
C indicates that funds were concentrated.
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Exhibit 4.1 (continued)

TYPE AND MJNB Of INSTITUTIONS RECEIVING HANDICAPPRD FUNDS BY URRANICITY Of DISTRICT

Urban
Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

Suburban
Commu-
nity Targeting
Code Strategy

Number and

Rural
Commu-
nity Targeting

Type of Institutions Code Strategy
Number and

Type of Institutions

U5 D* -32 comp. HS: SSA - Returned furls
Aides for assessment

-36 comp. HS: S:11 C Area vocational school;
Resource specialist,
aides and peer tutor
-Unknown
Counselor school tc work

-Unknown
Transition to post-
secondary vocational

-All S2 comp. HS:
Peer tutors & advisors

-15 comp. HS:
CAI labs

Unknown services

U6 C Voc. school: Part day, S6 N/A At only comprehensive R6 - No funds
self-contained classes. high school
Counselor and S teachers

*D indicates that funds were dispersed among several institutions in a district.
C indicates that funds were concentrated.
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Exhibit 4.1 (continued)

TYPE AND NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS RECEIVING NAMDICAPPILD FUNDS BY ORRANICITY OF DISTRICT

Urban
Commu-
nity Targeting
Code Strategy

U7 D*

UB

Number and
Type of Institutions

Across 4 institutions:
Special school for
multiply-handicapped
3 comp. HS: computer
applications class
modified
Voc. HS: aides for
voc. shop classes

4 hrs. assessment and
follow-up

C Voc. HSt 2 teachers,
self-contained full day

U9 D 7 comp. HS* aides in
voc. classes, pre-voc.

Suburban
Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

S7 N/A Comp. HS aide in
2 voc. ed. classes

Rural

Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

N/A At -a voc. school, special
culinary arts teacher

R7 D Comprehensive HS
Guidance and career
awareness

Voc. HS: remediation,
and individual and
group guidance

R8A C Area voc. school:
Work study subsidiaries

R8B C 2 area voc. schools:
2 yr. school-to-work
transition

R9A N/A Pre-voc. resource class

R9B N/A 5 aides in voc. classes

*D indicates that funds were dii.persed among several institutions in a district.
C indicates that funds were concentrated.



districts, twr dispersed their funds among all' their comprehensive high

schools (S2 and S4) and two concentrated Handicapped funds at the area

vocational school or the vocational high school (S3 and S5B).

For the eleven rural districts in the sample, practices varied. Two

rural districts received no funds (R3 and 16), a second two rural districts

contained only one institution (R9A and 19B) and a fifth district turned over

all of its funds to an Association for Retarded Citizens (R4). Of the

remaining six rural districts, 4 concentrated funds at their area-uocational

schools (h A, 12, RSA, and RSB) and 2 dispersed funds between their single

comprehensive high school and their vocational school (RIB and R7).

Selection of Participants Among the Handicapped

In every district in our sample, handicapped students for the

purpose of the Perkins act were synonymous with a subset of students who have

been identified as handicapped under P.L. 94-142, the enabling legislation of

the special education program. Students who are referred to Special Education

are screened and diagnosed and categorized according to definitions of

handicaps developed M: the federal Level which are relatively uniformly

applied by school districts. For each handicapped student, it is required

under PL 94-142 that an individualized education program (IEP) be created

outlining the school program that will best meet that student's special

needs. In most cases, the IEP must address a handicapped student's need for

vocational education.

Vocational educators are not involved in large scale efforts to

identify students who are handicapped. The identification is done by special

education program personnel. An IEP of a handicapped student that indicates

the need for vocational education determines the services that the student

will receive. If Perkins funds are paying for those services, the student

becomes a recipient.

Decisions are made locally, at the school level, as to which

specific handicapped students to serve. Exhibits 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 summarize

for each district, the number of handicapped students served in each

institution, some of their characteristics, and the amount of Perkins funds

used. Where relatively Large amounts of funds were targeted for services to a

relatively small number of handicapped students we categorized this practice
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Exhibit 4.2

HANDICAPPED: SCHOOL AND STUDENT TARGETING DESCRIP"7.:ONS FOR THF.
URBAN DISTRICTS ru THE STUDY SAMPLE

School Targeting
Target
Strategy* Schools/Activities

Community U1,

D 1 counselor at each of
5 junior hie schools

C Vocational high school:
1 coordinator, 4 basic
skills teacher, 1 aide

Community U2

6 comp. GS & voc. HS:
pre-vocational skills

C VA hospital: life skills

Community U3

C Voc. HS:
voc. ed.

Tutoring,

alternative
project
equipment, curriculum

Community U4

C Postsecondary voc. school:
aides; in self-contained,
shared-time program, modified
curriculum, tutoring assessment

Student Targeting
Target
Strategy* Number & Type of Student

Perkins
AlLocatic

D

C

C

C

C

D

Community U5

0 32 comp. HS: aides for assessment D

36 comp. HS: resource specialist, D

aides and peer tutors
Unknown: counselor school to work D

Unknown: transition to post-
secondary voc.

All 52 comp. high schools:
peer tutors and advisors

15 comp. HS's: CAI Laboratories

1150 handicapped/
disadvantaged

140 at-risk students H&D

86 mainstream handicapped

680 non-mainstreamed
47 handicapped

250 non- mainstreamed
handicapped
300 mainstreamed handicapped

40-50 mainstreamed
handicapped interested
in vocational education

7,780

6,653

3,309
H&D 2,413

3,392

1,001

*D indicates dispersion; C indicates concentration

5129,00

67,0C

87,0C

4,42

34,2C

2,800,00



Exhibit 4.2 (continued)

HANDICAPPED: SCHOOL AND STUDENT TARCII:TrNC DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE
URBAN DISTRICTS IN THE STUDY SAMPLE

School Targeting Student Targeting
Target

Strategy* Schools/Activities
Target
Strategy*

Perkins
Number Is Type of Student Allocati'

Community U6

C Voc. school: part-day,
self-contained classes.
Counselor and 5 teachers

C 51 educably mentally
handicapped and some
learning disabled

unkno'

Community U7

D Special school to multiply
handicapped deaf students

C 7 mentally handicapped $42,6.

5 comp. high schools: computer
applications class (modified)

C 34 physically handicapped 69,2f

Voc. HS: aides for vocational
shop classes

C 75 mainstreamed 66,5(

Voc. HS: 4 hrs. assessment
and follow-up

180 handicapped 44,6.

Community U13

C Voc. high school: 2 teachers,
self-contained full day

C 10-15 moderately and
severely retarded/class

70,0(

Community U9

D 7 comp. high schools: Aides in
vocational classes.

D 750 mainstreamed handicapped 23,5'

Aides in pre-vocational classes. 200 non-mainstreamed 9th
graders

*D indicates dispersion; C indicates concentration



Exhibit 4.3

HANDICAPPED: SCHOOL AND STUDENT TARGETING DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE
SUBURBAN rasTarcrs IN ME SAMPLE

School Targeting________ Student Tar etin
Target Target Perkins

117ivitits...fr218crace*Schools/Aumber & Type 2f Student A7* ci

Community S2

D 1 counselor at each of the D All students, including
2 comprehensive HS's handicapped and disadvantaged

$34,0(

Community S3,

C Voc. HS: Assessment, counseling, C Estimated 74-125 handicapped 15,11

equipment, curriculum aides in
vocational classes

Community S4

D 4 comprehensive high schools: C 30-40 non-mainstreamed
Job Placement

Community S5A

33,4(

Turned back $2(

Community S58

C Area vocational school Unknown 17,9C

Community S6

N/A Only at comprehonsi,,e C 20 behaviorally disordered and
high school educably mentally handicapped in

self-contained class (mainstreamed
for art and physical education)

Community S7

N/A Comprehensive high school aide C mainstreamed handicapped in
in 2 vocational ed. classes word processing and

business classes

N/A Area vocational school: C 96 students, of whom 36 are 18,0C
Spec. Culinary Arts teacher handicapped; some self-identified

*D indicates disprsion; C indicates concentration



Exhibit 4.4

HANDICAPPED: SCHOOL AND STUDENT TARGET DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE
RURAL DISTRICTS IN THE SAMPLE

School Targeting
Target

Strategy* Schools/Activities

Community216

C Area voc. school: Assess
all handicapped and disabled

Somaiu11!

0 area vocational school:
assessment

Other 4 to comprehensive HS:
purchase vocational materials

Community R2

C Area vocational school:
tvo week exploratory

Vocational assessment

Community R3

Community R4

Community R6

Community

0 Comprehensive HS: guidance
and career awareness

Vocational HS: remediation
Individual and group guidance-

Exhibit

uidance

Student Targeting
Target Perkins
Strategy* Number & Type of Student

0

C

14 hrs. of assessments for $12,5
each of 500 H or 0 students

All handicapped & disabled 9

(state disallowed for next year)
Available to all students,
including handicapped and
disadvantaged

7th & 8th grade handicapped 41,0

All 9th graders, including
handicapped and disadvantaged

80 handicapped 7,01

0 200 0, plus others at risk 27,31
Unknown number 9,01

*D indicates dispersion; C indicates concentration



Exhibit 4.4 (continued)

HANDICAPPED: SCHOOL AND STUDENT TARGET DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE
RURAL DISTRICTS IN THE SAMPLE

School Targeting
Target
Strata * Schools/Activities

Student Targeting
Target

Strati * Number & T A.

Perkins
e of Student AlLocati

Community RBA

C Area vocational school:
work-study subsidiaries

Community R83

Unknown number $37,0(

C 2 area vocational schools: C 108 total students, of whom 31,8,

2 yr. school to work transition 80 are handicapped

Community R9A

N/A Pre-vocational resource class C 71 handicapped

Community R9B

N/A S aides in vocational classes C 40 handicapped students

*0 indicates dispersion; C indicates concentration
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as one of concentrating services and coded it with a "C". In those districts

where funds were spread across relatively large numbers of students this

practice was labeled dispersion and coded it with a "D".

To illustrate the practice of dispersion of Perkins-funded services,

examine the information of BSA. In this district a Large number of

handicapped rtudents representing a range of handicapping conditions was each

provided a one-hour vocational assessment supported by Perkins funds. Rather

than providing intensive service for a small number of handicapped students,

funds were used to provide services for many students and the services were of

short duration.

In other instances Perkins-funded services were concentrated on

small numbers of handicapped students having similar handicapping conditions.

In district U7, $69,262 of Perkins funds went toward the modification of a

computer applications class for 34 physically handicapped students in three

comprehensive high schools. In another district, U4, $22,806 of Perkins

handicapped funds were used to support aides in a self contained vocational

education class of 40 to 50 handicapped students at the vocational high school

who were mainstreamed in their other classes at their home schools.

Urban districts have many more handicapped students and larger al-

locations relative to suburban and rural districts. Four of the urban

districts in our imp:, used both targeting strategies, providing short-term,

one-time services to a large number of handicapped students and providing more

intensive longer-term services to a small number of handicapped students.

Services located only at the vocational high schools tended to be concentrated

on small groups of handicapped. The exception to this was when handicapped

students from throughout a district might be brought to the vocational high

school for a one-time vocational assessment. When Perkins-funded services

were fauna throughout the comprehensive high schools in a district, they

tended to be less intensive types of services (counseling sessions, vocational

assessments). The exception in these settings might be when aides were

present iu vocational classes to offer individual assistance to mainstreamed

handicapped svidents.



The suburbs in our sample tended to concentrate Perkins services on

a small number of handicapped students. In several instances, however, this

reflects the fact chat enrollments in the suburban districts were small and

the total handicapped population in turn was few in number.

Nearly half of the districts in our sample that had Perkins funds

(12 of 25 districts) provided services in which the secasides for the

handicapped were combined with those for the disadvantaged. In the rural

areas especially, districts in our sample were more likely to combine rheir

handicapped and disadvantaged secasides. Seven of the nine rural districts

used their funds in this way (compared with two of the nine urban districts

and three of the seven suburban districts). It appears that where the amounts

of the separate secasides are small, districts are more likely to combine

their setaside funds to support similar activities for both groups. Districts

that combine funds to provide services appropriate for both handicapped and

disadvantaged also seem to be more apt to spread services across greater

numbers of students. Services supported by combined funding tended to be used

for vocational assessment and remediation.

Services for the Handicapped Funded by Perkins

In this section we group the school districts by state and describe

the following for each district: a) the types of services for handicapped

students supported by Perkins funds, b) the type and number of students

served, c) the type of institution in which the services were provided, and d)

the amount of Perkins funds used. We have also indicated when ocher students

(i.e., nonhandicapped) received the services. Not all of this information was

available for every site, but where the data were available we have included

them.

Perkins handicapped funds supported assessment activities in all

districts visited. The next most prevalent use of handicapped funds was for'

instruction in vocational classes. The same num,er of districts (7) used

Perkins handicapped funds for aides in regular classes as used handicapped

funds to support separate voscacional classes of handicapped students. An

eighth district used handicapped funds to support pre-vocational resource

classes, and a ninth offered a separate class for handicapped students in life

skills. Separate vocational classes were typically held for students who were



noe mainstreamed in any of their classes. Counseling was the next most

frequezt use of handicapped funds, followed by work experience and/or job

placement programs.

Ul, a medium sized urban district in the south, received $33,000 in

Perkins Handicapped funds in 1987-88. It combined $28,000 of these funds with

$101,000 of its Disadvantaged allocation to pay for one full-time vocational

special needs counselor At: each of five junior high schools. Among the

services provided by the counselors were assessments, assisting teachers with

the creation of Individualized Education Programs (IEP1), one-on-one help for

students in classrooms, and advocating for special education students in the

system. The progrom aims to provide handicapped students with more counseling

than other students. Thus, while other counselors have loads of approximately

350 students, these Perkins-funded counselors have loads of approximately

230. The maximum total number of students (handicapped and disadvantaged)

served by all five counselors was estimated to be somewhat Less than 1150.

While counselors give preference to handicapped students who are in vocational

education, they also serve some handicapped students who are not in vocational

education. There were three primary reasons for ill's decision to target

services at the junior high school Level: first, because of discipline

problems in those grades; tecond, because many of the targeted students drop

out before hi h school, and this program is an attempt to mitigate that rate;

and third, because of the Perkins Section 204 assessment requirement.

An additional $5,000 of the Handicapped allocation was combined with

$118,000 Disadvantaged funds and went to the vocational high school. These

funds were used for one full-time special needs coordinator, a half-time basic

skill-, 'peek-Met, and a full-ti.me paraprofessional aide in basic skills at

the vocational high school. According to the plan submitted to the state, the

basic skills program ias intended to serve 140 highest risk students of the

10 handicapped and 200 disadvantaged students in the school. The number of

handicapped students actually served was not available.

&IA is an economically poor district that encompasses 231 square

miles and has an enrollment of 873 students at grades 9-12. ILIA combines its

Handicapped and Disadvantaged 11ocations ($2831 and $9682 respectively) and

passes the funds on to a Cooperative that serves over 20 districts. With

these funds the Cooperative provides media services, loaning the member
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districts films, tapes, books, VCRs, and video tapes for use in special

education (resource room) vocational programs. The Cooperative also provides

assessment services using a specially equipped mobile van to travel to the

schools. All tenth graders who qualify for special education under P.L. 94-

142 are given complete assessments whether or not they are currently enrolled

in vocational education. Approximately 500 students from 50 districts were

assessed and each assessment took about one and one-quarter hours. Intersst

inventories are also administered to all seventh and eighth graders under

Section 204(b) as part of the state mandated career education class. Upon

distribution of the results of the inventories, staff describe vocational

courses available in the district. Staff of the Cooperative also conduct

inservice training for counselors, special education teachers and vocational

education teachers to help them learn. how best to use the results of the

assessments. District counselors mentioned, however, that they have lacked

both ability and time to put the results to use. Given the limited time the

Cooperative could spend in any given district, district staff indicated that

assessment seemed a "natural" service to provide.

TheHandicapped allocation in RIB, which is a considerably smaller

district than RIA, is $488. Like the other districts in State 1, it combines

its Handicapped set asiae with its Disadvantaged allocation ($1,370). Ic

retains half of the total amount and passes half to a Cooperative. The former

amount is used to purchase materials and video capes for career. exploration

activities. Theoretically, these materials should be 'lied only by handicapped

or disadvantaged students; however, in practice they may be accessed by any

student who desires to use them. The district decided to spend part of its

funds on software and other carder exploration materials because they thought

their prior materials were outdated.

The Cooperative also provides assesm.u6 services using a mobile van

that travels among the 22 member districts. All handicapped and disadvantaged

students are assessed, then ix there is time other students are assessed as

well. We were told that little use is made of the results for Lwo reasons.

First, the school counselor has little time or interest. Second, there are

very few program options in 118; thus, few adjustments in program enrollments

can be made on the basis of assessment outcomes. The Cooperative has been



told by the state that this use of Perkins funds is improper since the

services are not supplemental. As of next year, the state will fund the

assessments and the Perkins funds will be used for other services.

In 1987-88, of the 15,000 students in vades 9 through 12, there

were approximately 815 specie. education students enrolled in district U2. Of

these, 47 were in a special life-skills program located at the Veterans

Administration Hospital, 86 were mainstreamed in vocational education classes

in the district's six comprehensive high schools and the vocational high

school but needed special help, and 680 were non-mainstreamed special day

students who received a pre-vocational class. U2 used its $67,400 handicapped

allocation to fund the life-skills program for the first group, an instructor

to provide special services for the second group, and a full-time liaison

between Vocational Education and Special Education. Perkins funds were also

used to purchase A2TICOM to aid in assessing students. In 1987-88, 86

handicapped students were assessed.

$2 combined its $11,000 Handicapped allocation with its $23,000

Disadvantaged allocation to fund one guidance counselor at each of the

district's two compreheniive high schools. In addition to performing some

administrative functions, the counselors offered guidance to all students in

vocational education, not just to special needs students. Neither the

counselors nor °the district staff could provide numbers of handicapped or

other special needs students in each school with any precision. 2: is

estimated that there were approximately 90 handicapped students in vocationat

education in the two comprehensive high schools. However, one of the

counselors did state that handicapped students "get more services because they

are more

In 1987-98 R2 used its Handicapped and Disadvantaged allocations

($21,000 and $20,000 respectively) for career exploration, assessment and

guidance. In seventh and eighth grades, all special education students are

given a tour- of the local vocational high school during which time they

complete an interest survey and participate in practice interviews. After

chat, they work at the vocational high school three hours daily for two weeks

using hands-on equipment. In the 9th grade all special education students are

provided with a czmputer-generated four-year vocational plan which becomes

part of tbeir individual Education Program. In the 9th and 10th grades,
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students are given further vocational guidance using computerized screening

assessments and work sampler. Lastly, the final semester of the students'

senior year is devoted to the school-to-work transition, and students are

assisted with job placement. These programs served approximately 190

handicapped students in the first *smarter of 1987-88.

It is district R2'1 philosophy oat to use Perkins Handicapped and

Disadvantaged funds for supplies and equipment, but to try to use the funds in

a way that will have a long-range impact. This philosophy results in an

effort to conduct an in-depth prescriptive vocational assessment of each

special population student.

With the exception of $1,600, la's $93,000 Handicapped funds was

distributed across the comprehensive high school and the vocational school in

i987-88. (The $1,600 was spent at an adult vocational center attended by a few

high school students.) Over $87,000 was used to fund an alternative

vocational education program for non-mainstreamed handicapped students which

existed in all secondary schools. In addition to work experience, the program

includes assessments, transitional counseling, and supplemental services. The

district had used general funds for this program prior to Perkins; however, it

had served mostly mentally handicapped students. Perkins funds, along with

the Perkins mandate to serve special populations, resulted in the broadening

of the program to serve students with other types of handicaps as well as

mentally handicapped students. However, staff attempt to limit the program to

"those who need it," mainstreaming mos students. The program attempts to

match students to jobs based on the students' needs and jai) tasks. Once a

student is placed in a setting, the school tries to phase out the school's

support in favor of co-worker and employer support. Approximately 250

students were served by the program in 1987-88.

About $4,425 of the allocation was used to help provide supplemental

services to approximately 300 special education students who were in main-

stream vocational education classes at the vocational high school. Such

services include tt.toring and modification of curriculum and equipment.

53 is a rather affluent suburb of U3. Ten percent of the students

in the district are in special education, which is an unusually high

percentage. All of 53's $15,169 Handicapped allocation is given to its

vocational high school, which serves 740 students. Over half of these funds

1,42
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was spent on tutoring, a career fair, equipment purchase, and modification of

equipment and curricula. Approximately $750 was used for paraprofessional

aides in vocational classrooms, and $300 was used for guidance and

assessment. Assuming that 10 percent of the 740 students at the vocational

high school are in special education, WO estimate that about 74 students could

have received Perkins services.

The three main goals for vocational education in S3 are to: 1)

prepare students for specific occupations; 2) prepare students for further

education and/or training; and 3) prevent students from dropping out. The use

of Perkins funds primarily for tutoring and the career fair were seen by

district personnel as helping to meet these goals.

There deemed to be some confusion in district 83 over whether the

district received any IIA funds at all. During a visit to the site, the

Vocational Director and Vocational Planner for the district stated that the

district received about $3,500 in IIA funds in 1987-88; however, the high

school principal and district Superintendent indicated that no IIA funds were

received. In a subsequent attempt to determine the district's funds status,

persom.sel in the Vocational Director's office stated that no IIA funds were

received.

There were approximately 4,500 special education students in the 13

middle and 10 high schools in U4 in 1987-88. All special education students

in middle school are enrolled in vocational education classes. In high

school, about 50% to 65% are enrolled in a vocational education program.

During the 10th grade, special education students who are interested in

vocational education or are recommended by their teachers are bussed from

their home high schools to the postsecondary vocational technical center and

are given a thorough vocational assessment and provided vocational guidance by

an Exceptional Education teacher and a Vocational Evaluator assisted by two

aides.

Of the 150 to 200 students who are evaluated each year, forty to

fifty enroll in a program called "Shared Time" the following year. The Shared

Time program is not solely for handic *pped students. Any student who is

interested in the vocational offerings at the postsecondary institution may

participate. Handicapped students in the Shared Time program spend half days

in their regular high school and half days at the postsecondary vocational



school. They are mainstreamed at the area vocational school at Least two-

thirds of the time and have aides to help them in classes--th.r same two aides

who assist in the evaluations. Curricula are modified for handicapped

students if necessary. There is also a resource room for them staffed by the

Exceptional Education teacher and the two aides in which students receive

tutoring, employability skills, and assessment.

Approximately 40% of the district's $57,016 Handicapped allocation

pay the salaries of the two aides. Another 40% of the funds are used to pay

for a full-time person who acts as liaison between special education and

vocational education providing consultations with teachers, counselors, and

aides. She recently designed a vocational assessment instrument that is

currently being used by the district. About 20% of the allocation is spent on

curriculum modification for Shared Time students.

S4 is located. in a fast-growing affluent suburb of a prosperous

Southern metropolis and has a total enrollment at the secondary level of 5500

students. No blind or deaf students are served by the district; they are sent

to a special school outside the district. Approximately 851 of the

handicapped students who are enrolled in the district are mainstreamed and do

not receive Perkins services--indeed, they are not even counted as handicapped

students for administrative purposes. The remaining 15% are the non-

mainstreamed handicapped students (an estimated 30 to 40 students), most of

whom take some vocational courses--primarily home economics and industrial

arts which have special Labs for the handicapped. The entire Handicapped

allocation of $33,405 was used by S4 to pay for a full-time Job Placement

Specialist who works with the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation and serves

non-mainstreamed handicapped students from all of the district's four

comprehensive high schools.

14 is a small, poor, rural district serving 973 secondary students

at two comprehensive high schools. It uses its $31,189 Handicapped allocation

tt., provide educationally related services--mostly Adult Basic Education - -for

adults at the Association for Retarded Citizens Center. No special services

are provided for high school age handicapped students. Historical precederc

was cited as the reason for serving the Retarded Citizens Center rather than

high school students.

1_
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By far the largest district in the sample, U5, received an

allccation of $1,035,670 in Handicapped funds in 1987-88. With this grant, it

funded the following programs: 1) Vocational assessment of all special needs

students enrolled in vocational classes. The assessment includes an interest

inventory, APTICOM, TAPS, and CASE. Thirty-two schools have vocational aides

who assist in evaluations. The use of the assessments varies by school. 2)

Vocational Education for the Handicapped supported a resource specialist in 36

schools to facilitate services to handicapped students. Services bzgin in the

8th grade with assessment and an individualized career plan. Vocational aides

and peer tutors e.so assist handicapped students. 3) Vocational Articulation

for Handicapped Students. Counselors work with the Office of Vocational

Rehabilitation to assist the transition of handicapped students from school to

work. 4) A program assists handicapped and disadvantaged students with the

transition to postsecondary vocational programs. 5) Student services

cooperative provides peer tutors on either a short- or long-corm basis. The

program is available in all of the district's 52 high schools. Advisors

communicate with teachers to identify students in need of tutoring. 6) CAI

labs in resqng and math in 15 schools.

The number of handicapped students served by each program was not

available; however, the district did provide a document that shows the numbers

of handicapped students who received various categories of services in 1987-

88. They were as follows: Assessment, 7,870; counseling, 6,653; peer

tutoring, 3,392; tutoring by vocational aides, 3,039; visits to postsecondary

institutions, 200; CAI Labs, 1,001; orientation, 2,213. Many of these

services are only partially funded by Perkins. For instance, equipment for

the CAI labs was purchased with local funds while the software was purchased

with Perkins funds. The Director of Vocational Education was not able to

provide the amount of Perkins funds that went toward each type of servi t;

however ha did vtate that most services provided directly to students were

Perkins funded.

S5A would have received a total of $290 in IIA funds in 1987-88. It

declined the funds because personnel felt that the cost of administering the

funds would have exceeded the amount of the allocation.



$58 received $5,500 in Handicapped funds in 1987-88. The district,

which has one comprehensive high school and a secondary area vocational

school, spent the entire allocation at the area vocational school funding

assessments, aides, and modifications of curriculum and materials.

06, an urban school district in the midwest, includes four

comprehensive high schools and an area vocational school, which serve

approximately 6400 secondary students. In 1987-88 U6 spent all of its

Handicapped alltation at the area vocational school to finance a counselor

and five teachers !ft a work ozrarience program. The Special Vocations Program

is mandatory for alt of the district's educably mentally handicapped high

school students and is also attended by some learning disabled students. A

total of 51 such students participated in the program in 1987-88.

Participants receive on-the-job experience in laundry, food service, building

maintenance and trades, and business. Each skills area also teaches

employability skills. As soon as teachers think they are ready, students

begin trial employment. The counselor oversees the transition of students

from school to work. Perkins funds five teachers for the Special Vocations

Program.

S6, an affluent suburban community in the midwest has a secondary

school enrollment of 1450 students, all of whom ire enrolled in one

comprehensive high school. In 1987-88 there were approximately 65 students

receiving special education services in 56. Of these, approximately 20

behaviorally disordered and educably mentally handicapped students received

vocational instruction in a self contained classroom. (These students are

mainstreamed only for physical education and art.) In this setting the

teacher explored as many as 35 occupations with groups of four students at a

time, and students cried out various occupations. Perkins Handicapped funds

in the amount of $2,478 were used for partial apport of the program. In

1987-88 a welding simulator was purchased for the program to enable the

students to become familiar with the experience of welding without using

equipment that might be dangerous to them.

The provision of a separate vocational program to these students wr_s

described as a consequence of the difficulty of dealing with these students in

mainstream classrooms, rather than as a consequence of federal matching or

excess cost requirements.



The 700 secondary students in R6 are equally divided between the

comprehensive high school and the area vocational school. It is not dear

whether district 16 received any IIA funds at all in 1987-88. Some district

staff members stated that no IIA funds were received, while others indicated

that approximately $10,000 in Handicapped funds in 1987-88 were received and

passed on to the area vocational school that provides member districts with

vocational assessments of handicapped students. It is a fact that 16 paid

some funds to the area vocational school, but whether or not these were

Perkins funds is not certain. In a follow-up telephone call, the district

superintendent stated that he was not sure of the district's funding status

related to Perkins.

As a large school district, U7 has a variety of programs and

services for its handicapped students. In 1987-88 U7 used the $223,112 it

received in Handicapped funds in several types of institutions: in a special

school for the multiply handicapped, in three comprehensive high schools, and

in the vocational high school. About $42,000 of the allocation was used to

fund a special program for multiply handicapped deaf students who cannot be

mainstreamed because of cultural, emotional, mental or physical problems in

addition to deafness. The program, which is located in a school for the deaf,

served seven multiply handicapped students in a supported work model for the

transition from school to work. These students, unable to succeed in any

academic program, were provided work experience including job coaches, peer

counselors and full -time support teachers.

Another $69,262 of the Handicapped allocation was used for the

Adapted Business Computers program which served 34 physically handicapped

students in three of the city's comprehensive high schools. The program

consists -$ training in computer applications, data bases, and spread sheets

for busi a /office career.

Shop Assistance for the Handicapped was funded at $66,565 and

provided aides to assist handicapped students in shop classes at the

vocational high school. The emphasis of the program is on proper use of

equipment and shop safety. The aides are necessary because of the large

number of special needs students involved in shop programs at the vocational

high school. Approximately 15 students benefited from the services of the

aides in 1987-88.
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Lastly, $44,616 was used to provide a complete vocational assessment

for handicapped students at the vocational high school. sour hours of

assessment and follow-up counseling time were provided to 180 handicapped

students. One reason for choosing to provide assessment services was to

fulfill the state's requirement that 20 percent of the Handicapped funds be

spent on "guidance."

District 37 contains one comprehensive high school with an

enrollment of 800 students. 37 combined its 1987-88 Handicapped and

Disadvantaged funds ($2,330 and $686 respectively) to provide an aide for

individualized instruction in word processing and business classes in its only

comprehensive high school.

In thi same year the area vocational school enrolling secondary

level and postsecondary level students located in 37, received its own

allocation of $8,000 in Handicapped funds which it combined with its $10,000

Disadvantaged allocation to hire a Special Educational Culinary Arts

Instructor. The instructor works with both the handicapped and non-

handicapped students in culinary arts as well as wish small groups of

"substantially separate" handicapped students. Of 96 students enrolled in

culinary arts, 36 were identified as special education students. It should be

noted that the vocational school recruits special education students, and in

1987-88 appruximately 402 of the freeman class were so ciassified. Howe'ier,

according to the Administrator of Special Services about 332 of :.here students

have no special needs. They simply self-declare upon admission in order to be

exempted from certain other classes and requirements. This had been no

physically hand:clipped students at the vocational school for the past six

years.

In V. the comprehensive high school enrolls 435 atudents in grades

9-12 and the area vocational school has a population of 628 students. R7

received $17,023 in Handicapped funds in 1987-88. Of this amount, $7,000 paid

for a subprofessional at the comprehensive high school who provided guidance

and career awareness for 80 handicapped students. The remainder of the

Handicapped funds was spent at the vocational high school which was attended

by approximately 200 handicapped students. About $7,700 af the Handicapped

allocation was combined with $20,147 in Disadvantaged funds to fund the Crisis
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Center, which provided special remediation to students in danger of dropping

out. The remaining $2,256 was combined with $6,716 Disadvantaged funds and

used for individual and group guidance in the vocational resource room.

Five main reasons for funding the Crisis Center were offered by

vocational high school staff. First, State 7 prohibits funding any given

project with IIA funds for longer than three years. Since the Center is

supplemental to the school's operation, it can be discontinued easily at the

end of the three-year funding cycle without substantially disrupting the

school's operation. Second, districts in State 7 must write proposals in

order to receive funds. Dropout prevention is a state priority. Thus, 87

staff felt that the likelihood of a project dealing with dropout prevention

was high. Third, at the time the proposal for the center was written, other

support services for handicapped and disadvantaged students were already in

place. Fourth, there was a iederL1 remediation program available to serve as

a match. Last, by serving handicapped and disadvantaged students in remedial

skills and guidance the project allowed for the combining of funds into a

meaningful amount of money.

U8 has a secondary school enrollment of 13,500 students who attend

one of 7 comprehensive high schools or the vocational high school. U8 used

its entire Handicapped allocation of $70,000 to pay the salaries of t-do

teachers who provide a year long exposure to multiple occupational programs

for moderate and severely retarded students at the vocational high school.

The programs rotate every ten week,. It is estimated that each class contains

approximately 10-15 students. The district allocates its Perkins handicapped

funds on a competitive bid basis. Traditionally, all Perkins handicapped

funds have gone to the vocational high school because it is the only school

that has responded to the district's request for proposal.

In 11.8A the area vocational school, which has a total enrollment of

330 juniors and seniors, is an eligible recipient of Perkins funds in the

intrastate formula allocation process. The area school serves 14 feeder

districts that have a total kindergarten through grade 12 enrollment of 22,000

students. The area vocational school receives $17,000 Handicapped Perk.ns

funds which it combines with its $20,000 Disadvantaged funds. Funds were

used to help work study students obtain work and to subsidize their employ-



moat. The effort is conducted jointly within the Office of Vocational

Rehabilitation, which has a representative part time at the area vocational

school.

R8B is an educational cooperative made up of 4 area vocational

schools that together serve 28 feeder districts. R88 combined its Handicapped

and Disadvantaged allocations ($31,844 total) to fund one counselor in each of

two area vocational schools who run a two-year school-to-work transition

program for 108 students, 80% of whom are handicapped. (The remainder are

disadvantaged.) The counselors also work with the cooperative's special

education personnel to provide other services (e.g., tutoring) to handicapped

students, and with the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation in some districts

in referring students. In addition to setting up work placements in the

community, the counselors follow-up students for one year after graduation.

Lastly, the counselors work with the person responsible for vocational

assessments throughout the cooperative.

09, an urban school district in a southern state, has a secondary

enrollment of 17,200 students spread across 11 comprehensive high schools. U9

received $23,558 in Handicapped funds in 1987-88. These funds were used for

aides in vocational classes in 7 comprehensive high schools attended by

approximately 750 mainstreamed handicapped students. A vocational class will

have an aide to assist the instructor when there are 5 or more special

education students in the class. The allocation also provides for.aides in a

pre - vocational resource class attended by approximately 200 non-mainstreamed

ninth-grade handicapped students. The use of Perkins funds to provide aides

in special vocstioaal education classes is mandated by the state.

1190 encompasses an entire rural county in a hilly region of a poor

southern state. The district contains two high schools, each of -hick has a

vocational center. The total district enrollment is 5300 students K-12. The

district used its Handicapped allocation to fund pre - vocational resource

classes for handicapped students in one cf :he district's two high schools.

Approximately 60 students were served in 1987-88. Funds were insufficient to

provide classes at both schools.

District 1913 also comprises a large rural county and has a total

enrollment of 4600 students K -12. Like other districts in State 9, it has a

state-mandated Perkins program for handicapped students. The program, which
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is housed at the district's only comprehensive high school in its vocational

center, includes assessment and individualized assistance to mainstreamed

handicapped students. Five aides for the program were fUnded by Perkins in

1987-88. The aides participate, along with the classroom teacher and

vocational shop instructor, In developing an IEP for each student assigned to

the program. Each aide is assigned to a different substantive vocational

area. For instance, one aide is assigned to General Building Trades and

Woodworking/Cabinetmaking, while another is assigned to Food Management and

Health Occupations. Once the preliminary planning is completed, the aides

assist teachers a minimum of four periods a day, using the remaining two

periods for preparing instructional materials or for individual tutoring

sessions for students with greatest needs. In 1987-88 approximately 40

handicapped students were served by this program.

SECONDARY LEVEL: mums DISADVANTAGED FUNDS

Access to Distdventstilvds by Schools Within Districts

The types of institutions that received the Disadvantaged funds in

each district is shown in Exhibit 4.5. The practices followed by districts in

our sample to allocate Disadvantaged funds among schools followed a pattern

similar to Handicapped funds. There is perhaps a slight tendency to spread

Disadvantaged funds across more schools compared with Handicapped funds.

Selection of Participants Among the Disadvantaged

In the Perkins legislation, the term "disadvantaged" includes those

(other than handicapped) who have economic or academic disadvantages. The

legislation includes in the disadvantaged populatioi, "individuals ,,to are

members of economically disadvantaged families, migrants, individuals -ho have

limited- English proficiency, and individuals who are dropouts from or .rho are

identified as potential dropouts from secondary school (Section 521(12).

States in our sample have not been prescriptive about who st,uld be

served or about which groups should be given )riority, for services. Districts

have been allowed flexibility in the identification of disadvantaged students

and in determining the recipients of services.



Exhibit 4.5

TYPE AND NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS RECEIVING DISADVANTAGED FUNDS BY URBANICITY Of DISTRICT

Urban
Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

Ul D*

C

U2

C

U3

S junior HS:
1 counselor each

Vac. HS: Special Needs
coordinator, 4 basic
skills teacher, 1 aide

Suburban Rural

Commu- Commu-
nity Targeting Number and nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions Code Strategy Type of Institutions

6 comp. HS: 82 D Both cola HS:

Counselors and 1 counselor each
paraprofessionals

Vocational HS:
Supervisor of CAI labs

UK

Special classes,
counseling, remediation
10 comprehensive US:
Tutors, guidance
Vocational HS:
Learning resource center,
assessmenL, tutoring

S3 C Vocational HS:
Tutoring, career
modification of
curriculum

fair,

R1A Area voc. school:
11/4 hrs. assessment each

Area voc. schools
Assessment
Comp. HS:
Vocational materials

R2 C Area voc. school:
Assessment; aides in
basic skills lab

53 No funds

*D indicates that funds were dispersed among Several institutions in a district.
C indicates that funds were concentrated.
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Exhibit 4.5 (continued)

UPS AND NUMBER Of INSTITUTION; RECEIVING DISADV4MTAGED FUNDS BY URBAMICITY Of DISTRICT

Urban
Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

U4 Passed funds to
postsecondary

U5 D* All 52 comp. HS:
Assessment, peer tutors
counseling
Unknown:
transition to post-
secondary, voc. programs,
visit institutions
15 comp. HS:
CA1 reading and math lab
Comp. HS:
Tutoring from voc. aides
15 comp. HS:
Coordination and tutors

U6

Suburban
Commu-
nity Targeting
Code Strategy T

54

SSA

S56

Area vocational school: S6

Career learning center,
work-study program
Alternative Ed. Center:
Work experience,
basic skills

Number and
pe of Institutions

Rural
Commu-
niLy Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

C Vocational HS:
Work evaluation lab

Returned funds

C Area vocational school:
Support services

N/A Comprehensive HS:
math and reading

*1) indicates that funds were dispersed among several institutions in a district.
C indicates that funds were concentrated.

RA Passed funds to
postsecondary

R6 No funds



Exhibit 4.5 (continued)

TYPE Aims NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS RECEIVING DISADVANTAGED FUNDS BY URBANICITY OF DISTRICT

Urban
Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

U7

Suburban
Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

Rural
Commu-
nity Targeting
Code Strategy

Number and
Type of Institutions

D* All junior high schools; S7

1 week exploratory,
recruitment A transition
to vocational HS
Vocational HS;
4 hrs. assessment/student
Unknown:
Number of comp- US
apprenticeship program,
career guidance;
preparation L entry into
apprenticeship training
HS and vocational HS:
Voc. math support,
remediation in math
Vocational HS:
Rewediation in communication
Systemwide:
Aide conducts vocational
assessment profiles
1 comp. HS:
Bilingual business
Systemwide:
Outreach worker assists
with job search

N/A Comprehensive HS;
Aide in word processing
and businesa classes
Area vocational school:
Special education
culinary arts

R7 D Comprehensive HS:
Guidance and career
awareness
Vocational HS:
Crisis center, remedia-
tion, resource room,
individual and group
guidance

*D indicates that funds were dispersed among several institutions in a district.
C indicates that funds were concentrated.



Kshibit 4.5 (continued)

WWI AHD IHJUSIR OW INSTITUTIONS BECSIVIBC DISADVANTAGED FUNDS BY OBBAMICITY OW DISTRICT

Urban
Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

Suburban
Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type c.f Institutions

Rural
Commu-
nity Targeting Number and
Code Strategy Type of Institutions

U8 D* 5 of B comp. HS:
stipends for work-study
program
Vocational HS:
Summer school vocational
education classes
Unknown:
Teacher for separate
vocational classes

U9 D / of 10 comp. 113:

Remedial skills classes
as they relate to
vocational areas

R8A

R8B

Area vocational school:
Work-study stipends

Comprehensive HS:
Part-time counselors
Area vocational school:
School-to-work
transition

R9A N/A Comprehensive HS:
Basic skills remedia-
tion, pre-employment
and job search

R9B N/A Comprehensive HS:
2 teacher provide math
and language

*D indicates that funds were dispersed among several institutions in a district.
C indicates that funds were concentrated.



In our sample, only in one district (District U3) were economically

disadvantaged students considered for service. (They were defined as students

who received a free or reduced-price lunch.) For most districts, the emphasis

its on the educationally disadvantaged.

In five districts (District U3, 05, U7, US, and a2) Perkins funds

were used to provide special services for limited-English proficient students

in vocational education, Perkins Disadvantaged fund; in other districts were

not targeted fr this group. This occurred despite the fact that there were

large numbers of LEP students in other sample districts.

Criteria used by some districts to define disadvantaged included

measures such as grade point average, scores on a standardized test, an

failing proficiency tests or competency tests. Some or all of these factors

were mentioned by three urban districts in our sample.

Students who were judged to be potential dropouts or at-risk of

dropping out were the targets of Perkins-funded services in several instances

(District 01, U3, 06, and 17). Criteria for identifying potential dropouts

were usually not made explicit, however.

Teacher judgments about who was academically disadvantaged appears

to be a major factor in decisions about who receives Perkins-funded services.

even in those districts that use objective measures of educational disadvan-

tagement, teacher judgment plays a role. Except for districts 01, U2, and U9

mentioned above, the student selection process tends not to ae a uniform one

within districts. Mere are not districtwide systematic procedures in place

for referring and screening students. Policies have not been established for

determining the types of students who should have priority for services (e.g.,

those in greatest need). The numbers of students who actually receive

Perkins-funded services are frequently not recorded and counts of numbers

served must often rely on the best estimates of program personnel.

Exhibits 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 for urban, suburban, and rural districts

respectively, present information about the number and type of disadvantaged

students receiving Perkins-funded services. Information about both school and

student targeting are presented on the same table. Again the D code indicates

that funds were dispersed across either institutions or students and the C

code indicates that funds were concentrated.



Exhibit 4.6

DISADVANTAGED: SCHOOL AND STUDENT TARGETING DESCRIPTIONS FOR
URBAN DISTRICTS IN THE SAMPLE

School Targeting
Target

Strategy* Schools/Activities

Community U6

5 junior high schools:
1 counselor each

C Voc. HS: Special needs coord.,
4 basic skills teacher, 1 aide

Community U2

6 comprehensive high schools:
counselors and paraprofessionals

C Vocational high school:
Supervisor of CAI lab

Community U3

UK: Special classes,
counseling, remediation
10 comp. HSs: tutors, guidance
Vocational high school:
Learning Center--assessment,
tutoring

Community U4

Passed funds to postsecondary

Community U5

D All 52 comp. ES:
Assessment
Peer Tutors
Counseling

UK:

Transition to postsecondary
Vocational programs
Visit institutions
15 comprehensive high schools:
CAI reading and math labs
Comprehensive high schools:
Tutoring from vocational aides
15 comprehensive high schools:
Coordination and tutors

Student Target
Target
Strategy* Number 6 Type of Student Allocati

1150 H&D students. D

have CPA less than 2.0, are
less than 25th percentile.
and in voc. ad.

200 most "at-risk"

$129,0(

D have grade of C or lower 190,0(
in English or math. Less
than 25th percentile.

C Teacher judgement used to
select students.

C Limited English proficient 198,0(
in vocational education 10,5i

UK
C 200 academically disadvantaged

based on teacher judgment.
C 100 economically disad. based

on free or reduced price Lunch.

UK

2,800,0(
All 32,781 disad. 9th graders

C 12,697 disadvantaged
D 27,415 disadvantaged

0 3,200

C 10,132

0 24,515

C LEP students in voc. ed.
989,M

*D indicates dispersion; C indicates concentration



Exhibit 4.6 (continued)

DISADVANTAGED: SCHOOL AND STUDENT TARGETING DESCRIPTIONS FOR
URBAN DISTRICTS IN THE SAMPLE

School Targeting
Target
Strategy* Schools /Activities

Community U6

C Area vocational school:
Career learning center
Work-study program

Alternative ed. center:
Work experience, basic skills

Community. U7.

Al.]. junior high schools:

1 week exploratory, recruitment
an4 transition to voc. HS

Voc. HS: 4 hrs assessment/student 0

UK number of comprehensive HS:
Apprenticeship program 0

Career guidance; preparation and
entry into apprenticeship program
2 comp. HS and voc. HS:
Vocational math support
remediation in math

Vocational high school:
&mediation in communication
Systemwide:
Aide conducts vocational
assessment profiles

One comp. HS: bilingual
Systemwide:
Outreach worker assists
job search

Community U8

0 5 of 8 comp. HS: stipends for
work-study program

Voc. HS:. summer school
vocational education classes

Ur: teachers for separate
vocational classes

Community U9

D 7 of 10 comp. HS: remedial
skills classes as they relate
to vocational areas

Student Targeting
Target
Strategy* Number & Type of Student

C 60 potential dropouts

C 104 returning dropouts

business

with

C

C

C

C

Perkins
Allocati

UK 8th graders

Disadvantaged across district

3,000 students grades 8-12

Unkno

$175.0

446,2

3t,2

49,0

300 vocational students 42,8

120 students

LEP students

150 LEP students

100 LEP students in
business program

UK

UK

C LEP students

208,0

:.5,3

62,0

43,0

404,

C Priority to 11th and 12th 334,8

graders who: fail proficiency
test; 7.ile less than 25; CPA
less !han 2.0; failure to
meet. minimum competencies;
repeated lack of progieJs in
regular voc. ad. And must be
recommended by disciplinary team.

0 indicates dispersion; C indicates concentration
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Exhibit 4.7

DISADVANTAGED: SCHOOL AND STUDENT TARCETIbG DESCRIPTIONS FOR
SUBURBAN DISTRICTS IN THE SAMPLE

School Targeting
Target Target
Strategy* Schools/Activities Strategy*

Community S2,

D Both comprehensive high schools: D

1 counselor each

Community_22

C Vocational high schools:
Tutoring, career fair

Modification of curriculum

Commun'ty 34

C Vocational high schools:
Work evaluation lab

Community

Community

S5A

S53

Community

N/A

Communit

N/A

Area vocational school:
Support services

S6

Comprehensive high school:
remedial math and reading

711

Comprehensive high school:
Aide in word processing and
business classes

Area Vocational School:
Special education culinary
arts teacher

0

D

D

C

C 22 disadvantaged

C UK

Student Tartttla
Perkins

Number & Type of Student Allocati

All students, including
handicapped and disadvantaged

$34,0

UK 23,9

UK 2,6

UK 29,3

'50 disadvantaged 17,9

UK 4 7

$3,0

*0 indicates dispersion; C indicates concentration
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Exhibit 4.8

DISADVANTAGED: SCHOOL AND STUDENT TARGETING DESCRIPTIONS FOR
RURAL DISTRICTS IN THE SAMPLE

School Targeting student Targeting
Target
Strategy* Schools/Activities

Target
Strategy*

Perkins
Number & Type of Student Allocati

Community ElA

D All 500 handicapped anaArea vocational school:
lit hours assessment each disadvantaged $12,5

Community R111

Area vocational school: D All handicapped & disadvantaged 9

Assessment (state disallowed for next year)

Comprehensive high school:
Vocational materials

D Available to all students,
Including handicapped and
disadvantaged

9

Community R2

Area vocational. school:
Assessment

D 284 disadvantaged in one
semester

41,0

Aides in basic skills lab C LEP vocational students 19,1

Community R3

Communitz_M

Passed funds to postsecondary

R6Community

UK

Community R7

Comprehensive high scl-ool:
Guidance and career awareness D UK 7,01

Vocational high school:
Crisis canter, remediation C UK potential dropouts 27,8(

Resource room, individual and
group guidance

D UK 9,01

*D indicates disbursement; C indicates concentration
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Exhibit 4.8 (continued)

DISADVANTAGED: SCHOOL AND STUDENT TARGETING DESCRIPTIONS FOR
RURAL DISTRICTS rm THE SAMPLE

School Targeting Student Targeting
Target Target Perkins
Strategy+ Schools /Activities__ Strategy *_ Number 4 Type of Student A1locati.

Community RBA

Area vocational school:
Work-study stipends

Community R8B

Comprehensive high schools:
part-time counselors

Area vocational school:
School-work transition

Community R9A

N/A Comprehensive high'school:
Basic skills remediation,
pre-employment and job search

Community BIB

N/A Comprehensive high school:
Two teachers proyide math ind
language skills

C UK

D UK

C 108 students, 20 of whom
were disadvantaged

$37,0

31,8

C 100 disadvantaged students 39,2
in vocational classes;
groups of 15

C Multidisciplinary team reviews
teacher referrals of chose
problems with basic skills
in vocational education

*D indicates disbursement; C indicates concentration



Services for the Disadvantaged Funded by Perkins

In this section we describe the kinds of services chat Perkins

Disadvantaged funds were used to support in each sample district. The

districts have been grouped by state. The type and number of recipients, and

the location and level of funding are also presented.

As with Perkins Handicapped funds, Disadvantaged funds were often

used for assessment and counseling. The next most frequently found tire was to

support instruction in nonvocational classes (e.g., learning center or

reme.ial skills class). Work study programs were found in several districts.

Perkins Disadvantaged funds were rarely used to support instruction in

vocational education classes, either to fund aides in regular classes or

separate vocational classes.

01 combines its Disadvantaged and Handicapped allocations to fund

five counselors in the junior high schools. Junior high school students with

a CPA of less than 2.0 or with test scores below the 25th percentile on

standardized tests who are enrolled in vocational education classes are

eligible for the counseling services. A special needs coordinator, a basic

skills specialist, and a paraprofessional at the vocational high school are

also funded by Perkins. There were approximately 200 disadvantaged students

at the vocat 'nal high school in 1987-88. Students judged to be the most at

risk of dropping out were selected for the program.

Districts ILA

Handicapped allocations.

and RIB also combine their Disadvantaged and

Services provided with the funds are described in

the previous Section on Handicapped.

U2 used its $190,000 Disadvantaged allocation in both its

high school and its cxoprehensive high school. Students at the

school who lack basic skills, as evidenced by a grade "C"

vocational

vocational

or lower,

standardized test scores below the 25th percentile, or teacher judgment are

eligible to use the learning lab, which features computer assisted instruction

In 1587-1988 Perkins Disadvantaged funds were used to purchase

software for the lab. Additional Disadvantaged funds were used to pay the

salary of one full-time professional who runs the CAI lab and who works with

teachers of those vocational education classes thrcughout the district that

produce entry-level skills.

t.
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Approximately eight Perkins-funded counselors, three of whom were

certificated and the rest of whom were paraprofessionals, provided vocational

guidance to disadvantaged students who are enrolled in vocational education

classes in four of the district's six comprehensive schools. Vocational

counselors in the other two high schools were paid out of state funds as part

of the match.

Although U2 is a large district with computerized databases, the

quality of information obtained from the district is questionable. Each time

the Vocational Director was asked to describe Perkins-funded programs in terms

of amounts of funds, services provided and number of students served, his

answer was different. Information from a questionnaire returned as a separate

part of this study was not consistent with any of the oral descriptions. The

above paragraphs represent a reconstruction based on the available

information.

As indicated in the Section on Handicapped services, in 1987-88 S2

combined its $23,000 Disadvantaged allocation with its $11,000 Handicapped

allocation to fund one guidance counselor at each of its two comprehensive

high schools. The counselors worked with all types of students, including

disadvantaged and handicapped, but no priority was given to special needs

students. The district does not keep records of the numbers served and does

not have a systematic method for identifying disadvantaged students in

vocational education for Perkins-funded services.

Disadvantaged students in Z2 were brought to he area vocationai

school for vocational assessment. Combined Disadvantaged and Handicapped sec

asides amounted to $41,000 for vocational assessment. Two hundred eighty -four

disadvantaged student participated in the assessment program in 1987.

Disadvantaged funds for LEP students in the amount of $19,134 were used to

support aides for LEP vocational students in the basic skills lab at the area

vocational school.

03 received a Disadvantaged allocation of $198,000 in 1987-88. The

district spent $10,500 of the allocation on services to limited-English

proficient (LEP) students enrolled in vocational education. They were

provided special classes, counseling, guidance and remediacion. Disadvantaged

funds for non-LEP students in vocational education classes in the district's

ten comprehensive high schools were also spent on tutorial assistance and
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guidance. Lastly, Disadvantaged funds were used to support in part the

learning resource center at the vocational high school. The center employs

two full-time professionals and provides

handicapped and disadvantaged students,

assessments, tutorial assistance in basic

a wide variety of services for both

including vocational and academic

skills and vocational subject areas,

computer assisted instruction, career planning, resume writing workshops and

handicapped specific services.

Special services are available to students who are academically

and/or economically disadvantaged. The former students are identified by

teacher referrals; the latter group are those who receive free or reduced

price lunches. Approximately two hundred academically disadvantaged and one

hundred cconomically disadvantaged students were served in 1987-88. The

number of students in comprehensive high schools receiving services is not

known.

All of S3's Disadvantaged allocation ($26,543) was spent at the

vocational high school. Eighty six percent of the funds were spent on

tutoring, a career fair, and supplies. An additional 102 was spent on

development and modification of vocational curricula, and minor amounts were

spent on basic skills ine!.ruction and guidance. Thus, Disadvantaged and

Handicaped funds were spent on the same types of services except that

Handicapped funds were also used for classroom aides and equipment purchases

and modification. The aumber of disadvantaged students using tae services was

not available; however,

disadvantaged.

122 of the students at the vocational hLgh school are

R3 does not a;pear to have received IIA funds in I97-88. (See

Section on Handicapped.)

Dist..::et 04 spent all of its Disadvantaged funds at the

postsecondary level. In general, it is state policy not to fund basic skills

remedlation at the secondary level; instead, the state encourages the use of

Disadvantaged funds for supplemental services--usually aides--in vocational

courses. State staff indicated that there has been some difficulty with the

adoption of this approach by districts as aides tend to be viewed as support

for instructors rather than for students. Such a view may account for S4's

decision to use r. Ivantaged funds entirely at the postsecondary level, where

they may be used for belie skills remediation.
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All of the $29,827 Disadvantaged allocation was used by 844 to fund

the Work Evaluation Lab at the vocational high school. Disadvantaged and

handicapped students who are in vocational education programs in any of the

district's high schools may use the Lab. It is designed to help students

"about whom faculty question which vocational programs could be best" identify

appropriate programs.

14 is a high poverty rural district containing two high schools. It

is estimated that at least 80% of secondary students are economically

disadvantaged. In 1987-88, 14 allocated its entire Disadvantaged grant to the

area vocational center, which is predominantly a postsecondary institution.

With its $1,797,652 Disadvantaged funds, district 0 provided the

following services, all of which have been described more fully in the section

on handicapped services. 1) Vocational assessment for all disadvantaged

freshmen; 2) Assistance for disadvantaged students with the transition to

postsecondary vocational programs; 3) Peer tutors; 4) CAI lab in reading and

math. In 1987-88, 32,781 disadvantaged students received assessment services,

27,145 received counseling; 12,697 received peer tutoring; 24,515 received

tutoring from vocational aides; 3,200 visited postsecondary institutions;

10,132 used CAI labs; and 362 participated in orientation activities.

Limited-English proficient funds of $989,085 were used to support a

coordinator and tutors for LEP students in vocational education in 15 high

schools in the district.

S5A declined IIA funds.

S511 comvined its Disadvantaged and Handicapped funds ($12,400 and

$5,500, respectively) to pay for support services at the area vocational

school. One hundred fifty disadvantaged secondary students attended the school

from the 14 feeder districts in 1987-88.

All of district U6's Disadvantaged funds are spent on programs at

the area vocational school. Disadvantaged funds were used for the Career

Leading Center and the Alternative Education Center. In 1987-88, 60 students

part.cipated in the former progr!,,m which has a work-study program featuring

half -days of-.xiudentic cl4sses, half-days of vocational classes and a work

component. The propdt.a, whose aim is to deter students from dropping out,

alto includes employability skills.



The Alternative Education Center, which was attended by 104 students

in 1987-88, is also a work-study program. Its goal is to help dropouts obtain

a high school diploma and to become employable. The program provides

supervised work experience as well as basic skills training. The program is

completely individualized and was funded at $175,000 in 1987-88.

District S6 is an affluent suburb in which over 90Z of the

graduating high school seniors go to college. In 1987-88 district S6 used its

Disadvantaged grant of $4,730 to develop a learning model for assisting

students sew need mmedial help in math and reading. That was the first year

the district had received Perkins funds; in prior years it had not applied.

e6 appears to have passed on any ITA funds it may have received to

an area vocational school that provides assessment services.

In 1987-88 U7 used its Disadvantaged allocations of $446,230 to fund

a variety of programs in both comprehensive high school. and its ocational

high school. The Transition for the Disadvantaged ($34,281) funded a teacher

to help eighth grade students throughout the system develop plans for high

school following their one week exploratory experience at the vocational high

school. The primary purposes of the program are recruitment of students and

to fill what vocational administrators call. the "guidance gr:p" in the city.

A second program in tr7 was funded at $49,000 to provide complete

vocational assessments (four hours of assessment and follow-up counseling

time) to students enrolted in vocational classes. The Apprenticeship program

($42,807) serves students in grades 8-12 throughout the system. More than

3,000 students receive some career guidance and job preparation training. In

addition, an apprenticeship coordinator provides counseling to students

concerning opportunities and process for preparation and entry into appren-

ticeship training programs. This program is part of efforts by private

industry to involve more vocational students in apprenticeship programs. The

Vocational Math Support program ($208,023) provided remediation in mathematic

to 300 vocational students at two comprehensive schools and the vocations'

high school. Lastly, the Vocational Communications Program ($112,082) is the

only program that operates only in the vocational school. In 1987-88, it

provided remediation in communications to 120 students at the vocational high

school.
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An additivIal $77,500 was available as part of the LEP disadvantaged

allocation in 1.17. Of these funds, $15,000 was used for aides to complete

vocational assessment profiles for 150 students systemwide. approximately

$62,000 was used for a bilingual business program in which 150 LEP students in

one high school took business training from a bilingual instructor. One

hundred LEP students in business programs at other high schools receive

assistance from an outreach worker in applying for jobs.

As stated in the section on Perkins services for Handicapped, S7

combined its $686 Disadvantaged grant with $2,330 Handicapped funds to pay for

an aide in word processing and business classes in 1987-88. Twenty-two

disadvantaged students were served by the aide.

District R7 combined its Disadvantaged and Fardicapped allocations

in 1987-88. Combined funds in the amount of $7,000 w'Jre used to fund guidance

and career awareness activities for handicapped aid disadvantaged students.

At the vocational school, 320,147 of the Disadvantaged allocation was combined

with $7,767 of the Handicapped allocation to fund the Crisis Center while

$6,716 Disadvantaged funds were combined with $2,256 Handicapped funds to

provide individual and group guidance in a resource room.

In 19C7-88 178 used $43,000 of its $83,000 Disadvantaged grant to pay

student stipends in a work-study program that operates in five of the

district's eight comprehensive high schools. Students in the program receive

one credit for ;_n-class instruction focusing on job seeking and employment

Itirli-al-valt-gs two credits for their week as Long as they pass the in-class

course. Another program jointly funded by Perkins ($40,000) and JTPA

($160,000) in 1987-88 was the summer school program. Participating students

may not have room in their schedules for vocational education during the

regular school year. The summer program is held at the vocational high

school.

An additional $36,000 of LEP disadvantaged funds was used by U8 to

pay for the salaries of teachers for separate vocational classes for LEP

students.

RBA combines its Disadvantaged and Handicapped allocations ($20,000

and $17,000, respectively in 1987) to fund a work-study program.



R88 also combined its Handicapped and Disadvantaged grants for a

total of $31,844. In 1987-88 an funded part-time counselors in comprehensive

high schools and two counselors in a school-to-work transition program at one

of the area vocational high schools. (Services provided are more fully

described in the section on Handicapped). Of the 108 students who were served

by the school-to-work transition program, only about 20% of them were

disadvantaged.

U9 used its 1987-88 Disadvantaged allocation of $344,831 to fund

remedial classes for academically disadvantaged students enrolled in

vocational classes. The primary focus of the program is basic communication,

math, and science skills as they relate to vocational areas. Eligibility is

determined by: 1) failing the state proficiency test; 1) scoring below the

25th percentile on a standardized achievement test or aptitude test; 3)

secondary school grades below 2.0; 4) failure to meet minimal academic com-

petencies; or 5) repeated lack of progress in a regular vocational education

program. Priority ifi given to 11th and 12th grade students. Selection into

the program is done by a multidisciplinary committee, which also formulates an

IEP for each student selected. Students' progress is evaluated periodically

at which time tIe IEP may be changed if necessary. The program operated

seven of the district's ten comprehensive high schools in 1987-88. Remedial

programs for academically disadvantaged students have been screngly encouraged

by State 9 for several years.

As in most d4.stricts in State 9, disadvantaged students enrolled in

vocational classes receive remedial instruction in district R9A. Class sizes

4re mall, with about 15 students to a section, allowing for individualized

attention. Basic skills remediation as well as pre-employment and job search

skills are taught. Programs at both high schools were funded by a Perkins

Disadvantaged grant in 1987-88. Approximately 100 students were served.

198 also offers remedial classes for disadvantaged students in

vocational education. In 1987-88, two teachers were funded by the IIA

Disadvantaged grant. R9B's program focuses primarily on mathematical and

language skills. A multidisciplinary team selects students for the program

from a pool of students who have been recommended by their teachers becaise of
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problems with basic skills in their vocational classes. The multidisciplinary

team then constructs an IEP for each student selected. Students' progress is

evaluated periodically.

POSTSECONDARY LEVEL: PERKINS HANDICAPPED FUNDS

In the 27 communities that were part of our sample, we gathered

information on the amount and use of Perkins Handicapped funds received by one

postsecondary institution in the community. Eighteen communities had

postsecondary institutions chat received Perkins Handicapped funds for which

we were able to obtain information. In one state (state 9), we were unable to

obtain access to postsecondary institutions in the state. In state 2, the

suburb in our sample (S2) was served by the postsecondary institution in the

urban sample community (U2). Three of the postsecondary institutions in the

sample received no Perkins Handicapped funds (R3, R4, and 17:. An additional

two postsecondary institutions in the sample, both in State 1 (Ul and CA)

received :ands but in one instance declined them because it could not preside

matching funds, and in the second instance, was forced _o return them because

of accounting problems.

Over onethird (eight of the 18) of the sample postsecondary

institutions combined their handicapped setaside with their disadvantaged set-

aside funds (RIB, U3, U5, SSA, SW R6, and Si). Three of these institutions

are located in one state (State 5) in which the practice of combining funds is

encouraged at the state level. The ocher four postsecondary institutions are

in four different states in our sample. Institutions that followed the

practice of combining setaside funds used them to support a-.tivities such as

basic skills assessmmnt and remediation, outreach and recruitment of special

populations, and in one case, aides in vocational education classrooms.

Identification of Postsecondary Handica tied Students

The postsecondary institutions in the sample tend not to have

systematic procedures for identifying handicapped students. Many of the

institutions relied on students to identify themselves as handicapped. In one

case, 03, handicapped students are identified on the basis of assessment or

are referred for assessment at the time of registration, especially those who

because of their ,handicap come to register with a parent or counselor.



Physically handicapped students are targeted by some postsecondary

institutions, possibly because they are more readily identified. In SA, for

example, Perkins funds are used to provide equipment for 5 visually impaired

students. In U3, $55,000 of Perkins

interpreters for 15 deaf students.

funds were used to support 12

In other instances, low scores on basic skills assessment tests are

used to identify students in used of special services. Institutions do not

necessarily attempt to determine :' a low score on an assessment test is

caused by a particular handicap (e.g., learning disability) or some other

factor. In such cases, institutions may not make distinctions between the

handicapped and the academically disadvantaged.

The following sections provide descriptions of the services funded

by Perkins Handicapped monies in each postsecondary institution, and, in our

sample when known, the number and type of .handicapped students who were

served.

Services for the Handicapped Funded by Perkins

There are four postsecondary area vocational schools and three

community colleges in Ul. sone of the community colleges receives Perkins

funds. Data were gathered from the largest postsecondary school--a vocational

technical center. The center was eligible to receive approximately $9,000 in

Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds, but declined them because it was unable

make the match. The financial officer of the school indicated that the school

was matching funds for other federal programs, but that the Perkins

Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds were too small an amount to justify the

costs of matching and administration. It should be noted that all

postsecondary vocational technical centers in State 1 are state run and

receive state funds as their primary source of income.

In earlier years, the center did

Disadvantaged funds and used them for an instructor

a counselor for handicapped and disadvantaged stu

Gocdwill Industries provided the match.
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There are no community colleges in R1A. At the postsecondary level,

vocational education is provided at one area vocational school which serves

both secondary ani postsecondary students. The center received $3,903 in

Handicapped funds and $16,920 in Disadvantaged funds in 1986-87. Reporting

and/or *--counting problems categorizing the funds caused the institution ro

have to return them to the state. No data were available on 1987-88

allocations.

In 1986-87, the postsecondary vocational technical center in R18

received $1,859 in Handicapped funds which it combined with $10,857 in

Disadvantaged funds to provide aides in vocational education classrooms.

In recent years all NA Handicapped funds at the community college

in 02 have been allocated to a program that provides comprehensive services

for handicapped students. The program provides academic and personal

counseling as well as staff support and handicapped specific services. The

latter services range from note-taking to special computers for the physically

disabled. In 1987-88, the Handicapped grant amounted to $56,900. Of this

amount, $2,400 was spent on supplemental basic skills; $13,000 was used for

remedial development; $5,000 purchased hardware and software; $12,500 funded a

special counselor for handicapped students; and $24,000 paid for a counselor

to track services. While the number of students using the facility was not

available, it is estimated that there were approximately 2,200 handicapped

students at the community college in 1987-88.

The nearest postsecondary institution available to 82 is the one

described above in 02.

There is one community college in R2. In 1987-18 the $22,204

Handicapped allocation was used to support counselors to recruit, identify,

and interview disabled students; to assist them in program selection; and co

identify equipment and services that will facilitate access.

03 contains both a community college and a large vocational

technical center. In 1987-88, the community college received a Handicapped

grant in the amount of $10,000 which was used primarily to fund tutoring and

handicapped specific services, such as brailling and interpreting. About 300

students receive such services each year through an award-winning center.

Most handicapped students receive the bulk of their services at the beginning
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of each year until they are settled in classes. Other handicapped students,

for instance deaf and/or blind students, continue to receive services

throughout the year. A fairly large portion of the Perkins allocation was

spent for interpreters for deaf students. In 1986-37 the college spent

approximately $55,000 in Perkins and other funds for interpreting, employing

12 interpreters for 15 deaf students, most of whom are in vocational programs.

Hard:capped students self-identify.

A wide array of services is provided at the vocational technical

center in 03, which serves over 30,000 srudento annually. No breakdown of

services funded by Handicapped and Disadvantaged grants separately was

available. However, documents provided by the center indicate that the

Handicapped grant ($59,941) and the Disadvantaged grants ($86,781) together

funded an assessment lab that includes academic and vocational testing and

counseling. A communication and study skills program is also offered at she

assessment lab. The program offers a ser4es of presentations designed to help

students identify areas where they need improve their communications and

study skills, and to help them make those improvements. Additional support

services for handicapped and disadvantaged students itclude tutoring,

computer-assisted instruction, adult basic education, and remedial classes in

subjects related to the student's vocational classes (e.g, remedial mach for a

student whose goal is electronics). There are 13 tutorial assistants - -eight

professionals and five peer tutors. For handicapped students, there is also a

special counselor wit') works ;i1th the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation,

Workmen's Cnmpensation and the private s4w7or. Programs and equipment are

also modified for handicapped students, as needed. Additionally, Perkins

funds transitional counseling and feedback for all vocational students.

The center did not provide statistics on the number of handicapped

students using the programs or at the institution. Handicapped student are

identified by alsessments. Students may request assessment or be referred for

assessment upon registration, or once in classes. Handicapped students are

often identified upon registration by the fact that they come in to register

with a parent or counselor, or are under contract with an outside agency. This

signals the registrar to have them assessed.
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to 1987-88 the community college in S3 received $20,010 in

Handicapped funds. The allAcation was used to provide assessment, tutoring,

and counseling services fcr handicapped students. Upon entering the college,

all students are assessed in basic skills unless they hold a degree. In

addition to the basic skills assessment, handicapped students, who are sel

identified take the career agility placement survey and a learning styles

inventory.

There is one community ccillege in 13, which has not received I/A

funds in recent years, if ever. Very few handicapped student are enrolled in

the college.

There are five postsecondary institutions that provide vocational

education in U4: one community college, two vocational/technical centers and

two adult chools. Information is available for one vocational technical

center, which is the largest institution of its kind in State 4. At that

center almost half of the $69,000 Handicapped grant was used to support aides

in vocational classrooms in 1987-88. Approximately $10,000 eacli vas used for

curriculum modification and consultants, and the remaining $15,000 funded

guidance, assessment, and job placement activities. According to personnel at

:he center, Perkins is the center's only source of funds for handicapped stu-

dents which comprise about one percent of the institution's population.

S4, which comprises an entire county of 644 square miles, contains

the fastest growing community college in State 4. Most of the students at the

community college in this affluent area seek associate degrees, rather tnan

certificates, and transfer to four-year colleges. About 30Z of the school's

5,000 students are in vocational programs. In 1987-88, the 533,000

Handicapped grant received by the college was used to provide visually

impaired vocational students with necessary equipment for mainstreaming. There

were five blind students dt the college that year.

There is a regional postsecondary institution in al' that serves four

counties. The school received no Handicapped funds in 1987-88. No reasons

were offered.

The community college system it US comprises eight community

colleges. Information on the amounts and uses of Perkins funds by the colleges

was very difficult to obtain from US college staff. No breakdown of



Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds was provided, and during different

conversations, college staff (including the Director of Fiscal Affairs)

indicated that the Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds received in 1987-88

were $3.2 million, $2.5 million, and 51 million.

Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds are allocated to each of the

eight colleges by formula. During the site visit, college staff indicated

that a variety of programs for special populations were partially funded by

Perkins IIA. The Career Guidance Center acts as a guidance resource to school

districts, postsecondary institutios and other agencies that deliver guidance

services, and also provides direct services to out-of-school youth. The

Cooperative Education Program/Early School Leavers program provides for-credit

work cooperative education classes and work exreriences related to students'

career goals. The Early School Leavers program also has a basic skills

component.

The Center for Disabi.ed Student Services is an umbrella program

whose mission is to provide access for all physically and developmentally

disabled students. The Center includes the Special Needs Program, which

offersa variety of services. Among the services provided are vocational and

academic assessment, vocational guidance, classroom aides and advisors who

advise teachers on how to work more effectively with disadvantaged and

disabled students in the classroom, and referrals to campus and community

resources. Disability-related services such as notetakers, readers, and

recordings for tae blind are also available for handicapped students.

According to a document published by the colleg%, tutors are available for any

student who needs them to succeed with vocational training.

Also part of the Canter are the Vocational Training Programs for the

Developmentally Disabled and the Learni'i for Life Skills Programs, which

receive funding from at least one other source in addition to Perkins. The

former program consists of a classroom component 'including pre-employment

skills and job readiness, and hands-on training in food service, hotel

services hospital services, maintenance /laundry services and clerical

services. On the job training takss place at a university, a bank, and two

hotels. The goal of the program is to prepare handicapped students for
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competitive, unsubsidized employment. The latter program provides Adult Basic

Education and independent living skills for the developmentally disabled.

Pre-employmint skills are covered in the independent living skills component.

While college staff indicated that all of the above listed programs

received Perkins funds, a document from the college which lists sources of

funding for each program does not mention Perkins at all. In order to be

certain of the funding of each program, a call was made to the Director of

Financial Affairs some mov..hs after the site visit. During the telephone

conversation, the Director indicated that he thought that the college received

only $1 million in Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds, and used the entire

amount to fund tutorial services th!ough the Center for Disabled Student Serv-

ices. Thus, both the specific level of funding and the use of the funds

remains unclear.

There were 173 handicapped students at the community college in S5A

in 1987-88. In that same year, the college received a grant in the amount of

$25,000 for Handicapped, Disadvantaged and LEP combined, which it used to fund

tutors, notetakers and student aides. The college anticipated that the

Handicapped and Disadvantaged grants would be increased to $89,000 the

following year. The additional funds were to be used to develop a library

containing useful materials for special populations.

S58 contains a community college and an area vocational school which

servls bot. secondary student's and postsecondary students. Grant amounts and

services provided at the area vocational school are described in the section

on services at the secondary level. At the community college the grant was

used to fund a Special Needs Coordinator who worked with disadvantaged

students providing assessment, guidance and counseling, and brokering tutoring

assistance.

The community college in U6 received a Handicapped allocation of

$17,000 in 1987-88 which it used CC, fund support services for approximately

itiO handicapped students.



An area vocational school in the city nearest 56 received

approximately $33,000 in Handicapped funds in 1987-88. Fifty percent of this

allocation was spent on aides and staff for separate vocational classes for

handicapped students. No information was provided on the use of the other 50%

of the funds.

In 1987-88 the postsecondary area vocational school in 16 combined

its Handicapped and nisadvantaged grants for a total of $22,000. The funds

were used to pay the salary of a teacher in the learning skills center, which

provides remedial instruction in math and reading. Eligibility for

remediation is determined by low scores on a basic skills test which is

administered at the beginning of the year. Those students needing remedial

assistance attend the Learning Skills Center daily for one hour of remedial

instruction. Approximately 87 handicapped and disadvantaged students used the

center in 1987-88. There were 16 handicapped student/ at the institution.

Two community colleges serve the city of U7 with others located in

the larger suburban area. Data were provided for one of the urban

Institutions. There were 303 handicapped students at the college in 1987-

88. Of these 55 were mobility impaired, 10 were visually impaired, 10 hearing

impaired, 40 cardiovascular disabled, 8 neurological disabled, 20 respiratory

disabled, 50 emotionally disabled, 200 learning disabled, and 10 had other

disabilities. There has been a moderate increase in handicapped students in

recent years.

Until 1987-88 State 7 had ruled that community colleges were

ineligible for Handicapped funds. This was changed for the 1987-88 year

without consulting with community college officials. The college in U7 was

then surprised to receive approximately $40,000 in Handicapped funds. As

determined by state formula, $30,000 went for training and $10,000 for

guidance. These funds are to be administered separately according to state

policy. The training funds went for competency based reading, study skills

work, and tutorial services. The guidance funds were used for planning

support services, developing an orientation program for handicapped students,

and providing small group sessions.

As described in the section on secondary -Level services, t,

regional vocational technical center in 57, which served secondary and

postsecondary students, received $8,000 in Handicapped funds which it combined
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with $10,000 in Disadvantaged funds to pay for a Special Ed/Culinary Arts

teacher. Thirty-six handicapped students took these classes. The numbers of

secondary and postsecondary handicapped students in the classes were not

provided.

In 1987-88 the community college in R7 received no Handicapped

funds.

The community college in US serves approximately 20,000 students,

50S of whom are in technology oriented courses. Approximately 8,000 students

are enrolled in industry- specific training. In 1987-88 the college received a

Handicapped grant of $18,000 which was used primarily for counseling services.

In 1987-d8 the community college in RSA had an enrollment of

approximately 1,800 students. Sixty percent of the total student enrollment

was in vocational programs. A Handicapped grant of $6,":2 was used to hire

part-time staff to buy release time for an individual to develop a three-year

plan for a pilot program for students with learning disabilities. The program

will help learning disabled students in high school learn about the community

college, start to plan their courses and prepare to attend the college. The

goal of the program is to bring learning disabled students to the college and

neap them have a smooth transition. Links are being developed with feeder

high schools to identify Learning disabled students who may want to go to :he

community college. As of the site visit, there were 10 students in the

program.

The community college in R88 anticipated receipt of a $36,669 grant

for 1988. The funds were used for recruitment, orientation, aptitude and

interest assessments, exploration of career goals. Handicap specific

services, such as notetakers, readers, scribes and interpreters for students

who are not eligible for Office of Vocational Rehabilitation services were

also provided. Counseling and tutoring are also available but are funded

mostly by other sources. A career night at a nearby four-year university was

also sponsored by the program.

Perkins eligible students are actively recruited at all three

campuses of the community college. In 1987-88, some 30,000 letters were sent

to social service recipients, counselors visited churches, high schools, and

hospitals in minority areas of the community as part of the recruitment



effort. The college in 188 differs from other postsecondary institutions in

the sample in that once students are recruited by the Perkins funded efforts,

they become "Perkins students." Their progress is followed carefully, and

they have routine individual sessions with a counselor each year to discuss

progress. Students are also followed-up for one year after graduation.

Handicapped students are defined as anyone having a physical, mental

or learning disability as determined by the counselor for disabled students.

For the 1986-87 year, approximately 280 students were identified as

handicapped.

No information was available on Perkins programs for handicapped

students postsecondary institutions in State 9.

POSTSECONDARY LEVEL: PERKINS DISADVANTAGED FUNDS

Identification of Postsecondary Disadvantaged Students

Of the 27 communities in our sample, we have some information about

the use of Perkins Disadvantaged funds at the postsecondary level in 20

communities. All 20 communities targeted Perkins Disadvantaged services on

the academically disadvantaged students. Eight of these institutions (U3, S3,

U4, $4, 14, F6, U7, and 117) administer basic skills Nests to enrollees and

have cut off scores (e.g., 3 years below average, below the 25th percentile?

:0 determine who is in need of basic skills remediation.

Of the 20 sample institutions, three postsecondary institutIons

(SSA, S4, and 12) specifically included the economically disadvantaged as par:

of their target group for Perkins services. In another throe cases (U8, S8,

and U7) services for Limited-English proficioAt students were also supported

by Perkins.

In the section that follows, the use of Perkins Disadvantaged funds

is described for eaci postsecondary institution in our sample for which we

have information. Where levels of funding and numbers of students served were

known, these data have been included. As in the earlier sections on

handicapped services, institutions are grouped by state and are presented in

order of urban, suburban, and rural communities,
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Services for the Disadvantaged Funded by Fe-kins

As stated in the above section on Handicapped, the postsecondary

vocational technical center in Ui declined to receive approximately $9,000 in

Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds because it was unable to match the funds.

The postsecondary institution in PIA returned $16,920 in

Disadvantaged funds to the state in 1986-87 due to reporting and/or accounting

problems categorizing the funds.

In 1986-87, the postsecondary vocational technical center in 1118

received $10,857 in Disadvantaged funds which it combined with $1,859 in

Handicapped funds to provide aides in vocational education classrooms.

While the community college in U2 is Located in a central urban

neighborhood, the college also runs a vocational training center in an

economically depressed area. The goal of the center is to retrain displaced

employees or to train new entrants to the labor market. Entry and exit are

open at the center which offers non-credit classes during the daytime in six-

hoUr blocks. There is no tuition or registration fee, except for third-party

referrals whose tuition is paid by the referring agency. Programs offered are

Auto Mechanics, Body and Fender, Clerical Training, and Maintenance Mechan:,c.

All classes require that a student not score below the fourth grade Level on a

short English placement test. Enrollment at the center was about 250 in .987-

88. The college used its entire Disadvantaged grant to assist in the funding

of the center: $89,000 was used for instructors' salaries while $35,000 went

for other costs such as counseling and assessment.

The postsecondary institution in U2 is the nearest one available to

52.

Disadvantaged students comprise a large proportion of the student

body at the community college in R2. In 1987-38 the college used about half

of its $38,610 Disadvantaged grant to support a financial aid specialist to

recruit, enroll, and retain disadvantaged students. The ocher half was used

to pay peer advisors to assist in recruiting and retaining the students and to

provide counseling and academic follow-up services.
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The community college in U3 received $100,000 in Disadvantaged funds

in 1987-88. The majority of the funds were used for tutoring with a smaller

component used for ccunseling. Perkins funds supported tutors who assisted

students with acquiring skills that are specific to vocational programs, while

a state funded lab provided tutoring in basic skills.

All students are given a basic skills assessment upon entry to the

college unless they have completed at least one year of college or have an

ACT/SAT score above the 35th percentile. Students whose scores indicate they

are three years below grade level on the basic skills assessment, and students

who are failing, expected to fail or whose employability is in jeopardy are

considered academically disadvantaged. A brochure from the vocational center

states that all vocational students "who have difficulty with basic skills,

struggle taking tests or completing other course requirements, or need help in

choosing a job or career" qualify for supplemental services.

In the last five years the proportion of students in the vocational

center in U3 who are economically disadvantaged has increased; however, the

institution did not provide counts of such individuals.

In 1987-88 the community college in 53 received $93,770 in

Disadvantaged funds. The allocation was used to provide assessment. tutoring,

and counseling services for disadvantaged students. Upon entering the

college, all students are assessed in basic skills unless they hold a degree.

Academically disadvantaged students are identified by their placement on the

assessment. In addition to the basic skills assessment, disadvantaged

students take the career ability placement survey and a leArnIng styles

inventory. Economically disadvantaged students are identified through

financial aid procedures.

While a sizeable proportion of the student body at the community

college in R3 was disadvantaged, the institution received no Disadvantaged

funds in 1987-88. No reason was indicated; however, it is possible that the

institution chose to pursue funding in other categories. It wrote several

successful proposals for Adult funds.

The vocational technical center in IJA received $182,000 in

Disadvantaged funds in 1987-88; however it returned over $100,000 because the

funds were received "too late," according to center staff. The primary use of

a
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the funds was for the maintenance of a remedial lab, a somewhat smaller amount

supported teacher in a career exploration lab, and approximately 15Z was used

for aides in vocational courses.

The remedial Lab is part of a state initiative and provides a

computerized individualized learning progra.n designed to increase basic skills

of academically disadvantaged students. Students are selected as follows:

Basic skills testing is required for all postsecondary adult students enrolled

in vocational programs lasting a minimum of 450 hours. If a student falls

below a minimum level of competency (defined separately for each program) he

or she must demonstrate competency at the corresponding level before receiving

a certificate. Students who fall well below the minimum competency level for

their program of interest are encouraged to attend the remedial lab full-time

before beginning the vocational program; students who fall below standards but

not overwhelmingly, typically split their time between the vocational course

and the lab.

Approximately 30Z of the center's students were considered

academically disadvantaged 1987-88. Most of such students received services

in the remedial lab. No figures are available for the numbers of students

served by the career exploration lab or the aides.

The community college in S4 used $38,300 of its $82.600

Disadvantaged grant to recruit economically disadvantaged students. The

Perkins-funded recruitment efforts have increased the proportion of such

students attending the college in recent years. The number of disadvantaged

females enrolling in office occupations programs has shown a particularly

large increase. The remaining $44,300 of the grant is used for a remedial

program for academically disadvantaged students, who are identified on the

basis of not meeting state mandated minimum competencies in basic skills.

In 1987-88 the R4's regional vocational technical center received a

Disadvantaged grant in the amount of $134,000. Of this amount $60,000 was

used to operate a remedial lab, $30,000 funded an outreach and recruitment

program targeted at high school dropouts, and $24,000 paid the salary of an

aide in the Commercial Food Preparation Class. The remedial lab is part of

the same state initiative chat was described for U4 above. Outreach and

recruitment take place as the program coordinator is notified by high schools

of any student who has not attended school for three consecutive days without
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an explanation. The coordinator attempts to track down such students and

persuade them to enter the CED program at the vocational center. Individuals

between 14 and 21 years cf age are eligible. When enrolled at the center stu-

dents receive counseling at least once every other week, and financial

assistance. The coordinator works with a variety of local agencies (JTPA,

,elfare, etc.) to secure additional support services for eligible clients.

Students are encouraged to get vocational training along with the CED.

For a description of funds and services at the community college in

U5, see the section above on postsecondary service for the handicapped.

Services for disadvantaged students in S5A have already been

described in the section on services for the handicapped. In 1987-88, there

were approximately 2,500 disadvantaged students at the college. Economically

disadvantaged students were defined as students receiving Pell grants. The

definition of academic disadvantage was not provided.

In 1987-88 a Special Needs Coordinator wno worked with disadvantaged

students, providing assessment, guidance and counseling, and brokered tutoring

services was funded by Perkins at the community college in S58. A $12,400

Disadvantaged grant at the area vocational schooL0 which serves both secondary

and postsecondary students, was used to fund classroom. aides, guidance and

assessment, and modified curriculum materials.

The community college in U6 received a Disadvantaged allocation )f

$79,800 in 1987-88 which it used to fund a learning resource center. The

center was used by approximately 2,300 disadvantaged students during the

course of the year.

The regional vocational technical center in the city adjacent to S6

received a Disadvantaged allocation of $1C1,500 in 1987-88. Approximately 75%

of that amount was spent on aides and staff for separate vocational classes.

No further information was provided on the use of the grant.

The total amount of Perkins Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds

received by R6 in 1987-88 was $22,000. Funds were used to provide basic

skills remediation in a Learning center used by approximately 87 students

during the year. Eligibility for remedial services is determined by low
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scores on a basic skills test which is administered at the beginning of the

year. Those students needing remedial assistance attend the Learning Skil's

Center daily for one hour of remedial instruction.

At the community college in U7 for which information was provided

over the Last five academic years, nearly 67% of the entering student

population scored below the 50th percentile in reading comprehension

examinations. Over 44% scored below the 25th percentile. In math, 76%

placed below the 50th percentile while 56% placed below the 25th percentile.

In recent years there has been a large increase in the numbers of academically

disadvantaged students at the college.

Economically disadvantaged students are defined by the college as

students who receive financial assistance. In 1987-88 approximately 33% of

the students qualified for student aid: about 16% received Pell grants and

about 17% received state student scholarship grants. Nearly 75% of the

student population is employed or seeking employment.

In 1986-87, the college received approximately $107,000 in

Disadvantaged funds, including LEP funds. Disadvantaged funds have been used

by the college for the Advising Center because so much of the student

population met the definition of Perkins. The Center provides year-round

services including career awareness, career decisionmaking, and career

placement. Counseling services are stepped-up during the first six to nine

weeks of school, when dropout rates are highest.

In State 7, LEP allocations must be expended in total or in part

prior to receiving a Disadvantaged allocation. At the community college in

1987-88, LEP monies in U7 were used to fund in part an ESL electronics program

and an ESL clinical assisting program. The ESL electronics program is a one-

year certificate program enrolling some 38 studentsprimarily Vietnamese and

Cambodian. Since its inception in 1982 Perkins funding has provided the most

consistent dollars to level out other monies, such as Refugee Resettlement

funds and JTPA funds. The program developed out of business and industry

demand for more trained (but not professional level) workers.
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As described in the secondary-level section, the area vocational
school in S7, which served secondary and postsecondary students, received
$10,000 in Disadvantaged funds which it combined with $8,000 in Handicapped
funds in 1987-88. The grant was used to pay for a Special Ed/Culinary Arts
teacher.

In 1987-88 the community college in R7 received a Disadvantaged
grant of approximately $22,000. The monies were used to fund the Learning
Center, which offers basic skills remediation to students entering the college
who fall below the 25th percentile on an admission test or who pass the test
but feel they can benefit from the remediation. Some 60% of the students were
served by the Center.

The community college in U8 used its Disadvantaged grant to provide
special counseling, supplemental tutorials, and cross-cultural orientation for
LEP students.

In 1987-88 the community college in SS received approximately
$36,000 in Disadvantaged, LEP, Single Parent and Adult funds. The exact
amount of each individual grant was not provided. The Disadvantaged grant was

used to fund an outreach network to let people throughout the community know

about offerings in the community college. Iu addition to holding workshops.
the college reaches the population through other community contacts, such as a
booth in a shopping mall.

LEP funds were used for a non-credit communication prTiram for

Hispanics, which is part of a larger State- and locally-funded project for
displaced homemakers. The larger program provides individuals a training
period to assess skills and interests, Learn about educational and training
opportunities in the community, and set goals. In the prior five years, 300
students graduated through the displaced homemakers project.

Also in S8, Combined Disadvantaged/Adult/Single Parent funds were
used to fund the Collebora,:ve Career Learning Program in which student learn

career skills in fields in which jobs are available Locally. Students learn
basic career skills at job sites without pay. The program requires
collaboration with Local businesses and is popular with re-entry and

dislocated workers.
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The proposed Disadvantaged grant for 1988 at the community college

in R8 was $129,290. Each year a particular number of disadvantaged students

are recruited. Those who enroll at the college become "Perkins students" and

are cracked on a computerized database. Services include orientation,

assessment, guidance, tutoring and follow-up activities.

SERVICES SUPPORTED BY PERKINS: ADULT, SINGLE PARENT/HOMEMAKER, AND SEX EQUITY

This section of the report presents information on the set asides

related to Adialts, Single Parent/Homemaker, and Sex Equity. Descriptions of

activities supported by these funds are presented for each community in our

sample. The communities are grouped by state, as in earlier presentations,

however, secondary and postsecondary activities are described together.

Unlike the Disadvantaged and Handicapped monies, the legislation

does not provide an intrastate formula for distributing the funds for any of

these three categories. Prior to describing the Perkins-supported services at

the local level, each set of community descriptions is preceded by a brief

summary 05 the way in which their state distributes the Adult, Single Parent,

and Sex Equity funds. State decisions are reviewed about the relative amounts

of each setaside given to the secondary versus the postsecondary Levels and

the method of distribution (i.e., by a state-generated formula or by a Request

for Proposal competition).

Perkins Adult funds ac the secondary level were spent in only a

third of the communities visited and usually supported general vocational

education purposes. At the postsecondary level, on the other hand, Perkins

Adult funds were most frequently use for specific training programs (e.g.,

cashier, hotel/motel management, Licensed Practical Nurse). In two instances,

funds were used for general evening classes. Singular uses cf adult funds

were found for counselors, aides in a learning skills lab, tuition aid, and

equipment.

Child care was the most frequently cited use of Single Parent/

domemaker funds and sometimes was the only source of assistance for child

care. Perkins funds going for child care, however, were very small. Tuition

assistance and counseling were also frequent expenses. In addition, in five
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institutions, Single Parent/Homemaker funds were to support operating programs

for single parents (e.g., word processing bookkeeping, and a program to learn

career skills at job sites).

Perkins Sex Equity funds usually supported workshops, brochures, and

recruitment activities. Three operating programs were supported: ufte to

teach marketing skills to women in cottage industries, another in word

processing, and a third in fire arms training for women who woLlc: like a

career in Law enforcement.

Allocation Procedures in State

In State 1, Perkins Adult funds are distributed through a proposal

writing process. Only postsecondary area vocational schools may apply for

funds and almost all applicants are funded.

The Single Parent/Displaced Homemaker, restricted co postsecondary

area vocational schools, are used to support ten centers. Funds not used for

the centers are used for child care and transportation at the schools. Sex

Equity funds at the state level are distributed by RFP for secondary and

postsecondary institutions.

Use of Funds at the Local Level in State 1

The postsecondary vocational technical school in Ul receives about

$32,000 in Adult monies. It is used to support a cashier program and a

hotel/motel management program. These are onesemester programs that provide

training/retraining for adults.

The postsecondary area vocational school receives $50,384 in Single

Parent/Homemaker funds. The funds are used to support child care,

transportation, and some tuition assistance.

Of the $28,241 the institution receives for Sex Equity, 26Z is used

to recruit students into nontraditional fields, 40% is used on staff :o

provide programs in nontraditional fields, 17% Cf,r child

counseling and career development, and 9% for sex equity scholarships.



The postsecondary area vocational school in R18 received only Sex

Equity funds and no Adult or Single Parent/Homemaker funds. The $7,000 in Sex

Equity money was used to support a program to help 80 women in cottage

industries market their products and keep accurate accounts.

The postsecondary area vocational school in 11A received only Sex

Equity funds amounting to $4,000. The monies were used to fund 25 percent of

a staff position to support activities in recruitment, counseling and in

service.

Allocation Procedures in State 2

In State 2, Perkins Adult, Single Parent, and Sex Equity funds are

split evenly between the secondary and postsecondary levels. Advat funds go

out on a Request for Proposal (RFP) basis at the secondary level and focus on

guidance /counseling, innovative programs, support services, moderhizltion of

equipment, and programs with verified labor market needs. At the post-

secondary level, each community college receives $5,000 and the remainder is

distributed by formula.

Single Parent funds are distributed by formula and some special

grants at the secondary level. Of the $1.8 million, over one-half million

dollars goes to minority districts and another half million is used for

curriculum development. At the postsecondary level each community college

receives a mirimum of $3000 and the remainder is distributed by formula. :± a

community college has Single Parent funds, it must also accept Sex Equity

iunds.

Sex Equity funds are allocated at the secondary level such that

districts receive a minimum of $1500 with the remainder based on formula.

Similarly community colleges each receive a $2000 minimum and the remainder is

determined by a formula. The state does not allow Zex Equity funds, to be used

to buy equipment and 61 of the funds must be used for guidance and counseling.

Use of Funds at the Local Level in State 2

In :he urban community State 2, the school district in U2

received no Adult funds, $10,500 in Single Parent/Homemaker funds, and $3,500

in Sex Equity funds. The Single Parent monies were used to put on workshops
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jointly with the area vocational center, which does not receive any Perkins

funds. The Sex Equity funds were used to develop brochures cc raise awareness

of sex equity issues.

At the postsecondary level in U2, the community college received

$83,000 in Adult funds. One fourth of this money was used to purchase

instructional equipment for vocational training and three-fourths was used to

help support the vocational training center for disadvantaged adults located

off campus in a downtown area. The tuition-free center has open entry/open

exit policies and offers classes in six hour blocks *ach day. Approximately

200 to 300 students are enrolled in the center in an average day.

Of the $18,000 of Single Parent /Homemaker funds received by the

community college in U2, $6,000 is used to support a career counselor and

$2,000 is used to support the career center. The community college in U2

received $10,700 in Sex Equity funds. Nearly half of these funds are used to

support workshop and the remainder is used for brochure devolopmenc and

produ'tion on topics such as sexual harassment.

The school district in the suburban community in St.ar.e 2 (S2)

received the following amounts of Perkins funds: Adult - $5,500; Single

Parent - $5,800; and Sex Equity - $1,800. The Adult funds are used to support

the adult school operated by the district, which offers a business certificate

pro,iram. A day are center for the children of single parents is operated on

one of the high school campuses. It is funded partly by Perkins. Sex Equity

funds were used for books and supplies, workshops for teachers, and to support

travel to conferences. The workshop* have focused on how teachers can

encourage females to take nontraditional classes.

The closest community college to 32 is the one located in U2, which

was described above.

The rural community of 0.2 received no Adulc'funds at the secondary

level, $7,500 in Single Parent funds, and $1,800 in Sex Equity funds. These

monies are being used to conduct workshops on how to recruit students into

nontraditional occupations.

At the community college in 112, the Perkins Adult monies, totaling

$25,000 were used to support instructional aides in the learning skilLs

laboratory. Nearly two-thirds of the Single Parents monies ($16,083) were
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used to provide partial support for a re-entry program specialist. This

individual estaolished the re - entry program in 1984 when it served 48

people. In 1986, 400 people used the program's services. The program helps

returning or new students 25 years old or older, the majority of whom are

female. Program services include assistance with finding child care.

purchasing text books, housing, transportation, financial aid, and counselin3.

Allocation Procedures in State 3

In State 3, the distribution of Adult, Single Parent/Homemaker, and

Sex Equity funds differs frow one another. Adult funds are restricted to the

community colleges and are allocated on the basis of a formula with a small

amount being reserved to fund two RIPS. Single Parent/Homemaker funds go cc'

postsecondary institutions and community based organizations. The RIP process

is used to allocate Sex Equity monies amoug secondary and postseconiary

institutions.

Use of Funds at the Local Level in State 3

In 113 the school district received $5,900 in Sex Equity funds, which

were used to recruit females into nontraditional programs and to conduct

workshops for faculty on awareness. The district did not receive Adult or

Single Parent funds.

A fully-accredited four-year adult high school is operateu '.ry the

urban school district in U3. It serves over 30,000 adult students each year

and all classes are open entry/open exit. Perkins Adult funds are used to

support some of the instructional offerings at the adult school, but documents

did not allow us to determine which ones. Single Parent/Homemaker funds are

used to pay for child care vouchers for teen parents in vocational education

who are not pursuing high school diplomas. These funds also support academic

and vocational assessment for those students as well as life skills

workshops. Sex Equity funds ($70,000) were used to fund a career fair and to

support the counseling into nontraditional areas of females at zhe time of

registration.

At the community college in U3, Single Parent/Homemaker funds were

used to support a program for 400 single parents who live in subsidized

housing projects. The program offer:A Easc track (intensive for a short
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duration) certificate programs in word processing and other fields. The Sex

Equity funds were used to support fast-track courses on campus in word

processing.

In the suburban community, 53, the school district received no

Adult, Single Parent, or Sex Equity funds. The district has submitted

proposals for sex equity monies but has aever been successful.

The community college in 33 received no Perkins Adult monies. It

did have a continuation Single Parent grant of $9,200 to support its Women's

Center, and a Sex Equity grant of $22,800 used to recruit "omen into high

technology fields.

In the rural community of 93, the school district did not receive

Adult, Single Parent/Homemaker or Sex Equity funds. At the postsecondary

level the community college received $32,000 of Perkins funds that mresents
bath Adult and Single Parent/Homemaker fundl. (The college was not positive

about the specific category'of Perkins funds. It may be entirely Single

Parent funds.) These monies were used to support a program for farm women.

This program operated in four regions throughout the state and was part of a

state-level initiative. The program offered seminars for farm women affected

by the farm crisis. Perkins funds were also used to teach home business

courses to individuals operating cottage industries. The. instruction was

available at several off campus sites.

Allocation Procedures in State

In State 4, Adult funds of over $3 million are distributed by the

state in two ways. A portion of the funds are given to 10 centers in

community colleges ($650,000) and for industry services ($369,000). The

remainder (except for the $350,000 in Adult funds Llocated for the

incarcerated) is distributed by formula based on the number of adulLs and

number of unemployed. Districts and community colleges must write prvposals

describing how they will spend r_11 funds in order to receive them.

About 12Z of the Single oarent funds of $2 million and 27Z of tne

Sex equity funds of $900,000 are used to support coordinators statewide. The

remaining monies are distributed on the basis of formula to those eligible
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recipients willing to write proposals describing the use of these funds. In

both the Single Parent and Sex Equity categories, there are large amounts of

unspent funds because agencies failed to submit proposals.

Use of Funds at the Local Level in State 4

At the secondary Level in community U4, the district does not

receive Perkins funds for Adults, Single Parents, or Sex Equity. At the

postsecondary level, the community college receives $129,000 of Perkins Adult

funds. These dollars are merged with the general operating budget of the

institution and are marked for recruitment activities. The Sex Equity monies

($70,000) and the Single Parent/Zomemaker funds ($68,000) are combined to

support a firearm training program targeted at women who would like a career

in Law enforcement. The goal of the program is to increase the physical

strength of the participants so that they can accurately fire a rifle.

In community 84, the school district does not receive Adult funds.

It did not prepare a proposal for the estimated $3,000 of Sex Equity funds it

would have received and it turned over its Single Parent funds to the

community college.

The community college used the Single Parent/Homemaker funds

($27,500 including Lae money from the school district) to support a program

that recruits and counsels single parents and displaced homemakers and funds

child care, tuition, and other expenses. Perkins Adult funds ($57,000) are

used to purchase equipment updates for the data processing program.

In the rural community R4, we were unable to determine the amount of

Adult, Single Parent, or See Equity funds received at the secondary or

postsecondary levels. The individuals who would be able to provide t!-:is

information were unavailable.

Allocation Procedures in State 5

In State 5, Perkins Adult monies are restricted to the postsecondary

level. Funds are distributed by formula and are to be used for inplant

training and retraining of employees.



Single Paretic/Homemaker funds are distributed by REP with a total of

52 awards ranging from 05,000 to $90,000. The Sex Equity funds are also

distributed by REP, and the 106 awards range in size from $800 to $85,000.

Use of Funds at the Local Level in State 5

In US, the school district does not receive Adult, Single Parent, or

Sex Equity funds. The community college operates a Displaced Homemaker Center

partially funded by Ferkins. The purpose of the Center is to assist displaced

homemakers to become socially and economically independent and self-supporting

through development of a plan. Students are provided individual and group

guidance, individual skills evaluation, a pre-employment skills workshop,

advise and referral to education and training and employment referral,

placement and follow-up.

The community of SSA receives no Adult Perkins funds. The :ommunity

college combines its Single Parent/Displaced Homemaker funds with its Sex

Equity funds (a total of $10,000), to pay part of the salary for a staff

coordinator. The coordinator was involved with staff development and

curriculum development and in the development of articulation agreements with

secondary schools.

The schools in community S58 receive no Adult, Single Parent/

Homemaker, or Sex Equity funds.

Allocation Procedures in State 6

In State 6, the process fe)t. distributing Adult funds is unclear.

There is a stritewide match using State Department of Commerce funds and

others. Adulr, Single Parent and Sex Equity funds are all distributed on the

basis of "JP. School districts as well as postsecondary institutions are

eligib7.0 to apply.

Use of Funds at the Local Level in State 6

In the communities visited in State E, we were able to gather very

little information about the Adult, Single Parent, and Sex Equity set

asides. In U6, the area vocational school offers vocational training at both

the secondary and postsecondary level. Sixty percent of the student body is

*,
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postsecondary. The area vocational school uses its Single Parent allocation

to provide child care assistance and tuition grants. Nothing is known about

whether the institution receives any of the other setasides. The director of

the area vocational school provided a minimal amount of information for the

study.

In S6, the area vocational ,chool received $12,121 in Single Parent

funds which were used to provide an aide in the classroom. Site

administrators did not know the rationale for the use of the money in this

manner. The district and postsecondary area vocational school in the S6

sample received no Adult or Sex Equity funds, as far as we are able to

determine.

In SA, the area vocational school received $6,200 in Sex Equity

funds and $13,613 in Single Parent funds. These funds were used for tuition

assistance, books, transportation and child care. Sixteen single parents

received child care assistance.

Allocation Procedures in State 7

State 7 restricts Adult, Single Parent, and Sex Equity funds to

dirferent types of institutions. Only those institutions chat have at least 5

state-funded vocatione education programs (excluding business, home

economics, and industrial arts) may submit proposals to the state for Adult

funds. All funds were spent by area vocational schools. Singl-z Parent monies

are given only to community colleges through formula and cImpetition. In

State 7, only school districts are allowed to compete for Sex Equity funds. A

total of 14 Sex Equity projects were funded involving $475,000 altogether.

Use of the Funds at the Local Level in State 7

In the large urban community of 117, the school district received a

$50,000 Sex Equity grant. The funds were used to provide 2,000 eighth- grade,

at-risk students with equity counseling and high school planning with an

emphasis on nontraditional opportunities. The district personnel did not

indicate that it had received any Adult funds.
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At the postsecondary level, the community college in U7 has a 2-

semester single parent program with, an enrollment of 30 single parents. This

Perkins-supported program ($142,295) is designed to prepare students to work

in industry and business to coordinate computer utilization services. To date

it has a 100 percent placement rate.

In suburban S7, neither the school district nor the area vocational

school received Adult, Single Parent, or Sex Equity funds.

In 17, the district completed a three-year Sex Equity project the

year prior to the study, but received no Sex Equity funds during the study

year. At the postsecondary level, the community college received a Single

Parent/Homemaker grant of $39,230, which was used for a computer aided

bookkeeping project for welfare mothers attempting to re-enter the work force.

Allocation Procedures in State 8

State 8 distributes its $5 million of Adult funds by formula with a

small amount going out by aFP. Two-thirds of the money is allocated to the

secondary level and the remaining one-third to the postsecondary level.

Sex Equity fund are distributed in two ways. At the secondary Level

the one milliu.s dollars in Sox Equity funds are allocated by formula. The

one-half million dollars at the postsecondary level is distributed by aFP.

Formula allocations range from $1200 to $600,000, and the proposal grants

average abdvt $30,000.

All of the nearly $4 million of Single Parent/Homemaker fund is

distributed by formula with 702 assigned to the secondary level and 30%

assigned to the postsecondary.

Use of Funds at the Local Level in State 8

In U8 the school district uses its Adult funds ($130,254) to support

evening vocational classes at the vocational high school. Nearly 1000 adults

attend various classes each night. Among the uses of the Single Parent/

Homemaker funds ($104,567) were a :41-time aide in the child care center and

20 percent of a Coordinator's salary to operate a Young Mothers Program. The

program has been in the district since 1969 and provides pregnant teenagers
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with comprehensive support services and continued education. Among the uses

of the Sex Equity funds ($35,956) was partial support for a coordinator who

examines curricular materials.

The community college in U8 used its Adult ($16,370) monies to

support retraining programs for companies chat contract for specific training

customized to their needs. About $5000 of additional Adult funds were used to

train LPNs to become Us. The Single Parent/Homemaker funds ($32,957) were

used for the Tuesday/Thursday college that the community college has created

to meet the needs of

college courses on just

counseling is provided

school and to help with

the single parent. It allows students to schedule

two days each week and on these days additions support

to deal with the practical problems of returning to

selection of appropriate academic programs.

In the rural community of SBA, the area vocational school received

$10,000 in Adult funds, and $15,000 for Single Parent and Sex Equity funds.

The Adult setasid is used to pay for the tuition of adults to attend the area

vocational school. Tuition for adults was $3200 per year and is now $1603

because of a

for tuition,

lecturers to

change in state Legislation. The Single Parent monies are used

child care, and transportation. In addition, it pays for

come and speak about self-esteem and time management. The Sex

Equity funds were used to support a Sex Equity coordinator shared with three

other area vocational schools. This individual has developed newspaper

articles, radio spots, and a video used for recruiting students from :::e

feeder high schools.

The community college in RSA combined set asides for Adults, Single

Parents, and some Disadvantaged to fund a Collaborative Career Learning

Program. Students learn basic career skills at job sites without pay. The

program operates in conjunction with local businesses.

In R88 the area vocational schools (there are fovr of them) received

$55,754 in Adult, $42,198 in Single Parent, and $17,905 in Sex Equity funds.

Portions of the monies from the different setasides were combined to support

various activities. A coordinator, 70Z supported by Single Parent and 30% by

Sex Equity, offered a number of life skill work hops (30 one-hour programs)

for which there were tuition waivers ($6000 of ngle Parent funds were used

for the tuition waivers, which supported 120 to 150 people.). The life skills

workshops had about 50 participants. She also offers single day life

1
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skill /career readiness workshops (up to 45 people attending). Thirty percent

of the Single Parent funds were used to support LPN instruction. The

rationale for use of the funds in this way was that the LPN class has a Large

proportion of single parents enrolled.

The Sex Equity funds support 302 of the coordinator just described

above, and 152 of an adult counselor. The adult counselor provided seven,

two-hour training sessions for about 150 adults in taking interest tests,

doing values clarification, resume writing, etc.

The Adult monies support the remaining 852 of the adult counselor

and 1764 hours of adult instruction. The community college reimburses the

area vocational school for the adults enrolled and the instruction is provided

by staff of the area school on the community college campus.

There are three campuses of the community college in rural R88. The

entire institution received $68,000 in Adult, $50,000 in Single Parent, and

$60;000 under an RFP for Sex Equity. These funds are combined with

Disadvantaged and Handicapped (a grand total of. $343,699 Title IIA funds for

the three campuses) and the monies were used to support 5 full-time

professional counseling staff. Students in each of the special population

categories were recruited. For instance, Adult mon,.es are targeted at those

individuals facing dislocation in the next year. Counselors do on-size

recruiting at the plants that are closing. (An estimated 2,000 workers will be

laid off when two manufacturing plants close.) In the last decade the

proportion of single parent families has increased by 30 percent and

counselors work to find mentors and tutors for these individuals. In

addition, all "Perkins students" participate in an orientation that covers

college survival skills, aptitude and interest, and exploration of career

goals. Once enrolled, they receive faculty advisement, tutoring, and

counseling.

Allocation of Funds in State 9

In State 9, all Adult monies are distributed by formula with $1.2

million for the secondary level and $7'0,000 for the pos:ser .idary. Sex

Equity funds, $500,00~ for secondary :1d $51,000 for postsecondary, are

distributed by RFP. Single Parent monies ($500,000 secondary and $1 million
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for postsecondary) also go out by RFP, but recipients must be in metropolitan

areas and surrounding counties where there are concentrations of single

parent/homemakers.

Use of Funds at the Local Level in State 9

In the urban community of U9, the school district received 5130,240

of Adult Perkins funds. These "'.meads were used to pay for vocational

instruction for adults in the schools throughout the city. A Single Parent

program funded at $187,840 served 300 single parents and 240 displaced

homemakers. Services include guidance, counseling, child care, job readiness,

=id pre-employment assistance. Two coordinators, supported by $80,000 of Sex

Equity funds, worked in 17 middle schools recruiting for vocational courses

emphasizing income potential and administering an interest inventory. They

sent all eighth-grade parents a letter describing the vocational opportunities

available.

No information was available about Perkins funds for the post-

secondary institutions in State 9.

In 89A at the school district, Adult funds were used to support an

Adult LPN course. Although the program has an excellent reputation and 1007.

job placement, applications for enrollment have decreased. The Single

Parent/Displaced homemaker project served over 40 individuals. Services

proOided include literacy, pre-employment and job search assistance,

individual and group counseling, and child care. Child care is not provided

by other programs in the area.

The district in R913 also had a Single Parent program, which is

located at the high school. The 30 students who were in the program met one

day a month for an all-day workshop. The program included some parenting

skills, field trips, occupational interest tests, employee presentations, jot,

skills, and Life skills. Attendees were also given a child care voucher for

the day of the workshop.
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ENROLLMENT OF SPECIAL POPULATIONS IN INSTITUTIONS PROVIDING VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

Overview

Access to quality vocational education programs can be considered a

two-stage process. The first stage concerns access to the institutions that

may offer high quality programs. In order to participate in a high quality

program, a student must have access to the institution where it is available.

The second stage concerns access to programs within institutions. Assuming

now that a student is enrolled in an institution, we can then examine the

degree to which there is actAs to its various program offerings. Barriers at

either stage can prevent a student from enrolling in a high quality program.

Approaches to removing barriers call for different types of actions depending

on whether they effect across-institution or within-institution enrollments.

The optimal targeting of Perkins funds can only be determined when there is a

clear understanding of which factors are influencing access of special

populations at each stage.

This section of the chapter focuses on enrollment patterns of the

handicapped and disadvantaged across institutions and the fiators that

influence these patterns. We had hoped to be able to identify within-

institution enrollment patterns of handicapped and disadvantaged students.

However, too few institutions included in the study maintained adequate ana

accessible records of enrollments of special need students by vocational

program major.

In our case study sites, we find that special needs students have

access to (are enrolled in) the range of institutions that provide vocational

education and are seen in increasing proportions in the area vocational

schools. In many of the area vocational schools in our sample, handicapped

students and disadvantaged students represent a much larger proportion of :ne

enrolled student body than in previous years. We find that is is now rare for

an area vocational school to have admissions requirements for entrance. Basic

skills labs and tutors are now widely available in vocational high schools

students who need remediation. Specially designed programs for at-risk

students are also found ia many of the vocational schools in the sample.
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The population attending the community colleges in our sample has

changed over the past five to ten years. The median age is at or over 27

years old and the basic skill levels of attendees are lower than those of past

years. Enrollments are increasing among females. As the population in general

contains more limitedEnglish proficient individuals and minorities, the

community college student body's reflect these trends as well. At the

community colleges we do not have information that will allow us to determine

the enrollment of handicapped students, except for the physically handicapped.

We find several community colleges in our sample that are actively

seeking new students from population groups that have not traditionally been

...rolled before. When this occurs, these colleges are increasing and

diversifying the types of support services available to meet the changing

needs of the entering new students. In general, support services such as

remedial Labs, financial aid, and ESL classes are widely available. Less

often provided are child care, transportation, and housing assistance.

We find then, that access to high quality programs no longer seems

to be an issue of access to institutions. While there are areas where

imprt,tements can be made and are continuing to be made, on the whole our

evidence suggests that enrollments of special needs students are increasing at

the area vocational schools and the community colleges.

Secondary Enrollment Patterns

Of the districts that provided information, enrollment of special

populations across institutions at the secondary Level varies a great deal due

partly to district demographics, and portly to the configuration of

institutions within the district. In addition, it should be noted that the

representation of special populations in particular institutions depends

partly upon their 'ikelihiod of being enrolled in a district at all. Since

tte patterns of each group are somewhat different, each is discussed

seearately below:

Handicapped. In the districts visited for this study, enrollments

in institutions of most handicapped students do not differ systematically from

those of nonhandicapped students. .nat is, handicapped students are enrolled

both in comprehensive high schools and at vocational high schools and area

high schools, where such exist.
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In some districts, a segment of handicapped students are enrolled in

special purpose institutions. For example, in one district in the study,

blind and deaf students attend a special school; while in another district

there is a special institution for severely orthopedically handicapped

students; and in still another, emotionally handicapped soadents are referred

to a school for retarded citizens. Such special purpose institutions tend to

exist mainly in large urban centers that have sufficient numbers of severely

handicapped students to form a constituency. In other cases, districts do ne,t

serve some segment of the handicapped population at all For instance, az one

site all trainable mentally retarded students are served by the county and not

by the district while in another site, all handicapped students are served by

a state-managed regional center. Clearly, enrollment of a segment of the

handicapped population outside of the district or at special purpose

institutions decreases their presence at the high schools in a district.

In several districts in our sample, the vocational high school or

area vocaticnal ichool is the site of the special facility for handicapped.

Where this is this case, handicapped enrollments at the site tend to be

comparatively high. For example, the vocational high school in one urban

district is the site for a full day program for trainable mentally retarded

students. An additional fift, percent of the handicapped students in the

district come to the vocational high school for a half-day program.

Disadvantaged. The percentage of students who are disadvantaged

varies greatly from district to district. In one district visited, only four

percent of the students are academically disadvantaged, according to the

district personnel while in other districts, the percentages range up to

23%. The percentage of students who are economically disadvantaged ranged

from insignificant to close to 75%. Urban and rural districts tend to have

higher proportions of economically and academically disadvantaged students

compared to suburban districts. However, both academically and economically

disadvantaged students are enrolled in all types of secondary institutions in

districts of all sizes.

In many districts visited, there are alternative or continuation

high schools for disadvantaged students, students with behavior or attendance

problems, or other students Labeled "potential drop-outs.' In one district,
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the head of the alter -alive school described his students as simply having

"coping problems," and needing the smaller classes and individualized

attention offered by his school.

Often attendance at such schools is voluntary; however, in some

cases it is mandatory, provided a student chooses to stay in school. The

length of time students stay in such schools varies from district to district,

and is not necessarily related to whether the attendance is mandatory. For

instance, in one district where attendance is mandatory for students with

disciplinary or attendance problems, students attend the continuation school

for only one semester and then return to their comprehensive high schools. As

with special purpose institutions for handicapped students, where these

schools exist, they reduce the proportions of disadvantaged students tliat

would otherwise be in the other types of high schools. In many cases, these

institutions are quite small--in some cases serving only 20-30 students in

small districts; however, as would be expected, in Larger districts, they tend

to serve larger numbers of students.

Postsecondary Enrollment Patterns

As with secondary enrollments, community demographics greatly affect

enrollment profiles in the sample of postsecondary institutions considered in

this study. Urban and rural communities tended to be poorer than the suburban

sites, for example, and the existence of specialized schools also affected

enrollments. One community college had a large proportion of deaf students

because graduates of the local higi school for the deaf tended to settle

there.

Handicapped. Many postsecondary institutions, both community

colleges and postsecondary vocational schools, reported only very few

handicapped students--three or four per year. In general, the percentage of

the student body that is handicapped does not exceed five percent.

It is likely that tail numbers of handicapped in postsecondary

institutions are to some extent underreported. While some postsecondary

institutions report enrollments of all types of handicapped students, many

postsecondary institutions report enrollments of physically handicapped

students, but not of emotionally or mentally handicapped, or learning disabled

students.
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Unfortunately, there are not sufficiem. data to investigate

differences in total proportions of handicapped students enrolled by type of

postsecondary institutions considered here or whether one type of institution

is more more likely than an other to serve particular ser Jnts of the

handicapped population.

What should noted, however, is chat according to federal Law,

handicapped students be' len the ages of 18-22 may be enrolled in secondary

institutions. Indeed, enrollment in secondary institutions may depress their

enrollments in postsecondary institutions, and this may be especially true for

emotionally and mentally handicapped, and learning disabled students.

Disadvantaged. The proportion of disadvantaged students in the

postsecondary institutions visited by this study was generally quite high and

growing. Most lastitutions r'porced that well over 50% of their students are

eligible for financial assistance. Several reported figures over 80%. As

would be *spatted, more urban and rural districts were poor and had Larger

percentages of economically disadvantaged students. However, postsecondary

institutions in some silburbs--especially those in poor states--also had high

proportions of economically disadvantaged students.

Daz were not available to allow us to compare the enrollment

patterns o' disadvantaged students in community colleges with those of area

vocational schools. In some cases, the most economically disadvantaged

students (e.g., JTPA students or other thirdparty referrals) attend programs

at special purpose institutions specifically targeted to them. Such

institutions, which are often technically part of the local community college,

usually feature intensive noncredit occupational training programs. As with

other special purpose institutions, these training schools are found mostly in

large communities.

For example, the community college in one urhan community operated a

vocational training center in a separate Location. The center was attended by

200 to 300 economically and academically disadvantaged students, most of whom

had been referred by JTPA or social services agency. Courses were open

entry /open exit in all day time blocks. But the range in course offerings was

restricted. In this inntance, Perkins funds were used to help support the

vocational training center.
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The community college in another urban community has been

considering the creation of a downtown Location .n addition to its multi-acre

site four miles from the city. The college president has so far resisted the

idea because he is afraid that the course offerings would have to be at a

lover level to meet the needs ct the more 4isadvantaged inner city population

that would attend. He did not want to be accused of operating a second class

institution downtown.

In r third urban community, a larger postsecondary area vocational

school serves 30,000 students each yea-. While many of these students are

economically and/or academically disadvantaged, the administrative staff

indicated that these students are enrolled in the same classes with non-

disadvantaged students.

Postsecondary institutions Are less likely to have enrollment counts

of the number of academically disadvantaged students than of economically

disadvantaged students. Being economically disadvantaged does not necessarily

mean that a student will be academically disadvantaged. For instance, at a

community college at one site, 20% of students were on financial aid and 68%

required basic skills remediation. At another site 88% of the students were

economically disadvantaged but only 12.5% were academically disadvantaged. At

a third site, 85% of the students at the community college receive federal

financial aid, while 75% of the. students score below the 50th percentile on a

standcdized test, and 44% scored below the 25th percentile. The two per-

centages of academically disadvantaged students reported in the last example

point out the extent to which the percentages of students reported can vary

simply depending upon the definitions of the categories. While exact numbers

of academically disadvantaged students at postsecondary institutions visited

for this study cannot be reported, it is clear chat academically disadvantaged

students are enrolled in both types of postsecondary institutions, and in

increasing numbers.

Single Parents/Homemakers. All types of postsecondary institutions-

-community colleges, postsecondary vocational schools, adult schools, and

technical/occupational training centers--report enrollments of single parents

and displaced homemakers. Furthermore, they report increases in this

population in recent years. However, the institutions visited were not able

to provide statistics on the,.total numbers of single parents/ displaced



homemakers, since in few cases are data on marital status and dependents

collected, except for financial aid purposes. Such data were not made

available to us.

On the other hand, the claim that single parents and displaced

homemakers are enrolled is not based merely on the subjective impressions of

institutional staff, but rather on the the use of single parent centers and

daycare services by students. While no institution was able to provide us

with exact numbers of students using these services, and such figures would

understate the total number of single parents/displaced homemakers in any

case, staff at all types of postsecondary institutions did indicate that the

proportion of students making use of services for single parents /displaces.

homemakers is large and growing.

FACTORS THAT AFFECT ACCESS OF SPECIAL POPULATIONS TO INSTITUTIONS OFFERING
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Accost of special population groups to institutions offering

vocational education is inflauced by a number of factors, the most important

of which are described below.

In the districts in our sample where area vocational schools or

vocational high schools exist, a number of time related factors may affect the

access of students to these institutions. These include such things the

amount of time required to commute between a student's home high school or

residence and the vocational school, the availability of transportation, and

the amount of time available for vocational courses in a student's schedule.

At the secondary level increased academic requirements have

exacerbated the scheduling problem for students in some sites. This problem

has been offset somewhat by strategies such as providing remedial services at

the vocational schools and by granting academic credit for selected vocational

courses. At the postsecondar7 Level, scheduling problems are often solved by

offering classes in the evenings and on weekends.

There are some factori that directly impact 4 student's chance of

being admitted to a vocational school. Feeder schools, in some sites place

upper limits on the number of students they will send to the area vocational
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schools. These caps on enrollments can prevent students from having access to

the institution. Admission requirements to vocational schools have been

virtually eliminated and those imposed at the postsecondary level are minimal.

The presence of various types of special purpose institutions such

as magnet schools, schools for students with particular handicapping

conditions, or schools for at-risk students (sometimes called alternative or

continuation schools) also influenced a student's chances of attending a

vocational school. Students in special purpose institutions were not always

permitted to attend the vocational schools and special purpose institutions

themselves do not always provide vocational offerings. For example, in the

alternative high school in a rural district in the sample no vocational

courses, were offered, while in another suburban district, only the lowest

level courses are offered. Thus, it is is ae for the most disadvantaged

students in these distri,ts to participate in 'gh quality vocational programs

if the entire school day is spent at the alternative school.

Tuition at the postsecondary level may prevent some disadvantaged

students from attending, however, in many cases the fees are relatively modest

and a variety of financial aid is available.

Secondary Level

Time-related factors. All else being equal, geographic distance of

a school, whether a comprehensive high school or a vocational school, from a

student's residence tends to decrease the likelihood of enrolling in that

school. The reasons are obvious. Enrollment at a distant school tends either

to decrease the number of classes a student may take, or increase the length

of the student's day.

Geographic location was a frequently cited reason for students not

attending a vocational school in districts of all sizes. Indeed, 10 out of 27

districts mentioned that the distance to the vocational school dissuaded some

or ail of the district students from attending. (In large districts, a

vocational school is likely to be located close to some students but far from

others, while in smaller districts the nearest areR vocational school may be

located in a neighboring district.)
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Some examples will. serve to illustrate the dimensions of this

situation. In one rural county district in our sample which rovers a large

geographic area, the area vocational center is in the same campus as one of

the two comprehensive high schools. Transportation to the vocational center

is available, but the drive takes an hour each way. A student from the non-

adjacent high school who wants to take a course at the vocational school must

commit a half day. That is difficult to do and still meet graduation

requirements. Not surprisingly, most secondary students at the vocational

school attend the high school which shares its campus.

Several urban districts in our sample have vocational schools

located on the fringes of their cities (U3, U8). Both provide bus

transportation, but in one of the two districts (U8), the location is

inaccessible enough that a missed school bus necessitates a 1-1/2 hour bus

ride on city transportation.

Distance is not the only locational factor the may affect

enrollments. Where vocational schools are magnets, they are o'ten located in

depressed areas of communities. While such a strategy often works to attract

students from the entire district, it may also result in reduced enrollments.

Indeed, the Location of the vocational school in one district in the

heart of an urban ghetto that was regarded as the most dangerous and crime

ridden area in the city was cited as an important reason for Low enrollments

(U7).

When a district provides no transportation to an institution that is

geographically removed, it may be impossible for some students to attend.

This is especially likely to be the case among handicapped and disadvantaged

students who cannot provide their own transportation. In contrast, when

transportation is provided to institutions, the eftect of aecgraphic distance

is somewhat mitigated.

Most districts provide transportation to any school within the

district that offers unique programs in order to guarantee equal access to

such programs for all students. A fey districts do not provide transportation

to all of their schools. In the case of one large urban district, students

attending the vocational high school must provide their own transportation.

While the vocational high school in this district is accessible by public

2 2. 0
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transportation, the cost of and difficulty of using public transportation nay

render the school inaccessible for some students. In another large urban

district, no transportation was provided except to handicapped students,

leaving thc other populations to fend for themselves. Here again, the cost of

using public transportation may bar economically disadvantaged students from

attending the school.

When the nearest area vocational school is located outside of the

district, it is often the case that no transportation is provided. Such a

situation usually occurs in rural, and less frequently in suburban, districts.

Of the 27 districts visited, five reported this as a nroblem.

Every district in the sample has experienced some type of academic

reform. In all districts sampled, the number of total courses required for

graduation has been increased. In most districts, the number of academic

courses required to graduate has also increased. Where there has been no

increase in academic requirements, overall enrolkments and especially those

of disadvantaged populations in vocational institutions have tended to

increase.

For those districts in our sample where academic requirements have

increased, the effect on vocational enrollments is less clear. Districts are

responding to this potential thr-tat to vocational enrollment in a variety of

ways. One significant way is to provide remedial services at the vocational

school.

In one district (S3) in a state where cne state university had

increased entrance requirements (State 3), graduation requirements were

increased. The net effect reported by district staff was an increase in

dropouts so the new requirements were dropped. The only students who had to

meet the higher requirements were those who were juniors and seniors at the

time of the field visit. Another district (R2) in a state where academic

reform has become a major political issue responded by upgrading curriculum in

vocations: courses, such as Business English and Math, to meet academic re-

quirements. In addition, some of the newer courses, such as Principles of

Technology, meet science requirements where they are offered.
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However, while some of the sample districts can find ways to

mitigate some of the negative effects academic reform movements have on

vocational enrollment, there is no doubt that these movements increase

pressures on academically disadvantaged students. In particular, requirements

that failed classes be repeated until they are successfully completed, Limit

available time for elective and, thus vocational enrollments (111, R1A, &13).

When particular classes are offcred in long time blocks or only at

certain times of day, cor4flicts in scheduling may arise, making it impossible

for a student to attend the vocational school or resulting in longer school

days. For handicapped and disadvantaged students, scheduling can pose a

particular problem if conflicts arise with special classes at their

.lomprehensive high schools.

Districts in the sample have attempted to deal with scheduling

problems in a variety of ways. One district has reduced all of its 3-hour

classes by one hour. In another district juniors attend the vocational school

in the morning and seniors come in the afternoon. Other districts group the

feeder schools into blocks and each block is scheduled to attend the

vocational school at a different time of day.

Scheduling constraints are obviously complicated by the previously

discussed factors of poor location and transportation. Their presence

necessitates greater time commitments from students, either half or full day

enrollment at the vocational school. Two of the three districts (U2, I12)

which required full day enrollment were in this situation. In contrast, the

area vocational school in one rural distri,:t was located 5 minutes away fiom

the two comprehensive high schools of one feeder district. The district ran

hourly shuttle :ruses, and students were thus able to take vocational classes

at any time of the school day (S3).

Another type of scheduling problem that may impede access of

particular populations to vocational schools concerns yearly, not daily,

schedules. For instance, in one rural district visited, the area vocational,

school is located at the community college, and secondary and postsecondary

students take classes together. The community college begins its year

August, and postsecondary students begin signing up for classes then. host

classes are closed by the end of the month. The alternative high school,

which has about 20 students, does not begin its year until September, and its
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students may not sign up for classes at the community college until then.

Since most classes are already closed by September, it is almost impossible

for alternative school students to attend classes at the community college.

Districts in our sample have devised a variety of arrangements to

cope with scheduling conflicts. In all, scheduling was mentioned as a barrier

to attending the vocational school by fewer districts than mentioned

geographic location or transportation.

Factors Related to Admission to a Vocational L...nool. Few vocational

schools in the districts in our sample reported admissions requirements. The

rural district described above which required its own non-handicapped students

tl take assessment tests to secure applicants was an exception. It should be

noted that this requirement did not come from the vocational school, but from

the district superintendent. A second exception was a vocational magnet that

uses attendance records in the admission process. Students must not be absent

more than sip days in the semester prerading admission (for any reason) in

order to be admitted for full-time enrollment. The requirement does not apply

to part-time students.

Enrollment in a particular school is sometimes regulated by placing

a maximum on the number of students allowed to enroll. This often occurs in

our sample when total enrollments have declined in an area and institutions

must compete for students, and each district must pay the vocational school on

a per pupil basis for educational services rendered. Where the vocational

school serves multiple districts, the sending districts will place an upper

limit on the number of students they are willing to send. In such situations,

students may be admitted ou a first-come, first-served basis until the pre-

established limit on enrollments is reached. This procedure does not usually

apply to handicapped students.

Two of the rural sites in our sample (R3, Et6) placed caps on the

number of students they were willing to send to t.t,e vocational school for

financial reasons. One school board (R3) reduced from $35,000 to $20,000 the

amount of money it would spend sending students to the vocational school. The

board also required that any student who wished to attend Lae vocational

school obtain its approval. The $20,000 allocated was enough for six students

to attend.
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In the other district, students who wished to attend the vocational

school were required to cake assessment tests. It was acknowledged chat the

only purpose these tests served was to limit the number of students who

attended the vocational school because the school district did not want to pay

for them.

In one case in our sample (U3), the designation of the vocational

school as a magnet produced substantial economic benefits. 2-1/2 million

dollars in federal money became available to the district and it WAS able to

upgrade all of the equipment at the school. This, coupled wi:h administrative

charges: has increased enrollment at the school from 550 to 850 sttlsdents,

which is full or almost full capacity.

There were technically caps on the number of students each of the

comprehensive high schools could send to this school. However, even with the

increased enrollment it has not been necessary to enforce those limits, and,

so far at least, all students who wish to attend are accommodated.

In other instances, the presence of a magnet school for academically

able students in one district and for those interested in computers and

science in another district changed the distribution of students across

institutions. District personnel believed that these new special purpose

institutions were attracting the more academically able students, some of whom

would have attended the vocational school. The result was that on the average

the students attending the vocational school were a lower achieving group than

in previous years.

Special Purpose Institutions. Various types of special purpose

institutious exist in districts. In this discussion, special purpose

institutions include schools only for the handicapped; schools that serve only

potential dropouts, disciplinary or attendance problems, students and 3ther

types of at-risk students; and magnet schools that offer a specialized

curriculum in a particular subject area (e.g., math and science, computers,

performing arts, etc.).
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The reason that special purpose institutions are important in

examining vocational enrollments is that the presence of special purpose

institutions alters enrollment patterns. St.Idents who might otherwise have

enrolled in a vocational school full or part time, may how attend one of the

other special purpose schools instead.

Urban districts often use magnet schools -- schools iesigned to

attract students from all over the district--to achieve racial/ethnic

balance. Such schools alter enrollment patterns, especially affecting the

proportic s of disadvantaged students in the magnet schools as well as the

other schools. Vocational and technical schools in desegregated districts

tend to be magnet schools, located in depressed areas for the purpose of

drawing students from more affluent areas of the district.

In cite districts sampled, special schools for the handicapped tend

to serve severely handicapped populations. Some schools in our sample

specialize in serving a particular group of severely handicapped, such as

orthopedically handicapped or trainable mentally retarded, and have specially

designed facilities for the population. For instance, the school for the

orthopedically handicapped is physically and organizationally linked to a

major medical center. In such cases, targeted populations appear to to quite

well served by such institutions.

While most districts sampled reported that mainstreamed handicapped

students are enrolled in the full range of vocational programs,

proportion of districts indicated that handicapped students

a substantial

tend to be

clustered in food service, home economics, welding, and auto mechanics.

Indeed, six districts mentioned clustering in food service and home economics,

while four cited clasterLsg in auto mechanics, and three reported clustering

in welding. (These results should be interpreted with some caution, since

program offerings vary across districts, affecting patterns of all ritudents,

including handicappnd students.) Eleven districts reported that handicapped

students were also *..ikely to be enrolled is workstudy programs. A variety of

other programs were cited by one or two districts as containing comparatively

large proportions of handicapped students, among them industrial arcs,

horticulture, agriculture, electronics, and distributive education.
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In contrast, several districts reported that handicapped students

were not in programs in which their handicaps would prevent them from being

successful. Three districts reported that handicapped students did not tend to

be in business programs. Other programs that were mentioned as containing

small numbers of handicapped students varied from district to district. For

instance, only one district each mentioned cosmetology, truck driving, meat

cutting, carpentry, and nursing. As stated above, some of these programs may

be mentioned by only one district in the sample, because they may be offered

only in that district. Thus, findings should be viewed with caution.

Disadvantaged. Most districts sampled indicated disadvantaged

students are found in all of their programs. However, about half the

districts reported some, if modest, clustering of disadvantaged students in

certain programs. In general, where there are differences in enrollment

patterns of disadvantaged and nondisadventaged in vocational programs

students, districts tended to ir.dicate that disadvantaged students are

somewhat less likely to be enrolled in "technical" classes, or courses that

require academic skills. The most frequently mentioned programs in which

disadvantaged students were said to cluster were autobody, auto mechanics, and

food service. Nevertheless, there was little consensus, since each of these

programs was mentioned by only three districts. Home economics was mentioned

by two districts, and a variety of other programs, such as cosmetology, small

engines, and graphic art were mentioned by one district each.

Alternative or continuation schools generally serve disadvantaged

populations-- dropouts or potential dropouts, students who work during the

daytime, teen parents, arld/or students with attendance or behavior problems.

In our sample, most large districts and several smaller districts--ac least

two suburban and three rural districts--also had such schools.

Alternative schools in our sample generally offer few vocational

education programs on their campuses. Vocational opportunities are provided

in other ways. Special work-study arrangements are also possible at some

alternative schools. For instance, the alternative school in one urban

district in the sample offers a high school diploma for students who work

during the days and attend classes one night a week. Another alternative

school in a rural area offers an arrangement, targeted at high-risk 9th

graders, in wilich students work one week and attend school the next.
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Students in alternative schools tend not to use the option of

attending a vocational school for part of their school day. While few

vocational schools have admissions requirements that would prohibit their

enrollment, in some cases schedules at the alternative schools are

incompatible with part-day enrollment at another institution. In ocher cases,

students prefer not to lengthen the school day by attending a vocational

school part time.

Recruiting and Counseling. Recruitment by institutions of

particular populations can affect enrollment patterns. Likewise, counselors

at comprehensive high schools may counsel students in or out of vocational

institutions. Few vocational schools reported recruiting particular

populations. However, among the exceptions were a vocational school in an

urban dis7ricc that recruited high-risk gifted and talented students (U3), and

various recruitment programs trying to attract females into high-tech or ocher

nontraditional programs (33, U5 and 09).

Counseling at the home high school may increase or decrease tne

numbers of particular groups of students at vocational schools. No systematic

pattern of counseling was found in the districts sampled. In some cases,

counselors encouraged disadvantaged and/or :4ndicapped students to enroll in

vocational schools while in others there was little counseling or guidance.

In no district did we find any evidence that disadvantaged or handicapped

students were taing counseled away from vocational schooLs.

In one district (R2) the area vocational school has counselors on

staff who are actually physically located at the home high schools to recruit

students for its programs. This district has also made extensive use of

assessment tools, and the counselors have access to some of this material.

This includes the TARGET system which is being implemented at the 9th grade

level. Students who elect an occupational course of study are given a

computer read-out, which shows all the courses they need to take including all

deficiencies they will need to make up order to successfully compute their

program.

Recruiting by providing exploratory courses in which students visit

the vocational school tend to increase enrollments in such schools. In five

of he districts sampled, exploratory classes were targeted exclusively at

handicapped students, with the students visiting the vocational school for
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periods of up to ten weeks. In another district, at-risk 9th graders visited

the vocational school once a week. In addition to exposing students to the

substance of the various programs, such exploratory courses increase

enrollments by familiarizing the students with the setting. Thus, the choice

of attending the vocational school is not affected by fear of a new

environment.

Postsecondary Level

Many of the factors that affect access to institutions at the

postsecondary level are the same as chose affecting enrollments at the

secondary level although some of them operate in slightly different ways.

Factors that are similar include geographic Location of institutions,

transportation, scheduling, and special purpose institutions; The most

important additional factors at the postsecondary.level include tuition costs

and financial aid. The effects of each of these factors on enrollments of

postsecondary students in the distz..cts sampled is discussed in this section.

Geographic location. A central location of an institution is

equally important at the postsecondary level as at the secondary level for the

same reasons. The importance of geographic location is attested to by the

fact that more sites in the sample mentioned its influence on enrollments more

often than any other single factor. Indeed, in ten communities, the fact that

a postsecondary institution was located far away was cited as an important

deterrent to enrollments. Likewise, a central or otherwise "good" location

was mentioned as a plus by five institutions. While geographic location

affects all individuals to some extent, it tends to have the strongest effect

on the disadvantaged special populations.

For example, in one city the community college was located only four

miles from the downtown urban center, ::,1c the college president believed it

might as "well have been 400 miles", as many of the students in the city

schools had probably never been outside the city limits. The available public

transportation was not great, a real barrier for the ec..onomically

disadvantaged.

While many postsecondary institutions serve quite large geographical

areas, few postsecondary institutions provide transportation. Indeed, of the

institutions sampled, only one rural institution did so. This greatly
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facilitated enrollment, especially of disadvantaged and handicapped

students. The problem of students having to commute long distances can be

overcome when the institutions are easily accessible by public transporta-

tion. Seven institutions indicated that public transportation to them was

either nonexistent or poor, and that this was likely to depress enrollments.

In contrast, two institutions reported that they are well served by public

transportation, and that this facilitates enrollments.

Scheduling. While at the secondary level scheduling conflicts tend

to revolve around coordinating enrollment at two educational institutions, at

the postsecondary local conflicts tend to concern work and/or child care

responsibilities and enrollment. This is a result of the increasing number of

older students enrolled in community colleges nationwide. The average age of

students in the postsecondary institutions in our sample was 27 or older.

These students thus have the daytime responsibilities that necessitate evening

or weekend schedules. For example, at one institution (83) which is not

atypical, 401 of the student body take only evening classes. An additional

202 take a combination of evening and day classes. The remaining 402 of the

students attend solely in the daytime.

Another institution in the sample (U8) offers a somewhat different

approach to scheduling. It has what it calls the Tuesday/Thursday program for

re -entry women which allows them to schedule all of their classes on two days

a week to conform more easily with work and family responsibilities. The

college also has additional support counseling available on those days to deal

with the practical problems of returning to school as well as to provide

academic guidance and counseling.

While community colleges and postsecondary area vocational schools

tend to offer evening and weeklnd schedules, several technical or occupational

training centers run by these institutions do not. For instance, at the

occupational training center in a Large urban district which offers training

primarily in auto mechanics and office occupations, classes are offered in six

hour blocksusually beginning at 9 or 10 in the morning. Intensive training

is the rationale in such centers. Since they are targeted at displaced

workers, no scheduling conflicts are envisioned.
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Modular classes and open entry/exit are also featured by most

training centers, as well as by some other postsecondary vocational schools.

The ability to begin a program on any day, work at a self-paced schedule, and

end the program upon completion is thought to be a strong factor in attracting

a variety of individuals, including those who have recently been displaced

from a job and those who prefer to work at a slower pace.

Special Purpose Institutions. While at the secondary level, there

are a variety of special purpose institutions fez- handicapped and disadvan-

taged students, at the postsecondary level, the most frequent type of special

purpose institution is the occupational or technical training center. Such

centers are generally located in depressed areas of urban or suburban communi-

ties and offer intensive training in a limited number of occupations.

Programs are usually open entry/open exit and are self paced. Where these

occupational or technical training centers exist, they tend to increase

enrollments of disadvantaged adults at the postsecondary level. That is, such

centers do not appear to attract disadvantaged adults away from other

postsecondary institutions, but appear to attract an additional 1.7%oulation

that would not be served otherwise.

Another factor which distinguishes these institutions is that their

students are often referred to the school by social service or criminal

justice agencies. Their attendance may be voluntary, but it may also be

mandated by the referring agency as a requirement for continuing to receive

welfare benefits, or as a condition of probation. At one such institution

(UV, 95% of its students fall into chis category, 40% of whom need training

in basic skills hefore they can begin their vocational training.

Recruitment and Outreach. Recruitment and outreach can result in

real increases in enrollments in postsecondary institutions. Both of these

efforts vary considerably across institutions in our sample. One institution

in a growing urban district recruits students by advertising in the local TV

Guide. However, most institutions that recruit at all target their

recruitment efforts at a narrower population. For example, the community

college in one urban district recruits all special pcmilations, but focuses on

limited English proficient students. Two institution:: recruit females into

nontraditional programs. One postsecondary vocational ,-pool recruits the

individuals from the latter group into non-credit courses by offering



refreshments at locations that dispense food stamps. Several institutions

recruit high school dropouts and/or economically disadvantaged. One used

Perkins money to hire a recruiter to go after economically disadvantaged and

single parents (S4).

Recruitment generally involves advertising of some sort. Outreach,

on the other hand, involves bringing individuals into the institution through

special programs, generally offered off-site. For instance, when the recent

farm crisis threatened the stability of many households in its service area,

one rural community college ran outreach programs for farm women, focusing on

self-esteem, crisis management, and prevocational training. The same institu-

tion later developed and ran outreach workshops on how to turn cottage

industries into profit-making enterprises (R3).

TUition. High tuition can make enrollment in a postsecondary

in--:tution virtually impossible for many disadvantaged individuals. In most

vocational schools sampled, tuition was either free or quite low. On the

other hand, tuition varies considerably across the community colleges in the

sample, ranging from $5.00 per credit hour to $56.00 per credit hour. Thus.

while tuition does not tend to reduce enrollments of disadvantaged students in

area vocational schools in the sample, it is quite likely to depress their

enrollments in some community colleges.

The effects of high twit. are somewhat mitigated by financial

assistance available at postsecondary institutions. In addition to Federa.,

grants, such as Pell grants, states have various financial aid programs for

economically disadvantaged postsecondary students. Furthermore, some

institutions sampled provide assistance to particular population groups.

For instance, a community college in a medium sized urban district

offers fee waivers to disadvantaged handicapped students, while at another,

sex equity scholarship, are available to females in nontraditional programs.

Several institutions sampled offer financial aid as part of their single

parent programs. One community college offers aid to cover books, tuition and

housing, while another offers up to $40 per week for child care and a stipend

of $210 per month. In a third case, a postsecond_ry vocational school sampled

offers tuition grants for single parents. All cf these aid programs increase

enrollments of special populations in the institutions.
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CONCLUSIONS

A primary purpose of the Perkins legislation was to facilitate the

access of handicapped and disadvantaged students to high quality vocational

education. Although increasing numbers (and proportions) of handicapped and

disadvantaged students are enrolled in institutions offering a wide range of

vocational programs, it appears that hcadicapped and disadvantaged students

are enrolled in a narrower cluster of programs and seldom enrolled in the

technical programs, the programs often cited by vocational educators as their

"highest quality" or "best" program. The ability to perform basic

mathematical functions is necessary for many of the technically sophisticated

vocational education programs. For the most part, the special services

available to the academically disadvantaged through vocational education are

not tailored to recruiting them into such courses and helping them to succeed

in them. Instead the services tend to concentrate on improving basic skills.

Those vocational education administrators in the sample who have

resisted offering basic skills instruction at the vocational schools generally

believed that responsibility for such remedial instruction rests with other

parts of the educational system and not vocational education. Over the past

five years, however, an inc-easing number of vocational schools in our sample

have begun providinc basic skills instruction. While the information gained

from basic skills instruction is generalizable to all education and employment

activities, including vocational education, it was seldom integrated with the

vocational education curriculum. The remedial, services chat are supported by

Perkins funds for educationally disadvantaged students were seldom directed

specifically at helping low achieving students to succeed in vocatior,:.

programs.

The paucity of services generally available for disadvantaged

students seemed particularly acute. Seldom did an infrastructure exist to

identify students, develop individualized education plans, and monitor the

provision of services. Although some states visited provided ancillary

remedial services through state or federal compensatory education funds, many

did not. Perkins funds would support assessments or counseling services

helping students to enroll in vocational programs, but continuing services

were often not available.
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In our sample, the role of Perkins relative to the operation of ,he

vocational education enterprise is a small one, but as v,e have seen, it can be

an important one. In general, in our sample the amount of money available to

districts and institutions is not viewed as being substantial enough for it

alone to provide the impetus for new services/programs or new initiatives to

serve special .populations. In those institutions whose local priorities

coincide with Congressional intent, Perkins funds can play a critical role in

making services available to special populations.

For instance, many urban districts in the sample are attempting to

address the issue of high dropout rates. District personnel sought to devise

special programs and services to retain potential dropouts in the school

system. Furthermore, vocational education was viewed as one possible vehicle

for keeping students interested in school, especially where the academic

curriculum is perceived as pushing them aut. Products of this combination of

forces appear to be the placement at vocational schools of basic skills labor-

atories, pull-out remedial skills projects, basic skills tutors, and self-

contained classes for at-risk youth. Perkins funds are often used to help

support these activities, particularly remedial services.

In our sample it was a common practice for institutions to use their

handicapped and disadvantaged secasidef to help support their vocational

assessment centers. Use of the money in this way is in keeping with :he

legislation. The assessments are often elaborate and detailed. Potentially

they could be very useful for assessing student needs, designing special

services/programs, and determining appropriate vocational programs for

individuals to pursue. Unfortunately, the iZormation available from

assessments does not appear to be used very often in decision making. We have

few examples in our sample where assessment data were aggregated across

students for use in programmatic decision making. For instance, no profiles

of the abilities and interests of handicapped or disadvantaged students as a

group are being generated and used to determine the types of services/programs

that would be moat appropriate. Nor can we find any evidence that the

assessments are changing program enrollment patterns. Thus, the heavy use of

Perkins funds for assessments whose results are not acted upon severely

restricts the potential influence that the Perkins Act might have in improving

the life chances of special populations.
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Two institutions in our sample illustrate situations in which

Perkins plays a larger role in meeting the needs of special populations. Both

of these institutions were at the postsecondary level and happen to be in the

same state.

Community college A exists on three campuses in a county which

includes a larger city that has suffered economic hardships from the closure

of major industrial and manufacturing plants. It receives a total of $343,699

in Perkins Title IIA funds to be used by all three campuses. It actively

recruits various special populition groups through some 30,000 Letters sent to

social service recipients, video capes of the respiratory/occupational therapy

program to bt used to increase minority access; and counselors going co

churches, high schools, hospitals, etc. Coals are established for the number

of special population students to be recruited in each category. Students are

called "Perkins students." Once enrolled they receive faculty advisement,

tutoring, counseling, and referral to other social agencies and are trackied

on a student-level data system by the staff of the Perkins office. If

students miss a pre-se' number of classes, their names are flagged and a

counselor contacts them to determine why they have not been attending and to

encourage them to return. There are routine individual sessions each semester

co check progress and there is follow-up after graduation for one year.

The program is operate. by 5 full-time professional counseling staff

who meet bi-weekly for planning. Since the spring of 1986, they have

recruited 1,189 Perkins eligible students and have provided additional

tutoring or mentoring services to 3,612 more. Of the 1,189 recruited, some

701 (59%) are enrolled, 397 (33%) have dropped, and 91 (8%) have graduated.

The retenticin rate for "Perkins students" exceeds that for the general student

body as a whole.

A second community college receives $41,000 in Title IIA funds. It

serves a two-county rural area with a declining population. Rather than

develop separate services/programs for each special population, the community

college's philosophy is to combine funds and design prograt that will attract

and serve students who are eligible in more than one special population

category. The dean of vocational education indicates that while the amount of

Perkins Title IIA funds is small relative to the total funds available fur

vocational education, the other funds are all user: to maintain current



programs. Thus the Perkins Title IIA funds represent 1002 of the

discretionary monies available for initiating new programs. (The Title IIB

funds are used for equipment.) As '.he new programs become established and

prove chat they can be self-supporting, the college cakes over their support,

freeing the Perkins dollars to be used for the start up of new programs.

Perkins funds have been used in this institution to establish a

program that is popular with single parents, re-entry homemakers, and dis-

located workers. Students learn career skills in fields in which jobs are

locally available. Through collaborations with local businesses, students

learn basic career skills at job sites without pay.

A second project in the same institution, started in 1982, is

targeted at displaced homemakers. It provides individuals a training period

to assess skills and interests, learn about education and training opportuni-

ties in the community, and set employment goals. Over the past five years,

300 students have graduated through this project. This year Perkins funds

will be used to add a component to the project that involves a non-credit

communication program targeted at limited-English-proficient Hispanic

students.

In such cases as these just described, Perkins Title IIA funds can

play a pivotal role in making services available to special populations. In

general, however, the linkage between Perkins-funded services and access to

high quality vocational programs remains tenuous. Seldom did vocational

educators appear to view the needs of special populations in programmatic

terms, but concentrated instead on an individual service model, a mode also

encouraged by the language of the Act. Coupled with the .-Aodest funds

available, the individual service model led to a predominance c.f ancillary

servings among Perkins-funded activities. For disadvantaged students, the

absence of a direct tie between Perkins services and vocational programs was

particularly apparent in the communities v;,;icad. Perkins funds were rarely

used to sup?ort vocational instruction for disadvantaged students.
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CHAPTER 5

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT AND CHANCE rN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The Program Improvement component (Title IIB) of the Perkins

legislation continues the federal government's lo: ;standing commitment to

vocational program change and improvement. The Perkins Act, however, departs

from precedent by mandating that all non-set-aside funds in Ulu State grant

(or 432 of the grant) go solely for improvement, innovation, and expansion of

programs. The intent of Congress was that these funds, matched with non-

federal dollars, would leverage state and local money to modernize vocational

education,-making it more responsive to technological development and economic

growth.

The central questions for this part of the study are:

1. What kinds of program improvement activities were
undertaken in vocational education in the communities
visited?

2. What activities are funded through Parkins Title IIB
funds?'

3. What is the relative importance of Perkins Title IIB
funds for program improvement initiatives?

A related issue also addressed by this part of the study is the

extent of coordination and cooperation between institutions providing

vocational education and JTPA a linkage mandated by Congress.

This chapter is organized in the following way: We begin with a

description of overall program improvement in our study sites; general trends

and patterns in program improvement are also discussed. In the next section,

we focus on Perkins

influencing how the funds are used. The significance of Title

program improvement initiatives is discussed in the following

then present a description of coordination between vocational

other agencies. The final section summarizes the chapter.

Title /a funds, discussing grant size, uses and factors

IIB funds for

section. We

education and

Key findings from the 27 communities visited include the following:
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Innovationanclgamillrocational Education

Communities visited varied in the amount
program change and improvement
Characteristics of the more innovative
included: a culture supportive of

especially prevalent in key administrators; a strategy
for growth that included active recruitment of new
student populations; ongoing program-level assessment;
and active collaboration across educational and other
institutions, especially in funding efforts. In such
innovative institutions, Perkins Title 118 funds were
incorporated into a larger strategy for improvement.

and kind of
undertaken.
institutions
innov pion,

Postsecondary institutions tended to be more innovative
than their secondary counterparts. Community colleges
appeared the most. innovative, most likely because of
their course mix, flexible hiring practices,
entrepreneurial nature, and close ties with JTPA and
employers.

Secondary institutions tended to have a difficult time
breaking through the status quo to try new ideas, in
part because of uncertainty about the appropriate
content and skills levels of new fields, less flexible
staffing arrangements, and student scheduling issues

related to academic reform initiatives.

The extent of program improvement did not appear to be
strongly correlated with urbanicity or economic status
of the community, although all urban areas had at Least
some program improvement underway.

Outreach and services targeted on new student
populations were common improvement strategies. At the
secondary level, activities targeted gifted and above-
average students a well as disadvantaged and

handicapped students and single parents. At the

postsecondary level, the most pervasive change was the
implementation and expansion of customized training
programs for industry, although over a third of the

communities also expanded recruitment of disadvantaged
students.

New programs were relatively rare. Secondary
institutions were more willing to upgrade current
programs with new equipment or provide supplemental
support or remedial services. At the postsecondary
level, the most dramaric increases were in customized
training programs.

All sites purchased some new equipment during the past
two years. The impact of equipment purchases was

greater when the equipment was part of a coherent
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program improvement strategy than when dispersed or
rotated through an institution's ongoing programs.
Program improvement strategies were Less commonly found
than dispersed or rotated methods.

Articulation agreements were found in 'any study sites.
Most had been initiated fairly retently and the trend
appears to be growing. Agreements typically either
encouraged further discussions among interested parties
or permitted credits for secondary graduates.
Agreements that attempted to integrate curricula were
not observed.

Curriculum development and modification were also a

frequently mentioned innovation, although we did not
look systematically at classroom improvements.

Uses and I ortaace of Perkins Title 113 Funds

Perkins Title III! funds were often viewed as federal
equipment money. Area vocational schools visited, for
example, spent over 90 percent of their Title In funds
on equipment; community colleges, about two-thirds; and
comprehensive high schools, about one-third (with the
rest going primarily to instructional or professional
development).

.Equipment purchases were a longstanding practice for
federal vocational dollars, especially because
equipment was often reported as a difficult expenditure
for local boards to approve. Some administrators also
reported chat equipment purchase was "safe" from an
auditing viewpoint.

The primary influence on the use of Title 113 funds for
other than equipment purchases appeared to be state-
isposed limits or prohibitions on equipment purchases.
Alternate sources of equipment funding were available
in these instances. In addition, where states awarded
Title IIB funds on a competitive basis, the resulting
programs appeared to be of higher quality than those
based on formula funding, most likely because the

competition for funds encouraged more careful needs
assessment, planning and design of activities.

The matching requirement ander Title 113 w. met
t.-ithout difficulty in almost all sites, but the match
was seldom connected with the activities supported with
Title I1/1 funds. The result was often a

compartmentalized use that limited Title IIB's

leveraging potential.

Nevertheless, particularly from the perspective of

local administrators, Perkins Title ra funding played
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a larger role than one would expect given the
comparatively low level of funding. Funds are
flexible; amounts have remained relatively stable over
time; and because of their program improvement focus,
the funds have a positive image at the local level. The
funds served primarily as support rather than as a

catalyst for change.

Coordination with JTPA

Although coordination between JTPA and vocational
education providers was mandated in legislation, actual
cooperation was more influenced by such pragmatic
concerns as the availability of substantial JTPA
resources and the decline in vocational enrollments.
JTPA grants were typically two to three times the size
of Title IIB grants.

JTPA programa operated in both secondary (usually
summer youth programs) and postsecondary institutions
(as "slot-ins" in regular programs or for support of
industry-specific training). In some cases, Perkins
I/A and JTPA funds were combined to fund JTPA clients
in particular programs, including very short-term
customised training.

:mplications

Because targeted BFI's appeared to result in more
creative uses of Title IIB funds, Congress may wish to
consider measures to increase the use of targeted RFPs.
As the same time, dissemination of information about
successful projects and a range of support options may
help local administrators make more informed decisions
about Title IIB spending.

The leverage potenci 1 of Title MI funds would be
increased if grant recipients were to use matching
funds in direct support of the Title IIH allocation.

Although combining Perkins find JTPA funds to serve the
same population gr'ups is a productive use of funds,
some clarification my be needed to ensure that Perkins
funds do not support the very short-term customized
training.

Title In funds were seldom used for activities
designed for special populations, and Title IIA funds
for special populations did not support program
improvement and change. Additional incentives may be
necessary to have program improvement activities
addressing the needs of special populations.
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GENERAL PROGRAM rMPROVEMEMT ACTIVITIES

Overview

The 27 communities in our study exhibited considerable diversity in

terms of the extent to which they launched innovations or other program

improvement activities. While the objective for this study was not a

comprehensive assessment of the change process within institutions providing

vocational education, nor an assessment of the intensity of innovative

activity, w present, as part of our analyses, a discussion of the kinds of

changes that have taken place since the implementation of the Perkins Act in

the vocational institutions and the factors that seemed to influence their

implementation. This discussion serves as a context for understanding the

role of Perkins HS funds at the local level.

Before we begin the discussion of change in vocational education, it

may be useful to note that the term "vocational education program improvement,

innovation and expansion," as defined in the Perkins legislation, encompasses

a broad range of activities. For the most part, institutions providing

vocational education routinely implement changes or program improvements on an

ongoing basis. These changes are often in response to the changing

environment in which vocational education is taught or to specific

circumstances arising in an institution or program. Often these changes are

not in the direct control of vocational administrators. For example,

educational equipment becomes obsolete and is replaced with new versions;

rapidly changing technologies related to occupational areas lead to

corresponding modifications in vocational curricula in order to incorporate

the new technologies.

Similarly program expansion (and contraction) may also be externally

generated. A change in enrollment Leads to a drop off in the number of

"traditional" vocational students ana institutions turn to new populations as

a source of students. A change in the economy or labor market demand callses

an increased (or decreased) demand for particular skills, and institutions

respond by adjusting their program mix to meet the employers' (and students')

needs. This is not to suggest that s!.1 program improvement and expansion

activities are responses to external influences. During our data collection

we saw examples of such activities that were developed and initiated by
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proactive staffs within the vocational institutions with the objective of

improving the quality of education. Our intent is to point out that most

institutions providing vocational education are continually undergoing

changes, often in response to external influences.

By definition, progran improvement and change describe activities

based in existent programs. In contrast, program innovation suggests a more

dramatic type of change, one which involves the introduction of a brand new

activity. Compared to modifications of existing programs, the adoption of an

innovation typically requires a greater investment of resources (both

financial and human =erg?) and generally results in a more dramatic change in

the institution. As with program change and expansion, the impetus for

innovation is sometimes external to the organization. But even when

externally initiated, the introduction of innovations generally requires more

involvement and commitment from educational staff. In it most robust form,

innovation suggests creativity in designing and planning the new activity.

For this study, site selwction included a procedure designed to

increase the likelihood that our sample would include at least some innovative

representatives. In our discussions with state officials regarding the

identification of possible sites for our field work, we asked them to nominate

one community' that demonstrated a high degree of program improvement

initiative. Although the states' classifications of innovative communities

were not always consistent with what we found (4uring our data collection, we

did visit a number of communities in which there was considerable program

improvement activity.

It was possible to align the institutions on a continuum with

routine, largely passive change at one end and creative, proactive and

influential (in the sense that a significant part of the institution or

community was affected) change at the ocher. In this chanter we will refer to

routine changes and expansions either as program improvements or changes.

More creative, proactive aAd/or dramatic introductions will be described as

innovations.

When looking across the communities that exhibited the most

innovation, we found that their vocational education delivery systems shared

the following characteristics:
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A culture supportive of innovationthat is, one in

which administrators and staff were encouraged to cry
new things, even if it involved some risk taking.
Moreover, there tended to be one or more key
administrators who functioned as internal change agents.
These individuals had a. defined strategy for improvement
of the vocational delivery system and they rallied the
ideas and resources requisite to achieving their
objectives.

A strategy for growth that included the active
recruitment of new student populations in order to
address the decline in the traditional vocational
student population. These new population groups often
overlapped with those identified in Title IIA of the
Perkins legislation.

Program level dynamics, characterized by ongoing
assessment of curriculum, equipment, and instructional
materials to ensure that the materials were appropriate
for both the students and corresponding labor market.

Active collaboration across educational institutions and
coordination of vocational programs with employers,
MA, and other government agencies. This collaboration
has the objective of maximizing the resources available
for vocational education.

Despite these similarities, there was an interesting dichotomy in

how the districts and institutions decided which program improvement

activities were to be implemented. Generally, these activities were initiated

in one of two wayseither as a series of generally unrelated activities

dispersed throughout the institution, or as part of a more focused strategy

for improvement and change. This latter approach usually resulted in fewer

but more significant changes. While neither pattern is inherently better, the

type of approach employed generally had important implications for the types

and intensity of activities initiated.

While some of the communities in our study appeared quite

innovative, at the ocher and of the continuum, a few of the sites we visited

exhibited almost no new initiatives or program improvements in vocational

education. These communities tended to be small communities in economically

depressed areas. Even in these sites, there were some minor changes,

especially at the postsecondary level.

Thy rest of the communities in our sample tended to have a moderate

level of program improvement or change, although the extent of innovation was
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not always consistent across the different types of educational

area vocational schools and community colleges, for example,

institutions;

often showed

considerably more innovativeness than their high school counterparts.

we present

improvement

significant

our 'ascription of the types of changes and ocher

activities undertaken in our study

factors that do or do not appear to

activities undertaken in vocational institutions.

Trends in Program Improvement

sites, we

influence

will

Before

program

discuss

the extent of

In this section, we will discuss patterns of vocational

and changes, focusing in particular on factors that do and do

influence their initiation. We will begin by summarizing

improvements

not seem to

briefly the

conditions that do not appear to be related to program improvement, and then

will move on to the more influential factors.

The extent of program improvement or change did not appear to be

strongly correlated with either urbanicity or the economic status of the

community. Examples of extensive program improvement and change were found in

all three types of communities--urban, ,.)urban and rural areas. However, in

contrast to rural and suburban types of communities, both of which Jere

reprelented by a fats sites where there was virtually no innovation, all ur..an

communities had at least some examples of program improvements underway.

Apparently, their larger size and number of actors and influences provided at

least the minimum number of opportunities for the introduction of changes.

The most significant communitylevel characteristic that influenced

the extent of program improvement was the commitment of individuals

representing a range of institutions to working with each other to improve

vocational education. ilepresentatives of the following types of institutions

were key to the implementation of innovations chat had broad range

implications for the community:

-- secondary and postsecondary educational administrators;

-- industry representatives, in particular those with
sufficient status within the company to bring additional
resources--funding, equipment/materials, and time--to
the effort; and
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-- government agencies, to leverage each organization's
funding allocation and to facilitate client referral and
targeting.

As with community size, the local economic situation was not a

consistent factor in predicting the extent of program improvement in the

community. Improvement and change were found under the spectrum of economic

situations from rapidly declining to highly prosperous. It does appear chat

such improvements are Tf,re eifficult to 4ndertake in communities where the

economy is declining because resources are more scarce. In some of the poorer

communities, secondary and postsecondary institutions viewed ':hemselves as

competitors for survival, and both types of institutions ran parallel programs

that, at least upon evaluation, appeared to be duplicative of each

other and of those operated 1J), JTPA.

On the other hand, several small communities with declining

economies turned out to exhibit considerable program improvement and change.

In those instances, rather than viewing themselves in competition with each

other, the vocational providers joined with JTPA and other agencies for both

funding and programmatic purposes.

The extent of program improvement activities in our study

communities appears to be somewhat related to type of educational institution,

with the postsecondary institutions tending tc be more innovative than [heir

secondary counterparts, particularly, the comprehensive high schools. Based

on our site visits, community colleges exhibited the most potential for

program improvement, compared with other types of postsecondary educational

institutions. Community colleges had the most flexibility in implementing

changes (because of their hiring policies), were generally more

entrepreneurial (because their survival was closely linked to student demand),

and had close ties with JTPA and employers. The course mix in community

colleges tended to bq Less dependent on extensive, expensive (and often

quickly outdated) equipment inventories. Some area vocational schools

appeared to be committed to maintaining their existing curricula and program

mix simply because they had acquired the corresponding equipment.

Administrators admitted that they didn't know how to dispose of the equipment,

had no storage space available, so, therefore felt compelled to offer the

relatively unpopular course.
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Secondary institutions, including area vocational schools primarily

serving secondary students, tended to have a much more difficult time breaking

through the status quo in order to try new ideas. The less flexible

requirements for scheduling and teacher certification make it more difficult

to use temporary and/or part-time instructors. Uncertainty also inhibited the

extent to which administrators were willing to innovate. This uncertainty was

encroaching from several fronts. The program mix was evolving from what had

been traditionally an employment preparation mechanism for blue collar workers

to one whit.,11 is increasingly technical and sophisticated. Meanwhile, at a

time when competition for students is growing, increased emphasis on basic

skills following from the academic reform movement has resulted in scheduling

limitations which make it more difficult for students to take vocational

courses. Finally, as skills become increasingly complex, the emphasis on

postsecondary vocational education raises questions about the appropriate role

for secondary vocational education, further adding to secondary

administrators' uncertainty and /Anxiety.

As a result of the uncertainty and ambiguity about the appropriate

role of secondary vocational education, a few systems have fallen into a state

of atrophy in terms of change or improvement. The most extreme example from

our data collection occurred where uncertainty about the future was

particularly acute. During the previous year the state legislature had

considered a bill that would have discontinued all secondary level vocational

education. Although the bill did not pass, some vocational adminstrators

interviewed took a fatalistic position, claiming that it was only a matter of

time before there would be no secondary vocational education in the state.

This viewpoint inhibited any attempts at innovation or change in the div.rict.

Although in mist communities, more innovation took place at the

postsecondary level, in a few communities, the secondary level initiated most

of the Changes or program improvements. In 4u% s4stern urban community, the

district was willing to pilot or "try anything" that the state education

office proposed. That district had a wide array of program initiatives

underway during our visit, ranging from support programs for 9th graders who

were children of alcoholics or drug addicts to the establishment of a

nonprofit corporation where companies and professional societies have

partnerships with a school; that corporation also provides mini-grants to
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selected teachers. Important to recognize is the fact that the district had a

history of picking up the costs of new programs after they were successfully

implemented. Similarly, districts in a few other communities in our study

were very active in startin,4 new programs.

At the secondary level, it appears that a crucial element related to

the extent of program improvement and change is the administrators'

willingness and ability to coordinate with external organizations and

employers to obtain funding for the new ?programs. This additional funding is

important because routine school operating budgets could not support such a

high level of change. At the same time, administrators also recognized that

the funding might not turn out to be permanent.

The issue of transitory programs seems to be a sennitive one at the

secondary level. While it was fairly common for postsecondary institutions to

implement trial or pilot programs, or programs with a limited timespan, the

practice was much less typical at the secondary level in the communities we

visited. In particular, programs initiated as a result of coordination with

employers and other agencies tended to be somewhat different from the typical

high school vocational program. In addition to being more temporary, programs

were often offered at a different location, for example, at a firm. Control

over the programs' design and format was often snared by representatives of

external agencies As well as the school. Even when the program was part of a

state-funded pilot, teachers often had more direct contact and involvement

with state level staff. The bureaucracies at the secondary level tended to be

more conservative about starting (or discontinuing) programs involving "soft

money," and about sharing control over their programs; as a result, they

tended to be more besitant about entering into joint initiatives.

Based on our site visits, the single most important factor in the

introduction of program improvement activities was effective leadership.

Highly innovative institutions and districts had leaders or change agents who

were willing to experiment and take some risks in attempting to improve their

programs. The identity of the leader was not necessarily the same across our

study sites. They ranged from vocational directors, principals, and

superintendents at the secondary level, to college presidents and employers at

the postsecondary level; some teachers also werc key to the introduction of

change.
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The educational leaders were tuned into sources of ideas for program

improvement and change. One source turned out to be the state, but

administrators also looked to interstate consortia, regional resource centers

(such as the Appalachian Regional Commission), consultants, advisory boards

and educational literature for new ideas. The importance of leadership for

program innovation is also supported by our examples of noninnovative

communities or institutions. In those sites, leaders tended to be strongly

resistant to change, net willing to take risks, and Lacking in creativity.

In looking at patterns of program improvement and /.:hertge, another

issue to consider is the extent to which overall program improvement

activities are undertaken as part of a comprehensive strategy with long term

objectives consistent with need of students, institutions, and labor market,

or only as a series'of relatively unrelated activities undertaken in a more

scatter shot mode. For example, in examining how institutions allocated

funding for new equipment, we identified two basic patterns. In the first,

equipment allocations were targeted toward specific strategic objectives, such

as the introduction of a new program, or significant upgrading of the

equipment in an entice department. Under the alternative broad disbursement

process, funds for new equipment were doled out to programs or departments in

relatively equivalent chunks, allocations so small that major improvements in

any area was not possible.

Parallel trends were apparent in terms of overall program

improvement activities. Some communities initiated a series of generally

unrelated changes. Other communities targeted their re4ources in order to

acnieve one or two primary objectives. Even the most innovative, in terms of

number and types of activities underway, exhibited both of these patterns.

The less focused approach was typified by the district mentioned above, which

was willing to "try anything." Although that district had a Large number of

projects underway, there was little coordination across them.

On the other hand, the more strategic approach was exemplified by

another large uroan district. That district made a deliberate decision to

target all program improvement activities to high-risk, ecoromically

disadvantaged high school students. Projects were given priority status if

they had addressed one of the following three objectives: 1) Reducing the

drop-out rate; 2) Encnuraging teen parents to remair. in school; or 3)
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Enhancing the abilities and successes of minority populations through

occupationsl skill training. The overall thrust of program improvement

activities over the past three years has focused on those priorities. The

priorities were identified in response to a downturn in the local economy over

the past decade, and reflect the district's commitment to the community.

It is interesting to note that in the same community, the community

college has also adopted a focused strategy for program improvement. The

college president is committed to involving the entire college community in

the process of deciding priorities for change at the school. Over a period of

months, input was solicited from different segments of the community. Based

on this input, goals for change are defined. Funding for new projects must

fit in with one or more of the college's action goals. As with the

correspom ing district, the college's goals over the past few years have

emphasized serving the needs of the special population groups. (Ironically,

the college has had difficulty in qualifying for Perkins' sex equity grants

because it already exceeds the targets set by the stare for female enrollment

it nontraditional courses.) Although the priority areas defined by the

college dominate program improvement activities, funding for routine equipment

updates is allocated across all program areas on a rotating basis which allows

one department to make a major purchase each year.

In the preceding section, we have described the factors that seem to

be associated with those program improvement and change activities undertaken

in the study sites. In the next section, we discuss the range of those

activities.

Sate ories of Pro ram Improvement Activities

Before describing the types of program improvement activities

undertaken in the study commul:ties, we discuss the recent decline in

vocational enrollments evident in the communities we visited. That decrease

in the number of students served as a catalyst for many of the changes

initiated.

In almost all of our study sites, vocational enrollments were

declining. While this decline was most evident at the secondary level, is

also was true for many postsecondary institutions. In those institutions

where the number of vocational participants was holding steady or increasing,
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vocational enrollments were directly related to an overall increase in

enrollments. Even in those communities, the proportion of vocational students

within overall school enrollment tended to be decreasing.

At the secondary level, declining enrollments were reportedly due tJ

the educational rerorm movement and the corresponding emphasis on basic skills

development, or else due to overall enrollment declines. Particularly hard

hit were the programs at area vocational schools serving secondary students.

Those schools typically operated half-day or three-hour block programs;

participation in them made it more difficult for students to satisfy

concurrently the course requirements for graduation.

Some districts sought to offset the impact of declining enrollments

on their vocational programs through structural changes such as adding a class

period to the school day. Other districts adopted curricula for vocational

programs that would also yinld academic credit.* Along with those structured

changes, most communities also adopted strategies to recruit new types of

students in order to ameliorate the enrollment decline.

Many of the postsecondary institutions providing vocational

education in our study also experienced a recent decline in enrollments.

Three primary factors account for the postsecondary enrollment decline: 1) the

phase out of the a educational bill for Vietnam veterans which had subsidized

a significant portion of their student body; 2) the transition from the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) to the Jobs :raining

Partnership Act (JTPA) (in comparison with CETA, JTPA emphasizes shorter

training programs and eligible participants tend to be much more economically

disadvantaged); and 3) the decline in the unemployment rate and the

corresponding availability of job opportunities in many of the sample sites

which resulted in increased competition from employers for individuals'

time. Like their counterparts at the secondary level, community colleges and

postsecondary area vocational schools tried to offset the declining

enrollments by making changes in their programs to attract new types of

students.

"Principles of Techholosz is the best known example 7f such
curricula.
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In the following section, we will describe the specific categories

of program improvement and change. Secondary and postsecondary activities are

discussed separately within each category. We caution the reader that, at the

secondary level, our data collection focused on individual schools, therefore

district level information is minimal. At the postsecondary level, the small

number of schools visited, along with the complexity of the schools, limits

the generalizability of the findings.

Outreach and Services Targeted on Nev Student Populations

The most pervasive type of program improvement activity undertaken

in our study sites was outreach initiatives targeted to population groups

which have not traditionally participated in vocational programs. Added to

these outreach activities were support services designed to increase the

retention of these new groups once they have entered the vocational system.

Over two- t'irds of the secondary programs in our study had implemeated

programs targeted to new population groups; one-third of the postsecondary

programs had adopted such initiatives. For all types of institutions, the

primary lotus for these changes was declining enrollment.

Secondary institutions sought to expand their enrollment base by

targeting a number of types of students who historically were not typical

vocational students, including:

-- the college bound high school students who in the past
focused exclusively on academic courses;

-- high-risk students who would likely become dropouts
without some form of intervention;

-- dropouts and other academically disadvantaged students
who did not have a high school diploma or CED;

-- other special population groups including the
handicapped, and single parents.

At the postsecondary level, in particular for area vocational

schools, class scheeles were modified to accommodate more part-time students,

many of whom were already employed. Previously these schools had relied

largely on full-time students who wanted to learn a skill in order to secure a

job.
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In order to attract new populations, districts and postsecondary

institutions adopted a variety of strategies, customized to address the

special requirements of each target group. These strategies will be described

below, separately for secondary and postsecondary institutions.

Recruitment of New Population Croups: Secondary School Strategies

At the secondary level, one common strategy designed to broaden the

mix of students was to attempt to lure gifted and other above-average students

into vocational courses. These efforts benefited from the availability of new

technologies which could be applied in traditional vocational programsold

industrial arts metamorphosed into the more seductive Modern Technology. The

. most popular program for attracting such students was Computer-Assisted

Drafting (CAD) which was available in the majority of districts in our

sample.

Classes such. as CAD allowed vocational programs to change their

image from one associated with "blue collar" skills to one offering education

that prepared students for professional or "high tech" careers. At least one

vocational administrator mentioned that this image change was important for

both students and their parents; parents with ambitions of college for their

children had previously discouraged them from taking vocational programs.

Other programs successful in attracting the more academically advanced student

were those involving other new technologies such as computers tnd robotics.

These programs were offered at comprehensive and vocational high schools,

although in multi-school districts, usually only in a selected number of the

comprehensive high schools. In almost all cases, students turned out to be

academically above-average, college-bound male students.

Some districts introduced structural or operational changes in their

vocational programs in order to attract new t,pes of studgats. In order to

inform potential vocational students about the options available to them,

several school districts initiated vocational exploration programs for junior

high (or ninth grade) students.

One urban community in our study started an extended day program at

the vocational high school. This two-hour after school program had enrolled

eighty-one students in high tech programs, including computerized commercial

art, computer assisted drafting and word processing. In addition to
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attracting college bound, high achieving students into vocational courses, the

program also reportedly improved the community's previously negative image of

vocational education.

In contrast to programs targeted to more academically advanced

students through upgrades in the equipment and technology of the courses,

program improvement designed to attract the other new populition groups tended

to 1) focus more on the provision of support services, ancillary to the

vocational program and 2) be generally less costly to initiate. The recent

increase in the high school dropout rate experienced in almost all of our

study sites resulted in a parallel growth of programs designed to help high-

risk students stay in school and encourage high school dropouts to return to

school. Almost two-thirds of the districts in our sample offered such

programs, although these programs generally served only a fraction of the

target population.

High-risk students were generally defined as those who would

probably be high school dropouts unless a succcssful intervention were

implemented. Most of the students w_re academically and/or economically

disadvantaged, although one district offered a program for gifted at-risk

students. Services ranged from remedial education programs designed to help

academically disadvantaged students demonstrate the competencies requisite for

graduation, to work experience programs which offered students the pdssibility

of earning wages while attend,ing high school.

Programs for high school dropouts focused on recruiting former

students into vocational programs, generally at the area vocational school or

alternative high schools, with the objective of teaching the students a skill

that would make them job ready. Often a GED program was offered in

conjunction with the vocational program. Several of the districts hired a

recruit whose primary mission was to go after high school dropouts and

convince them to return to school. These recruiters told us that they tended

to be more successful if they could reach the individual soon after he or she

left school. In one community, the high schools would notify the recruiLer

whene7er a student had three con ?ecutive days of unexcused absences.

Prog-ams for high school dropouts offered a range of support

services designed to make it easier for the student to stay in school. These

services included stipends for transportation; referral to food stamps, AFDC,
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JTPA and other social service programs; educational counseling; and job

placemenn services. Dropout programs usually served a significant number of

single parents; in those cases a stipend for child care was often available as

well as additional counieling services.

The other target group recruited for vocational programs was the

handicapped. As discussed in Chapter 4, the availability of Perkins Title IIA

funding facilitated implementation of initiatives for handicapped students.

Changes implemented to facilitate recruitment of the handicapped include

vocational skill assessment labs, modifications of existing equipment and

facilities, and the provision of aides to assist handicapped students in

vocational courses.

One of the more interesting new initiatives implemented to increase

participation of handicapped students in vocational programs was rooted in the

idea that instructors were key to recruitment. In one district vocational

instructors tended to come from the private sector, teaching the skills used

in their own businesses. These vocational teachers often did not hive the

same Level of training in instructional techniques as their academic

counterparts, and as a consequence, tended to be less confident in their

abilities to work with new types of students. Recognizing the reluctance of

vocational instructors to work with the handicapped students, the district

initiated a program of support services for vocational instructors focusing on

working with handicapped students. The objective of the program was to change

teachers' attitudes by familiarizing them with special needs and issues

related to handicapped individuals, and thereby making the instructors more

comfortable with the prospect of having handicapped students in their

classes. Local respondents reported that instructors' attitudes changed frcim

fear of having the handicapped get hurt in class to being much more receptive

to enrolling special needs students.

Recruitment Postsecondary Strategies

As in secondary institutions, community colleges and postsecondary

area vocational schools made changes in their programs in order to attract and

retain a different type of student. The most pervasive change was the

implementation and expansion of customized training programs for industry.

Over half of the postsecondary institutions operated customized training or
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industry-specific programs. In these programs, educational institutions

worked closely with a local employer or union (often in conjunction with JTPA,

the Employment Service, or other state agency) to design and operate a

training program for current or prospective employees. Students differ from

the more traditional vocational students in that they are not usually enrolled

in a degree or certificate program. Moreover, the programs tend to be short

in Length -- ranging from a couple of days to two weeks and are geared toward

the operations of a specific employer.

Customized training programs offer a number of advantages to

vocational providers;

-- linkage with employers is generally coordinated by
another agency utich as the employment service or JTFA;
schools do not have to seek out the employers
themselves. In some communities, state funded employer
recruiters fill the function of identifying employers
and bringing them together with representatives of the
institutions.

-- ease of student recruitment (students are generally
identified by employers or other agencies);

-- tuition (typically paid for by employers or subsidized
by JTPA) is comparatively lucrative; and

-- employers often allow the school to use their
facilities and equipment for training, thereby reducing
the need for the school to purchase costly (and quickly
outdated) equipment, while providing an opportunity for
instructors to work on state-of-the-art machines.

Over a third of the postsecondary institutions we visited also

reported an increased emphasis on the recruitment of more academically

disadvantaged students. Increasing numbers of such individuals are referred

to the institutions by JTPA and state-sponsored work welfare programs. Upon

entry into the school, these students often have not attained the level -E

basic skills requisite for mastering the vocational program. In order to

retain such students, postsecondary institutions have implemented remedial

basic skills programa which are offered as a prerequisite for, or in

conjunction with, vocational courses.

Almost half the postsecondary institutions we contacted offered

Displa:ed Homemaker or Single Parent Programs. These programs usually offered
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a variety of support services such as transportation, educational and personal

counseling, and financial assistance, in addition to vocational training.

The Perkins Act appears to play a role in the increased emphasis on

the recruitment and retention of new population groups in vocational.

programs. Except for the college-bound at the secondary level, and the

customized training students at postsecondary institutions, the new target

groups parallel those cited in Title IIA of the legislation: the handicapped,

academically disadvantaged, economically disadvantaged, and single parents.

It appears that the Perkins legislation facilitated the introduction

of programs targeted to new population groups. As we will discuss in more

detail later in this chapter, it is somewhat disappointing to note that

although Perkins Title IIA funds played a key role in the initiation of

programs geared to the target population groups, Perkins Title 118 funds were

rarely used to support such new efforts.

Programmatic Initiatives

Another type of program change or improvement common in the study

sites was the introduction of new types of vocational programs. There were

considerable differences between levels of institutions in the extent to which

new programs were initiated.

Programmatic Initiatives: Secondary Level Strategies

At the secondary level, few new programs were introduced. Instead,

WO saw enhancements of existing programs, usually through the application of

new technologies. The most common examples include business programs

replacing typewri:ers with word processing equipment; drafting classes

including CAD; printshops experimenting with desk-top publishing; automotive

courses using computer diagnostic equipment, and electronics programs

expanding to include robotics. Several districts Attempted to help students

meet their academic requirements by offering programs that integrated basic

skills with vocational programs. The nationally recognized Principles of

Technology program served as an important precedent for such programs.

Secondary institutions also made changes to existing programs

through th'.! addition of support services and concurrent remedial basic
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education. While they were reluctant to implement new programs, secondary

institutions were also reluctant to discontinue existing ones. Rather than

terminate a program due to Low student interest and the decline of available

jobs in the area, programs operated at a low level of enrollment, because of

the effort required to dismantle a program--the psychic costs of laying off an

instructor and removing equipment. We were also told that it was hard to

predict demand. The building trades program, for example, is one which

apparently experiences cycles of student interest and employer demand.

Programmatic Initiatives: Postsecondary Strategies

At the postsecondary level, the most dramatic increase in new

programs was due to the introduction or expansion of customized training

programs. The growth of customized training initiatives was apparent at both

area vocational schools as well as in community colleges. Although employers

or economic development agencies often provided the Initial impetus for such

programs, once school administrators recognized the potential value of such

programs to their institution, they quickly attempted to increase their

involvement.

Apart from customized training programs which usually did not pose

extensive demands on the institutions' resources, some postsecondary

institutions, mostly area vocational schools, were reluctant to :tart new

programs because of the significant cosrs associated with their introduction,

and the possible risk of failing to attract a sufficient number of stldents.

Interestingly, two new programs were initiated in a number of study

sites, despite the fact that each required a fairly sizeable financial

investment. Half of the Southeastern communities initiated truc:a driving

programs (apparently at the encouragement of local industry). 1h* costs of

the equipment required to launch these programs runs into the rajlions of

dollars. Some of these programs were introduced in very economically

depressed communities as a means of curtailing the exodus of young Jecple to

parts of the country where more jobs were available. Start-up fu:,ding for

these programs was largely provided by JTPA.

A number of health-related programs also opened recantly in a few

postsecondary schools. In addition to the costs of securing the requisite

equipment, the process for gaining certification from the state in order to be
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eligible to offer these programs is apparently fairly rigorous, and tends to

dissuade some schools. It is interesting to note that in some communities

where AID, has raised the Level of public concern, enrollment in health-

related programs has sharply declined; by contrast, ocher communities report

long waiting lists of students.

While most communities in our study took a reactive approach in

their decision to start new programs, initiating new ones only in response to

student or employer demand, one innovative community college took a proactive

stance, and started programs that affected the economy of the area. The

community was a small agricultural one, wiLh a declining economy, hard hit by

the farm crisis of the 1980s. Among the series of new programs initiated was

a Farm Ranch Program to help farmers avoid bankruptcy. The three-year course

teaches skills in marketing, computer Literacy (records of milk production,

etc.) and sophisticated business practices. Of the 200 farms participating

since the program's inception, none have gone under. The college also has

conducted a series of one-day seminars at outreach locations throughout the

rural areas of the state. These seminars have dealt with the emotional and

financial *pacts of the farm crisis. The program has also provided staff

inservice on bow to be helpful in crisis situations, and has developed a video

"Rural Crisis Comes to School," designed to help teachers recognize signs of

stress in their students.

The college also presented a series of seminars for farm women on

developing cottage industries to supplement farm income. The focus of this

program was to teach home-based business owners marketing techniques and

strategies. The businesses served ranged from custom pig breeding to jewelry

making. One of the major goals of the program was to help the women involved

develop a financial bast that would enable them to remain in the community.

In addition to the agri-business programs, the community college al.o opened

up one of the only (if not the only) liquid petroleum gas programs in the

country, attracting students to the community from all over the country.

While the extent of program improvement in one institution as

illustrated by the above discussion is dramatic, it is not urique. Other

small rural community colleges in our study also demonstrated considerable

entrepreneurship in initiating new programs that led to community-wide

changes. These colleges were based in communities which were Largely
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agricultural and had declining economies - - characteristics associated with

programmatic atrophy in other sites. The factors that seemed to make a

difference were energetic and proactive administrators, and a strong emphasis

on forming alliances with other organizations (e.g., JTPA, economic

development agencies, employers) which serve as a source of new ideas, as well

as a mechanism for assembling a base of funding for new projects.

Acquisition of Nev Equipment

All study sites purchased some new equipment during the past two

years. It is interesting tc note that the acquisition of new equipment was as

much perceived as a prerequisite to program maintenance as a program

improvement or enhancement. From what we were told by respondents, there are

two universal axioms about the relationship between equipment and vocational

education: 1) the acquisition of new equipment is vital to vocational

education's existence; and 2) vocational programs always need bore new

equipment. Given vocation#11 education's emphasis on preparing students for

jobs, schools need equipment and facilities similar to the ones used by a

relatively large number of prospective employers.

We observed two interesting patterns related to the acquisition of

new equipment. The first has to do with the way new equipment is obtained,

and the second with the decision making process involved in the acquisition

process.

Based on our sample of sites, equipment is almost always acquired as

a direct purchase. This 11/411 somewhat surprising given the significant cost of

the equipment. In her design paper for :CIE's National Assessment of

Vocational Education, Patricia Flynn (1987) noted that for vocational

programs, the use of rental equipment should be preferable to large capital

outlays that may hinder future flexibility and prohibit iavescmencs in new,

improved, less expensive and standardized models of equipment.

During our data collection, we saw only one example of rented or

leased equipment. Moreover, apart from customized training and one other

example, we saw no examples of equipment acquired more creatively- -such as

borrowed, Loaned or donated from industry. When we did see donations by

industry, the equipment tended to be near or at obsolescence, with limited

value for training. Other creative practices for equipment acquisition,



including the coordination of purchases with other organizations such as

schools or employers in order to negotiate a volume discount, were not evident

in our study cites. Administrators tended to view each purchase as unique and

directly related to the local setting. The one interesting exception to the

standard mode of equipment acquisition was established by a community college

in a Large urban area. The college established a not-for-profit corporation

for the purpose of getting equipment and ocher donations.

Distribution of new equipment tended to follow two patterns that can

be characterized as strategic and dispersed. Under the strategic approach,

allocations for equipment purchases are targeted to specific projects or

programs. Identification of the targeted activity is often done at the state

level. Under that scenario, the states typically issue competitive RFPs to

which districts or educational institutions respond. Grants under such

allocations often are sizeable--$500,000 to over a million dollars. Awards

are made to more than one bidder and the funded projects often receive

additional support such as training or assistance in the selection and

purchase of the equipment. In those cases, the programs are viewed as pilot

or prototype programs to be assessed for the possibility of replication in

additional sites in the state.

Districts and schools also use the strategic approach to channel all

or most of their equipment budget into a single program or activity. This

strategic approach was evident most often at the postsecondary level, although

it did occasionally occur in sccondary vocational schools. The objectives of

the targeted allocation decisions are generally associated with the

introduction of a new program or a dramatic overhaul of the equipment used in

an existing program. In all instances, large-scale equipment replacement is a

function of a desire to update the equipment so that it is more

technologically advanced. examples ranged from replacing the typewriters in

an office education course with word processors to the installation of

robotically-controlled lathe equipment.

Equipment purchases made under the strategic allocation process

resulted in clear improvements in existing activities, or in the initiation of

new programs. Under the other scenario in which equipme,-c funds are more

broadly dispersed across programs, there was usually a much less dramatic

change in program quality attributable to the new equipment.
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The broad dispersement method of allocating equipment funds is

typically employed at thn secondary level. Under this approach, adminis-

trators made allocation decisior..s in a way that would be perceived as

equitable. Instructors or department heads come up with an annual "wish list"

of new equipment that they would like to acquire. Then some decision-making

bodytypically the vocational director and advisory group at the secondary

level or some administrative subgroup at the postsecondarymeets to decide

whose request will be granted.

At the secondary level, the broad disbursement mode of equipment

acquisition generally followed one of two annual routines with historical

precedent setting the guidelines. Under one allocation scenario, each year

almost every department gets a new piece of equipment. Under the other

scenario, annual equipment purchases are concentrated in one or perhaps two,

program areas. Each department is aware of the distribution sequence,

cognizant of when it will be their turn in the queue.

Although those allocation processes are attractive in that they are

perceived as fair by the actors involved, they have the significant

d!sadvantage of precluding administrators from launching a more comprehensive,

longer term strategy for program improvement, or of taking advantage of

unforeseen but especially appropriate purchases in certain areas. :n

particular, the allocation scheme under which every department gets some new

equipment every year tends to dilute the impact of the acquisitions because

the funds are spread over a number of departments.

In secondary districts with a vocational high school, equipment

decisions again follow a pattern that is based on the rotation of funding for

new equipment across the various departments. For the most part, districts

with a vocational high school target the majority of funding for new equipment

to the vocational high school, rather than to comprehensive high schools.

Administrators explain this practice by saying that students at the vocational

high school are more likely than their counterparts to go directly into a job

after graduation and therefore need training on equipment comparable to that

used by industry. In one large urban district, new equipment went to the

vocational magnet school, following from a deliberate decision to centralize

high quality programs in that school.



Postsecondary institutions generally demonstrated the most

flezioility in decisions related to the funding of new equipment. At that

level, program expansion and decline are more directly enrollment driven,

making it easier for administrators to allocate funding to the more active or

promising program areas.

For the communities in our study, equipment purchases were the

primary use of Perkins Title NB funds at the local level; lacer in this

chapter we will explore the role of federal funding in the equipment

acquisition process. Before beginning our discussion of the federal funding,

severe- lass common types of program improvements or changes are described.

Articulation Agreements

Agreements among educational institutions that allow students to get

credit in one school for courses taken in another are one of the newer and

most promising types of changes. Such agreements are known as articulation

agreements. The format of articulation agreements range from:

some

-- Agreement among secondary and postsecondary officials
to talk to one another;

-- Agreement that students who complete secondary programs
can get credit for them at a postsecondary institution;

Agreement that students who complete secondary programs
can get advances standing or more directly to advanced
courses at a postsecondary institution;

Allowing high school students to take vocational
courses at a postsecondary institution but get high
school (and/or college) credit for the courses;

Agreement to divide subject matter responsibilities,
with some programs offered exclusively at one level or
the other; to

A coordinated four year program (often called two plus
two) in which students take broad vocational
preparation at the secondary level and more specialized
vocational courses at the postsecondary level.

Almost half of the communities reported that they

form of articulation, or were in the process of

had implemented

negotiating an

agreement. However, those agreements generally were in form of one of the

first two formats described above. The more comprehensive and difficult types
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of agreements were not implemented. One state had mandated a policy called

"leveling," under which vocational schools (secondary and postsecondary) in

each district were required to develop a plan for ensuring that programs

operated by different schools were not duplicative. The policy was intended

to minimize competition across schools for students. While leveling did

reduce competition and duplication of course offerings, at least in our study

sites, it did little to foster coordination of programs across schools.

The articulation agreements found typically involved one or more

secondary institutions and a community college, although there was at least

one case of an agreement between two community colleges. For the most part,

when articulation agreements were initiated, they focused on a single course

or program area and usually only involved a handful of students. In some more

progressive communities, there was commitment to significantly increase the

number of programs involved.

Institutions providing vocational education in two large urban

communities displayed a higher degree of articulation. In one site, three

community colleges maintained articulation agreements with the vocational high

school that allowed students to obtain advance placement in college courses

through advanced placement exams. One of those community colleges also joins

with the vocational high school in offering a variety of programs including

vocation/weekend college experience programs in computer science and CAD,

inservice training for high school vocational staff, and a summer enrichment

program for graduates of the high school before their enrollment at che

community college.

In the other urban community, curriculum among the secondary and

postsecondary vocational institutions are almost fully integrated. In

addition, the postsecondary vocational center offered extension programs for

high school students so that they can take courses not offered elsewhere in

the district. Fifty or sixty students were enrolled in the extension

program. In that site articulation agreements have evolved over a long period

of time.

In contrast, in many study sites, establishment of articulation

agreements was a fairly recent phenomenon, one that was gaining moment..1m.

Even in communities where articulation agreements did not yet exist, there was

often movement in that direction underway. In about half the cases, impetus
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for the initiation of the agreements came from the state level (sometimes

through joint coordinating committees involving representatives of both

secondary and post-secondary programs), although in ocher cases, local

interest sparked the activity. At least in some communities, implementation

of such agreements was viewed as a marketing mechanism, designed to boost

declinIng enrollments. Often personal relationships between teachers at the

participating institutions were a key factor.

Curriculum and Instructional Development

Many secondary districts we visited claimed to be in the process of

adopting new curricula. In contrast, we noted few curriculum development

efforts at postsecondary institutions, although that apparent absence of such

efforts might have been a function of our data collection strategy, in which

fewer resources were devoted to the postsecondar level.

At the secondary level, curriculum packages were often based in

parallel efforts arising from tL state or regional consortia. Almost all of

the sites reported their teachers' participation in workshops on new

curricula.* Many communities were "working on" curricula which integrated

vocational and academic content, although it seemed that much of the activity

centered on fairly minor updates to existing curricula. A more systematic

study of curricula modules coupled with classroom observation would provide a-

better assessment of the magnitude of the change across communities.

In terms of instructional development and training, almost every

secondary school reported periodic inservice training sessions. Districts

also provide release time for participation in state or region-wide

conferences. Training sessions for instructional staff typically focus on

course content, not instructional techniques.

*
One state has a much more decentralized process--local districts

have autonomy in selecting curriculum within broad guidelines developed by the
state. To quote a state administrator: "Auto mechanics is auto mechanics
wherever you are." Districts have substantial resources available from the
state for curriculum development activities. All three communities we visited
in he state had undertaken significant curriculum development activities
using Perkins IIB funds. That focus on curriculum development is related to
the state policy that designates Title IIB funds for the development of

curricula and articulation agreements.
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Since vocational instructors often come directly from industry

(compared with their academic counterparts who come from college programs

which stress instructional methods), we were somewhat surprised that there

were not more programs for vocational teachers that focused on quality of

instruction. Only two communities offered such programs--both were in large

urban communities. One distric initiated a training program for instructors

participating in new programs integrating basic skills and vocational

education; the other example was in a postsecondary institution that had a new

teacher peer support program.

In the following section, we will describe the role of Perkins Title

II8 Program Improvement Funds within the general context of program change and

improvement at the local level.

PERKINS TITLE III! PROGRAM EMPROVEMENT FUNDS

Allocation and Size of Perkins Title In Grants

According to the legislation, Perkins Title IIB Program Improvement

funds are intended for program improvement, innovation and expansion.* While

the legislation continues the emphasis on program improvement activities that

was part of the Vocational Education Acts of 1968 and 1976, the Perkins Act.: is

unique in that it restricts the use of all non-set-aside funds in the state

grant to use for improvement, innovation and expansion. Maintenance of

existing programs is no longer an allowable use of Perkins' funds under this

section.

As discussed in Chapter 3, states allocate Title XIS funds to

districts and educational institutions through Requests for Proposals (RFPs),

II, Part 8 of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational education Act
defines twenty-four categories of purposes, activities or items of

expenditures for which Title II S funds may be used. These categories include
improvement and expansion of programs in general; programs for special-need
populations and other specified types of programs or services; introduction
of new and innovative programs, including new programs of specified types;
acquisition of equipment; renovation of facilities; construction of such

facilities as area vocational schools; provision of certain ancillary
services, such as day care services, stipends, and placement services; and
curriculum development and teacher training.
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formulas (for example, based on enrollment), discretionary means or through

some combination of these methods. All but two of the communities we visited

received some Title nil funds. One district that did not receive Title In

funds was a small rural district that, until recently, had limited interest in

vocational education. Apparently, administrators were unwilling to put

together the response to the state's &FP. In the other community that did not

receive Title IIB funds, the state targeted most of the Title IIB funds on

curriculum development, not on operating programs.

Across the communities we visited, 55% of the Title III! funds went

to secondary institutions--districts and and secondary area vocational

schools; the other 45% went to community colleges and postsecondary area

vocational schools. These figures may understate the level of postsecondary

funding for the following reasons:

In our field work, we generally obtained funding data
from only one postsecondary inAticution in each
community; in urban areas particularly, there were
other institutions providing vocational education for
which we do not have data; and

Postsecondary schools often did not know the amount of
Title 11B funds that they received, or in some cases,
whether they actually -qceived any. In these cases,
funding at the state L:1ml generally went from the
State Board of Education through the State Board oZ
Regents. State Boards often merged the federal funds
with the state grant without identifying the funding
source, so receiving institutions were not able to
identify the funding source.

In Exhibit 5.1, we summarize Title IIB grant size by size of

community (urban, suburban, and rural/small town) and by four categories of

institutions: school districts, secondary area vocational schools,

postsecondary area vocational schools, and community colleges.*

Grant size ranged from $1,200 to almost half a million dollars. The

smallest grant went to a large urban area in the state which invested most

program isr.,:rovement funds in curriculum development. The largest grant went

*
Although vocational administrators in some schools acknowledged

that they had received Title IIB funds, they were unable to provide us with
information on grant size.
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Code*

Ul

U2

U3

U4

US

U6

U7

U8

U9

S2

33

S4

SSA

S5B

S6

S7

RIA

lit16

az

EL3

a4

a6

117

R8

R98

R8B

B9A

Exhibit 5.1

PERMS IIB CUNT SIZE, BY SIZE OF COMMUNITY AND TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Economy**
School

District
Secondary

AVS
Postsecondary

AVS
Community
College

D $ 1,200 $ 8,054 $ 28,858

C 122,006

n 70,832 87,743 $155,061

C 41,528 85,099

D 403,000 100,000

D 364,000

C 288,644

C/S 192,918 172,000

C/S 297,162

C 32,000

D 3,000 92,000

C 17,000 500,000 50,900

C/S 12,000

C/S

C/S 0 0 0 0

C/S 67,022

25,275

D 0 0 0 0

C/S 33,632 86,202

D 1,250

D 15,000 40,000

D 69,000

C/S

0 15,000 17,000

C/S 15,000

D

n

42,147 123,580

*U*Urban **CaCrowing economy
S*Suburban SaStable Economy
R=Rural Small Town DaDeclining Economy
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to a suburban postsecondary regional vocational center. Average grant size

was slightly under one hundred thousand dollars ($98,558). On average,

postsecondary schools had larger grant sizes than secondary schools.

Postsecondary area vocational schools had the largest average grant size--

$132,662, community colleges the next largest--$96,305. School districts had

an average great size of $90,951, and secondary area vocational schools

received the smallest average grant--$89,370.

Factors Influencing Grant Size

Size of community appear:, to be correlated with size of the Title

IIIi grant, particularly at the secondary level: the average district grant for

urban comprehensive districts was $177,161, compared with $16,000 for suburban

districts, and $16,221 for the rural counterparts. A similar pattern applies

to secondary area vocational schools. Urban area vocational schools had an

average grant size of $186,027--almost three times the size of suburban areas

(which got an average of $67,022), and almost six times that of rural areas

(which received an average of $32,382).

The small number of representatives in each cell for the

postsecondary level schools precludes generalizations. For the postsecondary

area vocational schools in our study, the pattern of urban communities

receiving the larger grant does not appear to hold true. The single suburban

postsecondary vocational school for which we have information was the

recipient of the largest program improvement grant in our study.

In our sample, there were nine community colleges that reported

receiving program improvement grants. On average, urban corm ity colleges

had the largest grant size ($142,354), community colleges in suburban

communities towns received the smallest ($71,450), and community colleges in

small towns or rural areas received an average cf $74,196.

Overall, districts and area vocations/ schools in urban communities

received almost two-thirds (64.6%) of all Title IIB program improvement finds,

although these communities represent only one third of the communities in our

sample. Two factors account for this disproportional distribution: 1) Many

states used a formula based on enrollment figures to allocate at least part of

the Title Ink program improvement funds. Urban districts have significantly

higher enrollments than do suburban or rural communities, and under an
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enrollment-based formula, would receive more funds; and 2) Urban communi:.ies

are somewhat more Likely to have entreprenurial administrators who, as a

result of both their experience and political savvy, are more Likely to

respond to B.FPs. Clearly, not all such administrators are based in urban

communities, but there is a greater likelihood that they will be, because of

the comparatively large administrative staff and degree of sophistication in

urban areas. Local initiative is key to the receipt of funding for special

initiatives.

Uses of Perkins Title In Funds

Under program improvement components of previous federal vocational

education legislationthe State grant (VEA of 1976, Sec. 130) and the non-

matched Exemplary Projects (VrA of 1976, Part 0)--researchers found that

federal funding went largely for the maintenance of on-going programs rather

than toward the initiation of new programs or significant improvements.

Benson and Haachlander (1981, p. Z35) found that, in 1979, 40% of the

secondary districts surveyed spent 90% or more of their funds supporting

existing programs.

The Perkins Act mandate which specifies that Title IIB funds be used

solely for improvement, innovation and expansion of programs was intended to

alter schools' reliance on federal vocational education funds for routine

replacement of equipment. The intent of Congress was that Title IIB funds,

matched with non-federal dollars, would leverage state and local monies to

modernize vocational education, making it more responsive to technological

development and economic growth. Much of the new language in the Perkins Act

is directed at responding to technological change by modernizing equipment,

updating curricula, and encouraging enrollments in programs for emerging, high

growth, high-tech occupations.

Under earlier federal vocational education legislation, a majority

of the funds were -..sed to purchase equipment. The Perkins Act permits the

funds to be used for equipment purchases only if the equipment is used for a

new program or results in a significant change ir the content of an existing

program; routine replacement of equipment is not an allowable use of Title XIS

funds.
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Equipment purchases continued to be the dominant use of Perkins

Title 113 funds in our study sites and for three of the four categories of

vocational institutions. Comprehensive high schools were unique in that, on

average, they spent only about one third of their Title In allocation on

equipment purchases. Overall, 62.9% of the Title IIB funds were used to

purchase equipment.

From interviews with local administrators, it appeared they were

aware of the limitations imposed by the legislation on equipment purchases,

although in some cases, they thought it was state rather than federal

policy. Given the rapidly changing technology associated with almost all

areas of vocational education, new equipment purchase would result in course

content changes since it will almost surely be more advanced than ics

predecessor.

Historical precedent was the primary reason communities made

extensive use of Title In funds for equipment purchases. Local

administrators were accustomed to spending federal vocational funds on

equipment. In fact, during our field work, some administrators had difficulty

recognizing that they received and used Perkins Tit'..e IIIi funds, until they

made the connection between the grant type and what they celiac "federal

equipment money."

Local administrators tend to view federal funds as having :ewer

restrictiona than state grants and their use as less scrutinized than locally

supplied funds. We were told in several sites that it was difficult to get

approval from local school boards to use Local funds for equipment. Some

administrators also pointed out that the use of federal funds foe equipment

was "safe," in tevms of avoiding audit problems. However, previous researLh

found that while equipment purchase may simplify meeting audit requirements,

schools that once invested heavily in equipment to duplicate industrial

conditions could no longer afford replacements given the rapidly changing

technology (Rosenfeld 1986, p. 14).

Exhibit 5.2 summarizes the use of grants by size of community and

type of institution. In the following section we will describe the uses of

Perkins funds, by type of institution, focusing the activities which were not

purely equipment purchases.
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Exhibit 5.2

TOTAL PERK' YS IIB PUNT POR EQUIPMENT OR OTHER USES,
BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Community School District
Secondary

AVS
Postsecondary

AVS
Community
College

Urban Equipment Other Equipment Other Equipment Other Equipment Other

UI $1,200 0 0 $8,054 0 $28,858
100% 0 0 100% 0 1.00%

U2* 0 $122,006
0 1002

U3 $4,250 $66,582 $37,743 0 $90,000 $65,G4!
6% 94X 100% 0 581 42%

U4 $41,528 0 $85,099 0
100% 0 100%

U5* 0 $403,000 0 $100,000
1001 0 100%

U6 0 0 $364,000 0
0 0 100% 0

U7* $50,000 $238,644
17% 83%

U8 $48,230 $144,689 $96,353 $75,647
25% 75% 56% 44%

U9 $297,162 0
100X 0

*Community in atdes which impose limits on the use of Title IIB funds fur e4uipment-
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Exhibit 5.2
(continued)

TOTAL PERKINS 118 GRANT FOR EQUIPMENT OR OMER USES,
8Y TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Community

Urban

School District

Equipssfint Other

econdary
AVS

Equipment Other

Postsecondary
AVS

Equipment Other

Community
College

Equipment Other

82* 0 $32,000
1002

S3 $2,000 $1,000 $92,000 0

672 331 1002 0

S4 $11,000 0 $500,000 0 $50,900
1002 0 100% 0 100X

SSA* $12,000 0
100% 0

159

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S7* $67,022
1C)%

*Community in states which impose limits on the use of Title 118 funds for equipment.
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Exhibit 5.2
(continued)

TOTAL PEREIMS IIR GRANT FOR W4UIPHEMT OR OTHER USES,
BY TYPE OF IMSTITUTION1

Community

Urban

School District

Equipment Other

Secondary
AVS

Equipment Other

Postsecondary
AVS

Equipment Other

Community
Col lege

Equipment Other

R1A $ 7,583 $17,693
30X 70X

RIB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

R2* 0 $33,632 $ 84,702 $1,500
0 1001 982 22

R3 $ 1,250 0 $ 38,000 $32,000
100% 0 542 462

R4 $15,000 0 $40,000 0
1001 0 100% 0

R6 $69,000 0
1001 0

R7

R8 0 0 $12,500 2,500 0 $17,000
0 831 172 0 1001

R8R 0 0 $42,141 0 0 0 $123,580
0 1001 0 0 0 1001

R9A

R9B $15,000 0
1001 0

*Communiiy in states which impose limits on the use ot Title JIB funds for equipment.
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Uses of Title 113 Funds by School Districts

As previously mentioned, unlike other categories of vocational

institutions, on average, school districts in our sample did not spend a

majority of their Title rir funds on equipment purchases. The primary

influence on the use of Title IIB funds for other than equipment purchases in

the study sites appears to be state policy. Five of the districts which

primarily used Title In funds for activities other than equipment purchases

were in states that restricted Title IIB for that use. When added together,

the amount of funds allocated for nonequipment purchases in those five

districts accounted for 80% of the total amount of funds designated by

comprehensive high schools for other purposes. That is, for the majority of

the nonequipment funds, the allocation decision was, at least in part, driven

by state policy.

Apparently, stateimposed limits on Title In funding of equipment

purchases was an important factor in encouraging the districts to identify

alternative uses. It is important to recognize, however, that when states

discouraged use of Title IIB funds for equipment, alternative sources of

equipment funding were provided by the state. Another factor that probably

facilitated the use of Title IIB funds for other than equipment purchases was

the fact that, especially in large urban areas, the proportion of the school

districts' budget represented by the Title In grant was fairly small.

When schools districts used Title IIB funds for purposes other than

equipment, they funded a variety of activities as summarized in Exhibit 5.3.

Four categories of activities were found in more than one site:

-- Instructional or Professional Development;

-- Curriculum Development;

-- Sponsorship of the Vocational Industry Clubs of America
(VICA) or other vocational student organizations; and

-- Support services for special populations.

It is interesting to note that apart from equipment purchases, the

two most popular activities funded by Title In funds in school districts were

instruction and curriculum development--activities which likely parallel ones

undertaken by the vocational staffs' academic counterparts. During ou: fie._



Exhibit 5.3

USE OF PERKINS TITLE IId FUNDS BY SCHOOL DISTRICTS
FOR PURPOSES OTHER TRU EQUIPMENT PURCHASE

Communic Use of Funds

U2 Instructional levelopment

Support for VICA

Release time far curriculum development

S2 Inservice training

R2 Curriculum Development

Inservice Training

Student Organizations

U3 Vocational guidance and counseling for harCicapped

S3 Career 7air

U5

U7

U8

Teacher salaries for curriculum development

Initiation of new vocational programs

Instructional Salaries

Curriculum Development

Substitute teacher salaries so
VICA meetings

Portion of costs of transition

that regular teachers

specialist for specizl

could attend
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work, vocational staff in comprehensive high schools often commented that they

were perceived by the academic staff as "second class citizens." It is

possible that the use of Title In funds fcr activities designed to improve

both instructional and curricular quality may reflect an effort to enhance the

image of vocational instructors and assimilate them into the more general

environment of the school.

Activities such as curriculum or instructional development that take

teachers away from their routine classroom teaching are perceived by teachers

as real "perks;" moreover, administrators comment that such staff development

opportunities become a real stimulus for program improvement through teacher

stimulation and enrichment. One administrator in a district that opted to use

all of its $33,000 Title IIB grant for staff and curriculum development said

he did so because the grant simply was not sufficient to purchase equipment,

adding that curriculum and staff development provide the "biggest buy for the

buck."

The Perkins Act identified activities of vocational student

organizations as an acceptable use of Title In funding. In two districts in

the same state, Perkins Title In funds were used to foster VICA

participation. One of these districts subsidized low income students'

participation in clubrelated activities; in the other district, Title IIB

funds paid for substitute instructors so that the regular vocational teachers

could attend VICA conferences along with their students.

As will be discussed later in this chapter, in the communities in

our study, we saw only two examples of Title IIB funds being used in

conjunction with programs for the special population groups identified in the

Perkins Title IIA legislation. One example was in an urban school district.

Under a project funded jointly with Title LIB and Office of Vocational

Rehabilitation (OVR) funds, a transition specialist was hired to organize

materials about OVRavailable services, and disseminate that information to

the parents of handicapped students.

Uses of Title IIB b Area Vocational Schools

This divJasion encompasses both secondary and pos secondary area

vocational -cuvois because the two types of institutions used Title IIB funds

in a similar way. In our study communities, area vocational schools at both
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the secondary and postsecondary levels used almost all (982 for secondary area

schools and 942 for postsecondary area schools) of the Title 113 funds for

equipment. School administrators reported that they need to stay current with

existing technology in order to survive. Unlike school districts or community

colleges, they do not also offer academic alternatives. In addition, area

vocational schools at the secondary level often offer a wider array of

vocational programs than comprehensive high schools that rely on extensive and

expensive equipment inventories.

One rural area vocational school used its relatively small ($2,500)

grant to provide inservice training for instructional staff. In a large urban

community, both the secondary and postsecondary area vocational school used

their Title IIB grants to launch recruitment activities targeted on improving

the image of vocational education in the community in order to attract

additional students. The'secondary area vocational school also used a portion

of its grant to train staff on a new computer system.

Uses of Title !I3 funds by Community Colleges

For the community colleges represented in our sample, approximately

two-thirds of the Title In funds were ased for equipment, tae rest for ocher

purposes. On average, urban community colleges used less than half their

grant for equipment pur hases, compared with 100% for suburban community

colleges and almost 83% for those located in rural areas and small towns.

Of zhe three urban community colleges for which we have data, one

was prohibited by state policy from spending Title XIS funds on equipment. In

All three urban community colleges, the Title IIB grant represented a

relatively small portion of their t cal operating budget, making it easier for

administrators to use discretion in determining how funds should be used.

Some community college administrators stated that equipment money

was the "hardest kind of funding to get" for their programs. Within .e

overall context of programs offered at community colleges, the costs

associated with start-up and maintenance of vocational programs are

. considerably higher than parallel costs for more academically oriented

offerings.
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As with other types of institutions, community colleges that opted

not to spend their entire grant for equipment used Title IIB funds for a

variety of purposes. Funds devoted to each project were relatively small with

the largest amount of funding for a single project being a $90,000 project in

a large urban community college; that project funded consultants to upgrade

the quality of instruction.

Another large urban community college received a total of $65,000 of

Title In funds in addition to a Title IIB grant for sponsored equipment.

These funds were used to support a variety of projects including:

Vocational guidance and counseling for the handicapped
within a setting designed to simulate actual
employment;

An alternative education progr.m conducted in
coordination with the local alliance for business. The
program is intended to help students overcome
educational cultural and personal barriers to success.

Career guiJa.nca for high risk gifted and talented
secondary students.

The provision of assistance to the local public school
system in the implementation of the course, Principles
of Technology.

These projects were all initiated by college staff in response to EtcPs issued

by the state.

Other activities undertaken by :ommunity colleges included the

hiring of an industry coordinator chose mission was to work with Local

employers to ensure relevance of vocational training and facilitate placement

of graduates, and a project designed to initiate articulation with other

schools in the area.

The Influence of Federal Requirements

Two federal requirements were intended to influence how Perkins

Title IIB funds were to be used. The first limited the use of Title IIB funds

to improvement, innovation or expansion of existing programs; the second

imposed a matching requirement. The federal prohibition against use of Title

IIB funds for program maintenance did seem to play a role in the way local

administrators used the funds. Most administrators were aware of this
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restriction (even if they did not know whether it was state or federally-

imposed) and took it into consideration when making decisions about how to use

their funds. There were a few examples of postsecondary institutions,

primarily community colleges, whose administrators did nor; appear to be aware

of the regvlation.

Generally, this requirement was not difficult to address. Given the

rapid change in technology associated with just about all vocational areas, it

was fairly easy for administrators to demonstrate that almost every use of

Title IIB funds, including equipment purchases, resulted in a substantially

changed program, even if not a dramatically new one.

While the federal mandate restricting use of Title In funds for

program improvement or innovation had implications for the way Title IIB funds

were used in most of the communities in our study, the federal matching

requirement influenced spending decisions in only a few communities. A third

of the nine states in our study met the requisite match at the state level.

In these states, several grant recipients were required to document a "paper

match," itemizing local contributions, but did not have to demonstrate that

they had met the federal share dollar for dollar.

In the other six states, the matching requirement was passed drip to

the local level and in most cases was net without problem. Seldom was local

match directly tied to the activity sponsored by the Perkins grant. The Local

match reflected more general local funding for vocational education. The fact

that, for most communities, the locally supplied match was not directly tied

to how the Perkins grant was spent minimized the leveraging ability of the

federal requirement.

There were only three instances where the local matching requirement

posed a problem for the communities in our study. Two were districts in the

same state that were scrambling to put together a match package in response to

a recent state ruling that prohibited the use of instructor salaries as part

of the match. In the third community, the area vocational school administra-

tor said there had been a problem, but he did not elaborate.

An apparent third federal influence is Title IIA of The Perkins

Act. The Perkins legislation includes activities targeted on the special

populations defined under Title IIA as appropriate uses of Title TIB
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Yet, in the communities in our study we saw only two examples of Title IIB

funds being used in conjunction with programs for the special population
groups. As described in the previous section, both examples were in large

urban areas and were only one of several activities supported by Title 113
funds these communities.

The scant use of Perkins IIB funds to support programs for special

population groups is apparently no accident. In discussions with adminis-

trators during our field work, we were told that they deliberately used Title

IXB :unds for other purposes because they felt '..hat the amount of funding

allocated for special population groups was excessive, and unfair to the rest

of the students. In particular, as articulated by one administrator of a

large district, the "kids in the middle, the good old average Joes" are the

ones losing out. On one hand, the low achievers and kids with special needs

get help from Perkins and other special programs; at the other end, the

college-bound get lots of attention and programs, "There's nothing (targeted]

for the kids in the mikidle-those that will need to get a job when they

graduate from high school."

State Influence on Use of Perkins Title 113 Funds

State policy often played a key role in decisions about how Title

IIB funds were used. States influenced the use of funds in one of two ways-

awarding Title LIB funds through R.FPs targeted an specific topics, or

restricting how the funds are used (for example, putting limits cn how much of

the grant can be used for equipment). As noted earlier in this chapter, state

policy seemed to have made the difference in whether districts followed

traditional practices, and spent their allocation on equipment, or instead

used Title IIB funds for different purposes. The influence of the state was

particularly apparent in school districts. It is worth repOating that states

that discouraged the use of Title :IB funds for equipment purchases generally

provided an alternative state source of funding for equipment.

In cases where states awarded Title IIB funds on an &FP basis, the

resulting programs appeared to be or innovative than those which were based

on formula funding, most Likely because one campetition for funding encouraged

more careful planning and design of activities. Often the state facilitated

lamovativeness by providing guidance or information about programs operating
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in other parts of the state or country. Some of the smaller grants awarded

through &FP, aiso wound up having a more significant influence than the larger

counterparts. For example, the total of $65,000 that went to a postsecondary

institution in one urban area was used to launch four separate, diverse

initiatives. In contrast, the number of individuals served under the largest

Title In grant in our study ($500,000, also awarded by RFP) used to start a

truck driving program, was almost certainly fewer than the number ,served by

the series of small grants.

State leadership in decision making regarding the use of Perkins

Title ITS funds may have important implications for the extent of innovation

at the local level, particularly in districts or institutions where internal

leadership or creativity is lacw,ng. It is not uncommon for institutions to

routinely use Title In funds for equipment purchases without considering

alternative uses. In such cases, more guidance from the state, either in the

form of policies on how the funds are to be used or simply the provision of

information about possible alternative uses, perhaps could have led to more

effective use of funds.

As discussed in Chapter 3 some states iL our study also had policies

that restricted overall Title US funds distributitm across institutions.

Three states limited access by postsecondary institutions to Perkins Title In

funds. One excluded postsecondary institutions entirely; another rescric:ed

postsecondary institutions to less than 10 percent of Title IIB funds, and a

third excluded postsecondary institutions from statemandated counseling

activities.

Local Influence on Uses of Perkins Title In Funds

At the local level, there were two primary types of influences on

how Title In funds were use. The first was related to how funds were

distributed across schools and/or programs, and once distributed, whether

funds were sufficient to undertake a significant initiative. The second was

the local context for program improvement activities, in particular, the

existence (or nonexistence) of an overall strategy for program improvement.

These factors have been discussed earlier in this chapter.

ID summary, the most commo- use of Title In funds in our study

communities was equipment purchase, and that pattern was consistent with
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historical use of federal funds. When institutions deviated from this

pattern, it appeared due primarily to state policies which targeted the funds

for other pi. poses. Federal guidelines restricting the use of funds for

program improvement and innovation were generally followed, but did noc play a

decisive role in how the funds were used. Matching requirements did not seem

to t' se a serious problem in most communities, and were not usually effective

in leveraging local funds in support of Perkinsfunded activities. Local

administators had the potential for directly influencing how Title IIB funds

were used; is extent of this influence is liakei to local administrators'

creativity and overall plan for improvement.

SIGNIFICANCE OF PERMS TITLE III FUNDING IN VOCATIONAL PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT

The Perkins legislation was intended to alter the reliance of local

vocational administrators on federal funds for routine program maintenance, by

limiting the use of funds to improvement, innovation or expansion of existing

programs. However, while consistent with the legislation, most of the

activities sponsored under Title IIB resulted in relatively minor changes or

improvements. The lack of more dramatic improvement is largely related to two

factors:

-- the continued reliance on Title In funds for equipment
purchases; and

-- the lack of more significaLt influence of the matching
requirement.

These two factors were operational in most study sites, although

there were some institutions which did not share them. At least in our study

sites, the reliance on Title II/1 funds for equipment purchases does seem to

have decreased under the Perkins legislation, although it does remain quite

strong. The use of Perkins Title 113 funds for equipment purchases is

consistent with the legislation's emphasis on improvement. given the rapidly

changing technology, it is probably the case that the replacement of any

equipment can be categorized as an improvement over its predecessor.

We do not intend to imply that equipment purchases cannot be

innovative, although such cases were rare.* Most equipment purchases can lead

to the improvment of the vocational programs but do not add anything more than

their %mine. The more innovative activities sponsored by Title IIB funds
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involved more complex projects. While these projects often included equipment

7iurchases, they typically involved a number of different components--needs

assessment, planning, representatives from other organizations, staff

training, and often additional resources. The synergy of these components had

the potential for resulting in an innovation that was more than the sum of its

parts.

The idea that Title In grants result in activities with "added

value" sems to be consistent with Congressional intent. For the moat part,

this "added value" was apparent in only a handful of cases in our study

sites. In those cases, usually either state leadership (either by allocating

funds through BFPs or by limiting the use of Title In funds for equipment

purchases) or entrepreneurship on tLe part of vocational administrators or

staff ltd to the application of Title In funds for innovative purposes.

Congress hal. intended that the matching requirement would serve as a

mechanism for leveraging additional resources to support the Title In

initiatives. Although states and locals meet the minimum match and report no

difficulties in doing so, the match is seldom paired with the activities

specifically supported with Title IIB funds. Although perfectly legal, the

result is often a compartmentalized use of Title In funds with lilited

leveraging potential.

The scarcity of available new funding is related to the status of

vocational education in the communities. Given the recent emphasis on

academic reform! vocational education was not been a key priority in most

communities and funding for vocational education was tight.

A final factor helps explain the relatively low level of innovation

associated with Title IIB tatded projects. Educational bureaucracies are

notoriously resistant to change and the traditional use of federa' non-s t

aside funding for equipment is a pattern that seems hard tc break. This is

not intended to imply that equipment purchases are not a productive use of

*
Perhaps the most innovative equipment purchase included in our

study included the modification of rifles in a law enforcement course. The
modification was made in order to facilitate the participation of female
students by gradually improving their physical strength. (Funding came from a

Perkins Title IIA Sex Equity grant.)
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Title IIB funds; indeed, equipment modernization is an increasingly important

component of vocational education. However, in some communities in our study,

administrators were not aware that the funds could be used for other

activities, and states did not always provide information about possible

alternatives. Moreover, school districts are -eluctant to start up major new

initiatives with "soft" money. While, overall, Title IIB funds are a

relatively stable source of funding, the restriction of Title IIB funds for

start-up of new initiatives, rather than support of existing ones, seems to

make districts more cautious about using it for major initiatives, especially

those involving acquisition of staff, which will then have to be maintained

through another funding source.

It is important to recognize that Title IIB funds represent only a

small fraction of the costs of vocational programs. Since at the national

level federal funds represent only a ten percent share of vocational education

costs, then Title IIB funds (which are 432 of Perkins) provide on average then

only 4.3%. In many of the larger districts and postsecondary institutions,

the relationship of the Perkins grant to overall budgrAcs for vocational

education was e7en less significant, in some cases, losm than one percent. Ac

this comparatively low level of funding, it is somewhat unrealistic to expect

that Title In funds could have a dramatIc influence on program improvement.

In some communities visited, we found that Title 113 funds did play

a role in program change and improvement--a role more significant than one

would expect based on the comparatively low level of funding. In particu:sr,

access to Title IIB funds was important to school administrators. Two factors

serve to enhance the influence of the funding. First, local administrators,

especially at the secondary level, have come to depend on Title In funding;

it is not as "soft" as other funding sources. While some districts

experienced significant decreases in grant size, they still retained a base of

funding. Potentially, this comparative stability could provide administrators

the flexibility to develop multi-year strategies for use of funds.

The other factor that increases the importance of Title In funds

for administrators is that they can be used for a variety of purposes,

allowing more flexibility than other types of funding that have designated

targets. Creative administrators can initiate a wide array of activities

under the rubric of the 25 categories specified in the legislation. In most
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communities, the use of federal funds is not as carefully scrutinized by

superintendents and School Board members as are local funds, again allowing

vocational administrators added flezibIlity.

Finally, it is important to note that Titlo IIB funds have a

positive image at the local level. With the Perkins mandate that the funds be

used for program improvement and not maintenance, administrators must use the

funds for purposes that make a positive change in program operations. Even

when used to support equipment purchases, they result in some visible change

or improvement. In

development, they were

However, at the local

instances when they were used for instructional

viewed as "perks" or mechanisms for rewarding staff.

level, school level staff were rarely aware cf the

receipt of Title IIH funding. Decisions regarding use of Title In funds

generally rested with district administrators and vocational directors of

schools.

In our study communities, administrators tended to apply Title In

funds toward their priority, or special activities. As part of our field

research, we asked administrators to identify their most important

innovation. Seventy-five percent of those who responded cited programs which

were supported, at least in part, with Perkins funds

change in their institution.

as the most important

In summary, although at the local level there was a consensus that

Title In funds are an important funding source, the funds served more .s

support than as a catalyst for change. Only in a few instances, primarily at

community colleges, were Title II8 funds used to launch new innovative

actin :ties.
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COORDINATION WITH JTPA AND OTHER AGENCIES

The linkage between JTPA (Jobs Training Partnership Act)* and

vocational education is mandated by Congress. Both the JTPA and Perkins

legislation, passed early in this decade, included provisions designed to

foster joint planning and coordination between the two programs. At the local

level, applications submitted by educational agencies for Perkins funds must

describe coordination with relevant JTPA programs and be available for, review

and comment by the corresponding local JTPA program administrators. The JTPA

legislation requires representation by education (although not necessarily

vocational education) on the Private Industry Council. Both acts required

increased involvement of the private sector in program planning.

Although coordination between Private Industry Councils and voca-

tional education providers was emphasized by legislation, actual cooperation

on the part of vocational educators was influenced by more pragmatic

concernsspecifically ameliorating the impact of the decline in vocational

enrollments. As vocational programs were experiencing enrollment declines in

their traditional types of students, slbstantiel funding was made available by

JTPA operators Looking for training providers to sa,...ve their clients.

Institutions offering vocational education were the most likely candidates.

JTPA - sponsored programs were operated in at least one institution in all but

one of the study communities. The extent of JTPA funding was not always

accessible during our data collection. Where information was available, JTPA

award u e typically at least two to three times chat of the Perkins Title

IIB grant received by the corresponding institution.

JTPA is the legislation which authorizes the federal Department of
Labor's nationwide conduct of job training and related activities. A majority
of JTPA funds are designated for the provision of employment and training
services for economically disadvantaged individuals.

Section 123 of JTPA directs the governor of each state ro use 8x of
the state's JTPA IIA allotment for financial assistance to any state agency
responsible for education and training. These funds are to be used for direct
service provision for eligible participants through cooperative agreements and
for effzrts related to the coordination of education and training for eligible
individuals.

*
During the most recent program year, the national allocation for

title ra of JTPA was $1.7 anproximately five times larger than the
total federal vocational education nc.ng for the same period.
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The VEA coordination requirements under the Vocational Education

Act, as amended in 1976, had produced little programmatic activity under the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA), the precursor to JTPA. The

requirements for one thing offered no incentives for agencies and institutions

to work together (National Institute of Education, 1981, p. V-25). The CETA

provisions, on the other hand, provided funds for program coordination,

although research studies indicated that its effectiveness was often minimal

(Praeger and Goldberg, 1980).

There were several important differences between the CETA and

JTPA. JTPA clients, on average, were significantly more disadvantaged and had

Less work experience than clients served under CETA. JTPA-eligible

individuals usually also were part of the disadvantaged group targeted by

Perkins Title HA. JTPA emphasized short-term training programs (as

exemplified by industry-specific training sessions) compared with the long-

term programs sponsored by CETA. Finally, increasing numbers of JTPA-funded

programs were using performance-based contracts.

In order to meet these requirements, vocational programs, in

particular those at the postsecondary level, made adjustments to their

programs. In our study communities, JTPA programa operated in both secondary

and postsecondary institutions. At the district level, JTPA funds were

typically used to operate the summer youth employment program (using JTPA 113

funds)* and often, programs for high school dropouts or high risk students.

Ln a handful of districts, JTPA paid for special services for educationally or

economically disadvantaged students. These services look very much like those

supported by Perkins Title IIA. In one of those districts, JTPA-funded

services replaced identical ones which previously had been paid for by

Perkins. The administrator said they made the shift in funding source because

no match was required under JTPA.

At the postsecondary level, JTPA typically paid for slots in regular

program* or for support of industry-specific training. When JTPA paid for

tuition in regular programs, JTPA students generally were in classes with

regulav students. Apart from industry-specific training, there were only two

In one study site, the summer youth program was operated a the

community college.
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cases in our study sites where a whole class was composed of JTPA students.

In chose cases, separate classes were held for JTPA students, only if there

were sufficient numbers to warrant a segregated class. For the most part, as

stated by a JTPA administrator in one of our study communities, "JTPA funds

clients, not contracts."

In some cases, Perkins Title IIA and JTPA funds were combined to

fund JTPA clients in particular programs. For example, salary costs for the

intake worker/assessment counselor would be funded jointly by Perkins Title

IIA and JTPA; eligible students would then take part in training programs at

the school, with their tuition, books, and supplies funded by JTPA. In a

number of institutions, usually area vocational schools or community colleges,

JTPA would place an out-station staff person in the school to conduct

eligibility determination and placement services. Because snme JTPA-sponsored

students were more academically disadvantaged than the more traditional type

of students, vocational programs often added remedial education programs that

operated in conjunction with the vocational training.

The one exception to the general practice of JTPA's funding

individuals not entire classes was customized, or industry-specific

training. In customized training programs, all students are trained for

positions in a specific company. Funding for the training came from a variety

of sources: JTPA, prospective employers, or other economic development

agencies. Usually the student did not pay to participate. The training

programs were comparatively short, usually tasting from a few days to two

weeks. The mechanism used to identify potential participants in the program

tended to be related to funding source. If JTPA wits charged with the task of

identifying candidates, then typically all students would be JTPA-funded.

Under an alternative approach, employers screened candidates, made their

selection of individuals that they wanted to be trained, and then asked JTPA

to make a determination of their eligibility for JTPA funding. In chose

cases, generally some, but not all, participants in the class were JTPA-

eligible.

Because they are so closely rooted in the operations of a ,pecific

company, customized training programs were not considered part of the routine

course offerings. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, vocational

administrators looked with favor on customize.; training 4rograms because they
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generally were well-funded, provided an opportunity for staff exposure to

state-of-the-art operations in the private sector, and tended to result in a

high placement rate, usually due to relatively rigorous pre-enrollment

screening.

The placement rate issue was often a sensitive one for vocational

administrators in our study. Vocational programs were under pressure from a

variety of sources (the state, district and school administrators) to

demonstrate high overall placement rates as well as training-related

placements. Under JTPA program guidelines, there was significant emphasis

placed on the use of performance-based contracts, placing additional burdens

on vocational administrators to demonstrate client placement.* Under

performance-based agreements, the service provider was reimbursed on a basis

that reflected participant achievement of specific milestones related to their

training--typically these included enrollment, completion of some portio of

training, completion of training and placement.

For the most part institutions providing vocational education in our

study were willing' to enter ini:o performance-based contracts in order to

obtain JTPA funds. However, there was some significant resistance. The

primary complaint of vocational administrators about performance -based

contracts concerned the placement issue. Administrators felt that client

placement was not always under the direct control of the educational

institution. According to one administrator who does accept performance based

contracts: "It is unfair to penalize the training institution for

unsuccessful placement when clients refuse to accept employment chat is [both]

available and [which] meets all of the contracted conditions." Despite

resentment of performance-based contracts, oily one administrator in our study

voluntarily declined to accept a contract because of its performance-based

requiiements.

There were only a few instances where there was not at least some

discussion, if not actual contracting, between JTPA and vocational

institutions and districts. One vocational technical school administrator

commenced: "They (JTPA] just don't want to dance with as." Another district

*
The emphasis on performance-based contracting is not a priority for

JTPA Int (summer youth) programs at this time.
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administrator who had not responded to Rills issued by the local PIC said; "I'm

so fed up with the strings associatad with any federal program, that I never

bothered respond'ng." The fact that the corresponding district and school

budget were fairly affluent probably made it easier not to rely on JTPA for

funding.

Overall, coordination between vocational programs and JTPA was

increasing. One additional indicator suggests that this coordination is

likely to continue growing. As part of the national welfare reform movement,

oue state in our study had a mandatory work requirement for selected welfare

recipients. Under this program, welfare clients received training, often in

vocational schools, with JTPA funds. The communities in our study reported an

increase in students due to this workwelfare project. Since other states in

the country are in the process of implementing workwelfare demonstrations,

usually in conjunction with JTPA, the role of vocational programs in training

welfare recipients is likely to increase.

Apart from JTPA, the institutions in our study occasionally had

agreements with other state or local agencies. Secondary districts often had

arrangements with other programs for disadvantaged and handicapped students.

These agreements typically involved the vocational school provision of

training services to individuals not enrolled in the schools' regular

programs. Another type of agreement resulted in staff from the agency

providing counseling, job placement or other support services to handicapped

vocational students.

Some area vocational schools provided services similar to those

sponsored by JTPA using funding from the state or local Office of Economic

Development. The extent to which there was coordination between the programs

depended upon the political context. Programs

economic

(sometimes

identify a

vocational

development agencies either tended

with the economic development agency

sponsored by :TPA and the

to operate cooperatively

working with employers co

training opportunity and JTPA supporting Lhe training offered at a

school) or competitively. In cases where the programs are in

competition, the agencies ap:ear to run very similar programs in parallel.



SUMMAkY

The extent of program improvement and change and the impact of

Perkins funding on the expansion and improvement of vocational programs varied

widely across the communities in our study.

First, declining enrollments led to efforts to recruit and retain

'nontraditional" populations in vocational programs. These efforts were

impressively diverse, and responsive to the circumstances of the local

population. Thus, we found vocational courses enhanced by "high tech" to

attract the academically advanced; support services to assist the economically

and academically disadvantaged, as well as high-risk students and dropouts;

and assessment services, classrosm aides, equipment modifications, and

instructor awareness training to enable handicapped students to successfully

participate in vocational classes.

Articulation agreements between secondary and postsecondary

institutions were formed to attract students into a vocational course of study

that will lead to advanced training and college credit. Most secondary and

postsecondary vocational institutions were linking with JTPA to provide

vocational training. This linkage often took the form of customized training

programs and was frequently accompanied by remedial or basic education

components to meet the needs of the significantly disadvantaged population

that JTPA serves.

While declining enrollments and the need to attract new populations

influenced the types of program improvements being implemented, the impact of

these changes was determined by other factors. It is important to note that

while type of educational institution played a role in the extent of

innovation and improvement, the availability of leadership and an overall plan

for improvement seemed to have the most significant impact on an effort's

success. Economic climate and urbanicity of the community did not seem to

matter; institutions in severely depressed rural areas often had acr..ve and

extensive improvement efforts underway, usually due to the vision of one

particular individual in the community. Of the two primary types of

improvement modes we saw -- strategic and dispersed, usually a strategic

approach had the most significant impact because it targeted a greater

percentage of the funding for a specific goal, and was tied to a programmatic
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initiative. The dispersed approach usually funded a number of unrelated items

that served no broader need.

The Perkins Act mandated that Title IIB funds be used exclusively

for improvement, innovation and expansion of programs. While some study sites

used Title IIB funding for curriculum development, instructional support, and

public awareness efforts; by far the most common use of the funds in almost

all types of institutions was the purchase of equipment. In the communities

in our study, almost two-thirds (62.9%) of the Title IIB funds were used to

buy equipment. The primary reason for this use of the money seems to be

simply reliance upon historical precedent and tradition. It has always been

easier to use federal funds for equipment than other Local funds.

Additionally, many districts seemed reluctant to use the Perkins funds to

start up new initiatives that would have continuing long term costs (e.g.

staff). In soma cases, state policy and leadership enhanced local creativity

and effectiveness by directing that Title NB be applied the funds to uses

other than equipment. For the most part, the federal matching requirement did

not seem to be a factor in influencing how the money is used, nor did it

typically serve to leverage other thin the minimal additional funding to

complement the Title IIB grant.

Although limited by the small dollar amount of the grants (in

comparison to the entire vocational budget), a strong precedent for equipment

purChase, and adminstrators' reluctance to use the money more creatively, the

impact of Perkins Title NB funding is important, if not especially

innovative. The stability of funding has enabled some administrators to

develop multi-year plans for improvement. In addition, within the 25

categories specified by the legislation, enterprising administrators can find

the flexibility to implement improvements that address their particular

circumstances and visions. Whether used for equipment purchase or some unique

component of an overall strategy to attract a new population, Perkins Tit _e

XIS funds result in a tangible improvement in program operations.

terms of

study,

While Perkins Title IIB funds have made some degree of difference in

program improvement and change in most

our research identified several issues

Congress in planning the reauthorization of the

of the communities in our

for consideration by the

Perkins legislation. The

first issue relates to the propensity of districts and vocational institutions
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to use Title IIS funds for equipment purchases. For the most part, this

tendency is driven more by reliance upcn tradition, rather than a deliberate

choice based on evaluation of alternative uses. In many instances,

administrators simply did not have information available about other possible

uses. Some states tried to influence how the funds were used by allocating

the ftnds by RFPs targeted on specific objectives. These targeted RFPs

usual__ resulted in more creative use of Title US funds. Congress may want

to consider measures to increase the use of targeted RFPs for program

improvement activities. At the same time, disseminction of information about

successful program improvewent or change projects would likely help adminis-

trators make more informed decisions about how to spend their Title ITS funds.

While the Perkins legislation sought to enhance the significance of

the federal funding through the matching funds requirement, the match did not

usually serve to levrrage more than the minimal additional funds required at

east in most of our study sites. In some cases, the match was made at the

state level; state administrators acknowledged that this practice was at least

partly a function of attempting to avoid the paperwork that would be

associated with transferring the matching requirement to the local level.

When required to document a local match, administrators tended to create a

"paper match." Rarely was the match comprised of additional funding used

specifically to supplement the Title INS grant. In addition, there was

considerable confusion over the issue of whether JTPA funds could be used to

match Perkins funds. Congress may want to consider strengthening the

leveraging potential of the match by requiring that grant recipieits document

additional funds to be used in direct support of the Title ITS allocation, to

prevent the often compartmentalized use of Title II3 funds.

An additional consideration for Congress relates to the use of

Perkins funds for short-term customized training. One can question whether

the very short-term programs (e.g., up to two weeks long) are appropriate

under the education focus of the Perkins Act, and therefore may belong under

another funding source, such as JTPA. Perkins and JTPA funds can and have

been productively combined to serve the same population groups, but some

clarification may be needed about the length of program to be supported.

A final issue for consideration by Congress is related to the use of

Title NB funds for programs targeted on the special population groups defined
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under Title IIA of the legislation. In the communities we visited, Title IIB

funds were rarely used for activities designed for special populations.

Instead, administrators often commented chat, in reaction to what they

perceived as an unfairly large concentration of funds on the special

population groups under Title IIA, they deliberately used Title IIB funds for

services used by other categories of studentsspecifically for the students

in the middle achievement range.

At the same time, program improvement and change activities are not

as Likely to be undertaken with Title IIA funds. Funds are typically used for

individual services such as assessment and counseling. Disadvantaged funds in

particular are seldom used for vocational programs, but rather for ancillary

services and basic skills instruction. In addition, funds are allocated to

districts and other vocational institutions on a formula basis, rather than a

competitive one chat could be structured to concentrate funding in projects

designed specifically for the improvement of vocational programs for the

special population groups.

To the extent to which Congress intended Title IIB fund' be used for

program improvement activities addressing the needs of special populations, it

may be necessary to add adiitional incentives for districts and institutions

to use the Title In funds for those categories of students.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Through its field work in nine states and 27 communities, this study

has sought to explore three questions:

What is the capacity and willingness of states to pro-
vide leadership in vocational education? Wbat guidance
do the states provide regarding the implementation of
the Perkins Act?

What is the nature of activities funded under Perkins
Title /IA for special populations? What is the rela-
tive importance of the Perkins Act in assuring chat
special population groups have access to sigh quality
programs?

What is the nature of program improvement activities in
vocational education? To what extent has the Perkins
Act contributed to program improvement initiatives?

Separate chapters have been devoted to each of these topics. This chapter

integrates study findings across the chapters to assess the implementation of

the Perkins Act as a whole and to highlight continuing issues.

This chapter is divided into four sections. The first two sections

look at Perkins Title IIA the Vocational Education Opportunities Program,

and Perkins Title IIB -- the Vocational Education Improvement, Innovation and

Expansion Program. For each, the following topics are examined in turn:

intentions under the Perkins Act,
stets role in implementing Perkins,
local practice,
significance of the Perkins Act, and
continuing issues.

The third section explores special issues related to the administra-

tion of the Perkins Act, including funds allocation procedures for handicapped

and disadvantaged students, matching and excess costs provisions, the imple-

mentation of section 204, and coordination between mA and the Perkins Act.

The fourth, and final, section explores select state issues in the

implementation of the Perkins Act. The topics addressed are the implications

of the "sole state agency" concept for secondary and postsecondary vocational

education, and the importance of Perkins funds at the state Level.
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PERKINS TITLE IIA -- SPECIAL POPULATIONS

Handicapped Students.

Perkins funds were intended to assure access of quality vocational

education programs to handicapped students who because of their handicapping

condition cannot succeed in vocational education without special education

assistance. At the secondary level, recipients typically used Perkins funds

for assessment, followed by assisted instruction in vocational classes, either

through the use of aides or instructional support in separate vocational

classes. At the postsecondary level, Perkins Handicapped funds supported

support services and, in a few instances, aides in regular vocational

classes. In only one case were funds used to support a separate class for

handicapped students.

States played little role in how the 10 percent set-aside for

handicapped students vas used. Rarely did states restrict the types of ser-

vices chat could be provided to handicapped students, nor did they further

define the types of students eligible for services. Only one state influenced

the intradistrict allocation of Perkins Handicapped funds.

At the secondary level, Perkins funds appeared to round out a vari-

ety of services available to handicapped students through P.L. 94-142 and

other sources, and students served were always of subset of those with IEPs.

Perkins appeared to play a small, but significant, role that would be

strengthened by a closer connection between vocational assessments and voca-

tions/ education services. A hopeful sign in some districts were the connec-

tions being made between Perkins-funded work placement programs and services

from the Office cf Vocational Rehabilitation to facilitate entry into either

independent or sheltered employment.

Perkins appeared to play a small but important function at the

postsecondary level as well. The modest grants appeared weli-targeced on such

basic support services as counseling for entering students, braiding for the

blind and interpretors or signers for the deaf. There was little use of funds

to ease the transition to work or further schooling.
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Disadvantaged Students

As with handicapped students, the 22 percent set-aside for

disadvantaged students under Perkins was intended to assure access to quality

vocational education programs for academically and/or economically

disadvantaged students who required special services in order to succeed in

vocational education. Disadvantaged funds were rarely used to support

instruction in vocational classes at either the secondary or postsscondar:

love/. At the secondary level, Disadvantaged funds were most often used for

assessment and counseling, and than most frequently supported instruction in

nonvocational classes (e.g., learning centers or remedial skills classes). At

the postsecondary level, the pattern was reversed, with Disadvantaged funds

most commonly supporting separate basic skills instruction and then counseling

services. Although the law included both academically and economically

disadvantaged students, local providers almost always consideri'd only

academically disadvantaged students for Perkins-funded services.

As with Perkins Title IIA Handicapped funds, states did not further

define eligible disadvantaged students for services, and rarely restricted

allowable services that could be provided. Nor, with one exception, did

states influence the intradistrict allocations of Perkins Disadvantaged funds.

Perkins funds also played a small but important role for disadvan-

taged students, but its impact is ambiguous. Seldom could a link be made

between assessments given disadvantaged students and access to quality

programs; and basic skills classes, while clearly needed, also did not appear

to be Directly tied with vocational programs. Few resources were seemingly

available from any funding source for disadvantaged students, so the ancillary

services available through the Perkins Act were insufficient for the demand.

Adults

The new 12 percent set-aside of Perkins Title IIA funds focused on

the needs of adults, including vocational education programs for training or

retraining adults. In the sites visited, Perkins Adult funds at the secondary

level usually went for general vocational education purposes, and therefore

had little visible impact. At the postsecondary level, they were most

frequently used for specific training programs, and were less Likely to be



used for general adult classes, ,.:ounselors, tuition aid or equipment, although

some Perkins funds supported all of those activities.

Almost half the states (four of the nine) restricted institutions

that were eligible for Adult funds, usually by earmarking funds for post-

secondary institutions. States generally provided little direction on how

Perkins Title II* Adult funds should be spent,

formula to selected providers. Nevertheless,

Adult funds with state and industry funds to

distributing funds primarily by

one state combined its Perkins

create a funding pool for EFPs

for postsecondary institutions to provide inplant training and retraining

activities. Another combined some Title IIA

programs for older adults in one competition.

combined other Title IIA Adult funds with monies

to support ten adult career counseling centers.

Adult funds with JTPA for

In another competition it

from the Adult Education Act

Yet another state targeted

half of the funds going to secondary institutions on placement services for

adults.

For many of the institutions visited, adults were a new and

expanding market, whether they were currently employed or seeking employ

ment. The availability of Perkins funds appeared to ease the transition for

the institutions to serve his population group.

Single Parents/Homemakers

Also new with the Perkins Act was the 8.3 percent sec-aside for

single parents /homemakers to help make vocational education and training more

accessible and to provide them with marketable skills. Perkins Title IIA

Single Parent;Homemaker funds were most often used for increasing access to

vocational education in general, through child care, tuition assistance, and

counseling. It was the only source of aid for child care in some cases,

although funding amounts were always small. Title IIA funds less frequently

supported operating programs fur single parents, including welfare mothers.

Programs were often in traditionally female occupations such as word

processing, bookkeeping, child care and hospitality; although Title IIA funds

also supported computer applications and computer maintenance/technology.

Four states

should be spent. Two

another focused funds

provided some direction on how single parent funds

states earmarked funds for displaced homemaker centers,

on teen parents cc risk of dropping out of school. A
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third state used Title IIA funds only to support operating programs, because

ocher funds were available to support ancillary services. In yet another

state, recipients of Title IIA Single Parent/Homemaker funds were also

required to receive Perkins Sex Equity funds.

In two states, Single Parent / Homemaker funds were distributed by

formula to "hold harmless" the Shifts in allocations created by the federal

intrastate formula for allocating Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds that was

new with the Perkins Act.

Among the communities visited, the median Single Parent grant at the

secondary level wits $12,000; at the postsecondary level the median grant was

$2:,000. State sex equity coordinators in a number of states visited strongly

encouraged large concentrations of grants, arguing that until individual

grants reached $20,000 to $30,000 no staff could be hired to devote substan

tial attention to the issues.

Sex Equity

The Perkins Sex Equity funds, 3.5 percent of the basic state griint,

were designed to overcome the sex bias and sex stereotyping that long

characterized vocational education and to support students pursuing

nontraditional careers. Seldom did the vocational educators inter'iewed

appear informed or concerned about this issue, and nontraditional enrollments

in vocational education were rare. Perkins funds usually supported brochures,

workshops, and recruitment activities, and only rarely supported operating

programs. The Perkins grants usually teemed too diluted to have much effect.

Although states have the authority to concentrate funds, only two

states defined minimum allocations ($1200 and $1500 at the secondary level),

but four other states provided substantive direction on the content of sex

equity project, including one state that focused all its funds on proposals to

expand opportunities for women in high technology occupations. The four

states that provided substantive direction for Sex Equity grants were the same

four states providing guidance for Single Parent/Homemaker grants. In

contrast, one state distributed Sex Equity funds (As well as its Single

Parent/Homemaker funds) by formula to "hold harmless" shifts in allocations

created by the federal intrastate formula for Handicapped and Disadvantaged

funds.
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As with Title IIA S'-ngle Parent/Homemaker funds, large concentra-

tions of grants may be needed, especially at the secondary level. Among

secondary recipient:, U. median grant was $6,000; while among postsecondary

recipients, it was $23,000. As a number of state sex equity coordinators

noted, until grants reached $20,000 to $30,000 no staff could be hired to

devote substantial attention to the issues.

In general, the role of Perkins Title IIA funds in the vocational

education enterprise is a small one, and the amount of funds was not viewed as

substantial enough for it alone to provide an impetus for new

services/programs or new initiatives to serve special populations. Where the

Perkins goals were closely aligned with those of local providers, on the other

hand, funds were well-targeted and apparently well spent. Without targeting

funds or linking Perkins services more directly with vocational' instruction,

the act is not accomplishing as much as it could.

PERKINS TITLE PRIVRAN IMPROVEMENT

The extent to which program improvement was generally taking place

in vocational education varied among the communities visited. Characteristics

of the more innovative institutions included: a culture supportive of

innovation, especially among key administrators; a strategy for ;rowth that

included the active recruitment of new student populations; ongoing program-

level assessment; and active collaboration across educational institutions and

programs, especially in funding efforts.

New programs were relatively rare. Secondary institutions typically

upgraded current programs with new equipment or provided supplemental support

or remedial services. At the postsecondary level, crstomized training for

prospective or current industry employees was the Largest growth area. Many

communities were working on articulation agreements, although most were either

general agreements to work together or were college credit for a single or 0

few programs. Also a number of institutions were engaged in curriculum and

staff development activities, particularly where the state strongly encouraged

such efforts.

The broad message that Perkins Title In funds were to be used for a

variety of program improvement and expansion efforts has not been effectively
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implemented at the community level. Unless states limited or prohibited the

use of funds for equipment purchases, institutions saw the Perkins Tide IIB

funds primarily as "federal equipment money." Woll over 90 percent of both

secondary and postsecondary area vocational schools visited spent all of their

Perkins Title In grant on equipment. Community colleges spent twothirds of

their funds on equipment, while the school districts visited spent only one

third, largely due to state limitaiiens on whether funds could be spent on

equipment.

Four states limited the use for equipment and channeled funds for

different purposes. Two states prohibited the purchase of eqAipmzint under

Title In and a third urged that funds be spent on curriculum renewal and

staff development. A fourth state restricted equipment purchases to 10

percent or $50,000, whatever was higher. The four states had state funds that

could be used for equipment. Two of them also funded technical assistance:

specialists as resources to districts in curriculum .nd other areas.

When the equipment purchases were part of a larger program

improvement strategy, they appeared to have a catalytic effect. But when

equipment purchases were dispersed more broadly, they appeared to have no

effect beyond the equipment itself. The muted effect of Title In funds was

further limited because the state or local match was seldom used in direr:

support of the Title In allocation. Federal funds could have a more visible

and concentrated impact if the federal and required matching funds supported

the same activities.

At the local level, Perkins Title In funds played a supportive

role, although they were seen as an important resource because of their

flexibility and positive image. Not inconsequentially, Title In funds were

also one of the few sources for equipment that local providers had identified.

For Title IIB to be seen as something more than equipment money,

either stronger incentives must be built into the law or more states

encouraged to provide direction for alternate uses of the funds.

One possible approach to strengthen the use of federal funds for

program improvement would be to use targeted program improvement competitions

to capitalize on the more innovative institutions providing vocational

education, especially those in economically depressed areas. Such
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competitions could include demonstrations that could be observed and more

widely disseminated.

Another strategy may be to use federal funds to help strengthen the

conditions found in the more innovative institutions. One example would be to

encourage jointly funded linkage projects. Here some Perkins funds and ocher

state or federal funds would be combined at the state level and released

through requests for proposals. To obtain funding, vocational providers would

have to demonstrate they had established working relationships with the

corresponding other local agencies. One state is already funding such

projects on a small rcale.

Finally, an additional approach to strengthen the uses of Title 113

funds would be to strengthen the role of the state in program improvement,

especially because it appeared that those projects funded through requests for

proposals appeared to be of higher quality than those funded through formula

allocations.

SPECIAL PERKINS ISSUES

Special issues related to the administration of the Perkins Act,

include funds allocation for handicapped and disadvantaged students, matching

and excess costs provisions, implementation of section 204, and coordination

between JTPA and the E"*.rkins Act.

Funds Allocation

The intrastate allocation formula for distribucii4 Title IIA Handi-

capped and Disadvantaged funds, new with the Perkins Act, depends upon enroll-

ment figures submitted by districts and postsecondary institutions. Yet most

local respondents interviewed were unable to provide counts of the number of

students enrolled in vocational education or of the number participating in

Perkins-funded activities. In addition, only in rare instances had vocational

education administrators established systematic procedures for identifying

handicapped and disadvantaged students who were having difficulty succeeding

in vocational education programs, although the law restricts eligibility to

those students. The data on which the intrastate formula depend may not be
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accurate or consistent from one recipient to another. We do not recommend

changes in the distribution process, but recommend that states take steps to

ensure that accurate and reliable data are reported.

Although combining Title IIA Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds may

be a financially sensible and educationally effective practice, clarification

is needed so that disadvantaged students receive a fair share of the re-

sources. In about half the districts and postsecondary institutions visited,

at least some Title IL& Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds were combined,

usually to provide assessment, counseling or remedial services. Combined

funds were most often found in rural districts, and in all communities in the

state that encouraged the practice. Although information in some cases was

spotty, it appeared that the proportion of handicapped and disadvantaged

students served did not match the proportional investment of funds. Handl-

capied students were more likely to be overrepresented, and in one instance

were the only students enrolled in a jointly-funded work experience program.

Some guidance should be given states so that disadvantaged students receive

the servi :s to which they are entitled.

Although nothing precludes the use of Perkins Title In Program

Improvement funds for the special population groups defined under Perkins :IA,

states rarely used Title In funds for those groups. It appeared that states

made a clear distinction between Title IIA and Title IIS population groups. so

that "program improvement" was aim as improvement for the "regular" voca-

tional education student, that is, the average achieving white male student.

States wanting to fund special projects for disadvantaged and handicapped

!tudents through competitive funding mechanisms either had to use Title HE;

Linde (and face considerablt pressure) or drop the initiatives. While main-

t ining the rule that all Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds be distributed

eligible rerdpidents, it may be worthwhile to allow a small proportir-_,n of

funds be made available for state-initiated competitive procurements.

Matching and Excess Costs

Matching and excess costs requirements did not appear particularly

problematic for districts or postsecondary institutions. Occasionally concern

was voiced over what could be used for the match, but rarely were funds

returned or refused for failure to meet a match.
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Matching was not an issue for Title IIB Program Improvement funds,

except in three communities, two in a state that had recently decided that

instructor salaries could not be used to help meet the match. A postsecondary

institution chat refused $9000 in Title IIA Handicapped and Disadvantaged

funds had never met the match, having relied instead on Goodwill Industries.

When they pulled out, the institutions refused the funds rather than come up

with the match and secured :TPA funding.

The size of grant and timing of funds receipt appeared more related

to refused or returned funds than difficulties with meeting the match. One

rural district turned back $290 in Handicapped and Disadvantaged funds, but

accepted $12,000 in Program Improvement funds. The smallest Program Improve-

ment grant was $1,200, with the next smallest at $12,000. The smallest Handi-

capped or Disadvantaged grant accepted (after the $290 turn back) was $900,

with the next smallest at $15,000. Title IIA Handicapped and Disadvantaged

funds, taken separately, were larger than Title IIB Program Improvement funds

in about half the secondary districts.

Timing appeared to be tLa problem in another district that failed to

meet a match on Title IIA Disadvantaged and Handicapped funds, because they

received them late in the school year when they no longer had uncommitted

funds..

Four of the nine states visited relied on a match aggregated at the

state level, so took some bufden off local recipients to come up with the

dollar for dollar match. The availability of at least some state funds

appeared essential for states to use an aggregated match. Without supple-

mental funding sources, states transferred the matching responsibility to

individual recipients.

Section 204

Section 204 required, among other features, that equal access would

be provided to handicapped aid disadvantaged students in recruitme:lt, enroll-

ment, and placement in vocational education. Furthermore, each handicapped

and disadvantaged student who enrolled in vocational education would receive

an assessment, special services, and guidance and counseLing.
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The federal regulation interpreting the Perkins Act did not expand

on the legislative language; and most states appeared not to provide addi-

tional information on section 204, past instructing districts to inform handi-

capped and disadvantaged students, usually no ;Amer than the ninth grade, of

opportunities in vocational education. In four districts, section 204 played

some role in decisions to offer assessment services.

If this section of the Perkins Act is to be interpreted as more than

a general notice, further clarification would be needed in the law.

Coordination with MA

Seldom was there any coordination at the state level between voca-

tional education and the cffice concerned with the Job Training Partnership

Act, except for such formal interactions as the review of state plans required

in the Perkins Act. Among the nine states visited, only one state had

developed a programmatic linkage at the state level, through a competitive

procurement combining Perkins IIA AduI6 funds .and JTPA funds for older

workers.

While lack of cooperation at the state level may have resulted in

lost opportunities, it did not seem to hamper local initiatives. Local

vocational providers were often involved-with JTPA programs, either through

summer youth employment programs or with JTPA participants

regular school year programs. Providers have entered into

contracting arrangements under JTPA, although not without some

JTPA funds provide substantial funds to vocational institutions,

averaging about three times the total Perkins grant.

In some cases, Perkins Title IIA and JTPA funds were combined to

fund JTPA clients in particular programs, including very short-term customized

training. Although combining Perkins and JTPA funds to servo the same

population groups is a productive use of funds, some clarification may be

needed to ensure that Perkins funds designed for longer term education

programs do not support the very short-term customized training.

as "slot-ins" in

performance

resistance.

with grants
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TER STATE ROLE II PERKINS ADMINISTRATION

This fourth, and final, section addresses the implications of the

"sole rtate agency" concept for secondary and postsecondary vocational educa-

tion, and the importance of Perkins funds at the state level.

The "Sole State Agency" Concept

Under the Perkins Act, as under its predecessors, each state named a

single agency to serve as a board of vocational education. By looking within

the contracting agency to the office directly responsible for administering

the Perkins Act, several patterns emerge within the nine mates visited.

The office administering the Perkins grant was more likely to

channel Perkins binds to those institutions under its direct administration

than to institutions administered either by a separate unit within the educa-

tion agency or by a separate board. Prior to allocating Perkins funds, eight

of the nine states visited either established a proportion of funds for

secondary and postsecondary sectors or limited eligibility to some Perkins

stst-asides by type of institution. The prespecifieci percent splits were

described as long standing practice; and in at least four the nine states

visited, institutions that came under the purview of the Perkins office were

likely to receive more funds than they would have been allocated based upon

vocational enrollments. States were much more likely to restrict

institutional access to Perkins funds than they were to restrict allowable

activities under the act.

The Perkins Act was always administered by the office with adminis-

trative authority over secondary vocational education, but in only one

instance did the office have administrative authority over all postsecondary

vocational education as well. As a result, the office overseeing Perkins hrd

less involvement in postsecondary vocational education generally and, in most

cases, less influence over Perkins-funded activities there as wall. Another

consequence for those offices that did not oversee postsecondary voca-

tional education was no involvement at the state level in economic development

initiatives.

An increased federal interest in postsecondary 'ocational education

or in using the Perkins Act to help foster economic development initiatives
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may require reconsideration of the "sole state agency" concept. Furthermore,

any shift in state funds allocation procedures among institutions would also

require explicit federal directives.

The Importance of the Perkins Act at the State Level

The Perkins Act played a sir licant role at the state level, to

provida base funding for states to pursue a statewide agenda in vocational

education. Under Perkins Title II, states could withhold up to 20 percent of

the state grant for their own use.* All states supperted curriculum

development, professional staff development, occupational information systems,

and usually some research and evaluation. Whether states carried out

activities within the Stilte office, or worked with universities, consortia, or

consultants, the Perkins funds served as core funding. The seven percent

administrative budget allowed under the Perkins Act also paid for state

salaries.

Two states used Perkins funds as a lever to obtain other funds. One

strategy was to pool Perkins funds with other funds to create a large enough

investment to make a difference. One state matched Perkins funds with state

or industry funds to support customized training. Another state con,ined a

small amount of Perkins funds with funds from a number of different state

agencies (e.g., Office of Older Adults, Office of Vocational Rehabil.tacion,

state welfare office) to force local vocational providers to establish working

relationships with other public service agencies, in order to become the

vocational trainers for their clients. The second state also used Perkins

funds to support a small-scale version of a new statewide initiative (e.g., a

regional Economic Development Center) unril such time as it had demonstrated

its effectiveness and could be sold to the state legislature to obtain state

funding. Perkins funds were its source of flexible "start-up" money.

Whatever were the ways that states used Perkins funds for their own

activities, Perkins funds were of primary importance. In almost all cases, no

other funds were identified that enabled the state office overseeing Perkins

to move beyond its fiscal and regulatory role.

*
iIt is unclear how large a proportiot was used because of contracts

to universities for staff development. It appeared that one state used at
least 40 percent of its funds on state projects, while another spent less than
tin percent.
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METHODOLOGICAL APPENDIX

SAMPLING

States for the Case Studies

The nine states for the case studies were selected from among the 18

states selected for the national survey. 7%4 18 states for the survey were

selected, using lattice sampling techniques, tc, ensure diversity on vocational

education enrollments, census region, distribution of vocational students

between secondary and postsecondary programs, per pupil expenditures in

education, and change in core course requirements for graduation (a measure of

state activity in academic reform). The nine states were then selected

ensuring variation in each of the categories listed above. Four states were

selected with certainty because they were included in .arlier mandated studies

of vocational education and enroll a significant number of vocational

education students.

Communities for the Case Studies

In drawing the sample of three communities per state, one community

was selected purposively because of (1) a particularly interesting, innovative

or exemplary approach to vocational education for special populations and/or

education and employment linkages; (2) a creative use of Perkins fu:Aing;

and/or (3) innovative efforts to engage new students in vocational education.

This remaining two communitiet in each state were selected to show

variations with respect to tirbanicity (urbane rural, or small town, suburban)

and local.economi.c conditions (growing/stable versus declining). Based on the

findings of previous studies of vocational education, tne nature of vocational

education programs appears to be very different in small town or rural,

suburban, and urban communities. The characteristics of the populations and

the resources available for services are distinctly different in each

setting. The economic health of the communirl also shapes the types of

vocational education services offered. Programs in communities with stable or

growing local economics can be expected to operate differently from those

whose economies are in decline. By using these two stratification variables

to define our sampling frame, we believe chat the sample of communities will
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be illustrative of a number of different contexts in which the Perkins Act is

implemented.

Exhibit A.1 shows the distribution of the 27 communities across the

cells of the sampling frame.

Exhibit 4.1

*umber of Communities in &itch Call of the Sampling Frame

mlwarm.1s,

Croving/Stable

Economy

Declining

Urbanicity Innovative Traditional Innovative Traditional

Urban (9) 2 3 2 2

Suburbar (9)* 2 3 1 3

Rural or 1. 3 1 4

Small Town (9)

Total (27) 5 9 4 7

*Two suburban districts were subsequently reclassified as small towns when
field work was completed.

RISPONDOITS

At the state level, we interviewed program administrators, policy-

makers aad their staffs. At the community level, we interviewed secondary antJ

postsecondary district-level administrators, school-level 4dministrator3 and

teachers, city/community public officials, and representatives of business and

industry. Prospective respondents are described in Exhibit A.2.
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS

Case studies wens conducted using semi-structured interview guides,

combined with a structured reporting form. The structured reporting format

included both descriptive questions as well as such analytic questions as the

relative importance of Perkins funding. The interview guides and reporting

formats were field tested in a large urban community prior to staff

training. Each community site was asked to complete the mail questionnaire

prior to our field visit, in order to simplify and minimize the intrusiveness

of the site visit. A variety of documents, including state and local plans

for vocational education, were reviewed prior to field work. These are listed

in Exhibit A.3.

Two-person teams of experienced researchers conducted the state and

community case studies. All teams visited at least two states and their

associated six communities. Exposure of each field team to multiple sites

facilitated cross-site analysis.

Each state/community set of studies was conducted in a twoweek

block, for a total of 20 person days for the state/community combination.

During the f.:st week, three person days were spent in the state capital,

interviewing and gathering documents on state administration issues. The

remaining seven person days were spent in the largest community. :n the

second week of field work, the team allocated five person days to each of the

two remaining communities. ,

Each team member spent two weeks for writeup of structured reporting

forme and displays after each round of site visits. Materials written by one

team member were reviewed and discussed with the other, prior to submission.

DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

Case study analysis was cross-case analysis, where commonalities and

differences &croon, cases and state-community linkages were explored; and

propositions generated and tested.

The qualitative data analysis methods recently reported by Matthew

Miles and A. Michael Huberman (1984) was used, and Miles was a consultant to

the study on developing data displays and on data analysis. Their methods

emphasized well-defined study variables to ensure the conperabilicy of cross-
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site data; suggested the development of case studies according to a

standardized format to inform cross-site analysis; and encouraged the

reduction of data so that simple relational analysis can be conducted.

Their approach also stressed the data analytic responsibilities of

the field research staff. Senior field staff participated in designing the

overall analytic framework and in preparing data collection and analysis plans

as well as instrumentation and reporting formats. Each senior researcher

focused on a specific topic area in which she was expert. The assignments

were: Christine Wood--special populations; Joann Jastrzab--program

improvement; and Mary Ann Millsap-administration. Each reviewed each ocher's

designs, and Millsap and Wood together field tested the materials.

During their site visits, all researchers recorded their daily

impressions in an analytic diary which guided topics for next-day interviews

and also informs Later analysis. Questions for evening meetings of the field

team included: what is restricting access of special population groups to

vocational education? is; there any pattern to program improvement activities

in this community?

When field work was completed, researchers wrote up all data in

structured reporting formats and data displays, which were they reviewed by

the three senior analysts.

About one month after all field work was completed, the field

researchers attended a three-day analytic meeting where swomary displays were

presented by each of the three senior analysts for comment by all

researchers. aesearchers generated propositions and tested them against their

own cases. This intense, joint analysis enhanced final products and served to

cross-check that analysts were correctly interpreting each other's cases.

Final versions of the standardized case study reports on the 9 states and 27

communities were submitted after the analytic meeting. Secondary documents

were also submitted.
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Exhibit A.2

State and Local Respondents

State Level

person to whom state vocational education director reports

state director of secondary vocational education

state director of postsecondary vocational education

person responsible for determining policy about the distributions
of Perkins funds

person knowledgeable about statewide projects, curriculum
development, and statesupported industryspecific training
programs (if any) in vocational education

sex equity coordinator

a monitor/consultant of Perkins programs at the post-secondary
level

state supervisor for special needs populations

state special education official, if that office provides
vocational education services

director of Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)

key legislative starter on education issues

education advisor to the governor

executive director of state advisory council

SETETILEEltni

Community college/technical insticut (i.e., the largest
institution)

president

dean overseeing career/occupational programs

federal projects officer overseeing Perkins funds

program directors/faculty of largest demand program (if time)

career/vocational counselors (if .ime)
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Rxhibit A.2
(continued)

State and Local Rempondents

Another postsecondary prcvider with rerkins funds (for example,
private technical insritute (e.g., Rochester Institute for
Technology), proprie 7 school, or community based organization.

director

federal projects officer (if different)

director of eerkins-funded program (if different)

Community Level

Secondary

superintandent (e.g., as part of exit interview)

district director of vocational ,fducAtion

other central office personnel (e.g., special education, adult
vocational education), as appropriate

a principal of (area or city) vocational high school

a principal of comprehensive high school

vocational education director within comprehensive high school.

high school teachers (including some with Perkins funding for
LEP, handicapped, disadvantaged, and program improvement)

high school career/vocational counselors (if time)

students (informally)

Others in Community

employer connected with vocational education programs (e 4.,
member of craft council)

employer connected with an industry-specific training program

director of JTPA Service Delivery Area or director of the Private
Industry Council (PIC), as appropriate

person with overview of business/industry climate in the
community (e.g., representative of Chamber of Commerce, state-
employed regional vocational education official)
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gzhibit A.3

Documents

State Level

state plan submitted to the federal office

state Perkins application forms sent to districts and
postsecondary institutions (includes state guidance for local
operations)

state guidance on evaluation of vocaticnal education programs, as
available

state prepared reports on curricl] um development, state goals for
vocational education1 state initiditives in vocational education,
etc., as available

organization charts of the state department of education and
board of higher education (if vocational education also
administered there)

Community Level

local plan submitted to the state for Perkins funding (from both
the district and from the postsecondary institution)

ocher planning documents on vocational education

internal documents on student and community demographics if not
contained in chit local plan
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